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Synopsis 
I begin the thesis with an action research account of an intervention with respect to gender on 
a mathematics Post Graduate Certificate in Education (PGCE) course at a northern university 
in 1989-90. Two years after the intervention, I visited in their schools three of the students 
(now teachers) who had been involved and I interviewed each of them there, with a view to 
finding out what impact, if any, this intervention had had on their beliefs, understandings, 
commitments and practice. In the light of this experience, I sought out three teachers who had 
followed the course and who I had heard were working for change. I conducted several 
interviews with each of them. I constructed a model of the ways of knowing of (new) 
teachers of mathematics and linked one epistemology, that based on the authority of self and 
reason, to an emancipatory curriculum and to critical mathematics education. I have 
considered, briefly, the implications for initial teacher education. 
The research was conducted and this thesis is written as a praxis-orientated inquiry and both 
have been influenced by feminism, critical theory and postmodern tendencies. In this sense, 
the thesis itself is a research experiment. 
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Introduction 
The Riddle 
Seamus Heaney 
The Haw Lantern 
It is a truism that change is never easy. This thesis is much concerned with change. It is 
concerned with how initial teacher education might change the educational practices of 
beginning teachers. It is concerned with whether or not individuals change significantly 
between initial training and becoming a teacher. It is concerned with how epistemological 
frameworks permit or deny the possibility of change in what we know and how we know it. 
It is concerned with what it means to work for change within the context of mathematics 
education in schools. It is concerned with change in what we understand by educational 
research and change in how we might go about it. And, embedded in it, is a story of change in 
me. 
Moreover, the interest ·in change does not simply spring from detached, intellectual curiosity 
but is wedded to a commitment to finding out 'how to turn critical thought into emancipatory 
action' (Lather 1991, pxv). Change is not comfortable. In particular, when working for 
change within education 
[t]here is a lot to undo, both at the level of the individual and at 
the level of the school. And undoing habits, taking away the 
paths we are used to walking down, leaves us feeling 
disorientated and vulnerable. (Rudduck 1994, pl27f) 
However, a personal commitment to change has informed every part of this work, even when 
I have 'contribute[d] to dominance in spite of [my] liberatory intentions' (Lather 1991, pl5), 
and, if it is to be understood, it must be read within this context. As Sandra Acker has it, 
[t]hrough scholarship and reflection we come to understand the 
levers of our lives. But we cannot but try to challenge and 
control them too. (Acker l 989b, p 19) 
An overview of the empirical research 
The research reported upon in this thesis began with a concern with the implementation and 
evaluation of a component of a Post Graduate Certificate of Education course (hereafter 
PGCE) during the years 1989 to 1993 at a northern University. (See Figure I: Timetable of 
the research for an overview.) The students (later teachers) involved were some of those 
following the Mathematics (Later Years) course and the component dealt with the provision 
of equal educational oppo11t111ities for girls and boys. The research began while the students 
were at the University and subsequently followed a small number of them into school. These 
moments of their lives seemed particularly worthy of study because 
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Figure 1 
Timetable of the research 
Academic 
year 
1989-90 
1990-91 
1991-92 
1992-93 
1993-94 
1994-95 
Activity 
phase 1: action research project with cohort I 
equal opportunities group with students from cohort II 
end of year interviews with students from cohort II 
reading about research methodology 
written contact made with cohort I 
phase 2: two day school visits and interviews involving teachers 
from cohort I 
reading about teacher socialization 
abortive written contact with cohort II 
analysis of phase 2 interviews 
reading about epistemology 
reading about radical teaching 
phase 3: one day school visits and extended interviews involving 
teachers from cohorts I, III and IV 
one day school visit and briefinterview involving teacher from cohort II 
brief written responses from teachers from cohorts I and II 
model constructed 
afterword and commentary solicited from phase III teachers 
final research report written 
Timetable o(the research 
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we have little information about how beginning mathematics . 
teachers strike a balance between authoritarianism and problem 
solving or how their conceptions influence the defining of that 
balance. The transition between pre-service and in-service 
experiences can provide a strategic research site for obtaining 
insights into shifts of priorities and the tension that exists 
between a teacher's precious idealism and a milieu of classroom 
life that affects the teacher in uncertain ways. (Cooney 1985, 
p335) 
As the research progressed, the focus both widened and narrowed. I became increasingly 
interested in the more general question of what attributes are characteristic of teachers who 
are working for change. not only in seeking to provide equal opportunities with respect to 
gender but in striving generally for social justice and an emancipatory curriculum. The more 
jpecific question related to understanding the epistemological perspectives of new teachers 
and how those perspectives foster or work against an engagement with critical mathematics 
education. Both of these changes of focus grew out of the early phases of the research and 
the reason for their emergence and their validity for and relevance to the research are dealt 
with at the relevant points in the text which follows. Thus the research passed through several 
phases with respect to the definition of what I was investigating. 
Equally, there were several phases of what I have called 'data collection' although that term is 
problematized in my research methodology: it is these 'data collection' phases to which I refer 
by capitalizing as Phase one. Phase two and Phase three. The first phase of data collection. 
undertaken within an action research paradigm (see. for example. Altrichter 1993). was 
intended to assess the fmpact of an intervention strategy on the students' perceptions and on 
their practices as they completed their year in initial teacher training. At that stage. did they 
consider that their professional responsibilities involved a commitment to providing equal 
opportunities for girls and boys? Had their attitudes and perspectives appeared to them to 
have evolved during their time on the course? Did they intend to act to mitigate bias when 
they become practising mathematics teachers? 
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Phase two was designed to explore whether or not the attitudes to equal opportunities 
displayed by the students at the end of their course proved robust as they moved into the 
world of work and als~ what consequences, if any, those attitudes and practical insights had 
for their classrooms. When investigating the attitudes of teachers in school towards the 
provision of equal opportunities, Pratt had discovered that 'many teachers were unhappy at the 
dissonance between their beliefs and their practice' (Pratt 1985, p34}. Was the same gap, I 
asked, between what they believed and what they did evident for these students? Was there 
continuity between themselves on the course and themselves at work? Had any changes 
apparently resulting from the intervention been stable? If so, what was the extent of their 
impact on the new teachers' classroom practices? In the context of equal opportunities and 
mathematics, had the students continued to develop professionally or had they stagnated? 
After the completion of this stage of data collection, I began a more thorough review of the 
literature relating to teacher socialization and became dissatisfied with the prevalent model of 
discontinuity and change between the individual as student and that same individual 
subsequently as teacher. The dissatisfaction arose both from considering evidence internal to 
the literature and also from a generalized understanding that one's pedagogy is part of one's 
world view and, as such, not lightly given up or exchanged. Reflection on this, combined with 
the experience of analysing and presenting the Phase two data through the device of 
constructing portrayals of the three students-becoming-teachers involved, led to a desire in 
Phase three to investigate the world views of a small number of ex-students whom I perceived 
as being teachers working for change. Consequent upon this third stage of data collection and 
dialectically interacting with its analysis, I constructed a model of teachers' ways of knowing 
. which is intended to inform our understanding of what it means to embrace an emancipatory 
epistemology, particularly with reference to the mathematics classroom. I have used the data 
.. 
from Phase three to vivify (Lather 1991, p9 l) this model. This is the centre, the heart of the 
thesis and is commented upon in the Aftenvord and Commentary. 
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I conclude the thesis by considering the implications of the research for the initial education of 
teachers. I draw out the principles which need to inform our practice if we are to contribute 
to the development of teachers committed to critical mathematics education. · In particular, I 
raise questions about the current alterations to the initial training of teachers which are 
intended to make it much more school-based and competency driven and about the rhetoric 
accompanying these developments. I note the need for self-reflexivity and dialogue in the 
teacher education curriculum and discuss the role of subject studies. Finally, brief suggestions 
are made for further research, including suggestions for action research into practical ways of 
implementing an emancipatory initial teacher education curriculum. 
A dilTerent story: contributions to methodology 
Throughout the research, in addition to developments in the focus of the research and in the 
nature and type of data collection, my participation in the· research process has itself demanded 
the extension, deepening and rethinking of considerations of research methodology. In this 
sense, it has been a very personal journey for me, enormously rewarding and overpoweringly 
oppressive by turns, and one from which I emerge much changed. (See Figure 2: New 
paradigm research for comment.) I regard this thesis as the tale of that journey, a perspective 
also experienced and described by Susan Weil. 
This thesis represents an attempt to document the journey of the 
research on different levels, as well as its outcomes. My 
engagement in data collection and analysis, and my interactions 
with different people along the way (through reading and direct 
encounter) have generated both struggles and breakthroughs in 
my own thinking and understanding. . .. How do I do justice to 
the journey? How do I chart the obstacles and breakthroughs I 
have experienced along the way? How do I convey the extent 
to which the research itself gave rise not only to fresh 
perspectives on old dilemmas and questions, but to new 
perspectives altogether? (Weil 1989, p25f) 
These two elements - the understanding of the thesis as the construction of a narrative of a 
journey coupled with the developments in my thinking, influenced by post-modernism, of what 
6 
Figure 2 
Graffito: Who was that research I saw you with last night? 
That was no research, that was my life! 
New paradigm research 
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is involved in such a task - have had a profound effect not only on the research process but 
also on this artefact itself. Firstly, it has meant that I have not followed in its entirety the 
anticipated structure of a doctoral thesis although I have retained linearity and simplicity of 
structure - 'telling a tale'. 
Thesis construction which demands that literature review, 
theory, method and 'findings' be written as discrete 'chapters-in-
tandem' is certainly at odds with imperatives emanating from 
contemporary social theory. The contemporary educational 
researcher is being exhorted to address more thoroughly than 
ever before the relationship between the way the researcher 
theorises the 'knowable' and the logic of her methodology and 
research practices ... However, the traditional form for 
articulating theory, method and 'findings/results' ... fails to signal 
the embeddedness of theory in the entire research task, or to 
make evident the extent to which the research ought to be 
generative of theory rather than merely 'objective findings'. 
Depicting theory as a tidy point of embarkation and 'results-as-
findings' as a convenient point of disembarkation misconstrues 
the reflexive nature of educational enquiry and the 
epistemological assumptions within which it locates itself. 
(McWilliam 1993. p202) 
Although the structure of this thesis is linear and is the telling of a tale, the journey itself 
involved 'a dialectical process of engagement with the world' (Rowan 1981, p98). (See 
Rowan (1981) for an evocative description of the research cycle and personal participation in 
it.) 
Secondly, there has been the effect on the writing itself. In my attempt within the thesis (very 
partially) to subvert the academic discourse of which it is itself a part, I acknowledge my 
sympathies with the intention 
to keep things in process. to disrupt, to keep the system in play, 
to set up procedures to continuously demystify the realities we. 
create, to fight the tendency for our categories to congeal. · 
(Lather 1991. pl3) 
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Through this self-reflexive way of writing, through limited aspects of my methodology and 
research methods and through the Afle11vord and commentary, I have sought, in some small 
part, to retain an emancipatory thrust to the research. I have sought, in other words, to 
contribute to an answer to Patti Lather's 'central question': 
What would a sociological project look like that was not a 
technology of regulation and surveillance? (Lather 1991, pl5) 
You, the reader, and I are participating in an academic practice which is suffused with issues 
of power and dominance. I want, therefore, for us repeatedly to be unsettled. I do not believe 
that we should participate comfortably, unreflectingly in this practice even though, since I 
have chosen to engage in it, I clearly believe it is worthwhile. Whilst engaging in it, therefore, 
I wish continuously to acknowledge and live the reality of that power and dominance. I 
explore below the contribution which ways of writing which are alternative to standard forms 
of academic discourse can make to this project. At the risk of drowning the reader in a sea of 
jargon, the thesis is written as an emancipatory, postpositivist, praxis-orientated inquiry, 
influenced(?), flavoured(?) by deconstructivist, postmodern notions (cfLather 1991, p7). I 
cannot take myself seriously in writing such a sentence: I caution the reader to think 
(seriously) before doing so. 
The influence of methodology on writing: the personal voice 
The idea of voice was one that began to make itself felt fairly early on in the research. I was 
much influenced by the writing of Phillida Salmon (Salmon 1992) and was fortunate enough to 
attend a seminar which she ran on the task of writing one's doctoral thesis. She suggested that 
we write as though to a friend and I have kept this image in my mind. There are sound 
reasons for this stylistic device. 
When personal values and personal assumptions towards a topic 
are honestly acknowledged, subjectivity, previously blind, 
becomes self-aware and self-critical. (Salmon 1992, p7 l) 
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As will become apparent in the description of my research methodology which I come to in a 
later chapter, I am committed to the view that the research cannot be separated from the 
researcher and, therefore, for me to give an honest account involves writing myself into the 
text (see, for example, p49, Chapter 3 and p 104, Chapter 5). Such a view often accompanies 
a feminist perspective on research. It is found, for example, in Cynthia Cockburn's writing 
about men's resistance to sex equality in organisations. 
This then is a reading of social situations and relationships based 
on careful study of practices in four organizations and accounts 
of their intentions, experiences and feelings by women and men 
who work in them or are members of them. But it is only one 
reading, of many that are notionally possible. It is specific to my 
own subject position: as a white middle-class heterosexual 
woman operating in an academic mode, age fifty-five, mother of 
two adult daughters. A very different reading would have been 
produced by, for instance, a young Asian woman, a senior white 
male manager, a black male trade unionist - and so on. None of 
these standpoints can be seen today as producing the 'truth'. 
But all can perhaps be the basis for respectful negotiation on the 
question of what the world is like. (Cockburn 1991, pl3f) 
If, then, who ·one is has repercussions for the 'truth' of the research and therefore how it 
should be read, writing in such a way as to invite the reader to know one seems to make 
sense. An epistemology that recognises that all knowledge is inherently perspectival is 
consistent with the decision to use the first person in writing and 
explicitness about who I am as a person in relation to the 
processes and outcomes of the study, offers a sounder starting 
point for establishing trustworthiness. (Weil 1989, pl9) 
Further, such a way of writing attempts to undermine the hierarchy and elitism endemic in 
academic discourse. Adrienne Rich offers examples of writing, taken from an academic 
context, which speak with a personal voice and use the personal pronoun 'I' (Rich 1980, 
p 143£). She offers such text as an exemplification of a pedagogic style which is 'more 
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dialogic, more exploratory, less given to pseudo-objectivity, ... by nature anti hierarchical' 
(Rich 1980, pl43t) 
The voice which interrupts 
This thesis is a narrative text of a journey. As such, it might seem appropriate to write an 
uninterrupted account, a simple 'story' emanating from a single voice. This, however, gives 
little opportunity for expressing the self-reflexivity which offers the possibility of unsettling 
dominance. Speaking with multiple voices is congruent with this aim. Madeleine Grumet 
advocates a triad of voices. 
Let our songs have three parts, situation, narrative, and 
interpretation. The first, situation, acknowledges that we tell 
our story as a speech event that involves the social, cultural and 
political relations in and to which we speak. Narrative, or 
narratives as I prefe~, invites all the specificity, presence and 
power that the symbolic and semiotic registers of our speaking 
can provide. An interpretation provides another voice, a 
reflexive and more distant one, the exterior voice-over ... What 
is essential is that all three voices usher from one speaker and 
that each becomes a location through which the other is heard. 
None is privileged. (Grumet 1990, p28lt) 
This suggests to me the separating out of the three voices as in polyphonal singing, where 
each part is a distinctly articulated whole but gains its full meaning only when heard alongside 
the others. I co~sidered adopting a stylistic device that would attempt to present distinct 
voices and to make explicit the self-reflexive process. I was impressed with the strategy used 
by Susan Weil in writing her thesis in which one voice comments upon another in order, she 
says, 'to keep my objective subjectivity visible for the reader, while allowing the 'story of the 
research' to unfold' (Weil I 989, p 18). However, whilst being committed to the inclusion of 
Grumet's triad of voices, I felt that, in the writing I was producing, the three were inextricably 
interwoven. Where different parts of the text are offered as having different status (for 
example, throughout Chapter 11) or where the passage of time has meant that early writing is 
more appropriately quoted and commented upon than used directly (for example, p94, 
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Chapter 5), I have indicated this at the relevant point within the text and, for the reader, the 
narrative continues. 
Influenced by post-modernism, however, I still wished to interrupt the narrative and render it 
problematic, to decline to accept entirely the established parameters, modestly to experiment 
with form. (See Lather 1991, especially p8- l l, by which I was considerably influenced. 
Griffiths (1995) also considers the impact of post-modernist thinking on aspects of academic 
writing.) 
Certainly Foucauldian awareness of the potentially oppressive 
role of ostensibly emancipatory forms of discourse must be 
heeded by those ofus who purport to be working with and/or, 
not 011 our students. (McWilliam 1993, p202) 
I have therefore sought to include, though only at the margin, forms of text not usually 
associated with academic work. By the nature of the enterprise in which I am involved, 
producing an academic thesis, the writing demands 'a "plain-speaking" voice of reason' (Lather 
1991, plO) when what I want to offer is '(p]rovisionality and undecidability, partisanship and 
overt politics' (Lather 199 l, p 10). I am aware too that 
language may be the dumping ground for all sorts of 
misconceptions, illusions, fallacies, myths and errors. We have 
to distrust the whole oflanguage. (Skovsmose 1994, p3) 
Although generally the style of this thesis has much in common with academic discourse, 
including extensive participation in the 'reference-and-footnote games' (Van Maanen 1988, 
p26, quoted in Lather 199 l, p8), and is designed largely to provoke conventional responses, I 
have tried in small part to subve1t those responses by other devices: personal anecdote and 
autobiography (cf Acker 1994, p12-14, Weiner 1994, pl0-26 and Adler et al 1994, p40-47), 
the literary use of quotations, jokes, the first person voice, the legitimacy of passion ('(p ]assion 
is a disruption of conv~ntional research etiquette' (Reinharz 1992, p259)), poetry, the third 
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person singular as female. I ask you, the reader, to play roles other than, and in addition to, 
that of being 'convinced' of my right to be the author/ity of truth, to be and to understand 
yourself as being an active participant in the construction of meaning. 
I find myself, however in an ambiguous relation to these post-modernist concerns. Part of me 
identifies with 'A Fear that They Are Trying to Shut Us Up' (Griffiths 1995, p227), a 
suspicious feeling that just when those who have been marginalized and silenced begin to 
speak up, we are told that everything is uncertain, that there is no speaking 'selt'. I sympathise 
with the perspective voiced by women talking to Patti Lather for whom post-modernism 're-
presents in obtuse jargon what feminists had already formulated and serves to mark the panic 
of the de-centered white male intellectual' (Lather 1991, p 162). I am currently pursuing a 
middle (and, in true post-modern spirit, contradictory!) position of using conventional 
academic forms largely to 'tell my story' whilst using other textual forms as commentary, 
trying, if possible, to find a way between self-reflexivity and self-indulgence. 
Adrienne Rich writes with the androcentricity of academia in mind but similar observations 
could be made from other marginal sites. 
[Creating a woman centred university] does not and need not 
mean that the entire masculine apparatus of masculine 
intellectual achievement should be scrapped ... Some of the 
structures will be seen to be unhealthy for human occupation 
even while their grandeur in its own day can be appreciated; like 
old and condemned buildings, we may want to photograph these 
for posterity and tear them down; some may be reconstructed · 
along different lines; some we may continue to live and use. 
(Rich 1980, pl41) 
By way of example, consider the 'reference-and-footnote game' cited above. It is possible to 
regard this 'game' as part of a combative exercise where the writer tries to outwit the academic 
gatekeepers; or to display knowledgability and erudition like a peacock; or to out-reference 
the opposition. However, and equally, references can be seen as the hand of a friend who 
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leads you; an acknowledgement of and respect for those to whom one owes a debt; a sharing 
of what has made one; .an encouragement to multiplicity. 
'Finding my voice' 
Finally, this brief chapter must include an acknowledgement of the process of 'finding a voice'. 
My supervisor and friend, Leone Burton, has said to her students that, as the work of each 
individual progresses, so each will discover a voice with which to speak. (See Belenky et al 
1986 for a very full elaboration of this metaphor.) Such an unfolding, I believe, is deep in the 
heart of conducting research along the lines and within the paradigm(s) I have adopted, 
although I do not by this wish to imply either that it is a once-and-for-all occurrence or that I 
was always silent/silenced previously. Whilst agreeing with Lather that empowerment entails 
'analysing ideas about the causes of powerlessness, recognising systematic oppressive forces, 
and acting both individually and collectively to change the conditions of our lives' (Lather 
1991, p4), I also believe that the personal and inter-personal/ee/ingofempowerment enables 
that analysis, recognition and, most tellingly, action to take place. If I am to act, I need the 'I' 
to be 'ubiquitously present, in all its instability and vulnerability' (Bordo and Moussa 1993, 
pl32): having a voice is not separate from this. For me, then, the process of finding my voice 
is interwoven with my capacities for emancipatory action. 
It is also a fearful experience. The fear I experience is like that described by Minnie Bruce 
Pratt when, despite the impossibility of sustaining 'the pernicious fiction that a person could 
negate the accidents of individual existence and speak with a purely philosophical voice' 
(Bordo and Moussa 1993, pl32), she dares to speak anyway and to interact with 'difference'. 
When I ·am trying to understand myself in relation to folks 
different from me ... I get afraid; when I feel my racing heart, . 
breath, the tightening of my skin around me, literally defenses 
(sic) to protect my narrow circle, I try to say to myself: ... Yes, 
that fear is there, but I will try to be at the edge between my 
fear and outside, on the edge at my skin, listening, asking what 
new thing will I hear, will I see, will I let myself feel, beyond the 
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fear. (Pratt 1984, p 18, quoted in Bordo and Moussa 1993, 
p132) 
Finding my voice is not separable from being able to be open to see and to hear and to feel 
new things. Some of those new things have found their way here. 
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Considerations of Methodology 
In Broken Iniages 
Robert Graves 
(R.:prinh:J fr1>111 Sus:111 \\'.:il.11np11hlish,:J l'hl> th,-sis. llniwr..ity ofu,nd,,n) 
I'm definitely an agriculturalist at heart - I'd much rather have a 
firm theory to 'test' out than trying to get the data to speak to 
me! 
(L:tt.:r to my sup,:rvis.,r. Ja111mry l \1\14) 
I introduced the first draft of this chapter by writing, 'I shall set out [here] the theoretical 
perspectives which informed the choice of research design for my enquiry'. It is indicative of 
my changing view of t~e research that this no longer seems appropriate. The words 'choice of 
design' do not seem adequately to capture the 'interactive, developmental, non-linear, "messy" 
process' (personal communication, Kerry Cripps, July 1995) in which I was involved. When I 
embarked on the work, I already had an (informal) understanding of what sort of research I 
was going to be conducting and knew, in some very general sense, what sort of methods I 
intended to employ. This made me uncomfortable when I first began to try to come to grips 
with the literature on methodology. I felt potentially guilty of 'bad faith': surely I should be 
entering the theoretical debate with an open mind and only after judging each methodological 
perspective on its own theoretical merits should I commit myself to a methodology and then 
methods for the research. As I found my way around the literature, however, I came to see 
the whole research enterprise as praxis, 'a form of reasoning informed by action which. in a 
process of reflection on its character and consequences, is reflexively changed' (Weiner 1994, 
pl21). 
I begin the chapter by 'clearing the ground' of some of the ideas (perhaps less dominant now 
but still in some sense retaining an unexamined orthodoxy) taken to support the view that 
educational research should be conducted along the same lines as research into the natural 
sciences, within the context of those theories and concept_s traditionally perceived as 
underpinning such research (though increasingly now called into question). I then consider 
the insights offered by a variety of approaches, those of ethnography and the interpretive 
paradigm, of action research and of democratic methodology and of research conducted by 
feminists. Finally I shall consider some of the problems and possibilities of these 
methodologies and note that, with 'the loss of positivism's theoretic hegemony' (Lather 1991, 
p6 J, we are living in a 'climate in which gusts ofintellectual opinion obliterate old lines of 
demarcation without providing new parameters for our work' (McWilliam 1993, p203). We 
are currently experiencing the 'post-paradigmatic diaspora' (Caputo 1987, p262, quoted in 
Lather 1991, p7). 
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What it is not 
I shall begin. then. by trying briefly to delineate some of the things that the research 
methodology of this thesis is not. The methodology which I have employed does not fall 
within what has been called elsewhere the 'agricultural-botany' paradigm where performance is 
assessed by reference to some pre-specified criteria and it is the researcher's job to examine 
whether or not the outcome meets the required standard. 
Students - rather like plant crops - are given pre-tests (the 
seedlings are weighed or measured) and then submitted to 
different experiences (treatment conditions). Subsequently. 
after a period of time. their attainment (growth or yield) is 
measured to indicate the relative etliciency of the methods 
(fertilisers) used. (Partlett and Hamilton I 972. p7) 
Research studies operating within this paradigm seek to create one specific category of data. 
that is. numerical data which can be subjected to statistical analysis; other more subjective. 
intuitive. small-scale and local data have no place. This means that. even operating within the 
particular intellectual orthodoxy of which the paradigm is a part. there are very real difficulties 
in attempting to use this methodology for evaluating curriculum innovation. There are two 
aspects of such research to which I want to draw attention: first. the fact that it needs to 
operate on a large scale and. second. the fact that it supposes the applicability of a before-and-
after approach. where the experiment is not 'interfered with' during its progress. 
Firstly, then. I consider the need to operate on a large scale. Within the educational setting 
there are always a very large number of uncontrolled variables. variables which it would 
certainly be impractical and artificial (and also probably unethical) to seek to control. Studies 
therefore need to be large scale so that the sample size will allow for these parameters to be 
randomised but. setting aside the expense in time and resources that such an approach entails, 
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it is also the case that almost always evaluation is attempted. sensibly, before large scale 
implementation of changes rather than after. 
Secondly, there is the before-and-after aspect of this approach. It is clearly unsuitable for the 
sort of continuing work in which I was engaged. Initially, I was investigating the effect of an 
intervention (on promoting gender equality) in a PGCE programme on which I was 
contemporaneously teaching and. throughout the research. I remained actively involved either 
in continuing to evaluate changes in that programme or in trying to meet the in-service needs 
of the research participants or both. The 'agricultural-botanical' approach assumes that there 
will be no change during the period in which the innovation is being studied and yet in the 
work being described here there was obviously a continuous feedback mechanism between 
implementation. observation. evaluation and re-implementation. a 'classic' exemplification of 
the action-research cycle (see. for example. Altrichter 1993, p49) which is discussed in greater 
detail below. It would simply not have been ethical nor would it have led to a more informed 
assessment had I not developed my practice in line with what I was discovering as I went 
along (nor, surely. would it have been possible). The data available are much richer precisely 
because changes were made on the basis ofinsights gained: the result is a greater degree of 
complexity in the data which makes them more difficult to interpret but. it is to be hoped. less 
superficial. I share 'the paradoxical view that field study data are strong data which are 
difficult to organise. while test data are weak data susceptible to organisation' (Hamilton et al 
1977. plOI). 
It is also worth considering the implications. both moral and practical. of the 'agricultural-
botanical' model when applied to people in an educational setting. Describing agricultural 
research, Lawrence Stenhouse has written. 
Statistically significant preferences for one treatment as opposed 
to another generally meant that in a substantial minority of cases 
- as many as 40% it could be - the treatment which showed 
better overall was in fact worse. ( Stenhouse 1980. p3) 
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Neglecting the effect on the minority may be practical commonsense in the botanical sphere 
(although even here such methods are perhaps not as fashionable as they were) but it seems a 
. grossly inadequate response to data in the educational field. If. for example. our curriculum 
innovation had what was regarded as a deleterious effect on four out of ten of our students. 
there would be little sense in calling it a success and 'applying' it wholesale to subsequent 
cohorts. In addition. large samples and statistical generalisations must overlook local 
variations and unusual happenings: these may be vital elements in the process of 
1111dersta11di11K (and therefore having insights into improving) the effects of the innovation. a 
point which will be developed fi.111her below. 
All of the above are what might be called practical considerations and can stand happily within 
the 'applied science' paradigm. There are more fundamental reasons of an at least partly 
philosophical nature that also meant the paradigm had no 'fit' for the research. This subject 
has been considered at length elsewhere (see. for example. Carr and Kemmis 1986. especially 
pS 1-81 ). In its purist form. this view of educational research is an exemplification of the 
positivist approach to scientific enquiry. a view which has been increasingly.under attack even 
within the field of the natural sciences (Popper 1963, Kuhn 1970. Rose 1994 ). It is now 
widely accepted that scientific paradigms structure observations. that observations are made 
within the theoretical framework and perceptions of the paradigm. although the meaning and 
implication of this contention are hotly debated (Lakatos and Musgrave 1970. Atkins 1994. 
Collins 1994. Dawkins 1994 ). Positivism posits neutral observations leading to 'objective' 
knowledge. 
[It] advocates the search for universal laws ... 'Facts' are 
assumed to exist external to the researcher. waiting to be 
discovered. The researcher is seen as an objective. apolitical 
and value-free being. who works at a necessary distance from 
the 'object' of study. (Gritlin 1985, p l 00) 
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It asserts that such independent observations are possible and. what is more, that the act of 
observation can be so constructed as to eliminate the effect of the observer, a view currently 
under challenge even within that most pure of the natural sciences. physics (see, for example, 
Zukav 1980 for a popular account of some of the difficulties in the positivist position). The 
positivist position embraces an epistemology with which I felt out of sympathy and one which 
seems increasingly diflicult to justify. (For a full discussion of an alternative epistemology. 
see, for example, the first chapter of Bhaskar 1989.) As the research progressed 
epistemological issues loomed larger and larger: later chapters in the thesis discuss them in 
some depth. 
Although not germane to this research project, I note in passing that this is not to say that 
there is no useful place for quantitative research as such within the field of educational 
research. Quantitative research is not necessarily embedded in a positivist philosophy and may 
offer appropriate research techniques for the investigation of some questions (Griffin 1985, 
p99t). As Erica Mc William notes when discussing epistemology after positivism 
... pos1ratio11alism does not reject out of hand the 
rnethodologies of positivism. but moves beyond the boundaries 
positivism set itself for producing and articulating knowledge. 
(McWilliam 1993, p203) 
An example of some quantitative research which was able powerfolly to confirm and fi.trther 
illuminate teachers' understanding of their classroom experiences (despite the fact that the 
recommendations for practice from the research t~am might not resonate with them) was that 
conducted at Chelsea College. London into children's understanding of mathematics (Hart 
1981). 
There are also particular reasons which render the positivist approach inapposite for 
educational research. This is to do with its supposed separation of means and ends. the 
supposition that one can set an educational aim (for example. to raise student teachers' 
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awareness of how girls in school are at present systematically disadvantaged) and then freely 
survey all available methods for achieving this end (including, for example, methods which 
undermine the perceptions and confidence of women student teachers). Most often within an 
educational context it is simply not possible to separate means and ends like this. Again, if an 
end is to create reflective, critical individuals, then it is both logically and morally impossible 
to achieve this by means of a charismatic, demagogic style ( except, of course, by this being 
experienced as repugnant and therefore rejected!) even if such a method generates behaviour 
which appears to stem from a critical and reflective individual. Participation in the educational 
process is itself also part of the product. 
The prevalent effective theoretical challenges to positivism, however, have meant that the 
hegemonic sway of narrowly quantitative methods has been reduced. 
For decades the voice-over of educational research and 
discourse was dominated by quantitative measures ofleaming 
and schooling. Statistical analyses that obscure individual 
experience have given ground in the last decade to qualitative 
studies employing history, literature, anthropology, and 
journalism to convey a subject's sense of educational 
experience. (Grumet I 990, p279) 
If positivism as an epistemology and statistical data and analysis were not appropriate, I asked 
myself. what might I learn from other research paradigms? 
Ethnography and the interpretive p:lracligm 
The first alternative paradigm which informed the educational research process, ethnography, 
developed out of anthropological enquiry and participant observation research in sociology. 
Ethnographic studies of schooling are part of a broader tradition of ethnographic work within 
social anthropology, adapted from this tradition to meet the practical and theoretical needs of 
educational enqui,y. 'Ethnography by definition is descriptive' (Woods 1985, p52) and that 
description is not intended simply to be of behavioural aspects of the object of study. It is 
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verbal rather than statistical and is to be 'thick description'. a notion deriving from Gilbert Ryle 
(quoted in Geertz 1973. p6), which 
aims at describing the meaning or significance of behaviour as it 
occurs in a cultural network saturated with meaning ... The 
meaning of a wink ... is entirely different from a description of an 
eyelid closure ... The splash in the ocean in Breuohel's paintino . ;;;;, ;;;;,, 
The Fall of Icarus. can be critically described only if one knows 
the story of Icarus. (Eisner 1975. p97) 
That human behaviour consists of actions, that is, behaviour with meaning.for the actors, is 
central to the ethnographic paradigm, it being the responsibility of the researcher, at least in 
the first instance, to capture and portray those meanings as best she may. This is not 
understood as independent, 'objective' data since what are called data are really 'our own 
constructions of other people's constructions of what they ... are up to' (Geertz 1973, p9). In 
this sense. the very notion of 'data collection' seems to carry with it inappropriate connotations 
of a rejected. positivist methodology. 
In designing my research I decided to use interviews and also small pieces of writing to 
attempt to elicit from the students-becoming-teachers the meaning for them of both their 
learning at college and their experience of becoming teachers. An important aspect of the 
evaluation of the work we did on the course was the assessment of whether or not there had 
been a change in the allitudes that the students had about equal opportunities issues and about 
their professional responsibility to provide them for the schoolgirls and boys in their care. It 
was the students' meanings which were needed to provide understanding of their 
understandings and therefore their positionings within the culture of schooling. (In pa,1 on the 
course and more substantially subsequently. I also wanted to find out about their classroom 
pn1ctice. This involved thc!ir perceptions but also my own.) 
Another aspect of ethnography and interpretive research that illuminated the approach I took 
was that such studies are essentially eclectic and the researcher considers herself free to adapt 
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-and use a variety of methods depending on the circumstances of the enquiry and what are 
perceived to be the telling research questions: 'the problem defines the methods used. not vice 
versa' (Parlett and Hamilton. 1972 p 13 ). These may initially be very broad. with the 
ethnographer adopting a 'catch what they can' approach (Edwards and Furlong 1978. p57-58, 
quoted in Herbert 1989. p4 I) and acting as 
a son of tea strainer. who may exhibit much decisiveness about 
the interpretation of the tea leaves, but who has less impact on 
the amount and blend of the brew that is pourid onto her/him. 
(Davies 1985, p84) 
After the initial action research project of Phase one. where the methods were devised very 
much as we went along and the methodolom~ was considered largely after the work with the 
students was over, I decided to participate in group meetings with the next cohort of students 
and. in Phase two. to follow up the ex-students into schools. (The experience of and recorded 
data from these meetings did not, in the finish. contribute directly to the research but I have 
retained some references to them because they threw up methodological considerations and 
they contributed to my personal development as a teacher and as a researcher in, I believe. 
both conscious and unconscious ways.) At this stage in the research. I needed to act in the 
spirit of a fieldwork researcher (at least initially), that is I needed to be able to 
act pragmatically, having not been constrained to articulate 
either a specific problem or a specific technique in advance of 
the investigation. (Burgess 1985. p4) 
It was my intention to make the work genuinely exploratory and consequently the pre-selected 
categories of. for example. a systematic observer were not likely to be helpful. In the 
ethnographic tradition, I expected largely to construct categories with which to analyse the 
datafollowing at least the initial stages of data collection. It seems that this would have been 
a feature of the research whatever my particular involvement with it. since the plan was as 
much to uncover research questions as to establish 'answers'. Given the fact that I was 
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plunged into the research project immediately upon starting a new job and without any 
background in the theory of research methods, it was, I suggest, inevitable. This is not to say 
that I was a tabula rasa, interacting 'innocently' with the data and only devising my theory 
through that interaction with it. Inevitably, I would from the beginning have a framework, 
albeit unarticulated, which I brought to the research which would structure in both deep and 
surface ways the data I would collect. It is in response to this understanding that writing 
myself into the research is required for trustworthiness and validity. 
It is also worth emphasising separately what I hoped would be the outcome of my research. I 
was not looking to uncover (let alone 'prove') a law, neither one governing human behaviour 
in general nor, in particular, one governing the understanding and practice of equal 
opportunities of students-becoming-teachers through their induction and socialisation into 
schooling. In this respect also I was working within the ethnographic and interpretive 
paradigm. Ethnography is not 'an experimental science in search oflaw but an interpretative 
one in search of meaning' (Geertz 1973, p5). I did not set out with an hypothesis which I 
wished to check against the data I could uncover but rather to develop an understanding that 
might help illuminate a small part of our working life. I support the view that '.the main 
emphasis [ of ethnography] is on discovery rather than testing of theory' (Woods 1985, pS l) 
and this certainly indicates what I saw myself as attempting to accomplish. My colleagues and 
I had adopted an intervention strategy with respect to the provision of equal opportunities for 
girls and boys in the students' initial teacher training. I wanted to find out as much as I could 
about what impact, if any, that strategy had had on their subsequent practice and 
understandings as teachers. My intention was that, by so doing, I would be able to shed light 
on, or, 'taking touch rather than sight as [my] organising metaphor' (Griffiths 1995, p222), 
improve the feeling for how new teachers conceptualise education in general and the provision 
of equal opportunities in particular. I would not be testing an already established theory 
(neither one of mine nor that of someone else) but would be seeking to elaborate a theory on 
the basis of the ethnographic data. As the research developed, I began to articulate a theory 
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about the ways of knowing of beginning teachers and, in Phase three, that articulated theory 
and the new data reciprocally influenced one another. 
There are two different approaches to the role of the observer in field work found in the 
literature both of which were relevant at different stages in the research. There are those 
researchers who, whilst acknowledging that the presence of a researcher in the field of study 
will inevitably influence what is happening there, nevertheless strive to minimise the impact 
they are having and participate only because they 'cannot think of another way of observing 
that social setting that is ofinterest' (Collins 1984, p57). Something of this role matched part 
of how I worked in Phase two of the research when I attempted to understand the specific 
school settings in which my ex-students were employed, by, for example, observing 
departmental meetings or spending some time simply 'listening in' to the general flow of'chit-
chat' or particular conversations in the staffroom. At other times, however, for example 
within the group meetings which I set up with the second cohort of students, I would be 
attempting to be a fully active 'participant observer', not seeking 'to minimise interaction ... but 
to maximise it ... participation [being] central, irreplaceable and, indeed the essence of the 
method' (Collins 1984, p60). 
Ethnographic studies of schooling have typically committed the researcher to a substantial 
involvement in the life of one particular school over time (Hargreaves 1967, Lacey 1970, 
Willis 1977, Ball 1981; Burgess 1983). Clearly this was not an appropriate method for me 
because I wanted to follow the students into each of the schools in which they were working 
as teachers new to the profession: I was interested in the development of the students where 
the school was one variable. (It would, incidentally, also not be practical given the fact that 
my research was not full-time.) I was making an ethnographic study of a particular group of 
students widespread in their current locations and so I needed to engage in 'condensed 
fieldwork' (Walker I 978, p209), a practice not without difficulties in theoretical justification 
and one which 'can sound like ethnography on the dole' (Rudduck 1993, p14). It is 
questionable how much of the underlying nature of classical field work remains when the 
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'living alongside' element is removed but some of the important features discussed above 
remain and the epistemological grounding is shared. 
Action research 
The second strand contributing to the development of my thinking about the research project 
was the idea of the action research process, currently a paradigm used, discussed and reported 
on in association with the idea of teacher-as-researcher (see, for example, Norris 1977, 
Hustler et al 1986, Association of Teachers of Mathematics 1987). The initial, funded stage 
of the research was described as an action research project and many of the characteristics of 
action research have also continued to feature throughout. 
Wilfrid Carr and Stephen Kemmis provide a useful definition of action research which brings 
out many of the central characteristics. They describe it as being 
simply a form of self-reflective enquiry undertaken by 
participants in social situations in order to improve the 
rationality and justice of their own practices, their understanding 
of these practices, and the situations in which the practices are 
carried out. (Carr and Kemmis I 986, p 162) 
The initial project and my subsequent work were designed to have the characteristics of being 
focused on improvement of our practice and of being undertaken by practitiorier(s). We were 
to be involved in the classic action research cycle of reflection, planning, implementation and 
evaluation leading to reflection in turn informing planning and so on. 
A characteristic foature of traditional empirical research is its 
personal and institutional separation of reflection and action ... 
Action research opts against this methodological separation. 
(Altrichter 1993, p48f) 
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The intention was not simply to understand what we have done but to use this understanding 
to control and direct what we shall do, not simply to understand our world but to change it. 
In this sense it echoed basic elements of the action research process. 
Action research is also commonly associated with collaborative participation; different stages 
of the research would incorporate this characteristic to a greater or lesser extent and in 
markedly different ways. The first, joint phase of the project was designed to generate 
extensive collaboration amongst the lecturer practitioners leading to the development of an 
informed and shared discourse where each of us had the same chance, unconstrained by 
domination, to put forward ideas, to formulate intentions, to call things into question, to argue 
for or against suggestions, explanations, decisions, interpretations, to express feelings, 
attitudes, hopes and fears (see, for example, the discussion of Jurgen Habermas' work in 
McCarthy 1975, pxvii, quoted in Carr and Kemmis 1986, p143). The research in which we 
were engaged met, within a Higher Education context, the definition of being 
research into their schools and classrooms by teachers who are 
committed to improving their practice through the process of 
self-reflection and collaborative action ... [in which] the 
language and the truth tests of practitioners are employed to 
identify and eliminate the distortions and coercions which 
prevent free speech, open communication and equal access to 
knowledge. (Gibson 1986, p162) 
Consequently there would open up the possibility of supportive, critical, shared reflection and 
of just and democratic decision making within the group of practitioners. In this first phase of 
the research, however, there was no attempt to involve the students as members of the action 
research process. In this sense they were the 'objects' of study rather than 'actors' in the 
research. 
During the next stage of the research, the empowering collaboration amongst colleagues 
continued only informally and at a distance. An a}tempt was made instead to involve (some) 
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of the students themselves in the action research process. By setting up a regular group 
meeting, the intention was to augment the scope of the action research process, to enlarge the 
range of the participants to the shared discourse, to make the students themselves participant 
researchers in the search for understandings of the process of students-becoming-teachers and 
the consequences for the provision of equal opportunities for boys and girls in schools. (In 
practice, these high hopes were not realised.) In turn, it was hoped that the impact of the 
action research would contribute to their development as reflective practitioners (Schon 
1983). 
However, in the data collection in schools in Phase two of the research, neither of these forms 
of group collaboration was available. In addition, in this phase, I was in a real sense not 
investigating my own practice and understandings directly but only at one stage removed. I 
would be attempting initially to gain knowledge of and insight into the practices and 
understandings of my ex-students and only subsequently to use these in tum to illuminate and 
change my (our) own practice. I would here be moving further away from an approximation 
to an action research model with its implicit possibilities of equality and empowerment and 
participatory control. Ifl wished to retain for the research an emancipatory interest it would 
also need to be informed by democratic and feminist perspectives. 
Democratic methodology and the research of feminists 
By democratic methodology I understand that cluster of ideas emanating from the Centre for 
Applied Research in Education at the University of East Anglia under Lawrence Stenhouse 
(see, for example, Norris 1977). I do not refer to 'feminist methodology', since it is part of the 
essence of a feminist approach that there is no one way of researching ( see, for example, 
Harding 1987, pl88), but in general terms my research design was influenced by those 
principles and practices that inform the research work of feminists. 
A concept central to both democratic research and research conducted by feminists is the issue 
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of who owns the research and, connected to this,forwhom the research is undertaken. The 
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first and perhaps most obvious place where these questions arise is in considering data 
collection. In democratic research and commonly in research conducted by feminists, the 
participants are in control of any data collected: this means that confidentiality must be 
assured and that any use which is made of the data is negotiated with them. including. 
ultimately, the researcher accepting that the participant may withdraw completely or partially 
from the research. This is partly for ethical reasons: 'people own the facts of their lives and 
should be able to control the use that is made of them in research' (Walker 1978, p214). 
However, it also has the consequence that, because meaning has to be negotiated, the 
possibilities of misunderstanding and therefore misconstruing the data are reduced. Returning 
data to the participants for checking should contribute to the elimination of gross error and 
recycling emerging analysis and conclusions back through them should contribute to 'face 
validity' (Lather 1986. p78). Another clear consequence of this methodological stance is. of 
course, that the data-collection cannot be in any sense covert. 
I foresaw that these ideas would inform most of my practice in all three stages of the research, 
perhaps most fundamentally in recording and interpreting the group meetings I had with the 
second cohort, but also in all my direct dealings with the students-becoming-teachers. I 
discuss in some detail the issues raised and decisions made about interviewing elsewhere (see 
Chapter 4), but let me record here that I intended to regard all interview data collected with 
the students-becoming-teachers as belonging strictly with the participants. However, this 
turned out not to be the simple matter that I had foreseen. Much of the interview material was 
only recorded in my personal notebooks, largely unintelligible to any other reader. Other 
material was gleaned from tape recordings which were never. or never fully, transcribed. Both 
with notebook and tape sources, otlen I decided to include material only after a very 
considerable time lapse (as much as four years later) when in many cases I had lost contact 
with the participants. This was. therefore, one of the ways in which I did not meet my own 
expectation of and commitment to democratic research. Partly as a result of becoming aware 
of this failure as the research progressed (but also influenced by the nature of the data and the 
form of analysis l was using). I did transcribe from the interviews in Phase three all of the 
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material that I perceived as having any relevance to the research (Appendix 11) and returned 
these to the participants for comment. 
I also found myself in an unforeseen and intractable dilemma with the portraits that I later 
constructed on the basis of the Phase two school visits and interviews. Although I intended to 
return to each of the teachers involved the story that I had told about that individual. in the 
finish I only returned the two more positive ones. There were some minor practical 
considerations involved but these could have been overcome. Mostly. I think. I was 
motivated by amoral squeamishness about confronting someone I knew with a partially 
unflattering picture of themselves. In addition, my actions feel both unethical - the individual 
is patronized and also has no chance to defend herself - and ethical - given the direction in 
which the research was going, I would not be asking her to participate further and would not 
realistically have the resources to work through the potential damage and offence to a shared 
perspective. were it possible to do so. This falls far short of meeting a commitment to 
democratic research even though I believe that the portrait will only be used to argue for 
changes in the teacher education curriculum designed to make it n~ore liberatory. 
Throughout. I worked hard to retain a clear perception of the relative power of the researcher 
and the researched. especially of the interviewer and the interviewed (Finch 1984). Although I 
might strive to operate within a democratic and feminist mode, I share the view that 
[i]t is possible to break down hierarchies ... within an 
atmosphere of. .. trust and personal commitment. But the 
researcher must never suffer the illusion that total equality can . 
be achieved. She must acknowledge the power relationship in 
which she finally determines what is recorded and what is not. 
and in which she must assume ultimate responsibility. (Witcher 
1985, p 103) 
I remained clear that what appeared in the records and what 'counted' as data would reflect my 
own concerns and understandings. In addition, I now understand that inviting 'member 
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checks'. whilst being a basic necessity for democratic research, contributes in only a very small 
way to redressing the power imbalance between the researcher and the researched. The 
participants remain very much the ohjecls of the researcher's craft unless the researcher and 
the researched are one. Inevitably. it is finally the writer's categories. concepts. constructs and 
so on which frame and shape the work and it is the writer's story which is told. It is with 
'suspicion of the intellectual who both objectifies and speaks for others' (Lather I 991. p I 5) 
and to offer an interruption to this relation of dominance that I have included the Afterword 
and commentwy. 
Where I incorporated written data (for example. background information supplied by schools, 
questionnaires from students) and where I collected data from interviews with. for example, 
headteachers. I intended to offer complete confidentiality but neither final control nor 
negotiated meaning. This was pa11ly for practical reasons (many more students gave me 
written feedback than I could hope to interview. negotiating meaning with school hierarchies 
would be. at best. peripheral to the area of study) but it was also because I di~ not feel that the 
same ethical issues were raised. In this culture. writing is considered a much more public act 
than speaking and I did not think that students would feel loss of good faith on my part by 
having their written remarks repo11ed and interpreted; printed information from schools is 
intended to stand or fall on its own; and the research was not 'getting inside' the 
understandings of headteachers about the socialisation of their probationary staff. but rather it 
included trying to see the public statements of those headteachers as they might be 
experienced by the ex-students. 
Issues around the collecting of data were likely to be the most peninent to my enquiry 
because. as the participants left the course. they would be losing touch with each other (and, 
perhaps. me) and would also typically be engaged in demanding foll-time work which would 
provide little oppol1lmity for direct, on-going involvement. At the beginning. when I thought 
the research was going to be about addressing equal opportunities issues in initial teacher 
"'? _,_ 
education (rather than about coming to understand how it is possible to be a teacher working 
for change), I also anticipated that 
[the research's] on-going nature centres on new cohorts of 
stu~ents which means that it is going to become increasingly 
penpheral, although I hope still of interest, to my ex-students in 
their working lives. (personal notes, December 1992) 
However, given the change in the direction of the research and the participants' generous 
engagement with it, I no longer believe this to be the case. Nevertheless, any sense of their 
sharing control of the research as a whole as opposed to having control over the data 
remained unrealistic. Similarly, an element commonly found in democratic research, that of 
the research itself acting upon the pa11icipants to develop their thinking, awareness, 
understanding and so on, was not deliberately present for any of the participants in the original 
design. (I now understand, which I then did not, that the very act of participating in, for 
example, semi-structured interviewing, because it provokes reflection, leaves the interviewee 
changed. Those I contacted frequently said how rewarding the process was for them and how 
much they felt they had gained from it.) Pai1icipant development, then, might have been a 
hoped for by-product but was not initially an aim of the research (except to some extent with 
the group meetings)~ panicipant development was not an intention. I now regard this as both 
naive and undemocratic. 
Another consequence of a democratic relationship between the participants and the researcher 
is that openness is required on the part of the latter. This was a crucial element in my 
relationships with my students. There was no sense in which I could. or should. seek to hide 
my own commitment to and understandings of the issue of providing equal opportunities for 
girls and boys in school. It was part of my professional duty to work with the students on 
these issues and I would have considered it improper to attempt to handle value-laden and 
political issues without declaring my own bias. Although it may be the case that 'attempts to 
bury the values on which educational decisions are made have become habitual' (Powell and 
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Solity 1990, p72), it is intellectual bad faith to suppose that something as deeply political as 
how a society reproduces its values in its young, that is, in part, education, could be 
approached in a value-free way (Maxwell 1988, Ernest 1989b, 1991). I have values of my 
own (for example, I am committed to free state education which attempts to offer genuinely 
equal opportunities to all) that inform my educational practice and I am also committed to a 
view of education that seeks to promote critical and independent thought. Necessarily 
therefore I must declare my own bias so that students can move towards developing their own 
views with an explicit awareness of the values and other factors that underpin them. Since this 
was going to be true of my pedagogy, I needed a research methodology that acknowledged 
and built on this. 
These considerations apply to both democratic research and research conducted by feminists. 
Were there additional insights to be used in designing my research that related specifically to 
the perspective of feminists? It is certainly the case that the research was informed by such 
perspectives at a philosophical level, particularly with respect to the epistemological view 
which I was striving to comprehend, articulate and endorse. Much of this links with the 
earlier sections on the ethnographic paradigm but it goes further. There are structural reasons 
why it is difficult fully to grasp and express feminist world views. 
Perhaps patriarchy's greatest psychological weapon is simply its 
universality and longevity. A referent hardly exists with which 
it may be contrasted ... or by which it might be refuted. While 
the same might be said of class, patriarchy has a still more 
tenacious or powerful hold through its successful habit of 
passing itself off as nature. (Millett 1970, p58, quoted in Rich 
1980, p77) 
This is as true of the assumptions underlying our school educational system (see, for example, 
Payne 1989, Scott 1989, Spender 1989) as it is of the research milieu, where 
the very language, theories, models and ways of 'doing 
rationality' are recognised as inextricably bound up with the 
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-dominant male culture of the university environment. (Davies 
1985, p82) 
Many of the issues about the purpose, subject and method of research that is distinctly feminist 
relate to research of, by and for women. In this study, although myself a woman, I was 
working throughout with both women and men and was intending the research to be for both 
female and male colleagues and students. Thus far, many of the specifically feminist 
approaches to research were marginal to the work I was doing. However, it is also the case 
that, especially when I followed up the students into the wider world of the schools in which 
they were working, I expected to see them confronted with sexist values and behaviour as well 
as, I hoped, the influence of those committed to providing equal opportunities. I felt I needed 
to bring, as clearly as possible, a feminist perspective to bear on what was happening both 
accurately to see it and also to begin to describe and understand it; and this, naturally, needed 
to be a declared part of the research. I subscribed to the view that I was investigating an 
essentially political issue and in such a context to portray myself as being outside the political 
framework, as being independent of and uninvolved in the issues, as having no active opinions 
about what I saw, would be simply a masquerade: anonymity was not only not possible, it was 
also not desirable. 
I also believed that 
[i]t is politically value-laden research processes that are 
producing the more complete and less distorted social analyses 
... Scientific knowledge-seeking is supposed to be value-neutral, 
objective, dispassionate, disinterested, and so forth ... Science's 
method is supposed to protect the results of the research from 
the social values of the researchers. And yet it is obvious to all 
that many claims which clearly have been generated through 
research guided by feminist concerns, nevertheless appear more 
plausible (better supported, more reliable, less false, more likely 
to be confirmed by evidence, etc.) than the beliefs they replace. 
(Harding 1987, p 182) 
I hoped to make a small contribution to such an analysis. 
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The part of the research in which I was most specifically indebted to the research practice of 
feminists was in the work relating to the group meetings. I was, in the end, unable to make 
these meetings work for me as a research tool although they contributed to my development 
as a teacher and as a researcher. In addition, they raised issues of methodological principle. It 
therefore seems appropriate to consider them here although they will not, of course, feature in 
the empirical phases of the research. 
I knew of no closely related use of group. meetings as a research technique. I was familiar 
with the use of group meetings by women for confronting mutedness, for unlocking 
knowledge and experience, for coming to an awareness of the 'assumptions in which we are all 
drenched' (Rich 1980, p35). (See, for example, Oakley 1985, p76f) I felt that I was moving 
into fairly unchaned waters. Had it been available at the time. the ideas and techniques 
described in Clark ( 1993) might have been useful in informing my practice. I had read of 
Carrie Herbert's adaptation of the technique in her school based research into the sexual 
harassment of schoolgirls (Herben 1989, especially p57fi): and. like her, I had doubts about 
whether I would be able to resolve some of the dilemmas of using such an approach. Of some 
difliculties I was aware before I began. I was, for example, the Subject Leader for the course 
that the students were following. I was therefore in a strictly hierarchical position over them, 
including being a significant assessor of their progress. We would be very disparate in terms 
of age, social background, educational experience and, probably, sexuality. Most importantly 
we would almost cenainly be female and male. Nevertheless. I decided to include the group 
meeting as one element in designing my research; it could not. I felt, fail to be rewarding and 
might provide useful insights into the student experience. 
I therefore went ahead and discussed the form, time, purpose and so on of the group meetings 
with the first cohort during the last week of their course and was guided to some extent by 
their advice. I decided to offer a group meeting once a fortnight during the course. suggesting 
that it could be a source of additional suppo11 for the students and intending, at least initially, 
to strive to keep a practical focus. I prepared a sho1i description of what I intended (see 
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Appendix 17) and presented this to the new cohort of mathematics PGCE students during 
their first week of attendance at the University. I decided that, whatever happened within the 
group, unless it did not even come into being, I would keep a personal diary throughout this 
stage of the research. The diary might include reflections about the nature and purposes of the 
group and of the overall conduct of the research but would also include accounts of my 
feelings, my hopes and fears - distant shades ofBronislaw Malinowski (1967)! I have been 
very glad of this decision as such jottings help to reconstruct the personal journey involved in 
the research. 
What I attempted had something in common with self-support groups in that I tried to create 
an egalitarian and non-hierarchical context for the students to explore sensitive issues in depth. 
I myself intended to contribute things that had happened to me and issues of current concern 
to me, seeking to devolve power and create an atmosphere of reciprocity. Experiences, I 
hoped, could be described in a shared supportive environment. It was different from a self-
support group in a number of respects however. Although I thought that I would also be able 
to use the group to share experiences and to work jointly on trying to understand them, I was, 
of course, there in a different role from the students. I was not one of their peers and, 
although I was facing equal opportunities issues in my own teaching and professional life as a 
lecturer, my position was one of comparative experience and security when contrasted with 
theirs as students and student teachers. Inevitably and in their view appropriately, they 
regarded me as an 'expert' on professional matters and so my role retained much of the 
teacher: I was expected to offer structure, to make connections, to draw threads together, to 
help generalisations to emerge. This undermined the extent to which the meetings provided a 
full and reflective voice for the students. 
Another difference stemmed from the fact that selt:.support groups usually come into being in 
response to expressed need by the pa1iicipants and with no ulterior purpose or specific end in 
view. I intended to record and analyse what happened within the longer term perspective of 
the research and the students' understanding and awareness of this was an element in how we 
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all interpreted the function and functioning of the group. I had other (declared) purposes than 
the shared ones. We did not have a folly shared agenda. 
In addition. as expected. only some of the students volunteered to be members of the group 
and yet I remained tutor to and available to them all. I was deeply anxious about the ways the 
volunteers and I would relate to the rest of the cohort. Would the creation of the group be 
divisive? Would those who had not joined in therefore see themselves as not prioritising equal 
opportunities issues? Would those who had volunteered see themselves or be seen by others 
as untypical and as emphasising one particular aspect of the course perhaps at the expense of 
others? These anxieties had a profound effect on the extent to which I allowed relationships 
of intimacy to develop within the group. Because I was so concerned not to establish. in any 
sense. an 'in-group'. I failed to create the sort of atmosphere in which we. as group members, 
might have become vulnerable to one another. Without such vulnerability and intimacy, it was 
of course to be expected that real shared personal insight would not develop. It was this, 
more than anything else. which militated against the effectiveness of the group meetings in 
terms of the research. 
I am doubtful of the extent to which I understood clearly the function of the group meetings 
as a research device and to what degree I had a sound intellectual grasp of their research 
purpose. There is theoretical and practical work to be done in developing our understanding 
of emancipatory research methods not least those involving group enquiry. I am left with 
many, currently unresolved. questions. What is the significance of the other roles the group 
participants play for each other. for example. teacher/student? Is it particularly significant if 
those other roles are pa11 of a hierarchical strncture? Is it possible to bring to the group 
setting any sense at all of equality it: outside the group, relations of dominance exist between 
the members? What is the impact of a perceived difference in knowledge base between the 
participants. and especially between the researcher(s) and the rest'! How is interviewing a 
group different from a group conversation? How else might the group task be 
described/analysed? If the researcher(s) have an agenda of enquiry. in what sense. if at all. can 
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the agenda be understood as democratically negotiated if not every member of the group sees 
themselves as a researcher? What is the significance of how and by whom the group is 
instigated? Do thefeeling'i of the researcher(s) offer any information? Does a group setting 
offer any protection against over disclosure? Or, conversely. does the group setting put 
pressure on the members to disclose more that they otherwise would? Is this pressure 
illegitimate? Who decides? What methods of recording are legitimate or helpful or 
appropriate? These are some of the questions we might take as a starting point for further 
enquiry and reflection. 
Feminism also offered me a justification for researching an area in which I was deeply 
involved. 
A feminist methodology ... requires ... that the mythology of 
'hygienic' research with its accompanying mystification of the 
researcher and the researched as objective instruments of data 
production be replaced by the recognition that personal 
involvement is more than dangerous bias - it is the condition 
under which people come to know each other and to admit 
others into their lives. (Oakley 1981, p58) 
I was clearly concerned with the students-becoming-teachers' concerns; perhaps my 
involvement would enable them to recognise and speak of some of the truths of their 
situations. 
Issues of validity 
Although I felt fairly happy in practice with this rather eclectic range of methodological 
influences. it must be said that, as with other methodologies. there are unresolved theoretical 
problems about the research paradigm(s) I was adopting. Many of those engaged in 
ethnographic. 'case-study' research, for example, who do not doubt the essential purpose and 
value of ethnographic work, have nevc11heless been aware of the need for more work to be 
done on its theoretical base and the details of what constitutes legitimate and informative 
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practice (see, for example, Delamont and Hamilton I 984, Atkinson and Delamont 1985, 
Hammersley I 986a, Lather 1986). 
It is, of course, impo11ant to characterise these ditliculties within the relevant epistemological 
paradigm: issues, for example, of validity and generalisability need to be satisfactorily 
addressed but not necessarily by invoking a notion of 'science'. Martyn Hammersley, 
discussing the work of Herbert Blumer, suggests that 
on the one hand, social phenomena cannot be understood 
without taking account of subjective as well as objective 
factors; yet, at present, we have 110 wcry of capwring subjective 
factors that meet the requirements of science. (Hammersley 
1989, p4, my italics) 
However, it is not clear that we should accept this imperative. Rather, since within the 
ethnographic approach 'the use of interpretative human insight and skills is, indeed, 
encouraged rather than discouraged' (Hamilton et al 1977, p 18 ). the educational researcher 
has perhaps more in common with, for example, psychiatrists and historians, by whom such 
methods are taken for granted. than with physical scientists. The tests for the worth of the 
research are therefore not those of 'objectivity' and 'truth' in the sense of factual data 
uncontaminated by the researcher but rather whether or not the data are accurate. fair and 
relevant and the report is regarded as usetltl, intelligible, revealing. 
Through the methods of data collection used (described in Chapter 4) I sought to ensure that 
the evidence offered was accessible to critical analysis and to triangulation (Stenhouse 1980, 
p4). Because I saw the data as essentially 'contaminated', I have included myself - my values, 
my purposes, aspects of my biography (see, for example, p49, Chapter 3) - in the account of 
the research so that my 'own position in the web of power/knowledge/desire' (Walkerdine 
1990, pl96) can be, to some extent, shared. I am sympathetic to Shulamit Reinharz's 
perspective. 
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I, for one, feel most satisfied by a stance that acknowledges the 
researcher's position right up front, and that does not think of 
objectivity and subjectivity as warring with each other but 
rather as serving each other. I have feminist distrust for 
research reports that include no statement about the researcher's 
experience. Reading such reports, I feel that the researcher is 
hiding from me or does not know how important personal 
experience is. Such reports seem woefully incomplete and even 
dishonest. (Reinharz 1992, p263) 
I wished to be faithful to my own experience and not to be disabled by it but also to strive to 
avoid making my experience hegemonic (see Bordo and Moussa 1993 for a discussion). In 
addition, I do not represent myself as approaching the data with an unknowing mind, where 
theory only results from saturation in the data, because my pre-existing understandings would 
structure all aspects of the data collection. I have tried therefore to make those 
understandings explicit to enable the text to be read critically. I have attempted to obey the 
stricture that 
... evidence will be deeply contaminated by the values of those 
that are submitting the evidence. It is not possible to eradicate 
the bias, therefore authors should declare their bias. (Powell 
and Solity 1990, p76) 
In addition, I do not claim to offer a 'typical' or representative case or selection of cases - 'So I 
should believe that all white whales are bad?' (Stake 1972, pl60) - but this does not mean that 
I have abandoned the hope of generalisability. Rather I have 'only shifted the locus of 
responsibility for generalisations' (Macdonald 1977, p54, my italics) to the reader: the nature 
of the 'truth' of what I offer is as of a story or a metaphor and the account is tested by the 
extent to which it is recognised (Walkerdine 1990, pl96) by the reader. By studying 
experience at the micro level, I am trying to illuminate how oppression or resistance are 'lived'. 
I am attempting to tell a reasoned and reasonable story about what I am reporting but it is 
possible that my perceptions are false. The reader has to ask if the story is powerful or 
convincino or illuminatino- she has to ask if it seems authentic to her, ifit accords with her O o, 
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need, for example, to have a coherence, a wholeness and be one in which the information 
relates to the story and vice versa, in which the data are relevant to the theory and the theory 
is relevant to the data. It will be possible to debate whether or not there is internal consistency 
and to assess the laxity or otherwise of the relationships between conceptual structures and 
observations. Thus a critical reading in a shared discourse is realistic. 
However, I offer two last 'words of warning' to myself and to the reader. Firstly, I have a 
deep involvement in the area I was investigating and 'it would hardly be a fish who discovered 
the existence of water' (Kluckholm quoted in Davies 1985, p85): and secondly, I suspect that 
Clifford Geertz is right in saying 
Cultural analysis ... is a strange science ... in which to get 
somewhere with the matter in hand is to intensify the suspicion, 
both your own and that of others, that you are not quite getting 
it right. (Geertz 1973, p29) 
I only hope that at least some of the time when I am not getting it quite right it is indeed 
because I am getting somewhere! 
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3 
Background to the intervention 
I rose early, played on the piano, and painted during the 
time I could spare in the daylight hours, but I sat up very 
late reading Euclid. The servants, however, told my mother 
"It was no wonder the stock of candles was soon exhausted, 
for Miss Mary sat up reading till a very late hour"; 
whereupon an order was given to take away my candle as 
soon as I was in bed. I had, however, already gone through 
the first six books of Euclid, and now I was thrown on my 
memory, which I exercised by beginning at the first book, 
and demonstrating in my mind a certain number of problems 
every night, till I could nearly go through the whole. My 
father came home for a short time, and, somehow or other, 
finding out what I was about, said to my mother, "Peg, we 
must put a stop to this, or we shall have Mary in a strait 
jacket one of these days". 
(!\lary Som~·,-vill..:, Personal Recollections. from Early Life to Old Age, p54, 1874) 
Had our friend Mrs Somerville been married to La Place, or 
some other mathematician, we should never have heard of 
her work. She would have merged it with her husband's, 
and passed it off as his. 
(l.:11..:rofC'harl..:s Lydl. 23 August 1831 publish~-J in Lydl 1881. p322) 
I have perseverance and intelligence but no genius, that 
spark from heaven is not granted to the sex, we are of the 
earth. 
(!\lal)' Som.:rvill..:, n,,i.•s 1,,r :m aulohiogr:1phy, publish.:J in Palt.:rson 1983, p87) 
In this chapter I consider the background to the action research intervention project with 
which this research started. I outline the European Commission's initiative and then give a 
brief overview of the thinking which informed the project of which I was a part. 
contextualising that thinking by reference to a review of the literature. The review covers 
the literature on equal opportunities with respect to gender and schooling in general and 
also draws on the literature on gender and mathematics in particular. 
Origins of the action research project 
The intervention strategy came into being as part of an action research project funded by 
the European Commission. The Commission was concerned that women are under 
represented both in the labour market (Commission of the European Communities 1984) 
and also in those pa11s of the education system that are seen as equipping young people 
for full participation in a world of work based increasingly on technology (Commission of 
the European Communities l 983 ). Demographic changes mean that a shortage of skilled 
entrants to the labour market is foreseen and the Commission wished to s~e a greater 
number of girls and women choosing non-traditional careers. The Council and the 
Ministers of Education of the European Community therefore agreed a resolution 
(reproduced in full in Appendix 16) which gave 
their agreement to an action programme which will be 
implemented within the scope of constitutional possibilities 
and havino reoard to the economic. social and cultural 
.:> .:> 
context of each Member State. to the funds available and to 
their respective education systems. The measures envisaged 
under this programme are necessary in order to: 
(i) ensure equal opportunities for girls and boys 
for access to all forms of education and all 
types of training in order to enable each 
individual to develop his or her own aptitude 
to the full~ 
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(ii) enable boys and girls to make educational 
and career choices, in full knowledge of the 
facts and in good time, affording them the 
same possibilities as regards employment and 
economic independence; 
(iii) motivate girls and boys to make non-
traditional choices and to follow courses 
leading to qualifications so that they may 
have access to a far more diversified range of 
jobs; 
(iv) encourage girls to participate as much as 
boys in new and expanding sectors, within 
both education and vocational training, such 
as the new information technologies and 
biotechnology. 
( Commission of the European Communities 1985, 
Resolution Section I) 
Teacher education was seen as a key point at which intervention could be effective and the 
action programme involved 
[i)ncluding the question and pedagogics of equal 
opportunity in teachers' initial and in-service training. 
Teachers' courses could for instance include the components 
needed to encourage girls to take up the natural sciences 
and mathematics, and information on the vocational 
opportunities offered by these disciplines. (Commission of 
the European Communities l 985, Resolution Section I, 
Subsection 5) 
The Commission therefore funded a Europe wide initiative in teacher education of which 
the project in which I was involved was a part. 
At the northern University involved in the project, the concerns of the Commission were 
shared but the project directors (and I) were also concerned. more widely than the 
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Commission, with issues of social justice. We did not have an articulated and shared 
theoretical standpoint about equal opportunities on which to base our intervention 
although we were aware oft he considerable body of research evidence, which is reviewed 
below, that indicates that there are a number of systematic sites of disadvantage 
experienced within schooling and also reproduced by schooling, one of which is that of 
gender. (See, for example, Clarricoates 1978, Whyte et al 1985, Arnot and Weiner 1987, 
Spender 1989, Spender and Sarah 1989.) Jn the traditional classroom, women and girls 
have been rendered passive and silent (though often also silently resisting) both through 
the pedagogical style and through the way that knowledge itself is constructed and 
presented. It is necessary 'both to redefine the content and boundaries of knowledge, and 
to alter the teaching and learning contexts' (Green 1992, p96 ). We shared_ the view that 
girls are not simply disadvantaged by sex-role stereotyping and therefore that equality of 
opportunity will not be provided by eliminating socialisation into passivity and 
subservience. Rather we worked to the premise that they are oppressed and that the 
oppression is strnctural. 
At this stage, in part inevitably given the nature of the funding for the initiative, we were 
focusing sharply on gender as a site of disadvantage. I was personally committed to 
fighting other inequalities and also knew that it can be unhelpful to separate one aspect of 
oppression from all others. Individual girls are also located by class, 'race', sexuality and 
so on and these locations interconnect and affect each other. An 'additive' model of 
oppression fails to capture the complexity of how these different locations inter-relate and 
how life is lived at any particular intersection. Class background, for example. will have a 
profound effect on how schooling is experienced by different girls (see, for example, 
Kessler et al I 985 and Walkerdine and Lucey 1989). Equally, over-generalisation has led 
to some girls being rendered invisible; for example. the experience of black schoolgirls has 
been marginalised. 
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Acknowledging the specificity of individual lives and the differences between differently 
located girls and women does not, however, make it impossible to speak. There are 
sufficient commonalities amongst girls in how schooling is experienced to ·allow some 
worthwhile generalised observations to be made, although none for which it is irrelevant 
to question whose experience it is that is the subject of the generalisation. I now turn to a 
review of what has been written about girls' experience of schooling. 
Gender as a site of disadvantage: :m overview of the liter.,ture 
Traditionally, knowledge is constructed as impersonal and external; it is presented as being 
stratified into hierarchies and also as appropriately 'delivered' through an educational 
system which is itself stratified. Dale Spender points out that these two are linked: if 
students are encouraged not to rely on their own experience but to deny it and to accept in 
its place the knowledge and experience of experts. then the hierarchical structures are 
strengthened. In turn, existing patterns of inequality are strengthened. 
Each division of education fits into a hierarchical frame and 
within each division knowledge is stratified ... Generally 
speaking one cannot go to secondary school unless one has 
been to primary school; one cannot go to university unless 
one has been to secondary school. And this is not 
necessarily because there is any logical progression. a fact to 
which both students and teachers will frequently testify. 
Students have been known to complain about the lack of 
continuity from one level of education to another and 
teachers have been known to declare to their new intake 
that the students must 'forget everything your teachers 
taught you in that last place': this applies even at university 
where it is not uncommon for lecturers to instruct their 
students that they must start from scratch for the knowledge 
and the methods of enquiry that they learnt in school are 
inadequate. if not wrong. Apart from contributing to the 
vulnerability of the student, this helps to enhance the 
superiority of the new institution and its staff The 
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educational hierarchy is jealously guarded by many of the 
practitioners. (Spender I 980a, p45) 
This stratification, the competitive hierarchies, the denial of personal knowledge. the Jack 
of ownership. are all said to be antipathetic to the learning of women and girls (see, for 
example. Rich 1980. Spender and Sarah 1989, Spender I 989, Green 1992). (Much the 
same can be said about other disadvantaged groups - for example black and working class 
students - whose perspectives are not part of the existing cultural hegemony. See. for 
example, Freire 1972 and Giroux 1983.) 
Attention is also drawn to what happens within the teaching and learning context itself. 
The language in which education is conducted (Spender I 980b) and the images offered in 
curriculum materials (No11ham 1982) are both found to reinforce the subordinate position 
of girls and also contribute to their invisibility and absence from educational discourse. 
Barbara Licht and Carol Dweck ( 1983) have suggested that differences between girls and 
boys in achievement-related beliefs. and hence in the confidence brought to learning in the 
classroom. are provoked by diflerences in both the nature and frequency of positive and 
negative feedback from teachers in the classroom. They have offered evidence that boys 
and girls may provide different explanations and draw different implicatio~s from their 
successes and failures. In addition. systematic classroom observation in mixed classrooms 
reveals that small but significant diflerences with respect to student gender occur in the 
number of interactions that students have with their teachers (Leder 1990). 
The talk by pupils is also found to be dominated by boys and there is systematic 
misperception of this dominance (Spender 1989. p56). As far as the male pupils are 
concerned, the ways in which this position of power is retained are not subtle. Teachers 
and researchers addressing this issue have sometimes been shocked by the extremity of the 
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boys' behaviour (see, for example, Times Educational Supplement 1985, quoted in 
Mahoney 1989, p I 57). 'That boys do not like girls, that they find them inferior and 
unworthy - and even despicable - is a conclusion hard to avoid when observino and 
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documenting the behaviour of boys towards girls in school' (Spender 1989, p63). Mairtin 
Mac an Ghaill ( 1994) found that '[ t ]here was much evidence of the constant pressure and 
surveillance that the young women were under' (Mac an Ghaill 1994. p 131) in the school 
in which he conducted his research; he records the girls' descriptions of the boys' offensive 
behaviour (see, for example, p 132). Sexual language is used to intimidate and humiliate 
girls (Lees 1987, Draper 1993, p53f) and sexual violence and the threat of sexual violence 
are not uncommon (Kelly 1989, Mahoney I ~89). 
Typically. though not inevitably (see, for example, Cornbleet and Libovitch 1983, 
Rudduck 1994, p I 07), the response of girls is found to be not one of open protest but of 
'withdrawal in a variety of unostentatious ways' (Spender l 980c, p 152). This remains true 
however they resolve the dilemma 'of deciding whether to opt for reduced attainment, and 
gain popularity ... or whether to opt for maximal achievement and disapproval (and the 
threat within the prevailing ideology of a lonely and unattractive existence' (Spender 
l 980c, p 151 ). (See Figure 3: Active and adventurous.) 
On a personal note, I remember vividly the oppressive experience of being mocked for 
'talking about ideas' in mixed groups at the youth club of which I was a member. 
Attending a girls' selective school. I was not subjected directly to this pressure daily in the 
classroom by my peers. I also remember vividly the understanding and subsequent 
amelioration of the conflict and confusion - though not the pain - attendant on this 
experience by having my choice, similar to that suggested by Dale Spender above, clearly 
spelt out to me by my mother. Valerie Walkerdine has written of the practices which fail 
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Figure 3 
l am Qctive.,adver1tvrovs,a~esrive., 
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wo~ Me. MOV\'f t(;'2.Y\Q~. 
(C:1110011 by Rona Chadwick. availahl.: fr,,111 Cath Tat.: Cards. London) 
Active and ndvent11ro11.1o 
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to engage with the contradiction and pain produced through 
the act of splitting - of being positioned like a boy and like a 
girl and having to remain 'sane'. A denial of the reality of 
difference means that the girl must bear the burden of her 
anxiety herself It is literally not spoken. She is told that 
she can be successful and yet the painful recognition that is 
actually likely to result from the fear ofloss of one or the · 
other (her femininity. her success. or both) is a failure to be 
either ... a recognition of struggle. conflict. difiiculty and 
pain might actually serve to aid such girls. (Walkerdine 
1985. p225) 
There is a range of responses from teachers to the boys' strategies for establishing and 
maintaining dominance. At worst. male teachers may actively take part in similar sexual 
harassment of the girls in their classrooms (see the last section of Herbert 1989 and Mac 
an Ghaill 1994. pl25-133). More commonly. 'misogynous male teacher discursive 
practices [act] as highly effective academic and disciplinary mechanisms in the policing of 
masculine boundaries' (Mac an Ghaill 1994. p 125). Typically. the girls 'invisibility' 
strategy is effective and teachers comment that 
the girls did not make any impression on them. it took a 
long time to learn the names of the girls. it was easier to 
learn the names of boys, the girls merged into a mass and 
were more ditlicult to see apart. there was nothing 
distinctive about them. (Spender 1989, p68) 
The girls become relatively anonymous, faceless and unknown. Julia Stanley found that 
many of the words used to described quiet girls are highly pejorative: 
.. .'mouses', 'puddings' and 'boringly well-behaved girls', even 
contrasting them unfavourably with the 'more rewarding' 
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tough lads who dominate classes by their bad behaviour and 
constant attention seeking. Girls' behaviour has been 
defined as a problem by reference to the masculine 'norm' 
even though in the case of the quiet schoolgirls it is they ' 
who are performing in exactly the way required of them by 
parents and teachers, and the boys who are out of step. 
(Stanley 1986, p46) 
They provide a negative background for the boys' success. 
There is, in addition, the phenomenon of teachers judging the intellectual and work-related 
behaviour of boys and girls differently so that girls are put into the position of 'being 
successful but not succeeding' (Walden and Walkerdine 1985, p82). Katherine 
Clarricoates ( 1978) has noted that it is possible for girls to demonstrate their competence 
and for this to be dismissed as not signifying genuine ability. If boys ask intelligent 
questions it is regarded as being because they are able; the same behaviour in girls shows 
that they understand what is expected (Clarricoates 1978, p 161 ). Further evidence of 
differential judgement exercised in the evaluation of performance is found in the well 
known and much replicated research of Philip Goldberg (1968). Presented with texts 
identical save in the sex of the name of the persons purported to have produced the work, 
evaluators and markers consistently rate the work of the supposedly male writers higher 
than that of the female. 
Disadvantage and mathematics 
The above discussion has focused on the issue of gender within the education experience 
generally. There has been considerable additional investigation of unequal opportunities 
with respect to gender specifically focused on girls and mathematics and it is to this that I 
now turn. I note in passing that there is some debate about whether, essentially, this 
should be a pa11icular focus for concern. It has been suggested that mathematics is a male 
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fantasy searching for control. that the 'path to rationality, displayed best in mathematics, is 
a path to omnipotent mastery over a calculable universe' (Walkerdine 1990, p23), and as 
such is not something to which women are particularly concerned to aspire. In contrast to 
this, it is pointed out that mathematics is currently a key entry qualification to positions of 
leadership in a technological world. Indeed, as Dale Spender mischievously points out, 
this could be exactly why girls are constructed as being 
... 'naturally' 
Not very good at maths and science 
While these are required 
Of leaders . 
... Tomorrow, 
If weaving and cake making 
Are considered very important 
And those who want to get on in the world 
Need them as entry qualification 
Because they sort those who are capable 
From those who are not. 
Girls, it seems 
Will not. 
They will be 'naturally' 
Not very good at weaving and cake making 
When they are required 
For leaders. (Spender I980a, p l28f) 
I do not consider the question of what 'counts' as mathematics unproblematic nor do I 
believe that professional mathematicians should have a privileged right to settle the matter. 
(For a discussion of these issues, see, for example, Verhage 1990, Ernest 199 J, Harris 
1991, Restivo 1992.) Nevertheless. for me. having myself a love of mathematics for its 
own sake as an aspect of human experience and perceiving also that it acts as a critical 
filter within existing social organisations, the under participation by girls and women is a 
cause for concern. Reflecting on her schooldays, Margaret Drabble said 
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I dropped mathematics at 12, through some freak in the 
syllabus ... I cannot deny that I dropped maths with a sigh of 
relief, for I had always loathed it, always felt 
uncomprehending even while getting tolerable marks, didn't 
like subjects I wasn't good at, and had no notion of this 
subject's appeal or significance. 
The reason, I imagine, was that, like most girls, I had been 
badly taught from the beginning: I am not really as 
innumerate as I pretend, and suspect there is little wrong 
with the basic equipment but I shall never know . 
... And that effectively, though I did not appreciate it at the 
time, closed most careers, and half of culture to me for ever. 
(The Guardian, 5 August 1975, quoted in Evans 1989, 
p204) 
For her, as for many, both the pleasures and the purposes of mathematics have been lost: 
she regrets both its absence as a mode of cultural understanding and also as the passport 
to participation in many of our social institutions. Her regret is mine. 
There is substantial research evidence about the mathematical performance of girls in 
school and their lower attainment and participation historically in public examination 
systems. (For information relating to the British scene see, for example, Shuard 1982, 
Isaacson 1988. For a more international perspective see, for example, Hanna, Kundiger 
and Larouche 1990.) There is debate about how much the under achievement is 
constructed by the observer rather than 'real' (see Walkerdine 1989) and there is evidence 
that in Britain the gap in performance in public examinations at sixteen is closing 
(Department for Education 1993, p 1 Ot)~ but the under participation in mathematics as 
soon as 'opting out' is permitted is clear cut. (For a recent summary of the European 
position see Wilson 199 la, p 206-210.) 
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A wide range of theories and cor~ectures has been offered in explanation of this under 
achievement and/or under par1icipation. Some still look to biologically determined 
differences ( eg in the debate about spatial ability and its conjectured link with 
mathematics. some authors posit a genetic cause linked to verbal and non-verbal 
intelligence and brain lateralisation (discussed in Walkerdine 1989, p 8-9)) which theories 
are worth mentioning not for their plausibility but to indicate just how persistent such 
beliefs are. (See Figure 4: 'and to demonstrate the biological differences ... '.) 
Gilah Leder ( 1986) concludes from her historical review that 
there is considerable historical evidence to indicate that 
many females valued exposure to mathematics. readily 
mastered its contents ... and used the acquired skills most 
effectively within the bounds set by contemporary society. 
(Leder 1986. p8 I) 
She goes on to point out that an 'unwillingness to pay the price extracted from those who 
conspicuously contravene cultural norms' (Leder 1986, p83) may be a key feature in 
explaining the lower mathematical performance of girls after the beginning of adolescence 
and their under representation amongst the highest mathematical attainers: they are simply 
reluctant to succeed in the face of the discomfo11, guile and doubts about their femininity 
at best and the unpopularity and ostracism at worst that may follow success. 
A similar theme is pursued by Zelda Isaacson ( 1989) who has drawn attention to the social 
pressure brought to bear on schoolgirls to make them conform to a sex-stereotypical role 
in which there is no place for notable success in mathematics, such roles being ' "chosen" 
because of a system of rewards and approvals which act as inducements and which are so 
powerful that they come to be a kind of coercion' (Isaacson 1989, p 188). She also uses 
the idea of'double conformity' (Delamont 1978, p 140 quoted in Isaacson I 989, p 191) to 
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Figure 4 
(Canoon by Jacky l·l .. ·ming. fie<• bl<>oJy mun Jriver) 
'and to demonstrate tlte biological differences ... ' 
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express the dilemma of girls in school: if they are to succeed, they have to conform at the 
same time to two sets of standards or expectations which are mutually inconsistent, that of 
being a girl and that of being a mathematician. 
Rosalinde Scott-Hodgetts ( 1986) suggests that girls tend to conform to the serialist model 
of thinking offered to them by their teachers in the primary school and that this 
disadvantages them mathematically with respect to boys who are more likely to think 
holistically and to have a versatile range of thinking strategies available. She also notes 
that 'the level of uncertainty at which individuals are happy to work is a distinguishing 
characteristic between serialists and holists' (Scott-Hodgens 1986, p74). It is true that the 
capacity to handle uncertainty, an idea linked to the notion of 'challenge', is an essential 
requirement for doing mathematics effectively, but it is profoundly affected by the social 
and pedagogical context in which the mathematics is produced and this Scott-Hodgetts 
does not discuss. 
The concept of 'autonomous learning behaviours' is employed by Elizabeth Fennema and 
Penelope Petersen in their explanation of sex-related differences in mathematics. 
Autonomous learning behaviours are developed over a 
period of years and are learned as one is allowed. forced, or 
expected to do them. Greater participation in autonomous 
learning behaviours leads to greater development of 
autonomous learning behaviours which in turn leads to 
better performance on high cognitive level tasks. (Fennema 
and Peterson 1985. p309) 
They believe that both the internal motivational beliefs of boys and their external 
classroom experiences are likely to promote autonomous learning behaviours in boys 
rather than in girls. However the issue of 'autonomous learning behaviours' is not in itself 
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unproblematic. Leone Burton ( 1989) describes a group of girls she observed who 
displayed the autonomous learning characteristics ofindependence, persistence, choice 
and successful achievement but did so in the context of proximity and approval, both 
supposedly functions of dependency rather than autonomy. In this case, 'the autonomy 
was a function of group rather than individualised action' (Burton 1989, p 182). 
There is also considerable evidence that teacher beliefs about females, males and 
mathematics have a detrimental effect on the learning of mathematics by females (Fennema 
1990). John Pratt (1985) noted in his research into teacher attitudes that, ·although there 
was strong and near complete agreement that teachers should not stereotype school 
subjects, nevertheless 
[t]he attitudes of maths teachers suggest that girls' 
reluctance to study that subject ... is unlikely to be 
recognised as a matter of concern by these teachers. (Pratt 
1985,p33) 
Finally, and offering insights linked to many of the above, there are those who look 
explicitly at the nature of the mathematics curriculum and the prevailing culture in 
specifically mathematics classrooms and find both relatively uncongenial for girls. 
Considering first the overt curriculum, it is noted that 'many more women than men see 
mathematics as neither relevant to their interests and experiences nor useful to them in 
their future lives and careers' (Barnes and Coupland 1990, p73). (See also Open 
University 1986, p52f.) In addition, the 'packaging' of mathematics is typically similar to 
that found by Alison Kelly (1985) in science classrooms - female images rarely occur and 
when they do they are often ridiculous; experiences and interests which are characteristic 
of boys but unusual in girls are taken for granted, ie the 'cultural capital' (Bourdieu 1977, 
quoted and discussed in Giroux 1983, p88f) of the boys accumulates; and where the 
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mathematics is applied it is to things rather than people. (In contrast to this, see the 
'packaging' of calculus undertaken by Mary Barnes and Mary Coupland (1990, p74f) and 
the Cabbage material published by SMILE nd.) It has also been suggested that the 
subjective meaning of mathematics may be of central significance. 
Maybe there are different approaches to mathematics, 
different ways to experience mathematics as meaningful, 
and different aspects of mathematics that make or do not 
make sense, and maybe mainly those ways are ignored and 
those aspects are unemphasised in the mathematics 
classroom that make females rather than males feel 
uncomfortable because of a lack of meaning. To tum away 
from mathematics in this view would be a decision of 
females who make fruitless efforts to create meaning out of 
what is going on. They would not be victims of gender-role 
expectations; they would like to live in worlds that make 
sense. (Jungwirth 1993, p 141 f) 
There is also the prevailing culture in mathematics classrooms and prevalent teaching and 
learning styles to consider. Mary Barnes and Mary Coupland (1990) note that 
[t]he teaching methods used in mathematics can also create 
barriers to women's participation. We know that women 
express much less preference than men for competitive or 
individualistic approaches to learning and a greater 
preference for a co-operative mode ... The traditional style 
of mathematics teaching is authoritarian and teacher-
centred, and tends to encourage a competitive atmosphere · 
... the more reticent and less confident are disadvantaged. 
There is an abundance of research results showing that 
women are more likely to come into [this] category. 
(Barnes and Coupland I 990, p74) 
A mathematics classroom in which girls might thrive is likely to be one in which learning 
takes place through interaction and co-operation. where group work and discussion are 
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encouraged and validated, where experience, activities and ideas are shared, where 
individuals' contributions are welcomed and where creative and imaginative thinking is 
valued (Isaacson 1990, Marr and Helme 1990). Such mathematics classrooms are rare. 
(See Downes 1994 for a more common experience.) Nevertheless there is now a great 
deal of experience which shows that they are possible and that 'providing girls with 
opportunities for learning mathematics in congenial and appropriate conditions will help to 
ensure that all pupils will be able to reach their potential as individuals' (Department of 
Education and Science l 989a, p29, my emphasis); and, at the anecdotal level, all my 
teaching experience has led me to the conclusion that 'what's good for girls is good for 
people'. 
Background summary 
In summary, these then provided the background to the intervention strategy. First and at 
a practical level, funding was available through the European Commission because ofits 
(possibly short term) commitment, brought about by demographic changes, to the 
advancement of women. Second, we believed that girls are systematically disadvantaged 
within schooling and for reasons of social justice wished to work to change this. In 
addition, I and my colleagues in mathematics education at the University were concerned 
about the particular disadvantage suffered by girls in the learning of mathematics. Third, 
we believed that changes in schooling are possible and that such changes can alter the 
opportunities available to girls. Last, we believed that by implementing changes in the 
programme of initial teacher education with which we were involved there was a 
worthwhile chance that the course would 'better [enable] students to promote equality of 
opportunity, not just on their teaching practice but when they had entered the profession' 
(Caldron and Boulton 1991, p530). These last two beliefs - that teachers can change what 
happens in schools and that their initial teacher education can have an impact on whether 
or not they do so - we more or less took for granted. In what ways and to what extent 
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they prove to be justified became important questions for me later in the research, at the 
time when I was reflecting on the three students-becoming-teachers who took part in the 
first phase and when I was constructing and considering the implications of the model of 
ways of knowing. 
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4 
Methods of data collection 
... feminists have used all existing methods and invented 
some new ones as well. Instead of orthodoxy, feminist 
research practices must be recognised as a plurality. 
Feminism is a perspective not a method. 
(Shulamit R.:inharz. Feminist Methods in Social Research, p4 and p240) 
In this chapter I shall describe the methods that I decided to use for data collection in the 
various phases of the project. (Data collection is additionally discussed .at" the beginning of 
Chapter 11, p215 - 218. Methods of data analysis are discussed at the relevant points 
within the research narrative, that is, Chapter 7, p13lffand Chapter 11, p214f) The 
methods were semi-strnctured interviews, longitudinal interviews, students' writing for a 
variety of purposes, observational data from schools and written data from schools. I 
have also included in the thesis an Afterword and Commentary as a postscript, a coda to 
the research. This was created from a group discussion with three key participants which 
I video-recorded. 
Data collection: an overview 
There were three distinct aspects to the data collection, each of which overlapped the 
others at least partially with respect to time. There was, first, the work of implementing 
and evaluating the equal opportunities component as part of the course during the time 
that the students were enrolled in the University. Here, the first mathematics cohort (1989 
to 1990) was involved in an action research project. The implementation was monitored, 
recorded and evaluated internally in some detail and this forms the first main section of the 
report of the work, that is, Phase one. (For a report of the project overall as it affected 
the whole cohort see Boulton and Coldren 1990.) The data collection for this part of the 
research was undertaken from September 1989 to July 1990. 
The second phase of the research involved following up three students from this 
mathematics cohort after they had left the course and begun their careers as teachers in 
schools. The students were visited. observed teaching and interviewed in school; other 
data about the school and the department were obtained by collecting written information 
provided by the school (prospectuses, policies etc.). by spending two days participating as 
far as possible in the life of the school and, if they were willing, by interviewing other 
members of the school staff. These school visits and the associated interviewing took 
place during the summer term in 1992. 
For the data collection for Phase three, I contacted three teachers whom I believed to be 
teachers working for change. They had been members of three different mathematics 
cohorts - 1989/90, 1991/92, 1992/93 - and were working in schools local to the 
University. One of them had been involved in Phase one and Phase two. I visited the two 
new to the research in their schools and interviewed all three of them on more than one 
occasion, mostly at their homes. 
The principal technique of data production and collection which I used throughout each 
phase of the project was that of interviewing. This varied from the semi-structured 
interviews which formed part of the initial action research project (and which were 
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appropriate for interviewing, for example, heads of department in the Phase two) to the 
extended interviewing I carried out in Phase three with the teachers working for change. 
The Phase one data analysis was within an action research paradigm. (See Chapter 2 for a 
discussion.) All the Phase two data were used to construct a 'portrayal' (Macdonald 1977) 
of the individual student-becoming-teachers. (See Chapter 7, p 13 lff for a discussion.) 
For each person there was a variety of sources of data which permitted triangulation 
(Stenhouse 1980, p4). The separate sources of data were not returned to the individuals 
for verification but the intention was that the portraits be re-presented where appropriate 
for comment and verification or amendment. In practice, only two of the three portraits 
were returned to the participants (see Chapter 2, p3 l ). In Phase three, the data were used 
differently, this time to vivify a theory concerning ways of knowing. Verification was 
sought by member checks on edited transcript data and by inviting the research 
participants to engage with the analysis. Their response was recorded and is presented as 
an epilogue to the thesis. 
Semi-structured interviews 
In the first phase, the interviews with a sample of the students with whom I had been 
working were conducted by other members of the action research team, that is, colleagues 
of mine who were little known or unknown to the students. (I interviewed other students 
who were part of the wider coho11 and unknown to me.) There was a fairly clear agenda 
for the interviews. In the first place, our expectations were that we would collect data 
from the students relating to how, if at all, they considered that their attitudes towards, 
awareness of and understanding of equal opportunities issues with respect to gender and 
education had developed during the course. Secondly, we would seek to discover what 
aspects of the course they thought had influenced them, both positively and negatively, in 
their opinions and perspectives and. thirdly, we would be asking them to make 
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connections between any purported attitude shift and their practice in the classroom. We 
decided that a semi-stmctured interview with a random sample of the cohort adjusted so 
that men and women were represented according to their numbers overall would be the 
most appropriate method of data collection. 
The question schedule for the interviews is included in Appendix 2. All of the interviews 
were taped and transcribed and the tape transcripts of the various subject cohorts were 
returned to the appropriate subject tutors. The transcripts of the interviews with students 
in the mathematics cohort were then analysed by me. (See Chapter 5.) 
The school-based. semi-stmctured interviews in Phase two with heads of departments and 
head teachers or their deputies were not tape recorded. I considered that the presence of 
the tape recorder would be more likely than the taking of notes initially to inhibit them 
and, because they would be busy people inserting the interview with me· into a comer of 
their day, I would probably not have the time to build up any sort of relationship with 
them. In practice I was happy with this decision: the taking of notes seemed to create 
enough concentration and focus for the interviewees without too much interference. I had 
a schedule of questions (Appendix 8) which I approached flexibly and I did not provide it 
in advance. They knew I wanted to talk to them about initial teacher education and its 
relevance or otherwise to work in school but that was all (Appendix 7). 
Longitudinal interviews 
In contrast to this, the interviewing I carried out during Phase two with the students-
becoming-teachers. in their place of work was much less focused and more personal. It 
was less focused because I was seeking, in a short space of time, to uncov.er as much as I 
could not only about their current attitude to and awareness of equal opportunities issues 
but also about, for example, their experiences in school. their perceptions of those 
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experiences, how they understood them, what they thought had contributed to their initial 
socialisation as teachers. The range of experiences to which they had been exposed and 
the characteristics of the school culture of which they found themselves a part were likely 
to be very different in different departments and in different schools. For example, the 
ethos of the school~ how divided or united the staff seemed to be, how new teachers were 
explicitly and implicitly inducted were all likely to be important factors in the story of their 
development as beginning teachers. More importantly, I conjectured at this stage, the 
relative significance of these factors was also likely to vary considerably so a more 
exploratory and open-ended, conversational style of approach to the interviews seemed 
appropriate. 
Open-ended interview research explores people's views of 
reality and allows the researcher to generate theory. 
(Reinharz 1992, p 18) 
I hoped to find out why and in what way there had been changes in their perceptions of 
the PGCE course and the equal opportunities elements within it and also of their own 
attitudes and understandings of equal opportunities issues. I hoped also to find out what 
effect, if any, the work we had done with them had had on their practice. Some ofthis 
might be forthcoming in response to a fairly direct approach from me but much would 
depend on the extent to which I was able to create a space in which they could reconstruct 
part of their lives. People's lives become fragmented by the institutions of which they are a 
part and the process of remembering and retelling may enable them to uncover things of 
which they are initially unaware. 
The approach with the students-becoming teachers would have some things in common 
with that of sto1y telling. The information I was seeking would not necessarily be 
available to them in 'answer-size pieces' (Graham 1984, p 113) but I would be seeking to 
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provide 'a vehicle through which individuals can build up and communicate the complexity 
of their lives' (Graham 1984. p 119). Story telling does not place the limits of the release 
of information strictly within the control of the researcher but is chosen in an attempt to 
record the experiences of the interviewee as they are lived and perceived. It is an overt 
form of data collection and what is included and what excluded from the narrative is 
known to and determined by the narrator. It is intended to create a vehicle for the 
narrator to rebuild and communicate aspects of the complexity of their experience. It 
allows for both explanation and expression (Reason and Hawkins 1988, p79), for both 
denotative and connotative thinking to be represented. 
This is not to claim that the retelling of that experience is the same thing as the experience 
itself. Retelling is retrospective and involves both the researched and the researcher in 
smoothing out edges. giving neat accounts, presenting a single self. experiencing the story 
through and in response to the research question(s). I find myself echoing the words of 
Britzman. 
The narratives of lived experience - the story. or what is 
told, and the discourse, or what structures how a story is 
told - are always selective, partial, and in tension. The 
contradiction is that while the ethnographic narrative pushes 
the reader to accept the story ... as a unitary whole, 
characterised by a beginning, a middle, and an end, the 
theoretical perspectives I employ work to disrupt the myth 
of the seamless narrative and the omnipresent narrator. 
(Britzman 1991, pl3) 
My retellino of their ·retellino is thus to be read as essentially contingent . 
.:, .:, 
It was also important for me to conduct the interviews in such a way as to allow people to 
offer information and reflections 011 their own initiative. I was seeking to observe and 
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understand part of a complex phenomenon (the integration of ex-students into the 
teaching profession) and expected to find that 
interviewees' unsolicited responses frequently alert the 
interviewer to consider the subject under discussion in a 
new light and in the context central to the person 
interviewed. (Simons 1977. p I 18) 
I needed these illuminations to shape and inform my theory. 
In all interviewing but more particularly in those approaches that impose less external 
structure, the skills of the interviewer are subtle and central and not necessarily 
intellectual. 'The critical skills for interviewing are perhaps psychological mobility and 
emotional intelligence' (Walker 1978, p214), skills I would need ifl hoped to encourage 
people to uncover truths about their professional lives. I would be seeking to establish 
intimacy: on a personal level. I did not find this easy. I felt uncomfortable with the 
asymmetry of the relationship. I tried, as it were, to revisit my own life from new angles, 
endeavouring to find an intimate point of contact with each student-becoming-teacher, to 
offer each something of myself This remained a concern throughout most of the research, 
only being somewhat reduced in the final stages during the creation of the Afterword and 
Commentary when I felt the balance of exposure and risk had shifted so that we were all 
vulnerable. 
I would not be following some aspects of the traditional code of behaviour associated with 
interviewing as a component of sociological enquiry. I could not be perceived by the ex-
student interviewees as beino an uncontaminated data-collecting instrument: in addition I 
.;:, 
anticipated that my experience would be in accord with that described by Ann Oakley 
where my advice, reflections, opinions, knowledge and experience would be sought for 
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deliberately by my interviewees. She makes the point with great vividness when writing 
about her research with first-time pregnant women when she considers the practical 
application of some of the strategies recommended in the textbooks. 
She continues 
For example, these advise that such questions as 'Which 
hole does the baby come out of?' 'Does an epidural ever 
paralyse women?' and 'Why is it dangerous to leave a small" 
baby alone in the house?' should be met with such responses 
from the interviewer as 'I guess I haven't thought enough 
about it to give a good answer right now,' or 'a head-
shaking gesture which suggests "that's a hard one" ' ... Also 
recommended is laughing off the request with the remark 
that 'my job at the moment is to get opinions, not to have 
them'. (Oakley 1981, p48) 
I had found ... that an attitude of refusing to answer 
questions or offer any kind of personal feedback was not 
helpful in terms oft he traditional goal of promoting 
'rapport'. A different role, that could be termed 'no intimacy 
without reciprocity' seemed especially important in 
longitudinal in-depth interviewing ... the interviewees 
definition of the interview is important: (Oakley 1981, p49) 
The attitudes and skills I would need would be different from those required in conducting 
a structured survey. Helen Simons offers guidance that 'one of the most common errors in 
open-ended interviewing is failing to listen ... a second related error is seeking closure too 
soon' (Simons 1977, p 119). Crncial to the process would be my ability or otherwise to 
maintain a real commitment to and involvement with what the new teachers were saying 
without 'short circuiting' the development of their theories with theories of my own. 
Robert White writes convincingly about this in his forward to William Perry's Forms of 
l11tellect11al and Ethical Development in the College Yeurs. Failure results when 
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[we] have skimped on the first step in scientific method -
scrnpulous observation - and are simply working with bad 
data ... The student subjects in this research felt that their 
thoughts about themselves and their world were of 
absorbing interest to the listener, that he became deeply 
involved in following them, that he would listen forever as 
they fumbled and backtracked and slowly discovered what 
they wanted to say, that he took them seriously and viewed 
them with respect ... The sincerity of what the students said, 
which is obvious in the protocols, was possible only because 
of the sincerity of the listener. (White 1970, pvif) 
I would be seeking to develop this personal involvement and trnst: '[t]he normal way of 
life is not one full of openness and exposure' (Stake 1977, p 107) and I would not be 'the 
one revealing my stories, fears, and vulnerabilities' (Britzman 1991, p 16) 
For the Phase two longitudinal interviews, towards the end of the two day sessions in 
school, I interviewed the ex-students for approximately an hour each. In each case the 
interview was taped but I also took extensive notes throughout the interviews. In part, of 
course, this was to cover the case when the technical apparatus failed me but other 
considerations were also involved. Jn discussing the decision of how to record interviews, 
Rob Walker {I 985, p l09t) reproduces the summary table of Barry MacDonald and Jack 
Sanger {1982) which considers comprehensively the characteristics, strengths and 
weaknesses of tape recording and note taking in data generation, processing and 
reporting. Walker contends that 
the comparison reveals that tape recording and note taking 
emerge not simply as alternative techniques for achieving 
similar ends, but as really quite different ways of going 
about doing research. (Walker 1985, p99) 
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However, my experience does not accord with this. In some cases it may be that, by using 
tape recording and note taking, some of the weaknesses of both methods ~btain. For 
example, in considering the effectiveness of each method for data generation, 'machine 
phobia' is cited as a weakness of tape recording whilst 'interviewee deference to recording 
task constrains natural discourse' is cited as a weakness of note taking. However, much of 
Walker's analysis suggests to me that the two methods can offer complementary rather 
than conflicting characteristics. For example, data generation is also discussed under the 
heading of validity and here we find that 'stimulus as well as response recorded' is a 
strength of tape recording and 'interviewer uses knowledge and skills to cross-check, 
represent other viewpoints, challenge testimony' is a strength of note taking. 
My note taking was intended to help structure the interviews as they progressed. This 
contribution to establishing the coherence of the interview is valuable in all interviewing 
but has particular importance within a less structured context. I had some background 
questions or remarks to which I could refer (Appendix 8) if the interviewee did not talk 
spontaneously about the areas that concerned me but I wanted the interviewees to be able 
to shape the interview themselves. By taking notes to which I could refer as the interview 
progressed, I hoped to be able to help the new teachers make connections between 
different aspects of the story they were telling, to draw out, for example, apparent 
contradictions between what was said in one context and what was said in another, so that 
they could perhaps resolve the various fragments of their experience. In addition, the tape 
recorded Phase two interviews would not be transcribed: the note taking would be useful 
initially in providing an overview of the material. Following the interviews, I listened 
several times to the tapes. This enabled me to correct any errors, to include any important 
material I had missed and to transcribe particularly significant passages for quotation. 
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Each story from the students-becoming-teachers, I conjectured, would be different and it 
would only be at a later stage, after most if not all of the data collection had occurred, that 
I expected the essential themes to emerge. I expected some 'progressive focusing' (Parlett 
and Hamilton 1972, p 15) to occur but through a relatively homogeneous period of data 
collection. However, I initially interviewed three of the first cohort during the summer of 
1992 and was not able to follow up any of the other ex-students at this time. These three 
had been the only ones to reply promptly enough for me to contact them and arrange to 
visit them while the schools were still in session. Subsequently my other commitments 
would not allow me to visit other students-becoming-teachers from either the first or 
second cohorts until the following spring and summer and so there was an extended 
period available for 'soaking' myself in the data, reflecting at length upon it and beginning 
some analysis. Unintentionally (but I believe valuably) this provided me with two separate 
phases in the research, Phase two and Phase three, the analysis of the former informing the 
nature and direction of the latter, serving to clarify my thinking about the area of research 
and allowing me to redirect the work. 
There were some differences in practice between longitudinal interviews in the two 
phases. The interviews in Phase three were longer than in Phase two (in each case 
involving several hours of interviewing) and more focused: I knew at this stage much 
more clearly the areas I wanted to explore with the teachers concerned. I had a lengthy, 
detailed schedule for the interviews (Appendix I 0) and, wherever possible, I sent this to 
the teachers before the interview took place. I tried to interview them at home not just at 
work. Almost all the material was tape recorded and I transcribed the vast majority ofit, 
including everything that I thought might have any relevance to the research. There were 
two reasons for this. First, I expected to approach the resulting data in a different way 
from Phase two. I had a clearer idea about what I was looking for in Phase three and 
expected to analyse the data by seeking out material relating to emerging themes rather 
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than in constmcting individual portraits. Second, I was also very much aware that I was 
not succeeding in my intention of treating the participants as subjects rather than objects. 
I conjectured that getting the data out of my (illegible) note book and into the public 
domain, as it were, might help. I edited the transcripts as I went along and also 
afterwards, for example deleting repetitions ~nless these appeared to me to have some 
meaning. The transcripts, then, are not verbatim records but rather purport to be an 
accurate account of the interview (but see the Afterword and commentary for a contrary 
reaction). They were returned to the teachers for verification and are included as 
Appendix 11 for the reader. You are invited to use them as a 'point ofleverage' (Lincoln 
and Guba 1985, p359) from which to test my interpretation: I attempt thus to provide 'an 
opportunity to judge the extent of bias of the inquirer' (Lincoln and Guba 1985, p359). 
(Further information about Phase three data collection is given in Chapter 11, p215 - 218.) 
Students' writing 
Another source of data would be the students' responses to questionnaires and other 
requests for written reflection during their time at the University and after and also some 
aspects of their written work for the course. Some of these data would be explicitly 
generated for the purpose of the research. Others would derive from material generated 
for other reasons. Most use of written material occurred in Phase one with some 
supplementing the main research in Phase three. The written sources of data available for 
the first cohort were fourfold and are described in the following paragraphs. The written 
data used in Phase three were obtained from replies to a questionnaire (Appendix 13) 
which I sent in 1994 to teachers from the first two cohorts whom I had not visited and for 
whom I still had contact addresses. 
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Teaching practice Jiles 
During Phase one, without specifying any particular purpose, I invited the students in the 
first cohort to lend me their first teaching practice files and initially five out of fourteen 
responded. I did not seek to increase the response because I considered that the initial 
group of students providing the data were a realistic sample of the cohort, unexceptional 
in terms of their apparent commitment to equal opportunities and in their overall 
competence although containing an over-representation of the women in the group (three 
out of five women, two out of nine men). I scrutinised the files with the intention of 
discovering the extent to which the students had used equal opportunities criteria in their 
planning and in their evaluation. I also attempted to monitor for bias, insensitivity, 
positive images and learning styles both the resources they devised themselves and also the 
ones they used which had been produced elsewhere. 
Teaching practice questio1111aire 
During the holiday separating the end of teaching practice from the beginning of term two, 
the students were asked to fill in a questionnaire relating to their experiences in schools 
(see Appendix 3). They were asked both to report and reflect on equal opportunities and 
· their teaching practice experience and also to look forward to the coming term. It was 
hoped that these would prove to be a rich source of data since they were designed to 
invite a discursive response. All students were asked to fill them in as part of the course 
and thirteen out of fourteen did so. The questionnaires were not anonymous and the 
students we told that the results would inform the research as well as contributing to the 
course. 
Draft timetables 
A further source of written data from this cohort was provided by the first session of their 
professional studies course in term two when I negotiated with the students the course 
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programme for the rest of the term. (For a full description of the reasons for this and the 
processes involved, see Povey 1992). They were asked to decide what they wanted the 
programme to cover and how they would prioritise the items with respect both to 
importance and also to time allocation. All the students were involved and, working in 
groups, they produced four draft timetables (see Appendix 5). This exercise, undertaken 
for other purposes, enabled me to see what place at this stage they awarded equal 
opportunities issues in their course design. 
Assessment catego,y 
The fourth source of written data relating to the first cohort was generated immediately 
before their final teaching practice in the third term. The students were asked to write 
down some specific examples of classroom practice or other aspects of behaviour in 
school that they thought should merit a Very high mark in the equal opportunities 
assessment category and similarly for a Ve,y low mark. It was hoped that this would 
provide a picture of their current outlook and also that it might be possible to compare 
and contrast their responses with earlier data. Again, the responses were not anonymous 
and the students were told that the results would inform the research as well as 
contributing to the course. 
Observational data from schools 
During my two days in the schools of the new teachers, I would expect to spend the time 
when I was not interviewing collecting a variety of forms of observational data. I would 
be able to observe the ex-student at work in the classroom, associating with colleagues 
and generally partaking in the life of the school. I would spend most of my time simply 
accompanying the teacher, shadowing them at their work and observing and recording 
what occurred talkino to the teacher when the opportunity presented itself and making , .:::, 
notes. I would be attempting to understand the specific school settings in .which my ex-
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students were employed, perhaps, for example, observing departmental meetings or 
spending some time simply 'listening in' to the general flow of 'chit-chat' or particular 
conversations in the staffroom. 
I would take as extensive notes as I could during the day either, if possible and 
appropriate, as things actually occurred or privately as soon afterwards as was practical. I 
would also set asid_e time in the evening of each day for going over my notes to establish 
their coherence while the events were fresh in my mind and supplementing them with 
additional material which I had not had the time and opportunity to record during the day. 
I wrote at the time 
... always allow time immediately after the interview to 
make notes about context, general impression etc and to run 
the tape and annotate with remembered non-verbal cues etc. 
I need eg a long hand record of the general flow of events 
annotated with explanatory comments; a diary with dates of 
events etc plus incidents and quotable quotes; a record of 
interpretative asides/insights generated during the research 
investigation. (personal notes, December 1990) 
These data would be central to my description of the school. I would be attempting, in an 
abbreviated way, to capture the 'ethos' (Rutter et al 1979) of the school, the concept of 
ethos being 'a way of thinking about schools as social organisations ... [sin.ce] a structural 
description reflects, but is insufficient to capture, the spirit of the educational system, the 
school, the classroom, or the teacher' (Powell and Solity 1990, p65). In practice this 
raised some ethical dit1iculties for me. When I was in school observing school life, I felt 
connected to what was happening. I recorded only what was publicly presented to me as 
a visitor. When I came to write up and present the data, however, I felt distinctly 
voyeuristic. Apa1t from the three students-becoming-teachers, there was no realistic way 
in which I could return the data to the protagonists, no way they could 'own' the data in 
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which they figured. I ask myse1t: as a democrat and a feminist, if it is ethical to include 
such observations in my research report: I have done so but the issue is for me unresolved. 
\Vritten data from the school 
From each school I visited I obtained as much data as I could about how the school 
interpreted and presented itself in the documents it produced. As a minimum I hoped to 
obtain school policy statements if such existed, departmental policy statements and codes 
of practice and, perhaps most importantly, prospectuses which the school produced for 
parents. These last I felt would give me a good guide to what was deemed publicly 
acceptable rhetoric about the school. I conjectured that one of the elements that makes 
the process oft he socialisation of teachers into their profession most complex and 
confusing is the gap between what is said and what is, in practice, sought after, done and 
condoned. 
Martin Powell and Jonathan Solity suggest that, in general, the influences on teachers are 
not 'open, understandable, and non-manipulative' (Powell and Solity 1990, p6) and that, 
on the contrary, •a great deal of energy is spent hiding one's own views, and, more, 
critically, the values and other factors that underpin them' (Powell and Solity 1990, p4). 
They use a powerfol image to evoke the situation. 
The game is played like a game of radio-controlled boats on 
a park pond. All the discussion is at the surface, while 
underneath the water, powerful nuclear submarines 
ma~oeuvre round each other looking for an opportunity to 
strike. (Powell and Solity 1990, p76) 
If they are right, then the school documents might be the boats on the surface and the 
'condensed fieldwork' (Walker 1978, p209) might give some clues as to the presence, 
whereabouts and nature of the nuclear submarines! 
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Video taped discussion 
I used a video taped discussion as the final contribution to the data collection. I was 
prompted to this 'coda' (Lather 1991, p 162) by my concern about the extent to which, in 
my research practice, I had compromised on my commitment to democratic methods, this 
happening as a result of both unforeseen practical difficulties and also failure of nerve. 
Lying on the beach, I read Gelling Smart: Feminist Research and Pedagogy with/in the 
Postmodern by Patti Lather ( 199 l ), after I had constructed the model of teachers' ways of 
knowing (see Chapter 9) and after I had used the data from Phase three to exemplify that 
model (see Chapter 11 ). It reinforced my sense that I had made the participants objects of 
my study, that they might be construed as agents in their own classrooms but that, within 
the research, both at the level of theory and also with respect to vulnerability and risk, 
there was no reciprocity. 
I wanted a device which would allow them some authority in the research. I also wanted 
one which, they having exposed themselves to me, would expose me to them in like 
manner. I believed that finding such a strategy would make for better research: it would 
be more democratic and the process of my construing my experiences would be more 
open both to myself and to you, the reader. I decided to invite the three teachers working 
for change to meet each other and to discuss with me the three chapters to which, directly 
and indirectly, they had made a major contribution - Chapters 9, 10 and 11. (The letter I 
sent is reproduced in Appendix 14.) I decided to invite them to meet each other and to 
talk together in an attempt to shift the power balance in our relationships from me towards 
them. I decided to video and audio record the discussion because the research device 
was, for me, deeply experimental and I had no firm preconception of what the data 
gathered would be like nor how I was going to be able to construct the Afterword and 
commenta,y without once again simply and only incorporating the participants in my text, 
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without it too becoming only a part of 'the technology of surveillance and normalization' 
(Lather 1991, p 139). 
To my delight, all three teachers agreed and thus began a most exciting and threatening 
time for me. What I began to realise as soon as they replied was that this device was also 
likely to increase the 'catalytic validity' (Lather 1986) of the research. The process was 
felt just as much as 'challenging, very challenging' (telephone conversation with Matthew) 
by the participants as it was by me. I believe that for others, as for me, 'being at the edge 
between [our] fear and outside, on the edge at [our] skin' ( Pratt 1984, pl8, quoted in 
Bordo and Moussa 1993, p 13 2) opens up the possibility of new knowledge. 
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Phase one: the action research project 
In this chapter I describe the action research project which was the starting point for the work 
which led to this thesis and off er an evaluation of it. 
Context and organisation of the project 
The PGCE course at the northern University involved is divided into three elements: an 
Applied Education element which looks at educational issues which span both. subject 
specialism (and, at the relevant time, age phase); a Professional Studies element which looks at 
educational theory and practice within a subject and age specific context; and a school based 
element involving both school experience and teaching practice. In the year 1988 to 1989, 
prior to my involvement, the European Commission had funded Phase I of an action research 
project into the provision of work on providing equal opportunities with respect to gender 
with the students across the whole cohort within the Applied Education element of the course. 
(For a full report of this stage of the work, see Caldron and Boulton 1989 and, for some 
interesting insights into its history, see Caldron and Boulton 1991.) 
At the stage at which I joined the course team, the research and the University (September 
1989), funding had been secured to extend the action research to cover the implementation of 
an equal opportunities element within the subject specific Professional Studies element of the 
course. The action research project directors recognised the importance of the students' 
consideration of equal opportunities not only in the Applied Education element of the course 
but also in the subject specific Professional Studies element since it is this latter element that 
students generally regard as being more relevant to their needs and closer to the centre of their 
concerns (Skelton and Hanson 1989). In addition, the mathematics course team considered 
that there were particular issues relating directly to girls and mathematics. Appropriate work 
on equal opportunities was already being undertaken within the mathematics c;ourse but 
involvement in the project was to focus, monitor, extend and evaluate it. This therefore 
create~ the context and the task for my initial involvement in the work. (For a fuller report of 
the work with mathematics students. see Povey and Johnson 1991.) 
At that time, the wider political co_ntext of the British education system was such as possibly 
to encourage and at least to permit work on enhancing equal opportunities in mathematics 
with respect to gender. Mathematics teachers had been recommended to address the issue by 
representatives of central government (see, for example, Department of Education and 
Science 1985, p38). Her Majesty's Inspectors had undertaken an investigation into the 
learning experiences o( girls in mathematics classrooms in schools and, finding that 'schools 
vary considerably in their ability to enable girls to fulfil their mathematical potential' 
(Department of Education and Science l 989a, para 8.4), had identified and recommended a 
number of suggestions for good practice. They noted that aspects both of whole school 
policies and of individual departments contributed to such good practice but so too did the 
actions of individual teachers. Clearly, it was therefore assumed, both within the profession 
and by the representatives of central government, there were consequences for initial teacher 
education (Department of Education and Science 1989b, paras 6.2 and 6.3). 
Fundamental to the project was, of course, the question: to what concept of equal 
opportunities were we working? (See Figure 5: Equal treatment.) In fact this was not really 
fully discussed either within the mathematics team or within the wider group which was 
comprised of the Applied Education colleagues and representatives from the other subject 
areas. However, writing in 1990, I felt able to say 
We hold the view that working to provide equal opportunities 
for girls and boys is part of the professional respo~sibilities of a 
teacher and therefore that awareness of and attention to gender 
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issues is. in a real sense. a non-negotiable aspect of the course 
curriculum. (Povey and Johnson 1991, p4) 
Thus far, we expected and met no real opposition. Where we anticipated there was likely to 
be conflict was, firstly, in whether and to what extent systematic sites of disadvantage exist for 
some of the pupils in our schools - in other words is there really a problem? - and, secondly, in 
what constitutes unequal provision and what is the role, if any, of positive action. 
The course team for the mathematics component comprised three members of staff. We met 
three times before and just after the beginning of the course to generate ideas for taught 
sessions relating to the project, to allocate tasks, to offer feedback on planning and to finalise 
details. Each meeting was about an hour long and was followed by more detailed work, 
preparation of resources and so on. Subsequently we met once every two months to review 
progress and to discuss evaluation. These meetings were supplemented by meetings of the 
whole project team which I attended regularly and which became useful as we reached the 
stage of addressing the issues of evaluation and worthwhileness. In addition we met the 
external evaluator from time to time, which meetings without fail led to stimulating and 
thought-provoking debate: this in tum led to reappraisal, reinvigoration and deeper insights 
into our work. 
The target group in ma,thematics was fourteen students following two different PGCE 
courses. Those with a substantial amount of mathematics in their first degree were following 
the conventional one year course. In this group there were three women and two men. For 
the others in the group, two women and seven men, who had the equivalent of one year's 
mathematical studies in their fir~t degree, it was the second year of a two year course. During 
their first year, they had spent most of their time studying mathematics in classes taught by, 
amongst others, the tutors working with them in the second year. This meant that they had 
experienced for themselves as learners of mathematics some of the teaching and learning styles 
being advocated on the PGCE course. It also meant that, typically, they had a wider academic 
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training than the one year people, involving at least some contact with the arts or humanities; I 
conjecture that consequently they were also, typically, further along William Perry's stages of 
intellectual development (Perry 1970), mathematicians perhaps being one of the last groups to 
give up an absolutist understanding of the nature of knowledge. This idea is explored further 
in Chapter 12. (Also in the group for some of the time were two students following a science 
PGCE with mathematics as a subsidiary subject. These were not included fully in the data 
collection although the little that is available will be reported. At the time, having a simple 
view of the nature of the data I was collecting and being influenced by the prevalent 
'agricultural' paradigm of research (Partlett and Hamilton 1972, p7), I thought that their 
different experience would 'muddy' the picture; now it seems to me that this would not have 
mattered at all and might in fact have been useful.) 
Aims and strategy 
Writing in 1990 about our intentions we reported 
Within the mathematics component of the PGCE course our 
aims were threefold. In the first place, we sought to increase 
our students' awareness that girls' underparticipation and 
underachievement in mathematics are an issue and that working 
to provide equal opportunities for girls and boys is part of the 
professional responsibilities of a teacher. Our other aims flowed 
from this. These were to create some understanding of what 
contributes to that underparticipation and underachievement 
and to consider to what extent the underachievement is 
perceived rather than real; and to help the students develop for 
themselves strategies to promote achievement, to mitigate bias, 
etc. (Povey and Johnson 1991, p4) 
We decided to have particular activities, tasks, readings, classes and so on which addressed 
the issue specifically and explicitly and also, alongside this. to attempt to ensure that the 
associated themes and ideas permeated all the work undertaken (Jones and Street-Porter 
1989). 
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Although our involvement in the project was only confirmed in September, we decided to 
concentrate into the first half of the first term most of the sessions which addressed the issue 
directly. Although this allowed little time for planning, we thought that we would be able to 
monitor the effectiveness or otherwise of our work during the students' first teaching practice, 
the structure of the course and the timetable for reporting on the proje~t (report submitted in 
June) preventing the use of the second teaching practice for evaluation purposes. The 
structure of the course is given in Figure 6: Course structure in 1989-1990. 
Figure 6 
Term 1 Weeks 1-8 College work with one day each week in schools 
Weeks 9-13 First teaching practice 
Term2 Weeks 14-26 College work with one day each week in schools 
Term3 Weeks 27-36 Second teaching practice 
Course structure in 1989-1990 
Implementation 
The implementation began in the first session of the Professional Studies component of the 
course which was spent working on a variety of mathematical questions. You are invited to 
look at Figure 7: Agenda setting exercise before continuing. The overall purpose of the 
session was to set clearly before the students that view of the nature ofleaming and doing 
mathematics which was held by the course team. Included amongst the activities was the 
agenda setting exercise which purported to be a logical puzzle but was in fact included to 
highlight stereotype-driven thinking. The intention here was to put equal opportunities firmly 
on the agenda of the course. 
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Figure 7 
PLACE THE FIVE CARDS IN ORDER 
SO THAT THE STORY MAKES SENSE 
dgen<la setting exercise 
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-Also in the first week of the course, the students were asked to reflect on where they located 
their own success and failure in mathematics, and to consider what they felt about their own 
qualities as mathematicians. This was done partly through discussion and also through the use 
of a questionnaire (see Appendix 6) adapted from Girls into Mathematics, Open University 
1986. The purpose of the activity was two-fold: they were asked to consider whether or not 
there were gender related differences amongst themselves in their responses and also to think 
about adapting the activity for use in school. (Here I cannot let the opportunity pass to share 
an anecdote with the reader. The students were .asked to 'Circle the statements which are true 
about you (mathematically)' from a given list. Unusually for our students, one of them, 
Sandra, had graduated with first class honours in mathematics from Cambridge University. 
She circled 'I work hard at maths' and rejected 'I find maths easy' and 'I am successful at 
maths'.) 
A personal profiling component had been introduced into the course that year and as part of 
the same session as the awareness questionnaire they were asked to complete the first section 
of their personal profiles. This included a section asking them to reflect on their awareness of 
equal opportunities issues. In the following week, they had individual tutorials with their 
personal Professional Studies tutor lasting approximately half an hour during the course of 
which they were asked to talk about this section of the profile. By taking notes, we recorded 
this information from the first tutorial session with the intention of inviting them to reflect on 
this at the end of the second term so that they could recognise and evaluate any changes and 
developments in their thoughts and attitudes. 
During weeks three and four of the course, the students were asked to do some directed 
reading of research findings in the area of girls and mathematics (Royal Society 1986; Scott-
Hodgetts 1986; Shuard 1986; Spender 1986; Sutherland and Hoyles 1988; Walden and 
Walkerdine I 985, chapter 6) and some of them then led small group seminars on the topic. It 
was hoped that students would thus broaden. their awareness of and knowledge about 
professional opinion and debate, would reflect upon their own thinking and would exchange 
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views. By asking them to be responsible for the debate, we hoped to reduce the extent to 
which they might dismiss aspects of the issue. It was conjectured that it might be easier to 
take on difficult and challenging ideas if these were presented by their peers rather than by 
their tutors. 
There were three specific inputs in week seven, the last full week in college before their first 
teaching practice. The first centred on the question of monitoring what is happening in a 
resource-based classroom. Various strategies were discussed and some use made of ideas 
from Girls into Mathematics, Open University 1986. All but two ofthe students would be 
working in pairs for part of their first teaching practice. Each student decided what they 
would most like to have monitored about their own classroom and then, with their partner, 
devised an exercise to achieve this. 
The students also spent some time thinking about the practical strategies they might use to 
avoid sexism, both by themselves and by the pupils in their classrooms, and to promote 
confidence in girls. This was a small group activity and intended to relate directly to the 
impending teaching practice. They volunteered consideration of basic administrative details 
(for example, how names are ordered in the register), the tendency for boys to monopolise 
teacher time and attention, bias or affirmation in materials, classroom organisation, teaching 
style and the quality as well as the quantity ofinteractions between teachers and students. 
On the form which would be used to record the end of practice assessment by both the school 
and the student's tutor, there was a section (see Figure 8: Extract from the teaching practice 
form) asking for appraisal of equal opportunities aspects of their work. They were asked to 
discuss the criteria which should be used in assessing their performance under.this category of 
the teaching practice report fonn and to expand the form accordingly. The tutors agreed that 
the assessment on the impending teaching practice would be by these criteria and that this 
would be reviewed in the following term. 
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Figure 8 
PROFILE 
CATEGORY 
EQUAL 
OPPORTUNITIES 
CRITERIA FOR HIGH 
RATINGS 
Student elTcctivcly 
promotes equality of 
oppollunities in the 
classroom 
Very High Aver- Low Very 
High age Low 
Extract from teaching practice report form 
CRJTERJA FOR LOW 
RATINGS 
Student shows little or no 
awareness ofEO issues 
and these are not 
addressed in classroom 
practice 
We decided to involve the students directly in planning the section of the taught course which 
would last throughout the second term. Initially this was not associated explicitly in our own 
thinking with the issue of equal opportunities. We were thinking simply in terms of the 
students having a sense of ownership over that part of the course for which we were 
responsible. We invited the students, before they departed for their vacation, to 'brainstorm' 
what they thought they would like to work on during the central term. No discussion or 
comment was invited at this stage and the students were asked to reflect during their time 
away from college on the list they had generated and to think about priorities, emphases and 
time allocation. I was responsible for the first session after the holiday and we began with an 
informal discussion, taking the list as a starting point. The students and I spoke in favour of 
or against suggestions and teased out as fully as possible the intentions behind the ideas 
expressed. My role as tutor was important here in helping each student to express their felt 
needs in a way which was coherent and understood by the others. I also contributed my own 
ideas to the debate. The students then made groups of four and, with a blank copy of the 
term's timetable in front of them, planned what they wanted. I took away the results and 
amalgamated them into a complete programme which I then displayed for the students' 
approval showing the connections to the four originals (see Appendix 5). Because all of the 
students had been involved in negotiating the timetable, it was difticult for them subsequently 
to disassociate themselves from the work however uncomfortable it became. When 
individuals felt alienated from the programme content they nevertheless perceived it as 
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originating from their peers rather than from us which made it harder to opt for a passive 
response. (For a fuller discussion, see Povey 1992). 
Throughout the second term we addressed gender issues through permeation. Much of this, 
of course, was incidental, unplanned and unrecorded but I offer one or two examples. In 
sessions devoted to aspects of classroom management we again looked at practical strategies 
for promoting the achievement of girls and for combating sexism, both our own and that of 
the school students. Also, when considering creating resources, one of the things we 
discussed was counteracting the invisibility of women and people from ethnic minorities in 
materials used in the classroom; the students worked on a number of tasks which included 
finding a piece of mathematics which had been done by a female mathematician. A further 
example was the session on the use of micro-computers in the mathematics classroom when 
gender implications were discussed. 
Before they set out on their final teaching practice in the third term we looked again at the 
teaching practice form. The students were asked to write down some specific examples of 
what would merit a Very high mark in the equal opportunities assessment category and 
· similarly for a Very low mark. We asked the students to work in pairs chosen at random and 
then to justify their conclusions to another pair. 
In addition to the specific planned activities outlined above and the commitme~t to the theme 
permeating the course, there were two other important aspects of the implementation, both of 
which relate to the 'hidden' curriculum of teacher education (Mardle and Walker 1980, 
Leonard 1989). First, the course team of three included two women mathematics educators. 
It seems likely that this would have had an influence on how the students perceived the 
Professional Studies part of the course generally and how they experienced the gender work in 
r particular. We might also be seen as role models by the women students. Second, we tried 
f throughout to exemplify good equal opportunities practice in the way we ourselves worked 
! 
t ! and to make this explicit to students. Throughout the course, we made use of collaborative 
t 
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group work; we sought to inculcate an attitude of mutual respect and support amongst the 
students; within the constraints of the course, wherever we could, we encouraged the students 
to negotiate their assessment; we declined to adopt the role of'expert' in the s~nse of knowing 
the 'right' answers and so on. Neither of these aspects of the 'hidden' curriculum was 
generated by the action research project itself but, naturally, they were both fundamental to its 
implementation. Diana Leonard has written that initial teacher education has failed to work 
effectively on gender issues because content only is addressed: processes remain 'higher 
education's fundamentally conservative teaching and learning practices - and it is these 
practices which are the main source of the generally elitist and male-dominated influence of 
universities and polytechnics' (Leonard 1989, p26). I suggest that many of those conservative 
practices were challenged by the mathematics team. 
Evaluation: an overview 
In the rest of this chapter I record the evaluation of the action research project which we made 
at the time. This means that. for most of the chapter, I look at and evaluate the work of the 
project within its own terms. I conclude with some self-reflexive remarks which indicate 
subsequent developments in my thinking as I moved from this Phase one starting point further 
into the research. I wondered whether to quote this evaluation rather than to present it in the 
voice of the thesis but decided against it. The evaluation was simple but careful and honest 
and generally, within its limitations, I am happy to stand by it. Where statements need 
qualifying, I have made appropriate comments within the text. 
We collected a variety of observational data but throughout we placed considerable emphasis 
on what the students themselves thought, attempting to include 'the perspective of the 
researched as well as the researcher. and ... awarding status within the research to those 
perspectives' (Witcher 1985. p95). Much of the data does not record directly the students' 
attitudes and opinions; rather are those inferred from their responses to practical tasks. I 
conducted the initial analysis of the data and then had this checked by the two other colleagues 
working on the Professional Studies component of the course. 
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Details of the methodology and the organisation of the data collection are described elsewhere 
(Chapters 2 and 4); for easy reference they are repeated here in brief in Figure 9: Evaluation 
material for the action research project. 
Figure 9 
Written data Files from their first teaching practice 5/14 students 
Questionnaire relating to their experiences 
in school during the first teaching practice 13/14 students 
Draft timetables for term two 14/14 students 
Results of Ve,y high, Very low exercise 14/14 students 
Interview data Tutorials 5/14 students 
Semi-structured interviews 3/14 students 
Emluation material for tlte action researclt proiect 
The students' view of the emphasis on gender issues 
One of the questions that concerned us in our evaluation was this: what did the students feel 
about the time we had spent and the importance we had attached to gender issues? Had the 
emphasis we had placed on the issue been accepted by them or did they reject our sense of 
priorities; and was this then, in turn, a cause of alienation from the issue itself? I had three 
sources of data available which I used to try to answer this question: the students' written 
responses to the teaching practice questionnaire completed at the end of the first term; the 
contributions they made to designing the taught component for the Professional Studies aspect 
of the course at the beoinnin<r of the second term; and the responses from the small sample ;:::, ;:::, 
interviewed at the end of the course. 
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The questionnaire had asked them What further input on gender issues would you like to see 
in Maths? Despite our emphasis on gender in the first term ( or because of it?), surprisingly 
nine out of thirteen students made positive suggestions for further input and only one student, 
Andy, wrote 'None'. (Throughout the thesis I have used pseudonyms for the individuals 
involved. The participants are listed in Appendix I along with an indication of the nature of 
their participation.) Those replying positively made a wide variety of suggestions, many 
mentioning a 'practical approach' and including references to resources, computers, discussion 
in the classroom, ideas for lessons, 'how to' and so on, but not to the exclusion of more 
debate, information and reflection especially in the light of their new-found experience. 
(Appendix 4 gives a full list of the responses.) At the time I found this response surprising and 
pleasing and it made me feel that the students were taking the issue seriously and were 
professionally engaged by it. Looking again at the data I considered my reaction to have been 
justified: the replies are surprisingly mature for students at the end of their first term. I 
therefore checked to see which students had written what in case two year students were over 
represented. They were not. 
The second set of data I used to evaluate their response was derived from material collected 
during the same period, material which was not overtly connected with equal opportunities 
issues. These data were the recommendations for their course programme that resulted from 
the students' participation in the planning exercise. These also seemed to indicate that they 
had valued the input in the first term and saw its relevance to life in the classroom, echoing 
and supporting the questionnaire data. The students requested a further twelve to fifteen 
hours on equal opportunities issues, including race and differential attainment, and again 
emphasising classroom strategies. (The draft timetables form Appendix 5). 
At the end of the course, a similar impression was given of commitment to equal opportunities 
issues. All the mathematics students interviewed were very positive about this aspect of the 
subject-related method course. When asked about the emphasis, one said 
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... we've certainly done quite a lot in Maths sort of EO has 
. , 
gone nght the way through ... [it has been] specifically useful 
b~cau~e we've dealt with ways of actually coping with it as it 
anses m the classroom. (Joanna) 
This student also valued the work in the Applied Education component, saying 
... you need to be able to see what is happening in other 
disciplines, I mean you can get very sort of narrow-minded 
along your own particular road ... you need a broad perspective. 
(Joanna) 
Another reflected 
... it's m·ore than I expected when I went on the course but I 
think it's been about right ... because in Maths we actually asked 
for a bit more which we've had so there has been negotiation · 
about the course anyway. (Sandra) 
Another who particularly valued the permeation of the issue through his studies remarked 
... it's an aspect which is important to devote more time to, yes. 
(John) · 
However, in very real contrast to this, the interviewee who was following the combined 
mathematics and science course was 
... heartily sick of equal opportunities ... sick of hearing it ... er 
... preached at me in a way. (Mavis) 
although later in the interview she said 
I think what we did was OK ... I'm ambivalent about it, you 
know I can see in the future in my career it's going to be 
important ... (Mavis) 
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Jn response to this I wrote at the time 
It seems lik~ly that there were particular difficulties arising out 
of the combmed course: when the complete cohort of sixteen 
students was asked (for other purposes) to evaluate the taught 
course, both students following the combined course felt that 
there had been too much emphasis on gender issues but 
seventy-nine per cent of the others were happy with their 
experience. This underlines the need for close liaison across the 
PGCE which was difficult to achieve at the planning stage due 
to the timescale of the project. (personal notes, January 1991) 
This seems now too simple and perhaps with hindsight not altogether honest. I knew from 
other conversations that this student was very angry about something: she had railed against 
those she saw as advocating that the only worthwhile thing for a woman to do was to have an 
independent career; she felt that the right of a woman to enjoy being the mother of children 
and to work at this full time was being despised and denied. There certainly were problems of 
communication and overlap on the course (bad enough that we have now eliminated this 
course route) but there was more to her protest than that. Writing more than four years later, 
I now also conjecture that other issues to do with world view. ways of knowing. the process 
curriculum and so on were fundamentally different between the mathematics tutors and the 
science tutors and this led. at best. to confusion and. more likely. to alienation and cynicism 
because we did not explicitly address these matters wit~ those students. In the light of my 
further research. I believe that. in the initial evaluation. I grossly underestimated the 
importance of these factors in the student's experience. 
Evaluation relating to teaching practice 
It appeared then that most if not all of the students were regarding as legitimate a concern 
with equal opportunities. A central question for us was the extent to which this attitude 
informed their work in classrooms on teaching practice. Was the university work being 
translated at all into classroom behaviour? Here the results were uneven. I looked first at the 
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evidence obtained from scrutinising teaching practice files and then considered the students' 
self-assessment in their replies to the teaching practice questionnaire. 
Only five files were available for scrutiny: my impression was that the files provided a 
reasonable reflection of the cohort but, unfortunately, I did not seek to validate this by. for 
example, discussing the sample with my colleagues. I considered first the use made of 
resources. One student, Sandra. had put together a most imaginative collection of examples 
on the theme of circles. She invoked a very wide range of contexts most of which were those 
traditionally associated with female interests including biscuit making. lampsh~des, knitting, 
coffee tables and so on. Such examples constituted half of the total of forty-six with a further 
third using neutral contexts. However. another student, John. who was very alert to the 
possibility of offering positive images in the resources he produced himself, continued at times 
to use the school's materials (the School Mathematics Project 11-16 books) without 
modification or comment: for example, he used an exercise on division from the textbook 
despite the fact that none of the examples could be construed as relating to a traditionally 
female context, the breakdown being over half male and the rest neutral. Yet another student, 
Kevin, felt able to produce a worksheet which began, Alfred thinks he can run twice as far as 
Patricia can run and walk in 5 minutes, and, although the claim turned out to be false, he was 
nevertheless considerably speedier than she. The worksheet continued, Bert and Angela are 
both going to Northam from Ellingborough. Bert takes his car and Angela catches the bus. 
Some students, then, some (or most) of the time were reflecting an awareness of gender 
stereotyping and the need for positive images in the material they produced and used. Some 
were not. 
The other material from their teaching practice files that I used as data were their aims and 
evaluations. Four out of the five students did include equal opportunities considerations 
explicitly in their aims and three out of the four then addressed these aims or other aspects of 
equal opportunities in their reflections upon the lessons, sometimes with considerable 
sensitivity and insight. John, for example, included 'working cooperatively' in his aims and 
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reflected that there might be a gender dimension to be considered. Sandra included equal 
opportunities considerations in nearly all her lesson plans and often reflected on them in her 
evaluations, sometimes focusing on the time and attention the girls were receiving, at other 
times attending to details of the materials. She wrote, for example, 'I'm afraid all the [toy] 
models were boy orientated as I realised afterwards - as I had acquired them from my son' and 
'It was interesting that the figure in the problem looking at the tree was usually referred to as 
"him" giving me an opportunity to emphasise it could be a woman'. The fifth student, Kevin, 
however, made no reference at all in any of his aims or evaluations to equal opportunities 
issues. 
In completing the teaching practice questionnaire (see Appendix 3), the students were asked 
to list the criteria they used to evaluate themselves with respect to equal opportunities and 
then to judge their own teaching practice performance against these criteria. The most 
common criterion (included by four out of five students) related to their use of time in the 
classroom. More than half of them felt that they had shared their time and attention equally 
between boys and girls although, worryingly in the light of research findings with which they 
were familiar, they offered no evidence for this other than their own impressions. Those who 
judged themselves to have spent more time with the boys despite their intentions to the 
contrary both remarked on the demands they had experienced in the classroom . 
... I spent more time with the boys due to their disruptive and 
'playful' behaviour. (Mary) 
... sometimes I felt that I gave more individual attention to the 
boys when asked questions as they were often more insistent. 
(Carol) 
Only one student mentioned the monitoring exercise here. (For a discussion about this, see 
below.) 
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Un~o.rtunately tim.e circumstances did not allow monitoring 
act1v1ty to be earned out. However tutor did note that I made a 
conscious effort to see everyone in class. (Mick) 
It is clear that for most of the students we had failed to convey the ease with which it is 
possible to gain mistaken impressions in this field (Spender 1989, p56). 
Two other criteria were used by large numbers of students. Nearly two thirds of the students 
included matters related to resources used by them in the classroom. Not surprisingly, 
perhaps, a high proportion of these felt they had been successful in eliminating bias, using non-
sexist language and so on. Once students have decided to address this issue, it is not too 
difficult for them to monitor themselves effectively within their own understandings and they 
have considerable control over the resources they choose to use. The third most common 
criterion, mentioned by nearly half the students, related to teaching styles. These students 
showed an awareness of the fact that different pupils may have different learning preferences 
(see, for example, the research discussed in Open University 1986, section 3.3) but they felt 
that they had had considerable difficulty in translating this awareness into effective classroom 
practice. 
Associated with their work in schools were the awareness raising activities we had suggested 
they use while on teaching practice. Here the results were disappointing. The attitude 
questionnaire, or something similar, had been used by only two students and the monitoring 
exercise by three, although a further three indicated that they thought it would have been 
valuable had not practical difficulties intervened. Those who were monitored found the 
experience worthwhile and attempted to amend their practice in the light of what they 
discovered. I do not believe that I took sufficient note of this finding at this stage in the 
course. I believed that fairly simple amendments to our practice as course tutors would make 
both activities viable for most of the students in future years. I now believe that, if we could 
accomplish such viability, we would have helped those students a great deal who wished to 
move from strategic compliance with the unequal status quo to redefinition of the situation 
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and its constraints (see Lacey 1977). Changing practice is complex. hard and elusive: an 
essential component is enabling the pupils themselves also to redefine the situation of 
schooling and the classroom. As Elizabeth Sarah has pointed out, even where teachers enter 
the classroom with a commitment to change, 
it is the students themselves who make this difficult, or even 
impossible. because they have learned their different socially 
sanctioned roles and their classroom behaviour makes different 
demands upon the teacher. (Sarah 1980, pl60) 
Activities like the monitoring exercise ifit involves school students (see Inner London 
Eudcation Authority Learning Resources Branch 1986) and the attitude questionnaire ifit is 
followed up and discussed (see Open University 1986, p72) allow first steps to be taken in this 
process. 
Overall, there was clear evidence, then, that some of the classroom practice of some of 
students was being affected by aspects of the taught course and many were attempting to 
include reflection on gender issues in their evaluations. 
\Vas student awareness of equal opportunities issues increased? 
As well as evaluating the extent to which the students regarded equal opportunities as a 
legitimate professional concern, we also wanted to find out what they thought the issues 
involved were. Here I again used the teaching practice questionnaire (see Appendix 3). The 
responses from many students were impressive, given the fact that the questionnaires were 
completed relatively early in the course, and showed variety, sensitivity and insight. Specific 
examples of sexism observed on teaching practice were offered by nearly three quarters of 
students and included those relating to the physical environment, 
classrooms [were] bleak and disorganised - gave the impression 
that Maths is cold, hard (ie not soft) and unattractive (Sandra) 
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to staffing and staff relationships. 
at an INSET day one senior member of the male Maths staff 
implied Gokingly?) that he didn't want any more female 
members of staff in the department (Mary) 
sexist jokes in the staffroom (Bob) 
generally a male feel about the department - male head and 
deputy [head of department]. [the] only full-time woman maths 
teacher opted out of nearly everything ... (Sandra) 
quite a few sexist remarks made in the staffroom (Mick) 
to resources and their allocation, 
some of the problems in the S:MP textbooks were geared in my 
opinion towards boys - particularly problems involving analysis 
of football results (Carol) 
mostly boys came to use the computers at lunchtime ... 
(Sandra) 
to the use of language, 
... several boys called a robot 'he'. I challenged the assumption 
and [we] ... did make an attempt to talk through attitudes and 
stereotypes (John) 
and to expectations of and relationships with pupils, 
distribution of girls in sets a little suspect ... (Pete) 
keeping control of classes by shouting at them (Pete) 
allocation of jobs - "I need some strong boys to move some 
chairs in the assembly hall" (Mick) 
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in a lesson on curve stitching, a teacher advised me to let the 
g~rls have the coloured pencils rather than the boys, since the 
girls would be more likely to want to colour in their patterns. 
The boys could be left with the more challenging task of 
designirig their own patterns (Richard) 
All but two of the students were able to detail ways in which they had attempted to mitigate 
sexism in mathematics lessons. In addition to those already discussed above (under the 
criteria they were using for self-evaluation), they here mentioned 'unofficial' class discussion in 
response to remarks from pupils, not praising girls on the basis of the neatness of their work 
and mounting displays to make the mathematics environment more attractive. Again, all but 
two of the students were also able to isolate specific ways in which they felt themselves to be 
more conscious of issues relating to gender and mathematics now that they had been on 
teaching practice. These included their own use of language, girls' lack of confidence in and 
feeling for the relevance of the subject, the difficulties of dealing with demands from the boys 
and forgetting quiet girls. and the under-representation of girls in 'A' level mathematics classes. 
A study of the students' responses a term later to the request to write down some specific 
examples of classroom practice or other aspects of behaviour in schools that would merit a 
Very high or a Very low mark in the equal opportunities assessment category confirmed the 
impressions gained from the questionnaire. All the issues mentioned above were included and, 
in addition, several more, including access to computers, seating positions in the classroom, 
awareness of current initiatives and the need to integrate equal opportunities into lesson plans. 
Inspection of the interview material also indicated that students had a wide and varied range of 
ideas about positive actions that they could, and thought they would, be taking when they 
started teaching. 
On the basis of this data, we felt we could say that, across the group as a whole, a wide 
variety ofissues surrounding equal opportunities and mathematics had been note~ and their 
implications for classroom practice accepted. The emphasis in our evaluation was almost 
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entirely concerned with practice and declared attitudes towards- practice. We did not record 
and, typically. did not even ask them to share with us deeper understandings about inequality. 
We did, however, want to know to what extent, if at all, they felt that their ideas had changed 
during their time with us. There were two sources of information to inspect: this question was 
addressed during the interviews and. for a further five of the mathematics students. I had 
information from their profiling tutorials. All of these eight students considered that they were 
significantly more aware of gender issues than they had been when they started the course, 
especially in so far as those issues related to education. A typical response was 
... ifl think about it objectively, [ my awareness of gender issues 
in education before the course was] towards the lower end of 
the scale ... I'm certainly a lot more aware than I was although 
... you know it's so easy to slip into the old jargon ... but ... I'm 
consciously trying ... I don't think I've changed my underlying 
values of what I think equal opportunities is, I think I've just 
become more aware of how I do or don't put it into practice. 
(Joanna) 
The students' experience was of significantly greater awareness of equal opportunities issues 
with respect to education. perhaps involving mild attitude shift, but, unsurprisingly, very 
largely for most incorporated within their existing value system (see Coldron 1992 for a 
discussion). 
Overall evaluation of the course 
Finally, we were also concerned to establish which aspects of the work we had done together 
were perceived by the students as being useful and effective. Here we were able to obtain 
data from the small sample of our students who were interviewed. All of the mathematics 
students mentioned and appreciated the reading that they had been asked to do but they laid 
pa.ticular emphasis on the sessions which had addressed practical issues in the classroom. 
One of the students commented on the session devoted to the research articles. 
I think there was this low point in Maths during the first term 
and I think perhaps there should have been a rather more 
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imagi_native approach to it at that point and perhaps a more 
pract~cal approach then because I think we've appreciated that · 
practical approach later on. (Sandra) 
Clearly we had made the mistake for her of not embedding our theoretical understandings in 
our personal concerns for action. We certainly needed both to establish that there is a 
problem of under representation and under achievement in public examinations by girls and 
also to have an initial look at possible causes but this needed to be linked directly to students' 
immediate concerns. Many made effective links for themselves. 
I think. yes ... little bits of information coming ... and some of 
the reading I've done around that ... also going on teaching 
practice and actually becoming aware of what actually goes on 
in the classroom. how boys and girls react to one another. 
(John) 
The students perceived the issue as permeating all aspects of the taught course. For example, 
I found the [mathematics] staff were quite aware and ... it was a 
kind of underlying. understanding awareness of gender issues ... 
we didn't stop after a week and say 'Right now we're going to 
do equal opportunities'. there was that sort of thread running 
through ... [it] pervades almost everything we do. (John) 
To put this last comment in perspective. however. inspection of the tutors' comments in the 
teaching practice files revealed a quite different picture. Of the five files available for 
inspection. only two contained any tutor reference whatsoever to the issue of equal 
opportunities. How and why had this discrepancy occurred? It seems likely that the 
significant difference was the degree of planning involved (Skelton and Hanson 1989). The 
three staffworkino on the tauoht subiect-related method course had regular. if relatively 
.:::, :::, J 
infrequent, meetings to plan this work and also contact with the larger project team to 
describe and explain it. However the work of supervising students on teaching practice (and 
in some cases this was done by the same statl) was undertaken in isolation and without 
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planning. Permeation slips away if it is not planned, so powerful is the prevailing and taken-
for-granted way of being in the world. 
Two other features of the course were mentioned by the students, neither of which was 
pursued and elaborated at the time but both of which gain greater significance in the light of 
my further research. Both relate to aspects other than those to do with content and its 
structuring. The first concerns trust within the group and between students and tutors and the 
opportunity this provides for sharing ideas and experimenting with new ways of thinking . 
... it's nice to come into a supportive atmosphere which I've 
definitely felt in the maths department ... it wasn't the struggle 
to talk about these ideas ... as it is in a lot of other situations 
where people are going to be negative about those kinds of 
things. (John} 
The support from tutors and peers was for some a crucial feature of the space which allowed 
the development and ownership of ideas (Belenky et al 1986). 
The second relates to passion and to the fact that we offered our perspective as being just that. 
Personal involvement and participation were key features, the individual tutorials being highly 
valued, and the clear commitment of the staff. which is sometimes said to be an alienating 
factor, here seemed to have the opposite effect. 
... obviously our tutors [had strong opinions in this area], I think 
there's been a very strong influence there and ... the fact that 
we've got ... two women teaching us and their kind of positive 
feelings about it. (Sandra) 
Although we all acknowledged at the time that the process aspects of the curriculum were 
central to the student experience (see, for example, the conclusion to our repo_rt (Povey and 
Johnson 1991, p26) reprinted in Appendix 18), further research has led me to believe that we 
underestimated its importance in our description, in our monitoring and in our evaluation. In 
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the data we collected from the mathematics cohort and in the overall project data collection 
via semi-structured interview (see Appendix 2 for schedule) and. therefore, in our evaluation 
at the time, aspects of process were under represented. We did not notice, for example, that, 
despite the fact that we had not thought to include any questions in the semi-structured 
interview designed to elicit reflections by the students on process issues, more comments were 
volunteered by them about process issues than about specific content. I believe, with the 
mathematics cohort, that our pedagogy reflected our commitment to the importance of 
process more than did our research. We had a conviction that process issues were central to 
equal opportunities work but did not articulate what this meant sufficiently in reporting our 
work; nor, I suspect, were we sufliciently explicit about our own pedagogy with the students. 
There are a number of reasons for this, one of which relates to my personal work history. I 
had only recently joined the University, almost all my previous experience having been in 
working with teachers who were committed - both in their classrooms and in meeting their 
own in-service needs - to personal involvement, participation. ownership of ideas and so on. I 
therefore took this as the norm and was insufficiently aware that it could not be taken for 
granted. Indeed it was probably also harder for me to articulate what was involved: perhaps 
this was one of those cases where it is not sensible to ask a fish to describe water (Kluckholm 
quoted in Davies 1985, p85)! In addition I was unused to the task of helping adults learn how 
to teach children mathematics. Like all my colleagues, I had had no training for the job: all my 
previous classroom experience was in teaching mathematics rather than in 'teaching teaching' 
and I had not incorporated much consciously reflexive practice into my sessions with the 
students. New to higher education, I was also naive about the students' ways of knowing, 
only gradually discovering more students than I had anticipated whose thinking echoed 
William Perry's dualists (Perry 1970). 
Despite these criticisms, the overall positive evaluation of the action research project is valid 
within the stated constraints. Unlike much of the practice observed elsewhere by the Equal 
Opportunities Commission, the situation, during the project year and on that course, was not 
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one of 'benign apathy' nor the approach 'reactive and incoherent' (Equal Opportunities 
Commission 1989, p7). We wrote in the report 
The project has established that, through a combination of 
specific inputs and permeation, it is possible significantly to 
effect the perspectives and attitudes of post-graduate students in 
initial teacher training. Overwhelmingly, the evidence is that the 
students have accepted the view that their professional 
responsibilities involve a commitment to providing equal 
educational opportunities for girls and boys whether or not this 
comes 'naturally'; that they feel their attitudes and perspectives 
have changed during their time on the course whether or not 
they have been wholeheartedly in favour of the considerable 
emphasis placed on gender issues; and that they currently intend 
to act to mitigate bias when they become practising teachers. 
What is, of course, not clear nor could it be at the time of 
writing, is firstly, will these views stay with them as they move 
into their first teaching posts and, secondly, will they be able to 
translate this outlook into effective working practices. (Povey 
and Johnson I 99 I, p25) 
We claimed to have done something different on the course and I consider that this claim was, 
overall, justified. It remained to be seen whether or not any developments in attitude were 
stable and also whether or not we had done enough to affect practice given the nature of the 
schools into which the students would be moving. It would be_no comfort to us as initial 
teacher educators if. as it were, we had 'done our bit' but had failed to equip the students for 
the unsympathetic environments in which they were likely to find themselves. It was these 
questions and the attempt to begin to answer them which led to the main body of the research 
reported in this thesis. 
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Teacher socialization 
In this chapter I shall look at the notion of socialization as it applies to teachers and review the 
'conventional' understanding of what happens to new entrants to the profession. I shall then 
look in some depth at the work of Colin Lacey whose The Socialization of Teachers offers a 
starting point for a deeper analysis. Finally, I shall try to draw out some of the factors which 
the literature suggests may significantly influence the development of beginning teachers. In 
terms of the personal history of the research, the bulk of the reading and analysis for this 
chapter took place after the Phase two data collection but before its analysis. At an infornial 
level, therefore, I was already influenced by those experiences as I wrote the chapter. In tum, 
my experience of writing this chapter shaped my analysis of the Phase two data. The three 
events - visiting the students-becoming-teachers in school, writing this literature review of 
teacher socialization. 'portraying' (Macdonald 1977) the students-becoming-teachers -
occurred as a temporal sequence but affected each other dialectically. The lat~r editing of this 
chapter and the next, Stories of/about three new teachers, operated recursively. 
What is socialization? 
Socialization into a group is the process whereby a person imbibes the values, attitudes, 
beliefs, interests, knowledge and practices - the culture - of the group and comes to share the 
taken-for-granted, commonsense assumptions of that group. Teacher socialization, then, can 
be described as the process by which new members of the profession gradually acquire, have 
confirmed, become accustomed to 'a common set of interests, to certain ways oflooking at the 
world, of interpreting the world and obtaining a world view - in short, a teacher perspective' 
(Lacey 1977. p 14). The beginning teacher 'becomes socialized into a professional culture with 
certain goals. shared values and standards of conduct' (Calderhead I 992b ). 
This process is neither as passive nor as wholesale as that definition implies. For example, the 
world view will apply to those situations where the person identifies herself as a teacher and 
will not necessarily carry over into other situations. Equally, aspects of that culture may 
already be familiar to a new entrant and may not require the assimilation of a significantly 
different outlook; indeed. with entrants to the teaching profession. some such familiarity is 
more likely than not. In addition. teachers themselves. including those who are just beginning, 
play a part in constructing those theories. values and norms which socialize them. Also. there 
are multiple and sometimes conflicting and contradictory elements in the cultu!e of what it is 
to be a teacher and these also vary with place and time: the profession is internally 
differentiated. Lastly. this process of socialization. like others, is a site of 'contestation and 
struggle' (Walkerdine 1990, p I 09): the positions provided never quite fit. The socialisation -
'the imposition of fictional identities' (Walkerdine 1990, pl09) - does not wholly 'work' and 
this failure, although painful, opens up what is possible. These themes will emerge more fully 
as I consider below some of the research relating to this partial. varied and incomplete 
process. 
The 'conventional' view 
Much of the early work on the socialization of teachers produced during the nineteen sixties 
and seventies portrays the entrants to the teaching profession as passive recipients of an 
existing culture. 'empty vessels' who are simply filled up first by the teacher trainer and then by 
experienced staff in school. and also as inherently conservative. submerged by the tidal impact 
of their initiation and content to be so. Kenneth Zeichner and Robert Tabachnick. writing in 
1985, say 
It is conventional to think of beginning teachers as vulnerable 
and unformed. They are expected to be unable to resist 
pressures to conform to institutional norms for teacher 
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behaviour. Willingly or unwillingly, beginning teachers are seen 
to be cajoled and moulded into shapes acceptable within their 
schools. (Zeichner and Tabachnick 1985, pl) 
Investigating teacher recruitment in the United States of America, Lortie failed to find any 
people entering the teaching profession who were critical of conventional practice: '[i]f they 
do exist they must be very scarce' (Lortie 1975, p46, quoted in Cole 1985, p93). 
Coupled with this, a view is presented that there is a major discontinuity between teachers as 
they are in training and the teachers they become when they take up posts in school. 
The present evidence is that initial teacher socialization is 
traumatic, involving deep changes in self and perspectives. 
(Sikes et al 1985, pl2) 
Teachers are seen as becoming more authoritarian and custodial in their approach to school 
students, significantly influenced by their professional evaluators and 'the power of collegiate 
expectations' (Ball and Goodson 1985a, pl4). They are portrayed as more conventional and 
less progressive in their teaching perspectives and less happy and idealistic at the end of their 
first year than at the beginning, victims of 'reality shock' (Zeichner and Tabachnick 1985, p2). 
Summarising previous research, Lacey notes the common consent that the 'attitudes of 
beginning teachers undergo dramatic change as they establish themselves in the profession, 
away from the liberal ideas of their student days towards the traditional patterns in many 
schools' (Lacey 1977, p48). Even in a context in which a clear case study example to the 
contrary is offered, the question of 'why the preservice education fails to survive the shock of 
transition from university to ... school' (Corcoran 1981, pl9) is accepted and its premises not 
problematized. 
The beginning teacher, then, is seen as being acted upon rather than acting and this has 
tended to produce a crudely stereotypical assessment of the 
teacher. Thus conforming, moderately successful 
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schoolchildren who have found their schooling congenial 
cho~se to ~ecome teachers. During training they are persuaded 
to discuss liberal conceptions of education which they 
reproduce (with a merely instrumental motivation) in some of 
their academic work. Meanwhile, the hidden curriculum of 
training reinforces the conservative assumptions with which 
students entered, in the probationary year survival in the 
classroom is achieved on the basis of familiar pragmatic recipes 
( often learnt while still a pupil) and the emerging teacher soon 
joins m~turer colleagues in the dismissal ofliberal theory as 
irrelevant to the daily practice of teaching: the scene is set for a 
career ofunreflective conservatism. (Cole 1985, p90) 
This analysis has a tenacious hold on perceptions of the beginning teacher and is even 
experienced as 'natural'. Pat Sikes, for example, writes 
New, enthusiastic workers in any occupation pose a threat to 
the status quo. In order to avoid being shown up and made to 
work harder, re-examine methods, etc. the older workers 
socialise the tyros into their ways and put pressure on them to 
conform. This happens in schools just as it does in factories ... 
(Sikes 1985, p39) 
Equally, the result is accepted, that is, 
... even when students acquire radical or progressive values at . 
college, they lose them once they face the practical realities of 
the classroom and staffroom. Practising teachers notoriously 
see college work as trendy, inappropriate, inapplicable and best 
forgotten. (Leonard 1989, p26) 
This view is put forward even when the premise - that higher education institutions propound 
liberal values - is challenged (Leonard 1989). 
In summary, then, we have a picture of a reasonably homogeneous socialization of beginning 
teachers who, either vulnerable and unformed and/or trapped in conservative biographies, play 
no part in the process of their induction and are unable to resist pressure to conform; teacher 
education is a short term agent of liberalization but its effects are soon wiped out by becoming 
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a teacher. The analysis is obviously felt to have explanatory force but, if accepted in its 
entirety, would make innovation impossible. Many schools and much of the curriculum may 
be relatively unchanged from, at least, one generation to the next. However it is equally true 
that many schools are very different from those of thirty years ago. You have onJy to read, for 
example, the 'critical incidents' of Lynda Measor's older teachers (Measor 1985) to realise 
some of those changes: schools are still hostile environments for some of their pupils and staff: 
but the violent and brutalising incidents described by Measor no longer occur. Most inner city 
schools are just not like that any more. 
(In passing it is worth noting that this seems to me to be a problem with some of the 
generalised results of life cycle research into teachers' lives: it is likely that there will be some 
general patterns in the lives of all teachers qua teachers, but, if we accept that schools and 
schooling change, then the experiences of one generation of beginning, middle career and 
retired teachers will not be the same as that of the next. 
The problem with this sort oflife cycle analysis is that the 
determining factor responsible for teacher lived experience - age 
- becomes a universal, biogenic essence which asocially 
naturalizes the life cycle in a manner similar to elementary 
textbook descriptions of the life cycle of biological organisms. 
(Riseborough and Poppleton 1991, p328) 
There needs to be recognition of the particular factors of the historical context through which 
that generation has lived those teaching lives.) 
Many initiatives for change i~ England (perhaps unlike some other countries) have come from 
and been developed by the work of practising teachers, not least because of the pressure. 
persistence and vision of the newer ones among them, rather than being externally imposed by 
outside agencies (see, for example, the SMILE project, London and Combleet and Libovitch 
1983). This suggests that change is possible and that new teachers can be significantly 
instrumental in bringing it about. Colin Lacey's research with PGCE students from 1969 to 
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1973 suggested that all might not be as it seems: 'socialization is an incomplete and partial 
process and the limits of a social situation depend at least to some extent on the creativity and 
skill of the participants' (Lacey 1977, p29). It may be that Lacey, writing in the early 
seventies, was over sanguine about the possibilities for change. Equally, however, it is 
important that we, living under the 'new barbarism' (see Hobsbawn 1994 for a discussion), 
maintain a long enough historical perspective: however much some might like us to be, we are 
not back in the days of Mr Gradgrind. It is to Lacey's research that I now turn. 
A redefinition of teacher socialization 
Lacey wished to examine how induction into teaching comes about, what the process means 
to the individuals involved and what possibilities exist for those involved to gain some control 
over the process. He describes the student teachers as adopting, consciously or otherwise, 
'social strategies', involving them in the selection of ideas and actions which they work through 
within the context of a specific situation. The term 'strategy' is chosen because it implies 
guiding and autonomous behaviour within the constraining social situation: tthe constraints of 
the situation and the individual's purpose within that situation must be taken into account' 
(Lacey 1977, p67). 
Three categories of social strategy are delineated, the first two fitting in with the idea that 
socialization is the process by which the individual becomes 'the kind of person the situation 
demands' but the third challenging this idea and allowing the new teacher a partial role in 
constructing 'the kind of situation the person demands'. The first of his three categories is 
strategic compliance, in which individuals comply with the authority figures' definition of the 
situation and of the constraints, but retain private reservations about them, adapting 
themselves to the demands placed upon them but without accepting the values and norms that 
they represent. Secondly, there is internalized adjustment, in which the individual complies 
with the constraints and believes that the constraints of the situation are for the best, willingly 
adapting to the demands made and accommodating them both in their behaviour and also in 
their attitudes and values. Lastly, there is slrategic redefinition of the situation in which the 
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demands and constraints are (partially) redefined by those who do not have the formal power 
to do so, in this case new teachers. 
They achieve change by causing or enabling those with formal 
power to change their interpretation of what is happening in the 
situation. (Lacey 1977, p73) 
Importantly, this last strategy is riskier than the other two, is seen as being much more 
dependent on the ability of the actor and may in the end be unsuccessful. 
This conceptualization of socialization not just as internalized adjustment but as 'the adoption 
or creation of appropriate social strategies' (Lacey 1977, p96) allows the new teacher to be 
seen as an actor in the process of induction into the profession. Successful teacher 
socialization, then, may consist of adopting the theories, values, norms and practices already 
existing within the social situation in which the beginning teacher finds herself but may also, or 
instead, involve to a greater or lesser degree compliance to those attitudes, beliefs and 
behaviours without internal assent. Lacey recognises that the conscious use of strategic 
compliance shows 'the resilience and the sophistication of the individual faced with conflicting 
institutional pressures' (Lacey 1977, p75) and conjectures that it is in fact wid~spread. This 
links with the further characteristic which successful teacher socialization may have, that of 
the new teacher playing a part in restructuring the given culture of the institution. 
Kenneth Zeichner and Robert Tabachnick, in their study of beginning teachers. found that all 
of them were enoaoed in all three strategies but that for each teacher there was a dominant ~~ 
strategy which characterized their experience (Zeichner and Tabachnick 1985, p 12). Patricia 
Sikes, Lynda Measor and Peter Woods thought it worthwhile elaborating a fourth category, 
that of strategic compromise, which lies between internalized adjustment and strategic 
redefinition and contains elements of each: 'finding ways of adapting to the situation that 
allows room for their interests, while accepting some kind of modification of those interests' 
(Sikes, Measor and Woods I 985, p238). 
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As was noted above, strategic redefinition is riskier than the other two social strategies and, 
unsurprisingly, is less often attempted. Unlike the other two, it is not uncommon for it to be 
unsuccessful, which may in turn lead to an individual either leaving a particular institution or 
indeed the profession or coming to adopt internalized adjustment or strategic compliance as 
their generally preferred strategy. Zeichner and Tabachnick found many reasons why attempts 
at strategic redefinition either failed or succeeded. 
Among these were the degree to which teaching perspectives 
were developed at the beginning of the year and the strength 
with which they were held, the 'coping skills' and political 
sensitivity of the teachers, the degree of contradiction between. 
formal and informal school cultures, and the reactions of the· 
pupils to the teachers. (Zeichner and Tabachnick 1985, p 13) 
I want to ask, then, with Lacey, 'Why, if strategic redefinition is rare, its implementation 
dangerous and its effects often local and short lived, should we be concerned with it as a 
possibility?' (Lacey 1977, p97). I find his answer convincing: if we are interested in the 
possibility of social change, we have to understand how it occurs, developing a 'sociology of 
the possible'. He notes that we often do not notice changes that have taken place because of 
the time scale within which, mostly, we live our lives. Sometimes fairly dramatic changes can 
happen quite quickly within particular contexts and Lacey links such rapidity with the notion 
of strategic compliance. He argues that if a majority of a school's staff is strategically 
complying with some aspect of established policy and practice r~ther than employing internal 
adjustment strategies, then, when an attempt is made to redefine the situation, change can be 
rapid, the issues that had perhaps been fought over often before becoming irrelevancies and 
the new situation quickly taking on the garments of the taken-for-granted. If he is right in 
this, then were I to find some of the new teachers who are the subjects of this study 
strategically complying with institutional practice not conducive to the provision of equal 
opportunities, it is at least conceivable that they might be (latent) agents for change in the 
future. 
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Another look at the transition from training to teaching 
Lacey's research also has much to say about the transition from incoming student to trainee to 
new teacher. The main part of his study relates to the changes in the students ·during their 
training (corresponding to the action research part of this enquiry) and here he looks at three 
aspects of change: the student-teacher perceptions of their reasons for teaching, the 
importance they attach to various elements of the course and their general attitudes to 
teaching and education. (For his presentation of the results and a discussion, see Lacey 1977, 
p106-127.) 
Lacey compares the reasons given by student teachers at the beginning of their course for 
taking up a career in teaching with those they gave at the end. They were offered a list of 
twenty items and asked to score the importance of each item. He found some significant 
increases over the year in those items which related to what might be described as teaching as 
a job - income. holidays and job security - and some significant decreases in items he describes 
as 'idealistic' - doing something creative. the challenge of the situation and using one's talents 
to the full. I find his use of the word 'idealistic' unhelpful here: these items are connected, 
certainly, with what is expected in terms of personal job satisfaction but idealism in teaching is 
usually used to connote altruism. for others rather than for the self. and these items. on the 
contrary, are focused on the anticipated benefits for the respondents. The change shows an 
increasing realism about what the job may offer the workers but does not tell us anything 
about the students' vision about what they want to achieve for the children in their care. (See 
Lacey 1977, pl 14ffor a discussion.) The other cluster of items which shows a marked change 
is that relating to the child and the self where both items increase in importance during the 
year, the one referring to the increase in self-knowledge remarkedly so, but Lacey, 
disappointingly. does not comment on this nor make use ofit in his analysis. 
The second set of data relates to the importance of various aspects of the course and how the 
perceptions of the students changed over the year. At the beginning and at the end. the items 
most directly related to the role of the teacher are ranked highest: learning about how to 
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impart an understanding of your subject, about the latest teaching methods and about the day-
to-day running of schools. Also stable is the lowest ranking given to acquiring further subject 
knowledge. In the middle ranks there is a pattern of change. Learning about educational 
psychology, about the sociology of education and about theories and philosophies becomes 
less important and knowledge of oneself and of individual children gains in importance. 
Leaming about educational administration also increases in importance. 
I do not find Lacey's analysis of these data entirely convincing. He notes the students' 
commitment to 'practical' items and contrasts this with their rejection of'theoretical' items. 
He suggests that their dedication to their subject 'insulates students from the new perspective 
of the so-called theoretical aspects of the course' (Lacey 1977, p 110) and that the pressures 
of the classroom make some students 'apt to show deeply felt opposition to critical 
perspectives which originate outside teaching' (Lacey 1977, pl lOf). This perpetuates an 
unhelpful dichotomy between 'theory' and 'practice': experience suggests that what the 
students are looking for is relevance. If, for example, educational psychology does not help 
with coming to terms with what might be involved in 'imparting an understanding of your 
subject' nor does it contribute to 'learning about individual children', it is hardly surprising that 
its importance diminishes. Rather it is the case that, as Lacey earlier remarks, it has failed to 
achieve its promise: '[it does] not assist in the practical job of becoming a teacher in anything 
like the degree that was expected' (Lacey 1977, p108). The frustration and hostility quoted 
seem to relate to the absence of solutions rather than to 'theory' per se. He also notes (but 
again does not use in his analysis) that 'the most remarkable change is in those items relating 
to knowledge of the 'self and of individual children' (Lacey 1977, p 110). Rather than a 
rejection of 'theory' in favour of 'practice', perhaps what we are seeing here is better described 
as a rejection of the decontextualized and the abstract in favour of the personal and 
experiential. 
The final set of data relates to the development in the general attitudes of students to 
education and teaching. Lacey used five attitude measures: naturalism, radicalism, 
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tendermindedness, liberalism and progressivism (see Appendix 19 for his definitions). The 
measures had different antecedents and the results were generated in different ways but the 
overall pattern showed that the measures behaved very much alike, indicating a general 
intensification on the attitude scales during the PGCE. (For details of the measures and the 
results, see Lacey 1977, p59f and p 111 - 113.) He suggests that the students do not yet feel 
part of the school system and that it is 
the surviving 'distance' from the school system, the critical 
awareness of its shortcomings, that enables general 'radical' and 
'progressive' attitudes to grow relatively unaffected by specific 
experiences and situationally relevant strategies. (Lacey 1977, 
pi 15) 
He adopts what I have termed the 'conventional' expectation that it is 'unlikely that this 
development could continue in the following year as students move into and take up positions 
as full-time teachers within the school system' (Lacey 1977, pl 15), suggesting that this is 
linked with a shift in the 'displacement of blame' for problems in the classroom from a radical 
direction (blaming the 'system' or the school) to an establishment direction (blaming the child). 
In order to assess whether or not this expectation is justified, I want to look at the results of 
Lacey's follow-up study on the attitudes of some of the students after one year of teaching. 
He presents the data in two different ways. First he considers the whole cohort taken together 
and averages results, looking for general trends and changes that influence them all. He shows 
that on the four attitude scales measured at the beginning of the course, at the end of the 
course and at the end of the first year of teaching, scores which had all increased during 
training revert to approximately their original level. This might be taken to indicate that his 
doubts about continued development quoted in the previous paragraph were well founded and 
that the 'conventional' view of the socialization of teachers is supported. However he also 
offers evidence about the dijfere11tiati11g experiences and responses of the ex-students, giving 
a picture of'a group of people making choices and trying to control some aspects of their own 
development and the institutions in which they work' (Lacey I 977. p 129) and this leads to a 
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different perspective. Here we are looking at the attitudinal movement of individuals as 
opposed to aggregated scores for the cohort and we find that twice as many moved up over 
the two year period as moved down. This seems to me to be a very important result (and 
insufficiently emphasized by Lacey) because it runs counter to the 'conventional' view and 
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calls into question Lacey' pessimism about continued growth. A hint is given as to why this 
might be so: one student is quoted as writing 'I am very disillusioned with progressive ideas on 
education and methods ... ' (quoted in Lacey 1977, p133) but this student throughout the two 
years would have been classified as being in the least radical category. On the basis ofLacey's 
data, it seems at least likely that many or perhaps most of those teachers who see college work 
as 'trendy, inappropriate. inapplicable and best forgotten' (Leonard 1989, quoted above) were 
never convinced in the first place and make their stand not in rejection of a position they once 
held and were convinced by. albeit temporarily, but simply out of a continuing perspective. 
Influences on beginning teachers 
Various suggestions are made in the literature about what the significant influences are on 
beginning teachers, some stressing continuity and some change. Recurrent themes are 
personal history. pupils, school stmctures and the staffroom and colleagues. 
Personal history 
Continuity, sometimes found stretching back through initial teacher education and beyond into 
previous schooling, may also lead, from a different perspective, to a view of beginning 
teachers as recipients of rather than agents in their own socialization. Instead of seeing 
beginning teachers as 'prisoners of the present', some see them rather as 'prisoners of the past' 
(Zeichner and Tabachnick 1985. p4), trapped into a teaching perspective emanating solely 
from their own biographies and not making any substantial contribution to their own 
socialization into teaching. For example • 
. . . teachers do not become re-socialized during their course of 
traininO' nor in the 'reality' of the classroom since in essence this 
is a re:iity which they never left ... from primary school ... to 
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seconda1!' school .... to university lecture ... continued exposure 
to [the hidden] curriculum. its practices and the commonsense 
assumptions by which it is rationalised, constitutes the core of 
teacher socialization (Mardle and Walker 1980, pl03) 
Memories of schooling will, of course, undoubtedly inform beginning teachers' perspectives. 
Michael Petty and Donald Hogben found that 
teachers, education students and non-education students hold 
common attitudes towards teaching ... attitudes towards 
teaching acquired in youth are held by everyone, including 
teachers. (Petty and Hogben 1980, p59) 
Petty and Hogben maintain that beginning teachers' memories of what their own teachers did 
will be a central reference point in establishing initial classroom practice and that their 
attitudes will then quickly conform to those practices, illustrating the failure of formal teacher 
education to overcome what have been described as 'these early fantasies about teaching and 
teachers' (Zeichner, Tabachnick and Densmore 1987, p25). The picture painted is of teachers 
for whom their own schooling is the major influence on their practice, teachers who are 
uninterested in challenge, change or ideas. 
There is something compelling about this unhappily deterministic model; it may have 
somet~ing to say about some teachers but it does not fit the strong, self-directed voices of 
some ofLacey's beginning teachers (Margaret Band Arabella S, for example, (Lacey 1977, 
pl31 and 135f)) nor those inexperienced teachers interviewed more than a decade later who 
'showed great interest in wider professional affairs, in curricular and pedagogic matters, and 
expressed a strong desire to participate in in-service opportunities' (Riseborough and 
Poppleton 1991, p323). Sikes, Measor and Woods stressed the importance of biography 
... teachers are influenced by their past. They belong to. can 
draw upon and are influenced by a latent culture based on the 
experiences and observations of their pupilhood .. To some 
extent partly because of habituation ~nd the spec~al sense of . 
security the past offers, their perceptions and actions perpetuate 
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the order and norms they experienced as pupils - usually the 
order and norms of traditional authoritarianism. (Sikes. Measor 
and Woods 1985. 143) 
However, they too found that 
several of our teachers not only lived school lives which 
challenged many traditional practices, but also had very well 
worked out theories of the way education fitted into society 
structures. They had accordingly tried to develop strategies for 
change. (Sikes. Measor and Woods 1985. pi 19) 
James Calderhead offers a flexible perspective on the influence of biography, pointing out that 
teachers approach teaching with various ideas and images of 
what teachers' work is like based on their own individual past 
experiences. including previous work experience. experiences as 
a parent or childhood experiences of school ... This is often a 
metaphoric way of thinking about teaching. (Calderhead 1992a. 
p20) 
Not a great deal is known about these metaphoric images. what they are, how they are created 
and quite how they inform the understanding by individuals of what it is to be a teacher. 
However, it does not seem, on the face ofit. that such images should necessarily constrain 
rather than free practitioners. Rather. recent studies indicate that 'conformity (to the past or 
present) is not the only outcome of induction' (Zeichner and Tabachnick 1985, p3 and see, for 
example, Cole 1985. Riseborough and Poppleton 1991 ). 
Pupils 
It has been suggested that pupils are regarded as the overwhelming source oflegitimation by 
beginning teachers (Freibus 1977). (In his study. no mention is made of the gender of the 
pupils. The tone of the article and other research (for example. Spender 1980c, pl52) suggests 
that, where it is true that beginning teachers are overwhelmingly influenced by the response of 
their students, it is likely to be the male pupils whose 'approval' is sought.) George 
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Riseborough accepts the notion that teachers become increasingly traditional, conservative 
and disillusioned as they 'settle in' to the profession and he also sees pupils as having a major 
influence on the socialization of teachers. First he characterises the teacher: 'the typical 
teacher moves from liberal, 'thinskinned', 'paedophile' to reactionary, callous misopaedist; from 
innervated, optimistic role-embracer to enervated, pessimistic, role-distancer' (Riseborough 
1985, p243). This change, he writes, is a legitimate and rational response to their experiences 
in the classroom, 'a symptom of a teacher's lived experience of a wider societal contradiction 
mediated at the chalkface' (Riseborough 1985, p245). He suggests that schools are part of the 
repressive state apparatus of capitalism whose function it is to be 'pupil mincers': however, 
what happens in practice is that they become, at the same time, through the efforts of the 
children, effective 'teacher mincers'. The contradiction is that 'the more efficiently (the 
children] mince teachers, the more they ultimately ensure the efficacy of the pupil mincer' 
(Riseborough 1985, p262 and cfWillis 1977): Riseborough reminds us that th_e oppressed can 
contribute to their own oppression. He is particularly concerned with issues of class, making 
no mention of 'race' and gender nor of how the 'teacher mincer' may operate very differently in 
the hands of. say, black pupils or girls: but the contradiction is an element of the socialization 
of many teachers and will have implications, positive or negative, for how they view their 
responsibilities to offer equal opportunities to the students in their care. 
Sikes, Measor and Woods also see the pupils as operating as a conservative force on 
beginning teachers. 
Pupils' expectations concerning what constitutes a good and 
proper teacher ... make them one of the most potent forces for 
conservatism in education. Pupils expect teachers to teach, they 
expect them to know, to be experts ... expect[ing] teachers t~ · 
transmit knowledge ... teachers feel that many pupils expect 
'proper teachers' to be strict disciplinarians. (Sikes, Measor and 
Woods 1985, l 70f) 
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Initially, Sikes, Measor and Woods use this analysis to reinforce without sufficient critique 
what I have termed the 'conventional' view of teacher socialization. 
What this means is that pupils play a significant part in the 
process whereby the prospective libertarian, idealistic, critica11y 
aware teacher can become the authoritarian disciplinarian 
' ' 
'proper' teacher. (Sikes, Measor and Woods 1985, 173) 
Later, however, they off er a more forward looking perspective. 
Some current deviant behaviour may simply be an expression of 
[pupils] impacting against an outmoded role - that of the 'proper 
teacher' - founded on a system of honour and allegiance to 
inhuman structures and traditions. Teachers who resist this 
role, and insist on personal dignity, also recognise the personal 
dignity of pupils, rather than seeing them as faceless occupants 
of roles themselves. (Sikes, Measor and Woods 1985, p242f) 
Jane Kenway, Sue Willis, Jill Blackmore and Leonie Rennie have drawn attention to the fact 
that pupils (in their research, particularly girls) read and re-write the pedagogies of their 
teachers (Kenway et al 1994) and they point out that any attempt to implement a liberatory 
curriculum must take cognisance of this. They suggest that often the approach to change has 
been authoritarian rather than emancipatory. 
Generally it was believed that a good dose of information about 
alternatives or of critique or deconstruction would set [the 
pupils] right. (Kenway et al 1995, pl8} 
They suggest that insufficient attention has been paid to pleasure, nurturance, pain, blame, 
shame, risk, investment, fantasy and positionality (Kenway et al 1995, p24) and call for further 
empirical work to address these issues. They are not in stasis or advocating despair. They 
write specifically about girls and feminism but what they suggest applies more generally to 
working, with pupils, for change. 
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lfwe attend carefully, sensitively and respectfully to the 
subtleties of what girls think, feel, say and do in response to our 
feminist work in schools, then at one level, we can develop a 
strong sense about what we are doing right and what we are 
doing wrong; about what attracts them to feminism and what 
sparks their resistance ... Indeed, we can assess the extent to 
which we need to re-assess our own practices and re-educate 
ourselves. (Kenway et al 1995, p25) 
Acceptance, then, that the response of pupils to them is a cornerstone in the structuring of 
teachers' feelings and cognitions permits but does not require the 'conventional' story of what 
happens to beginning teachers. (See Brown and Mcintyre 1993 for an appreciation of the 
impact of pupil response on the practical intelligence and day-to-day conceptualizations of 
teachers.) 
School structures 
The context in which teachers work with its structural constraints and opportunities is 
considered by some to be the major influence in the socialization of teachers. Karl Jordell, in a 
study based on American, English, German and Scandinavian literature on teachers and 
teacher socialization, claims that it is the structure of the classroom itself which is the over-
riding influence upon teachers. He acknowledges the influence on teachers from pupils but 
concludes that 'the structural frames within which teaching takes place - time, resources, 
curriculum, textbooks, numbers of students, and so on - are more important influences' 
(Jordell 1987, p 17 5), the teacher acquiring practice-generated theories as a result of exposure 
to the classroom. 
Zeichner and Tabachnick {1985) placed weight on the institutional norms that their beginning 
students met, how these were mediated and how compliance was elicited and monitored. 
(Their study had considerable influence on how I set up the Phase two study of my students-
becoming-teachers.) They found that, although there was usually one formal school culture in 
the schools they studied, 'there were several different and often conflicting versions of the 
informal school culture within a single school; one or more of these informal school cultures 
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were often in conflict with the otlicially sanctioned one' (Zeichner. Tabachnick and Densmore 
1987, p54} and this allowed an opportunity for deviant behaviour. They too. however. whilst 
noting the key role played by the responses of the pupils, found that 
the most pervasive and powerful factor in determining the level 
of institutional constraints in all of the schools was technical 
control exerted through the timing ofinstruction, the curriculum 
and curricular materials. and the architecture of the school. 
Technical control reached through the walls into every teacher's 
classroom. (Zeichner. Tabachnick and Densmore 1987, p54) 
They regarded this as a significant aspect of the way the teachers were socialized into their 
work but also remarked 
... as with any other form of attempted institutional control, 
technical control does not constitute an irresistible pressure for. 
teacher conformity. Even beginning teachers can manage to 
avoid or redirect elements of technical control if they have 
personal goals and the political skills to realize these. (Zeichner, 
Tabachnick and Densmore 1987, p54) 
Two of the four students in their study attempted strategic redefinition in their first teaching 
post ( one successfully, the other not so), suggesting a rather different picture of induction 
from that of Jardell. where exposure to the classroom provokes changes in cognition and 
behaviour, quickly followed by the affective component of attitude change (Jordell 1987, . 
p 168) and there seems no possibility of strategic compliance, let alone strategic redefinition. 
It is, of course, important not to underestimate the power of the taken-for-granted. The 
structural context includino the institutionalized curriculum (the texts adopted, the system of 
• 0 
assessment and so on) has a powerful influence on what happens in classrooms and is likely to 
lead the teacher 'to internalise a powerful set of constraints' (Ernest 1991. p291). The teacher 
seeking strategically to redefine the situation is likely to be trapped by at least some of the 
'commonsense' of everyday school life, the internalised limits to the possible, even when there 
is no will to be so. 
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Sara Freedman. Jane Jackson and Katherine Boles (1982) also look at the structures and 
norms of the school as an institution. They write about what teaching does to teachers, based 
on the experience of being women elementary school teachers in Boston, USA, a little over 
ten years ago. They report that. while some teachers continue to grow intellectually and 
emotionally, some become stale and unimaginative or, sensing that they are about to become 
so, leave. They suggest that there are inherent barriers to teacher growth within the structure 
of schools: schools are institutions which 'create contradictory feelings and demand 
contradictory actions from teachers' (Freedman et al 1982. p3) and their structure prevents 
resolution. The contradictions highlighted are that schools are charged with the responsibility 
of preparing children for adulthood, including. apparently, developing the critical thinking 
necessary for democracy, and yet teachers are themselves treated as though they are not 
capable of mature thinking and are required increasingly to work in mechanical ways. Equally, 
schools have the task of developing the whole child and providing equal opportunities in a 
pluralist society, yet the structure of the institution constricts the types of behaviour 
acceptable in pupils and teachers and emphasises comparative worth and competition. 
Traditionally, teachers in England have not been subjected to quite the same demands nor 
have demands been made in quite the same ways: but current changes are leading to the 
intensification and proletarianization of teaching (Casey and Apple 1989, Noss and Dowling 
1990) which will reinforce those contradictions. The major influence for the teachers 
featuring in the Boston study in becoming aware of their situation (only a first step to 
changing it) was networking with others, firstly other teachers and secondly with parents and 
the community. Freedman et al advocate developing teacher support groups for fostering 
teacher initiated change as the only effective way to combat demoralization and a retreat into 
conservative practice. As Jean Rudduck has noted, professional learning is 'more likely to be 
powerful in its engagement with the fundamental issues in education if teachers have 
constructed their own narrative of the need for change' (Rudduck 1988, p213). Support 
groups involving teachers from outside the particular institution in which one works may. 
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then, have a key influence on maintaining intellectual and emotional growth in teaching. Other 
writers have looked at the suppo,t for teachers available from their immediate colleagues and 
it is to these that I now turn. 
The staffroom and colleagues 
There are features of the staffroom which are likely to put pressure on beginning teachers to 
conform to the status quo (with respect to equal opportunities), encouraging at least strategic 
compliance and perhaps internalized adjustment. In many staffrooms, there is a profound 
unwillingness to engage in significant debate about issues of pedagogy. This may be due to 
the highly personal nature of teaching where 'the personality of the teacher is easily focused 
upon ... [so that] disagreements between teachers easily become personal conflicts' (Jordell 
1987, p 170); or to the fact that colleagues are essential for both company and support and this 
inhibits the expressing of opinions or the raising of contentious issues (Nias 1989, pl71); or to 
the fact that talk in the staffroom has a rhetorical function in preserving teachers' professional 
identities (Hammersley 1984, p212). Whatever the cause, it has the tendency to reinforce 
conformism to both the prevailing rhetoric and the prevailing practice in the school. 
It is not, however. universal. Jennifer Nias. writing about primary schools, found a small 
number of teachers who had 'been able to share not just beliefs, practice and ideas, but also 
constructive disagreement and mutual concern' (Nias 1989, p 173) and this ~ad a profound 
effect on them as people and as teachers. She writes 
it is possible for teachers to work in situations in which one or 
more colleaoues enrich each others' daily contact with children, 
confirm yet ~hallenge each others' basic assumptions a?out 
education and its purposes. widen each others' professional 
horizons and responsibilities, and offer one another interest, 
attention and esteem as people. (Nias 1989, p 177) 
Such collegial groups both provided professional growth and were also a source of security. 
The groups were relatively egalitarian; they were based on a great deal of spontaneous and 
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open talk where differences of opinion were not only permitted but welcomed; and they 
served not to enforce conformity on their members but to enrich both their thinking and 
behaviour (Nias 1989, p l 78f). 
There is another aspect of staffroom life which will specifically militate against change with 
respect to gender and that is the hostility with which such issues with their 'scent' of feminism 
are typically met. Marilyn Joyce gives a painful account of what it is to be a feminist teacher 
within contemporary schooling, emphasising that the isolation that such teachers experience is 
'the most universal and debilitating' (Joyce 1987, p80) effect and noting the frequency with 
which their efforts are devalued and criticised by the individualizing and personalizing of 
conflicts. This is neither an accident nor a necessary consequence of feminist ideas. Writing 
in a general context of the world of work, Cynthia Cockburn has said, 
Nor was it inevitable that 'feminism' would become a word with 
connotations of extremism. alienating to many women. The 
meanings of these words have been actively produced over 
recent years in a counter-discourse in the media and everyday 
life, mainly by men who, quite rightly, saw their interests 
threatened by feminist ideas ... feminism has been anathematized 
by men, in an attempt to put a stop to its appeal to women. The 
process has been effective. Many women who in their ideas and 
practices are demonstrably feminist feel obliged to hedge their 
views with, 'I'm not a feminist but ... ' (Cockburn 1991, pi) 
Jean Rudduck found committed feminists who were working for equal opportunities in 
schools and who deliberately disguised their feminism and its relationship to their equality 
projects in order to maximise levels of involvement amongst their colleagues and not provide a 
focus for opposition (Rudduck 1994, p53). Cockburn points out that patriarchal 'common 
sense' is not automatic but is the result of cultural work actively undertaken. using '[now] the 
verbal carrot, now the gestural stick, to talk and to 'relate' women into sharing the age-old 
masculist common sense' (Cockburn I 991, p I 69). Use is made of gender joking in the 
staffroom in keeping women teachers subordinated or marginalized (Cunnison 1989) and 
women teachers working with Inge Bates have given a vivid (although unremarkable) account 
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of the negative impact on them of gender relations in school (Bates et al undated). 
Attempting to use strategic redefinition in the area of equal opportunities is likely to be more 
fraught with difficulties than in any other. 
Implications for the analysis of Phase two 
In summary, then. the view of teacher socialization which I developed before undertaking the 
main part of this study has a number of characteristics. I challenge the notion that teacher 
socialization is unproblematic, homogeneous. uncontradictory. I do not accept that it is 
inevitably a process by which teachers become more conservative although, in the nature of 
things, it is one in which they become more realistic. I do not believe that teachers (now) 
typically experience trauma and culture shock when they start teaching. 
Most less experienced teachers played down the significance of 
the initial 'reality shock'. expressing a confidence in their ability 
to do the job successfully. (Riseborough and Poppleton 1991, 
p324) 
. . 
I believe rather that there is a good deal of continuity between. at least, students in initial 
teacher education and the beginning teachers they become. 
At this stage in the research I expected to be able to make use of the concepts of strategic 
compliance, internal adjustment and strategic redefinition in my analysis of the Phase two data. 
I also anticipated that I would be able to use these data to investigate further the notions of 
idealism and realism, to understand more clearly issues to do with theory and practice and to 
gain insight into the continuity or otherwise between the students' values. attitudes, beliefs and 
practices and those they held as beginning teachers. I knew. too, that I had data relating to 
some of the suggested influences on beginning teachers - pupils, school structures and 
institutional norms. the. experience of the staffroom - although I knew nothing about the 
impact of biography. I had not undertaken the Phase two work with a view to 'testing' any of 
these ideas explicitly (indeed. as noted previously, much of the reading on which they are 
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based had not yet been done when the data was collected): the initial studies were to be 
'portrayals' (Macdonald 1977) of the students-becoming-teachers in the contexts in which they 
were working. Nevertheless, the material discussed in this chapter and my response to it 
influenced and informed my analysis of the Phase two data and structured what I looked for 
and what I saw when I used the data to make those constructions. It is to those constructions 
that this narrative now turns. 
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Stories of/about three ne,v teachers 
The Master gave his teaching in parables and stories which his 
disciples listened to with pleasure - and occasional frustration, 
for they longed for something deeper. 
The master was unmoved. To all their objections he would say, 
'You have yet to understand, my dears, that the shortest 
distance between a human being and Truth is a story. 
(Antony de Mdlo, reprint.:d from Pder Reason and Pet~T Hawkins, 'Storytelling as Inquiry', p79) 
Human meaning making rests in stories ... To be human is 'to be 
entangled in stories'. 
(EdJ1artsb..Tg. reprinted in Peto:r Reason and Pek-r Hawkins, 'Storytelling as Inquiry', p82) 
The best stories are those which stir people's minds, hearts and 
souls and by doing so give them new insights into themselves, 
their problems, and their human condition. The challenge is to 
develop a human science that more fully serves this aim. The 
question then is not, 'Is storytelling science?' but 'Can science 
learn to tell good stories?' 
(Ian ~litrnll: reprink-J in Peter Re:m>n :ind l'et.:r Hawkins, 'Stol)1.elling as lm1uiry', p83) 
... the examples [I offer] serve as multifarious 'illustrations', in 
the sense which a Pieter Breugel picture shows the richness and 
variety of life in a particular situation 
(OJ.: Skovsmore, Towards a Philosophy of Critical Mathematics Education. p59) 
In this chapter I present 'portrayals' (Macdonald 1977) of the three students-becoming-
teachers who participated in Phase two. These three are individuals with individual histories 
and working in individual contexts: in constructing these portraits or stories I intend that any 
meaning for the reader should come from the extent that the accounts resonate or otherwise 
with the reader's own experience. to the extent. if at all, the reader can 'recognise' (Walkerdine 
1990, p 196) some aspect of what is described. The 'locus of responsibility for generalizations' 
(Macdonald 1977, p54) is intended to be with the reader. 
Portrayal discussed 
I am nervous of describing these portrayals as case studies lest I should be taken to imply that 
these three teachers were a case of something, that they were in some sense representative 
cases of a phenomenon. I intend to make no such claim. Nevertheless, the approach I have 
adopted - creating a portrait. telling a story- shares many of the characteristics of case study 
reporting. The research methodology I have chosen encourages me to concentrate my 
attention on a microcosm. to attempt to study in detail the specific attributes of a particular 
individual in a particular setting and to hear what she has to say, in order to be able to 'get 
inside' the meanings that experience has for that individual. to improve the understanding of 
how the subject positions of that individual are lived. Constructing a portrait allows the 
research participants' own co11s1ructio11s. accounts, perspectives to be report~d. as far as the 
researcher has been able to elicit them and as far as she has been able to hear and record them. 
What Shulamit Reinharz has written about case study applies to the form of reporting I have 
chosen. 
The case study is a tool of feminist research that is used to 
document history and generate theory. It defies the social 
science convention of seeking generalizations by looking instead 
for specificity. exceptions, and compl~tenes_s ... The po~er of 
the case study to convey vividly the d1mens1ons _o: a social 
phenomenon of individual life is power that femm1st researchers 
want to utilise. (Reinharz 1992, p 174) 
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Equally, constructing a portrait or telling a story is an effective device for 'breathing life' into 
the data, operating by way of our capacity to identify with the character and the setting 
(Rudduck 1994, p7). Like case studies, such constructions 'permit the reader to build on his 
or her own tacit knowledge in ways that foster empathy and assess intentionality' (Lincoln and 
Guba 1985, p358), attempting to call up the everyday holistically and with lifelike qualities 
that evoke for the reader her own experiencing of the world. 
In constructing the portraits or stories, I have also been attempting to make as explicit as 
possible my own interactions with the research participants and to highlight the interplay 
between the data and my emerging analysis. Like a case study, a portrait too is 'an effective 
vehicle for demonstrating the interplay between inquirer and respondents (Lincoln and Guba 
1985, p3 59). The use of narrative allows one to vary the distance between oneself and the 
object of study and this is linked with challenging oppressive, over-rationalized forms of 
reporting. 
Oppressive practice depends on forms of expression organised 
oppositionally and hierarchically - presence/absence, 
intellect/emotion, publidprivate, self7other, objective/subjective, 
male/female. In each pair of an opposition, the first term is 
superior. Presence is superior to absence, reason to passion, 
and male to female. The narrative contests this structure at its 
root by refusing the domination inherent in such oppositions, by 
permitting us to hear what they conceal as well as what they 
express, and by preventing our collapse onto either term. 
(Pagano 1990, pxix) 
The meaning of the data grew out of my attempt to write the stories of these three students-
becoming-teachers: I did not know what they meant before I began. Whilst acknowledging 
my preconceptions as central and also as not fully knowable, I was attempting at this stage in 
the research to draw out the theory from the data rather than testing out the data against a 
theory. By not closing down the data too soon, I also hoped to provide a 'self-corrective 
technique that will check the ~redibility of [my] data and minimise the distorting effect of 
personal bias upon the logic of evidence' (Lather 1986, p65). 
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We m.ay suggest that storytelling becomes propaganda when the 
story is treated as It rather than Thou ... and we seek to impose 
a meaning onto it, rather than allow its meanings for us to 
become manifest through dialogical relation. (Reason and 
Hawkins 1988, p98) 
Portrayal can also contribute in other ways to issues of validity in naturalistic enquiry. The 
stories provide 'serious examples' (Skovsmose 1994, p9) of the area of study which are 
developed in sufficient detail to off er the reader 'an opportunity to probe for internal 
consistency' (Lincoln and Guba 1985, p359), to test out for herself the trustworthiness or 
otherwise of the account. In addition, by providing 'thick description' (Ryle quoted in Geertz 
1973, p6 and used by Lincoln and Guba 1985, p359) and an elaboration of context, they allow 
the reader to determine whether and to what extent the emergent findings are generalizable. 
If phenomena not only take their meaning from but actually 
depend for their existence on their context, it is essential that 
the reader receive an adequate grasp of what that context is 
like. (Lincoln and Guba I 985, p360) 
These considerations, then, formed the background (not, in general, fully articulated) 
environment and intentions at play for me as I constructed the three stories that follow. 
Research context and data sources 
I embarked on this stage of the enquiry on the basis of our evaluation of the action research 
project. We believed that the effect of the action research project on the understandings, 
outlook and attitudes of the students involved was positive. 
Overwhelmingly, the evidence is that the students have accepted 
the view that their professional responsibilities involve a 
commitment to providing equal opportunities for girls _and boy~ 
whether or not this comes 'naturally'; that they feel their 
attitudes and perspectives have evolved during t~e!r time.on the 
course; and that they currently intend to act to m1t1gate bias 
when they become practising teachers. (Boulton and Coldren 
1990. p32) 
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The intention was to explore whether or not the attitudes to equal opportunities displayed by 
the students at the end of their course had proved robust as they had moved into the world of 
work and also what impact, if any, these attitudes had had on their classrooms. 
During their fifth term as teachers in schools, I contacted all of the students in the relevant 
mathematics cohort. Three of those teaching replied promptly and I was able subsequently to 
visit all three of them in school. All three are themselves viewed by others as ~hite (at least 
one has mixed ancestry) and all were working in schools with almost no ethnic minority 
students. I shall refer to the students as John, Joanna and Wayne. In each case my approach 
and plan of action was similar. (For details, see Chapter 4.) I obtained permission from the 
school, the mathematics department and the ex-student involved to spend a day and a halfin 
school, during which time I was able to observe the teacher concerned at work in the 
classroom, associating with colleagues and generally partaking in the life of the school. I 
spent most of my time simply accompanying the teacher and observing and recording what 
occurred, talking to the teacher when the opportunity presented itself and making notes. I 
attempted to understand the specific school settings in which my ex-students were employed, 
perhaps, for example, observing departmental meetings or spending some time simply 
'listening in' to the general flow of 'chit-chat' or to particular conversations in the staffroom. In 
addition I interviewed a senior member of the school staff, the head of the mathematics 
department and also, towards the end of the two days, the teacher concerned. I used an 
interactive, semi-structured approach (Oakley 1981, Graham 1984, Simons 1977) to 
interviewing the head or deputy and the head of the mathematics department and an 
unstructured approach to interviewing the teacher. I also obtained whatever was available by 
way of written information emanating from the school or the department (prospectuses, 
school and departmental policy documents, report forms, induction material and so on). 
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The students-becoming-teachers: John 
What, then, were my impressions of John, remembering him on the course and before I visited 
him again? I wrote 
He was a mature student in his early thirties who had been 
working in the field of community arts before joining the 
course. He had a modest and diffident manner but was firmly 
committed to democratic and participatory forms oflearning. 
This ensured that he was always an active member of the class. 
He was readily identifiable as a gentle, sensitive and responsive 
individual who cared about other people and worked hard in 
trying to translate his concern into practice. Previously both in 
his working life and also in his personal life he had considered 
equal opportunities issues seriously and had done a great deal of 
thinking about them. He had grown up in a politically active 
working class household and had a view on most matters but 
was in no sense doctrinaire or closed minded. What was new 
for him on the course was to consider the issues afresh within 
the educational setting. (personal notes, March 1992) 
On the form which was used to record teaching practice assessment by both schools and the 
student's tutors, there was a section asking for appraisal of equal opportunities aspects of their 
work (see p89, Figure 8: Extract from teaching practice form). John was awarded one 
Average, two High and one borderline High/Very high. Before his final teaching practice, 
when asked to give some specific examples of practice that would merit a Very high mark, he 
wrote 
lessons which use resources and ideas which show men and 
women in non-stereotypical roles, discussion of this 
introduction and use of materials from other cultures, discussion 
of this 
teaching time shared equally between boys and girls 
tackling sexist, racist comments as they arise in the classroom 
careful use of language 
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He seemed, then, reasonably alert to the connection between providing equal opportunities 
and at least some aspects of classroom practice. At the end of the course, in a semi-structured 
interview with a member of the University staff whom John had not previously met, he said 
about the course 
it has definitely made me more aware of certain ( equal 
opportunities] issues and I'm glad that was the way it was. 
(tape transcript) 
However, when asked if he thought there was something he might be able to do about 
promoting equal opportunities in his first school, he replied 
on my own I very much doubt it. I think for instance a lot of 
schools nowadays have equal opportunities working parties and 
I would like to become involved in that kind of area ... I would 
do my best to ensure ... that at least in the classrooms that I was 
responsible for, there was some discussion going on about e.o. 
(tape transcript) 
What sort of school environment did John find himself in and how did he respond? Although 
the school is mixed and has a balanced intake of boys and girls, all the senior management 
team are men and, in terms of the organisational ethos of the school, there is a very 'male' 
atmosphere. During my visits, I found, for example, that it was difficult to gain access to the 
senior management despite prior notice and agreement and that when a meeting was effected 
it began with remarks the purpose of which seemed to be to indicate my inferior status. The 
general picture was that decision making was not genuinely consultative nor democratic but 
was essentially authoritarian. John described the school management as 
very autocratic ... things aren't debated ... it's very much "This is 
how you do it" (from notes made at the time) 
and talked about one telling incident. Fairly early in his time at the school, he had objected at 
a staff meeting to the use of the expression 'manning a stall at the fair'. 'Aren't any women 
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going to help out, then?' he had asked. Some time later h h d 1· d r · I · e a app 1e 1or mterna promotion 
and was told that his lack of success was in part because of this incident. 
Time spent in the staff room indicated that this was an impression wholeheartedly endorsed by 
at least some of the women teachers: on one of the days I was in the school there was a very 
great deal of anger, distress and upset about a management incident which Jed to the following 
conversation amongst the women. 
A: I'd like to put a string round his private parts and pull it 
tight, very tight, no really [laughter] 
B: You'll never eat brussel sprouts again! [laughter] 
A: No, have you noticed how they all go around like this 
[hands over genitals] now in case somebody goes and kicks 
them one in ... [laughter] 
B: They all stick together and have you noticed how X has to 
run to keep up they're so tall [laughter] 
[a little while later when I was overheard asking John about the 
composition of the management team] 
A: They're all men. We wouldn't be in this mess otherwise. 
(from notes made by me six hours later) 
The school produced a prospectus for parents, a reasonably substantial document of more 
than twenty-five sides which contained much useful information as well as attempting to give 
an overall impression of the ethos of the school. Throughout the brochure there was no 
mention of equal opportunities and as far as I could discover the school had no equal 
opportunities policies. 
Much of this was in sianificant contrast to the tone, atmosphere and outlook of the 
::::, 
mathematics department. Although the departmental meeting which I was invited to attend 
was conducted on fairly formal lines, was very heavily dominated by the male head of 
department and was used by some (not including John) as a forum for sexist joking in planning 
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the end of term meal (see Burgess 1989. Cunnison 1989 for a discussion of the function of 
such humour). nevertheless the day-to-day life of the department felt very different from this. 
Both John and a female probationary teacher felt very supported by their head of department 
for whom they clearly had a great deal of respect. The mathematics policy document included 
a section on equal opportunities which began. 'The department shall at all times promote a 
policy of equal opportunities' and continued with specific advice about how to promote the 
achievement of girls. When I asked the head of department about gender issues in the 
classroom he said 
we haven't done anything special, we have a very open 
approach. relaxed and flexible but we also push the kids at the 
same time ... its well documented that girls don't achieve as well 
and there's lots of research, but in these three years [I've been at 
the school] the girls here have out performed the boys. (from 
notes made by me during the interview) 
The figures published in the school's prospectus for examination results at sixteen years 
certainly seemed to bear out this claim. 
Interestingly, this contradictory and quite highly charged atmosphere seemed to have had little 
influence on John and his outlook and values. He said that his attitudes had changed but when 
he expanded on this it became clear that he was talking about his views on the need for good 
organisation: he said that he gave increased importance to the need for a well-managed 
classroom. good preparation and so on although he still found these things difficult. 'My 
fundamental outlook is the same ... it's aspects of my style that have changed' ( quotations in 
this paragraph transcribed from the tape). He had stood out against staffroom pressure to talk 
about the pupils in a derogatory way and had refused to be involved in 'blaming the kids'. He 
tal'ced about the difficulties of the probationary year. describing 'the overwhelming sense of 
"Oh crikey I'm drowning"' and his feeling of being under a microscope but commented that 'in 
the end, when you're in your classroom. you can do what you like'. 
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He said that he had made a conscious decision to keep his head down for a while but as we 
delved deeper this did not really appear to be the case (see, for example, the incident described 
above about 'manning'). However, other aspects of his description of himself seemed at least 
partially borne out. 
I know my own limitations, I am a bit lazy, I have good ideas 
but don't follow them through ... I don't want to stand up and be 
counted because it's too much hassle. (transcribed from the 
interview tape) 
As he had himself predicted when he was at the University, when the opportunity arose to 
become involved with an equal opportunities working party he had done so but now it was 
defunct he claimed to be 'doing nothing'. He said of his experience of the equal opportunities 
working party 
in there I felt I could talk about things that I couldn't elsewhere 
but at the end of the first meeting I wanted to bang my head 
against a wall ... I gave up, I haven't got the personal resources 
to chip away at it. They showed no understanding whatsoever 
of the issues we discussed, even the most supportive was saying 
"You've got to be careful". They were patronising me, patting 
me on the head - "Y ou'II learn, you'll learn". When I was a 
hippy, when I went to University, when I came here, I expected 
everyone to agree with me - you'd think I'd learn - but they 
don't. I backed off again. Either I accept that as one of my 
shortcomings - at the first brick wall I give up ... What I ought 
to look for is a school that was sympathetic, where I could feel 
comfortable working. (transcribed from the interview tape) 
However, as the interview progressed, it became clear that he had been much more active than 
he had remembered himself as being and he became quite excited about what he had done - 'I'd 
forgotten all this, I'm interested now ... I did display a certain amount ofinterest in certain 
areas ... oh it's all coming back to me' (transcribed from the interview tape). He had organised 
a questionnaire for the whole staff specifically about equal opportunities and resources and 
had obtained a generally positive response but when he suggested that, on the basis of the 
replies, a training day be organised he was discouraged from doing so. 
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[I was told] "You can't do that. We had one and it upset too 
ma?y peo~Ie. 11 Men were taken to task by the women about 
their hugging and their use of words and the men didn't like it so 
therefore no more talk about equal opportunities 
would you do it again? 
well, not here ... it's something that I think perhaps I ought to 
develop more and perhaps might in the future. (transcribed 
from the interview tape) 
Opportunities within his school for in-service development had been limited. John gave a 
scathing description of one day set aside for school based INSET. 
We had this training day, it was supposed to be about managing 
the pupil in a growing school. I was in a subgroup about 
improving communication. We spent the entire morning 
discussing the size of the pigeon holes. I said "We're not 
supposed to be doing this" but that's all we did. In the 
afternoon we had time to tidy up the cupboards. This isn't 
training. On a training day I want training, not to spend the 
time sorting out management's problems for them. (from notes 
made at the time) 
Under the circumstances in which John began teaching and currently and in the foreseeable 
future, opportunities for in-service training beyond the confines of the school are strictly 
limited and only likely to occur at the personal cost of an individual teacher's time and money. 
(For a discussion of some of the negative implications of this, see Pinner and Shuard 1985.) 
So what seemed to have happened to John? He was not at this stage in any sense a 'gender 
leader' (Rudduck 1994) but he had retained as strongly as ever his commitment to equal 
opportunities: there was at no time during my visit any suggestion of the that's-alright-in-
college-but-the-real-world-is-different kind. In the lesson observed he was consciously trying 
to eradicate the dominance of the boys, albeit not yet with a great deal of success. He retained 
an awareness of the relevance to teaching of 'personal development, to be open-minded about 
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things' (transcribed from the interview tape) and voiced the conviction that it was important 
for the staff group 'to inspect our own attitudes and beliefs and approaches' (transcribed from 
the interview tape} with respect to racism in order to work for change within the school. 
In fact what had happened was just what he had predicted wo~ld happen. When other people 
provided a focus and legitimation for equal opportunities work he was willing and able to 
make a significant contribution: but when it was absent from other people's agendas he was 
unable to sustain action either inside the school or, to some extent. inside his own classroom. 
His experiences in initial teacher education had not yet enabled him to overcome these 
limitations. Equally. the process of socialisation into teaching had not countered or undone 
the attitudes and convictions with which he had started but. significantly, the experience had 
also done nothing to develop his understanding and practice. He had not adjusted internally to 
the prevailing nonns and values of the school; he had attempted modest strategic redefinition 
but in the face of opposition lacked the skills or the will or both to maintain it; and he had 
settled for strategic compliance. The potential for and will towards future work was apparent 
but it felt as though this issue. in common with many others. was in abeyance. perhaps 
indefinitely. 
The students-becoming-te.1chers: Joanna 
What were my memories of Joanna before I saw her again? I wrote 
She was a mature student who came to teaching as a second 
career after working initially in a medical field and then 
spending some time full-time at home raisin? a family of two. a 
girl and a boy. These two were of upper pnmary age when she 
joined the course. She was in no s:nse_t~e ~ort of woman who 
would be conjured up by the word femm1st; she appeared. not 
exceptionally, to have an over-riding com.mitment to her home 
and family and a willingness and expectation ~hat she would be 
the main provider of practical work and emotional suppo~ 
within the home. She spoke. for example, of her (supportive) 
husband's role in terms of his 'helping me with the domestic 
work'. 
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Alongside this must be set the notion of her as a strono 
independent, capable and experienced woman. Joann:~as not 
an intellectual but had an intelligent and disciplined approach to 
all her work. She did not find it difficult to make up her mind 
about things and would be ready and able to offer an opinion 
when asked; but she endeavoured to keep an open mind and to 
amend her understandings in the light of experience. At times 
there was a divergence between the views she purported to hold 
and her classroom practice and she was not always aware of 
the dissonance: typically, she would not be interested in such a 
contradiction for its ow11 sake but only in so far as it had 
perceived relevance to her understanding of the events in her 
cla.\:s-room and led to practical outcomes. · This was almost 
always the focus and thrust of her interest in ideas. 
She was a warm, likeable and mature person who was willing to 
both give and get a lot from the course, resilient and reliable as 
she would need to be to follow a demanding full-time course 
and run a family home. {personal notes, March 1992, italics 
added later) 
On the form which was used to record the equal opportunities aspect of her t~aching practice 
assessment she was awarded one Average, two High and one Very high. Before her final 
teaching practice, when asked to give some specific examples of practice that would merit a 
Very high mark, she wrote 
use of names/occupations etc from different cultures, classes 
and both sexes that don't subscribe to the stereotypical image 
display posters etc. that show other cultures ( eg Islamic art 
patterns) or women in maths etc. 
catering to all needs, being especially av.:are of bilingual . 
problems and acting accordingly, or havmg support matenal for 
low attainers 
encouraging of mixed groups for working with regard to 
gender, ability, race 
positive encouragement equally for same criteria eg not girls for 
neatness etc 
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which again seemed to indicate a reasonable beginning level of f f 
awareness o some aspects o 
equal opportunities issues in the classroom. In a semi-structured interview with Joanna at the 
end of her college course. she said 
certainly ~·?1 a lot more a_ware than I was [about equal 
~pportumttes] and consciously trying to ... I think there is an 
influence [ of ?e~der on achievement] but it doesn't necessarily 
corn~ from w1thm the school. that's what I'm trying to say. the . 
outside pressures and the society that children have grown up in 
are still so predominantly stereotyped that a school can do its 
best to negate those but whether or not it will succeed I don't 
know. (tape transcript) 
Her definition of equal opportunities implied no sense of systematic disadvantage. of power 
relations or oppression 
· I think equal opportunities means to me ... giving each child the 
opportunity to develop to his or her full potential ... it's treating 
every person as an individual human being (tape transcript) 
but she did follow this up with quite a wide variety of practical suggestions of ways in which 
the achievement of girls might be enhanced. 
Joanna's school was very different from John's. Here. the first thing that greeted me on 
entering the school (albeit by a side door!) was a well kept equal opportunities notice board. 
The school prospectus. early on and prominently. includes a paragraph on equal opportunities 
and the management style of the school is open and consultative. It is easy to gain access to 
the senior management team who are generous with their time and attention. Of the senior 
management team. four are men and three are women. However it may be important to note 
th;:it the information on the board was entirely related to racial harassment (there was nothing 
relating to gender and there are very few black children in the school) and the brochure speaks 
of'imposing no restrictions' and 'making no assumptions' based on gender rather than finding 
ways positively to promote the attainment of girls. They also write 
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It is, however, important that we all recoonise that we have 
much to learn in this area and in this, as i; all aspects of 
schooling, we welcome partnership with parents (school 
prospectus 1991-1992) 
and this perhaps indicates succinctly the current outlook and position of the school. 
Here also the atmosphere in the staffroom was very different: although there were inevitable 
frustrations expressed about various aspects of school life, there was an overwhelming sense 
of a staff who largely trusted one another and their management team; but perhaps that very 
sense of consensus allowed or even encouraged status quo sexism to continue: One member 
of the mathematics department sported a mug which read on the side 'There's no problem with 
sexual harassment here' and on the bottom, inevitably. 'It's one of the benefits'. On the staff 
noticeboard. there was displayed a thoroughly offensive cartoon: alongside a newspaper 
cutting bearing the headline Many Teachers Too Shy On Sex Education was a picture of a 
class of leering boys with tongues hanging out; a stick of a woman with an ankle length 
drooping skirt. lank straight hair. glasses and a dunce's hat; a large woman wearing underwear 
and fishnet stockings leaning over the boys; and a male headteacher laughing and saying 'As 
Miss doesn't know about this we have brought in an expert'. It seemed therefore to me that, 
despite tentative acknowledgement of the relevance of equal opportunities to the promotion of 
achievement and the generally thoroughly civilised atmosphere prevailing throughout the 
school. there were aspects of the underlying culture which were hostile to an fr-sexism and 
which might act quite powerfully to resist change. 
On the positive side. however, there were a number of strong, respected and effective women 
in relatively senior positions. Within the mathematics department of ten, five of the staff were 
women. The attitude and outlook of the female deputy head I interviewed reflected the 
management style of the school which is open and supportive and this was echoed by the 
deputy head of the mathematics department. Refreshingly, she was very positive about the 
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role of initial training - 'They should have all the bright ideas' (from notes made at the time) -
and considered the department to be very cohesive but not closed minded. 
we don't wan_t people with fixed ideas, we like to think we're 
forward lookmg, not standing still, we're looking for initiative. 
(from notes made at the time) 
When I asked her about the department and equal opportunities she replied 
we p_robably don't do enough, we are aware of the problem, I 
provide a role model ... we give [the girls] every 
encouragement, sometimes we do say something, they say 
"That's sexist" because we do find ourselves using old examples 
... it's something you talk about but it's difficult to know what to 
do ... we can only make sure that their experiences are equal, 
that we put equal pressure on them ... in the grades obtained, 
the boys are getting the As and the girls are getting the Bs. 
(from notes made at the time) 
(The statistics published in the school brochure certainly indicated poorer examination 
performance in mathematics by girls at sixteen.) 
Overall, within both the school and the department, this seemed to me to portray a context in 
which there was room for manoeuvre and where suggestions for development and change, 
although opposed by a number, would be listened to by most and weJcomed by some. 
It is perhaps significant that Joanna's appointment to the school was initially only a temporary 
one and that she had had to wait until her fifth term before it was made permanent. The news 
was very recent: she had been informed on the Friday before my Monday visit. At times it 
looked as though no permanent appointment would be available and that Joanna would have 
to leave. This background may, quite naturally. have had a profound effect on Joanna's 
professional development and confidence. The market for teaching jobs in the locality is poor 
and. because of her domestic circumstances. she had no wish to move house. I gained an 
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impression of someone for whom 'fitting in' and being acceptable had been of major 
importance. Very early in my interview with her, in response to a question about what she 
had discovered was important about teaching since leaving the University, she said, 
don't think you know it all, sometimes you can go into a school 
and they think "She thinks she knows it all" ... as well as 
bringing new ideas you have a lot to learn and a softly, softly 
approach and not "This is what the Uni told me, this is how you 
do it". (transcribed from the interview tape) 
She found out what was what in the school, the conduct and values which were espoused, by 
'osmosis'. She felt that some of her own values and understandings of teaching and learning 
had certainly changed since leaving the University and she had some criticisms of the course. 
The course should be about, for example, teaching long division 
not just doing investigations ... I wasn't prepared for thinking 
about interesting ways of teaching long multiplication ... it came 
as a bit of a culture shock to realise that what I had to teach was 
all the nitty gritty, the fundamental ways that it is difficult to get 
across other than by saying this is what you do, this is how you 
do it. (from notes made at the time) 
Commenting on aspects of classroom organisation and ethos often associated with 
mathematical achievement in girls. for example providing opportunities for discussion, for 
working in relatively open-ended situations, for tackling tasks involving posing the problem 
for oneself (DES I 989b, p20t), she voiced the conviction that 
The old didactic methods have to be brought back in ... the Uni 
would do students a favour [to equip them with these] because 
it comes as a bit of a culture shock. (transcribed from the 
interview tape) 
This response certainly corresponded with the mathematics lessons I observed Joanna teach. 
Whether she was introducing algebra to a mixed ability group of eleven year olds or asking 
them to conduct an 'investigation', her preferred approach was to explain a method that she 
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wanted the children to use and then to ask them to apply it. Clearly, we had not convinced her 
about the relevance, accuracy and appropriateness of the view of teaching and learning 
mathematics espoused by the course tutors (see, for example, Floyd 1981, Burton 1984, Love 
1988, Brown 1991. Of the schools working with the University, Joanna's is one of the most 
committed to initial teacher education both historically and under the new partnership 
arrangements. The impression gained is of a school genuinely interested in preservice work. 
One of the two mentors is the head of the mathematics department. Under these 
circumstances, the 'portrait' makes depressing reading for any espousing such views about the 
teaching and learning of mathematics.) 
When I asked about equal opportunities she said 
I don't often think of whether they're girls or boys ... when I 
organise group work, I don't mix them up, they work in 
friendship groups, there are more factors at play than you 
realise. (transcribed from the interview tape) 
In the classes I observed, the girls were offered the role of teachers helper but also sat in a 
phalanx of seats in the centre front of the classroom, positions usually occupied by the 
powerful. The boys contributed more in whole class discussions but not markedly so. At age 
eleven it seemed to me_ that the disadvantaged in this school (whose intake is skewed towards 
white, middle class homes) were the black and/or working class students who made little or no 
contribution to the lesson and whose needs were perhaps not being met. Four girls who 
occupied the front row of desks were pointed out to me as being the 'brightest'. As we saw 
above, however, the academic achievement in mathematics of these articulate, highly 
organised and high attaining eleven year old girls appears to taper off as they go up through 
the school. 
Although Joanna spoke of trying to find a line of two way communication between new and 
existing teachers and although she felt she had had some influence on 'curriculum delivery' 
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within the department, she said that 'as far as whole department policy goes, I haven't felt I 
could say my point'. At the end of the interview, she again referred to 'lying low, observing', 
connecting this with the fact that the department 'has a high profile and is held in high respect'. 
Perhaps, significantly, she closed by saying, 'Well, in September, I shall be able to join in' 
(quotes transcribed from the interview tape). 
How, then, to sum up these impressions? I was struck forcibly by a picture of someone highly 
competent and already very 'professional', regarded by management as 'not a typical 
probationer' because of her maturity and competence, who nevertheless could only derive 
personal confidence from an exemplary performance which, most significantly, would be 
judged by others to be so. Predispositions that Joanna had brought with her - her outlook, 
'personality' and so on - and the profoundly insecure position in which she found herself 
worked together to contribute to this: she both acted upon the situation and was acted upon 
by it. 
She had positioned herself within the department in such a way as to present the 'acceptable 
face' of innovation ('good ideas' for teaching fractions and so on) but she did this from a 
location within a conservative tradition which would be more likely to offer protection from 
the critical judgement of others. Although new attitudes and insights would be welcomed by 
some, they were demanded by no-one and so the position she adopted was the safest. It 
seemed to me that some of her insights about equal opportunities had been sacrificed to 
achieve this goal. Joanna had not presented herself at college as being one of those students 
who see themselves as being passionately committed to a view of education which seeks to 
grapple with promoting social justice but she had shown a pragmatic awareness of the 
positioning of girls in mathematics classrooms and a moral commitment to offering them a 'fair 
deal'. Much that was positive about this outlook seemed to have been lost. 
There was continuity with herself at University. For example, both before and after beginning 
teaching, she drew attention to the aspects of sexism which were outside the school's control 
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rather than to those about which teachers are in a position to do something, distancing herself 
from responsibility; and she leant throughout towards a view of equality as seeing people 
individually and 'treating people equally' rather than viewing some people as systematically 
disadvantaged. After five terms in school, this had become 'not thinking about whether theyre 
girls or boys' as we saw above. She had changed somewhat but unremarkably so. She had 
made some 'internal adjustment' (Lacey 1977) to the norms at the more traditional end of the 
spectrum on those prevailing in the school and seemed extremely unlikely to become in the 
future a motive force for change. Her agenda for teaching was now heavily influenced by a 
transmission model of learning; involved 'treating everyone the same'; and generally appeared 
to endorse the taken-for-granted assumptions of contemporary schooling. 
The students-becoming-teachers: \Vayne 
As we shall see, Wayne also experienced a very insecure future after leaving the University. 
He was a mature student in his early thirties when he joined the course. His first degree was 
in engineering and he was employed by British Coal prior to the course. He had not obtained 
his degree by the conventional route but had worked his way up from an engineering 
apprenticeship; he now saw little future in the industry and was therefore making a career 
change. His wife was a teacher and she had recently given birth to a little girl. 
The notes I made before visiting him in school described him as being 
still very much part of the community in which he grew up and 
spent his early manhood. He was a warm, diffident and caring 
individual for whom the course was a completely new 
experience and both a potential threat and a challenge. He was 
very concerned, for example, when he started the co~rs~ that his 
'very strono Yorkshire accent' would disadvantage him m the 
classroom . .::, He had not thought explicitly a great deal about 
equal opportunities before embarking on the c~urse and tended 
to think in very direct, human terms about the issues rat~er than 
from and with a more political perspective. As .w~ll as ~1s 
community, working mates and sports mates, his 1.1ttle girl was 
also a significant reference point in his understandings and . 
world view. He was passionately 'for' his daughter and used this 
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as a vehicle for reconsidering his outlook with respect to 
gender. 
~urin~ the c?urse his thinking developed on a wide range of 
issues mcludmg t?ose of eq~al opportunities and not just with 
respect to education. He said that ideas he had met on the 
course influenced his outlook on many things and that he could 
not see things as he did before. (personal notes, March 1992) 
Wayne was awarded one Average, two High and one borderline High/Very high. Before his 
final teaching practice, when asked to give some specific examples of practice that would 
merit a Very high mark, he wrote 
shows awareness in lesson preparation that equal opportunities 
are to be addressed 
has equal expectations of all children 
material produced shows an awareness of interests of both girls 
and boys 
use of mathematics in other cultures 
In the six terms that had elapsed before we met again, in a similar position to Joanna, Wayne 
had had an unsettled career but he also had been fortunate enough to spend it in one school. 
He had spent the entire time on temporary or day-by-day 'supply' contracts, not all within the 
mathematics department, and his immediate future was still not secure although he had one 
more term's temporary contract ahead of him. 
A much less clear picture emerged of this school than of the other two, perhaps due to my 
being there in more than one capacity (I was supervising a current student on teaching practice 
at the time I visited Wayne), perhaps due to the fact that the school had been closed and 
schooling severely disrupted immediately prior to my visit due to a major fire. The senior 
management had seemed to be elusive and unavailable but when I interviewed the deputy head 
he was very generous with his time, spoke at length to me and displayed sensitive and caring 
attitudes. The senior management team consisted of six men and two women but I gained no 
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strong sense of the school's management style nor how it was experienced by the teachers in 
general. 
Wayne himself was very positive about his placement in the school: he said that it 'couldn't 
have been better. I like it very much'. He clearly respected the staff 
the staff are really hardworking, it's nice to see everyone helping 
each other, there aren't any, many cliques, you can go and talk 
to anyone (from notes made at the time) 
but it was clear that his major reference group was the department who, he felt, had all been 
very supportive and had also allowed him to contribute his own expertise. This department 
too I found hard to characterise. The department were very cohesive and spent a lot of their 
break and lunch times together in the mathematics suite. They spoke often of.'we' when asked 
individually what they thought about things and I frequently had a feeling that it was more 
important for them to voice a consensus and present a united front to me than actually to 
arrive at an accurate statement of what they thought or felt. It also seemed to me that their 
rhetoric misrepresented them. The first conversation I was invited to listen to, when I was 
visiting my teaching practice student rather than Wayne, was not pleasant. I imagine that it 
was to some extent put on for my benefit as being a representative of'the other', that is from 
the training institution. and Martyn Hammersley has noted the ideological function of such talk 
in preserving commitment to traditional teaching (Hammersley 1984). The head and deputy 
head of the department. both middle aged. were talking. 
deputy head of department: [the students] should be out on 
teaching practice in schools as much of the time as possible._.. I 
was out for two whole terms on my PGCE [subsequent 
conversation showed that this was not in fact the case] 
head of department: I didn't have any training, learnt on the job, 
too much theory ... 
deputy head of department: but I bet you used a lot of that 
[raised hand intended to show hitting round ~he head] 
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head of department: no I didn't but that was because I used a 
cricket bat and it wasn't always on the bottom I can tell you 
(from notes made six hours later) 
This did not square in any way with the quality of the personal relationships I glimpsed in their 
classrooms. The teachers would often be hidden, perhaps, for example, sitting next to an 
individual student helping in a quiet and friendly way, and would offer a modest and open 
persona to the class. They had a traditional view of the nature of teaching and learning and 
valued quiet and disciplined behaviour ('almost all problems come from bad discipline') but 
coupled these attitudes with a very high degree of care for their students and commitment to 
their work. They were highly conscientious and worked very hard. 
Another conversation will help to illustrate their contradictory approach. 
head of department: all kids are bastards 
me: but you like the kids 
head of department: you can't abuse the kids and expect them · 
to speak well to you. (from notes made at the time) · 
The style of management within the mathematics department was described as open, as 
working as a team and as being genuinely cooperative, with the proviso that the head of 
department had the final say: everything I saw in terms of the relationships amongst the staff 
would indicate that this was so. 
Equal opportunities with respect to gender had in no sense been taken on board as an issue by 
the department. When discussing girls and mathematics, I was told 
the girls are better than the boys [this was not borne out by the 
statistics available in the school brochure], coursework helps 
girls because they are neater and spend more t!me on it, boys by 
their nature get it over with as quickly as possible ... we treat 
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boys and girls alike in our school. (from notes made at the 
time) 
What had Wayne made of this environment? Had he retained the perspectives he developed in 
the University or had either or both his rhetoric and practice shifted significantly? When r 
asked Wayne about equal opportunities issues, he spoke eloquently and personally about both 
himself and his and the school's community. He linked the life of the girls in school to his own 
and that of his friends and family. There is little employment in the vicinity and there are 
~ l~t of young girls with young families. there's probably a high 
incidence of teenage pregnancy round here ... [at fifteen and· 
sixteen] the girls tend to give in, accept the inevitable fact that 
that's what they're going to do ... I would stay at home and look 
after [ my daughter] but my wife wants to do it herself ... some 
of the lads I socialis~ with go out every night and leave their 
wives at home. when I say I'm not going out tonight, I want to 
stay in with my wife they groan at me. I can't get through to 
them. (from notes made at the time) 
there are a few coloured children round here but I haven't heard 
one racist comment towards them which I would have expected 
given my experience of my own schooling ... say like in my 
basketball team. if they're playing a team with coloured players 
in it they abuse them ... I've heard more sexist than racist 
comments ... it's very slowly changing but it will take a few 
generations yet. (from notes made at the time) 
Wayne seemed then to have retained an outlook very similar to his previous one, that is 
caring, deeply personal and for change to the status quo. Much the same could be said of his 
attitude towards. for example, the learning of mathematics and classroom discipline. Although 
he said things which echoed the depanmental rhetoric like, 'discipline is crucial ... I became 
stricter. the only one of his lessons which I was able to see was a delightful example of real 
participation by the students expressed with (very noisy) enthusiasm! He clearly respected his 
colleagues and valued highly their advice and support but he was able to separate his ideas 
from theirs. He shared their concern that the students should 'know the basics' but was 
himself convinced that the lessons needed to be enjoyab.le and. if possible, exciting if students 
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were to learn and remember. He was able to retain his independence and also to contribute to 
the department 
the others tend not to try things, I've had some disasters, the 
others don't risk it as much as I do probably, but some have 
taken ideas off me and used them. (from notes made at the 
time) 
Wayne, then, in many ways provides a stark contrast with Joanna. He had more reason to feel 
insecure and vulnerable in his work and yet had managed to retain a substantially independent 
outlook whilst at the same time positioning himself successfully within the school. Again, I 
found a strong continuity between Wayne as a student and Wayne as a beginning teacher. He 
had made no significant internal adjustment to the norms of the school but neither did he seem 
to have adopted strategic compliance nor strategic redefinition as a preferred mode of 
operation. Perhaps because his view of and commitment to equal opportunities was 
fundamentally personal and emotional rather than analytical and related to policy, he had been 
able to express that commitment in relationships in his own classroom. Perhaps equally and 
for the same reason, he gave no evidence of analysing his own practice specifically with 
respect to equal opportunities and had not sought to be proactive in redefining attitudes and 
values elsewhere. 
Observations on the data 
My observations about the data fall into four main categories, each of which I pursued further 
during Phase three. The first two are concerned with issues, raised by the literature, which I 
wish to question; that is, the supposed discontinuity between the student in training and the 
new teacher and the inevitability of new teachers being 'minced' by their pupils. The third 
relates to in-service teacher education. The fou11h relates to the teachers' ways of 
understanding themselves in the world: it is this last which came to be pre-eminent in the 
results of my research. 
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First, then, it can be noted that coming into contact again with the students-becoming-teachers 
held fewer surprises than the literature might have led me to anticipate. Who they were and 
how they were living their working lives possessed real continuity with whom they had been 
and what they had seen themselves to be when students. None claimed when talking to me 
that their training had been irrelevant (although another interviewer, unconnected with their 
training, might have found a different result); only one of the three had (partially) rejected the 
ideas she had met in the University and in this case my personal notes written before we met 
again indicate that those views were a reflection of attitudes and outlook which were clearly 
present during training. I did not find the 'probationer teacher disaffection with training 
courses [which had] been well documented' (McNamara 1976, pl47) in the past; nor did I find 
it true, for these new teachers, that 'initial teacher socialization is traumatic, involving deep 
changes in self and perspectives' (Sikes, Measor and Woods 1985, pl2). I saw individuals, 
albeit constrained by the technical structures and the institutional norms they experienced, 
nonetheless playing a part in their own socialization. I saw not only new teachers adapting to 
their new situations through relatively unconditional acceptance of existing values and 
practices but also 'constructing their identities as teachers in situations marked by tension 
between what seems given or unalterable and what may be perceived as possibility' (Greene 
1991, pix). The current positionings of the students could largely be foreseen; their attitudes 
and outlook did not appear to be lightly or easily subject to change just because they had 
moved into the world of work. Perhaps they might be feeling somewhat disempowered but 
not (yet) disillusioned. 
Second, the data raised issues for me about professional development and the nature of 
institutions. It was noticeable that all of the three new teachers reliably echoed the 
(uncontroversial) school rhetoric in respect of the question 'What is it most important for a 
new teacher to work at?' and claimed to have themselves concentrated on this aspect of 
professional development: but there was no evidence at all, for example, that the one who said 
that 'presentation was ~ery important' had particularly attractive student work nor that the one 
who emphasised class control had become a disciplinarian. There was a clear gap, not 
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unexpected, between what was said and what was done and, because the students were 
responding verbally in line with what the school was demanding, there seemed little prospect 
of the dissonance really being explored with staff within the institution. None of the new 
teachers seemed to have any experience at all of that 'potent and heady mix' (Nias 1989, pl73) 
of sharing with their colleagues not only 'beliefs, practices and ideas, but also constructive 
disagreement and mutual concern' (Nias 1989, pl73). 
In addition, life within any institution tends to be driven, unsurprisingly, by the day to day 
business in hand with little or no time and space made available for personal reflection. Such 
reflection seems an essential element in the process of professional development for change 
and experience suggests that it is unlikely to be a solitary activity. Perhaps I can refer to the 
interview with John to illustrate this point. As I talked to John the space was created for him 
to reconstruct part of his life. People's lives become fragmented by the institutions of which 
they are a part and the process of remembering and retelling enabled John to uncover things of 
which he had lost an awareness; it allowed him to engage excitedly with his own history as 
though with a fresh discovery. This was empowering for him in that it reopened for him the 
possibility of professional change. 
These observations endorse what had been expected from the literature and are particularly 
pertinent for those ofus involved in teacher education in the United Kingdo·m. As the move 
to make both initial and in-service training more school-based has extended and has become 
more established, we are faced with the need to address the question of what enables 
professional development for change. Other skills, knowledge and expertise had certainly 
been developed within school (for example John's record keeping, Joanna's knowledge of the 
support services, Wayne's classroom presence) but not their ability to engage as professionals 
in debate about an area of change. Reflection fostered by professional exchange of views 
seems to be a vital component in the process: the profession urgently needs to create other 
fora for this to occur in the increasing absence of initial and in-service training which is not 
school-based. 
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In the third place, I noted that for none of the students did the school students seem to have 
acted as 'teacher-mincers' (Riseborough 1985). Perhaps it is too soon to have expected them 
to have become Riseborough's worn out pessimists but neither did they display the loss of 
idealism Lacey claimed to uncover (Lacey 1977). John, already fairly realistic about what 
might be achieved, had become more so and Joanna had certainly adapted her ideas to fit in 
with the school's expectations for the pupils, but none of them had begun to express 
disillusionment with their experiences. It has been suggested that 'pupils' expectations 
concerning what constitutes a good and proper teacher ... make them one of the most potent 
forces for conservatism in education' (Sikes, Measor and Woods 1985, p 119) and my data do 
not offer a challenge to that: what they do suggest, however, is that thus far the new teachers 
had not come to feel resentfol or cynical about any adaptations that they had made to their 
practice during their initial work in school. (However, see Chapter 11 for further comment on 
this issue.) 
The fourth (and later central) area, which the data suggested to me might be important in 
understanding how teachers do or do not become agents for change, concerned the nature of 
the relationships which people set up between themselves and theoretical descriptions. John, 
Joanna and Wayne appeared very different in this respect. John was influenced by ideas, 
understood himself and his practice in relation to those ideas, used theoretical descriptions to 
see, articulate and try to understand himself and his experiences. Dissonance between those 
descriptions and his practice and experience troubled him and potentially demoralised him: it 
also, however, enabled him to resist simply accommodating himself to the status quo and to 
the 'common sense' of his particular environment. He saw himself as having both the authority 
and the right to evaluate the different perspectives of senior. experienced teachers and to 
synthesise his own, original perspective as a result. 
For Joanna, it almost seemed as though theoretical descriptions were a bit of a nuisance. Her 
guiding principles and the tools she used to grasp and understand herself and her experience 
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seemed to be located elsewhere, in a 'metaphoric way of thinking' perhaps (Calderhead l 992a, 
p20). She wanted to bring her theoretical descriptions and her practice into line but gave the 
impression that ~he would never do this by work at a theoretical level, where the relationship 
between ideas and their implications are analysed. Rather the ideas must give way to a new 
formula which 'represented' what she currently did. She used external authority both within 
her teaching itself and in her decisions about how to teach and this fitted in with her response 
to the question about what she had discovered was important about teaching since leaving the 
University. The source of authority might be, at different times, the school or the University 
but rarely, if at all, Joanna. 
Wayne offered a different picture again. He appeared not much in the habit of conceptualizing 
and articulating theoretical descriptions at all. For example, general questions about equal 
opportunities for girls in school led at once to vivid, localised descriptions of their likely 
futures. He gave the impression that his passion had been aroused and that he connected his 
feelings directly with his perceptions and his actions. Contradictions between rhetoric and 
practice were unlikely to be troublesome: conflict and lack of authenticity in emotions were. I 
gauged that these were reasonably deeply embedded characteristics, habits of thinking, 'ways 
of knowing' (Belenky et al 1986) it came to seem, of the three individuals involved and not 
significantly connected to the material conditions of the schools in which they found 
themselves. 
Overall, then, the impression gained was that the attitudes with which the students left the 
University had been more stable than otherwise and that beliefs about and commitment to 
equal opportunities fitted into this general pattern. The initial impact of working as teachers 
had not been for them to throw over the experience of their training nor for all of them to 
cope with conflict between their values, beliefs and practices by adjusting internally to the 
goals and norms of their schools although they certainly, and not unnaturally, appeared fairly 
well constrained by the technical controls (Zeichner, Tabachnick and Densmore 1987, p54) of 
their schools. 
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What is clear, however, is that none of them had yet found a way of acting effectively for 
change. John, the only one with a secure post, had attempted some strategic redefinition but 
had failed although he may nevertheless have achieved something: Sikes, Measor and Woods 
observed a teacher strategy 
in which the individual outwardly complies with the authority 
figures (sic) definition of the situation but is not in agreement 
with it, and by their disagreement, reflected in their actions do~s 
in effect change the situation. (Sikes, Measor and Woods 1985, 
pl49) 
Despite this possibility, the picture is, at best, of teachers able to resist at the level of ideas but 
not (yet) at the level of action. 
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Background to Phase three 
After Columbus one should not be surprised if one does not 
solve the problem one has set out to solve. 
(lmre Lakatos, Proofs and Refutations, p90 quoted in Skovsmose 1994, pi 11) 
There were three strands of development that influenced the design of the research in Phase 
three. The most significant was my experience of Phase two, the results of which, as I 
describe below, contributed as well to the change in purpose in the third phase. Another 
strand of development was a reappraisal of the initial teacher education course followed by the 
students-becoming-teachers: as I considered additional data I had available from colleagues 
and from students other than John, Joanna and Wayne (see Appendix 1) and as I reflected on 
my continuing practice and that of my colleagues, I became convinced that, despite what we 
had written about processes in our report on the action research, we had not given enough 
weight nor paid enough attention to aspects of the hidden curriculum. The third strand was 
provided by the research literature: alongside and subsequent to the initial analysis of the 
Phase two interviews I read further about teacher socialisation, about teachers working for 
' 
change and about ways of knowing and what an emancipatory epistemology might be. 
The influence of phase two 
Equal opportunities with respect to gender provided the original focus of my personal 
research and also the context and practice of the action research upon which it built. This is 
reflected in the background to the intervention project (see Chapter 3). In the second phase of 
the research. when I visited the three students-becoming-teachers from the first cohort (John, 
Joanna and Wayne). this focus continued and informed the structuring and practice of the data 
collection. It was also the starting point for my initial analysis of that data. However. I 
sought in the first place to immerse myself in the collected data relating to the three new 
teachers. attempting to understand and draw independent portraits of these three as 
individuals. aiming to see them whole. striving to capture them in the richness of their 
surroundings and the complexity of their understandings. I attempted, initially, not to look for 
similarities or differences between them according to some analytic schema but to tell a story 
about each one. 
These stories were intended to have a dual function. My intention was to communicate the 
data, offering some of its richness. complexity and 'livingness'. in such a way as to allow the 
reader, assuming my good faith. to make some judgements about the validity of the analysis I 
would subsequently attempt. The stories were also to be an interim construct between myself 
and the raw data upon which to base such an analysis. again sharing as much as possible of 
this interim construct with the reader. The portraits served as a second level of organisation 
of my experiences. building on the first level of organisation inevitably involved in the process 
of data collection itself. The data were to 'speak to me' through the mediation· of the portraits 
rather than through some predesigned analytic tool. In other words, I was not at this stage 
looking for the presence or absence of any particular characteristics. 
When I exposed myself to the data in this way, I found anticipated differences between th~ 
students-becoming-teachers in the ways in which they had adapted to life in school and the 
extent to which they had intern~lly adjusted (Lacey 1977) to their schools' prevailing norms. 
T;o things strnck me. however. that I had not anticipated. The first concerned 'ways of 
knowing' (Belenky et al. J 986). I gained a sense of the difference between the participants in 
the ways in which they appeared to know themselves. to relate to knowledge and authority 
and to the realm of ideas. These 'ways of knowing' seemed to me to be characteristic of the 
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teachers, non-accidental, influencing their ways of being as teachers throughout and were a 
significant key in developing my interpretation of their understandings and their practices. It 
was my apprehension of this significant difference that led me to read further about the idea of 
personal epistemologies and how they shape our understanding of ourselves and our being in 
the world. My reading included both Women's ways of Ki10wi11g: the Development of Self, 
Voice and Mind ( 1986) by Mary Field Belenky, Blythe Mc Vicker Clinchy, Nancy Rule 
Goldberger and Jill Mattuck Tarule and William Perry's Forms of Intellectual Development in 
the College Years (1970), each of which was significant in developing my thinking. (See 
Chapter 9.) 
The second thing that struck me, which my later analysis implied was not unconnected with 
the above, was that I could find no evidence that any of the teachers explicitly (nor indeed 
implicitly as far as I was able to analyse) separated out in their thinking about equal 
opportunities with respect to gender from their other understandings, analyses, descriptions or 
practices. The teacher who was 'blind' to gender difference and its implications for her 
classroom was equally unaware of the grave inequalities in her classroom with respect to class. 
She also had no sense of how the social structure of her classroom and the way in which she 
spoke about the pupils were reinforcing inequalities by, for example, damaging the self esteem 
of low attainers. The teacher who claimed to use ideas to understand his world and his 
classroom and who voiced a continuing commitment to providing equal opportunities with 
respect to gender, displayed many of his characteristics and illustrated much of what he 
wanted to say within the context of'race'. The teacher whose passions, whos~ heart was 
invoked by questions about gender issues understood them within a framework of which class 
was an irreducible component and responded in a similar personalised way to questions of 
'race'. (See Chapter 7 for the relevant data.) 
I detected nothincr in the data to encourage an analysis which suggested that perceptions, 
.:::, 
practice or commitment around equal opportunities and gender should be understood 
separately from some more overarching personal philosophy and perspective, some overall 
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way of understanding, being and acting in the world. Not only were there connections across 
different sites of disadvantage. I began to have a sense of a pervasive outlook which would 
affect all aspects of schooling, including teaching and learning mathematics. My focus 
therefore began to shift to the idea of the radical teacher. I wanted my resear~h to illuminate 
how such a teacher thought and felt and how she or he understood mathematics teaching. I 
wanted to find out how an orientation for change develops, what fosters its development, 
what sustains it and what inhibits it. I wanted in particular to discover whether characteristic 
'ways of knowing', hinted at in the second phase of the research, were significant. I wanted in 
general much more data than I currently had on what it meant to be a radical teacher of 
mathematics. 
When I say that I began to see equal opportunities with respect to gender as in some sense not 
a special case but embedded in a world view, I do not wish to deny that there is particular 
political and cultural work done to maintain this hegemonic aspect of the status quo (see 
Cockburn 1991, especially pl69f, for a general discussion and Mac an Ghaill i994, p179ffor 
a discussion related to schooling). I subscribe to the view, described by Gaby Weiner (1994), 
that gender inequalities in schooling are to be attributed to 
patriarchal forces and male-dominated power relationships in 
which (hetero )sexuality and hierarchy combine to create the 
dominant male and subordinate female dualism ... education ... 
can only be transformative ifit shifts the curriculum, and school 
knowledoe and educational culture from its male baseline. ~ 
(Weiner 1994, p7 l) 
Nor do I mean that an individual may not he more or less alert to particular forms ofinequality 
and disadvantage, mor~ or less committed to certain sites of engagement or willing to 
prioritise action on some issues above others. Each individual is differently sit_uated and this 
alone implies that some will be more sensitive than others to a particular form of oppression 
and to how that oppression is lived. Some will have a deeper understanding of the particular 
structures that c~ntribute to and preserve different forms of inequality, some ears will be 
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better tuned to hear and some individuals more able to analyse the discourse through which a 
particular oppression is mediated. But for the three teachers - white and living and working in 
or near a northern city - whom I had met in Phase two, their internal structures for 
understanding their world and the inequality issues within it seemed of a piece. 
It had consistently been my intention to extend the number of teachers involved in the 
investigation during the third phase of the research. I now decided that, where I found a 
student-becoming-teacher who appeared initially to have some awareness of equal 
opportunities issues, I would attempt to collect substantial, extended data from them. What 
data I collected from other teachers would be less in depth and would serve mostly to hint at 
contrasts rather than to enable me adequately or with confidence to represent their world 
view. In part, here, I was influenced by a theoretical hesitation. In as much as the 
methodological outlook and practice that I had embraced involved authentic c~mmunication, 
establishing rapport, perhaps even intimacy, with the research participants, I had some 
reservations about its appropriateness for eliciting views to which I was not particularly 
sympathetic and I had significant doubts about my own ability adequately to capture those 
alternative perspectives (see Reinharz 1992, p263f). I also decided to follow up John and 
Wayne who shared some sensitivity to equal opportunities issues but who, referring back to 
my first unanticipated observation, seemed very different from each other in their 'ways of 
knowing'. Only John eventually participated fully in the extended study, Wayne dropping out 
fairly early in Phase three. 
The hidden curriculum 
Practical considerations also had an influence on the design of the third phase of the research. 
After the Phase two interviews I contacted the second cohort of students {1990-1991) in an 
exactly similar way to the first. The response was remarkably different. With the first cohort, 
thirteen students qualified and I attempted to contact them all. Eight repJied of which three 
were not teachino- I did not know whether or not my letters had been received by the other 
o, 
five. In the second cohort fourteen qualified and I again attempted to contact them all. This 
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time only two replied. Neither was teaching and both were known to me socially. Initially 
this seemed a major setback in the research. It certainly contributed to my decision to change 
the design of Phase three but it also sent me back to reconsider data I had collected from this 
cohort when they were students and also to try to compare their experience of the course with 
that of the first cohort. 
When I considered their time on the cour~e, I noted two differences between the experience of 
the cohorts. The first was that only with the second cohort had I set up the equal 
opportunities subgroup. I believe that this had the consequence that students found it harder 
experimentally to try out changes in their ideas. Because the cohort felt more divided, it was 
harder for those who were tentative about equal opportunities issues to explore their 
hesitancy. Equally, some of those who did join the group felt intimidated and out of their 
depth. Some who did not join felt that they had therefore made a public statement about the 
importance that they attached to equal opportunities issues, that is, that they were given a low 
priority, and this then provided a less helpful context for development. It seems likely that the 
split made it less likely that ideas would be shared and thrashed out fully amongst the peer 
group and more likely that views would be seen to be cut-and-dried and not open to debate. I 
conjecture that this in turn made the members of the cohort less willing to invite me to observe 
their teaching and their thinking two years on, whether they had been part of the equal 
opportunities group or not. 
The other clear difference between the experience of the two cohorts was in the members of 
the teaching team. (I have used pseudonyms in this section to try to provide anonymity for the 
participants.) The first cohort had been taught by three tutors, Marian, Keith and me, all of 
whom were committed to addressing aspects of equal opportunities. Two of the three were 
women and we were also committed feminists who tried to embed good practice with respect 
to equal opportunities and feminist principles in all our teaching, not simply those sessions for 
which equal opportunities was the explicit focus. In addition, we all three shared a theoretical 
commitment to a non-absolutist epistemology which had consequences for our personal style 
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and the style of our teaching. Students would be invited to decide for themselves, in the light 
of background reading.and discussion with peers, what they thought about significant 
educational issues; the views of the tutors would be presented as such and criticism invited· 
. , 
and so on. 
The second cohort were also taught by a team of three but, for most of their time at the 
University, Marian was replaced by Tony. Tony was happy to address equal opportunities 
issues explicitly in his teaching and indeed was concerned to do so effectively. However, his 
epistemology, personal style and teaching style were very different from Marian's. His 
teaching style was charismatic. He argued strongly that we should tell the students what to 
do, that we should impose our view of what constituted good mathematics teaching upon 
them and require them to follow such practice in school when on teaching practice. He said, 
'Unless we tell them what to do and tell them that that is the right way to do it, they'll just do 
what the school tells them. And the chances are that won't be any good' (written from 
memory four years later). He argued that we did not want the students to have open minds; 
we wanted them to hold our opinions about what constituted good teaching because, after all, 
we knew best. This necessarily influenced his teaching. 
An illustration of this concerned a young woman student of slight build, reasonably quiet 
manner and determined personality who came to see me at the end of her final teaching 
practice. She had had some difficulties with classroom management and had been 
disappointed that no-one at the school had been able to help her develop her own teaching 
style. They had made suggestions about how she might change her classroom practice that 
took no note of her personal style or her outlook and opinions. She had sought help from 
Tony who, generously, had come in, taken one of her classes for her for a lesson and invited 
her to watch and learn. This (kindly intended) action did not help the student at alJ because 
she was not one of the cohort who accepted that there was 'one Right way' of doing things: 
she believed that she had a right and a need to develop her own practice in the classroom in 
terms of her own personality and understandings. 
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This second cohort, then, had had mixed epistemological and pedagogical messages from their 
tutors with respect to the source of knowledge and the way in which it is validated or revised. 
(In addition, see Ken way et al 1995 for a useful discussion of the negative effects of 
authoritarianism in a pedagogy seeking for change.) Perhaps, once they were teaching, some 
of them therefore felt less inclined to value reflection on practice and less willing to be 
unsettled by views from outside their current orthodoxy which a visit from me might provide. 
These reflections reinforced my developing awareness that epistemological considerations 
were something that I wanted to explore with the participants in Phase three. 
Suggestions from the literature 
As the focus of my research shifted to trying to understand what makes and sustains a teacher 
working for change, I noted what other researchers had suggested were significant factors in 
the development of such teachers. I wanted to find out if these matched up with the 
experiences of the Phase three teachers and, if so, why they were important and how they 
were lived. I would attempt to devise a suitable schedule for the extended semi-structured 
interviewing which would allow me to explore these issues with the Phase three teachers. So, 
what contribution to this aspect of my thinking did the research literature make? 
Richard Butt, David Townsend and Danielle Raymond (1990) write 
Teachers' stories suggest there may be three major categories of 
experiences that influence teacher development. In order, they 
are the teacher's private life history, professional experiences, 
and the teacher's own experiences as a student in school. (Butt 
et al I 990, p261) 
I intended to explore aspects of all three. 
It is only fairly recently that attention has been turned to the impact of teachers' own 
biographies, their personal life histories, on their attitudes and actions. It seems reasonable to 
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suppose (and surely verified by introspection) that what we have experienced in our Jives as a 
whole and the interpretations we have placed upon our lives' events will shape who we are, 
what we value, how we think and act and so on. I wanted to find out if biography shapes our, 
little understood, 'metaphoric ways of thinking' (Calderhead 1992a, p20). Sue Middleton had 
found, for example, that 'teachers who come to adopt a feminist analysis of education have, 
themselves, experienced discrimination, victimization or marginality within the education 
process - in their own schooling, teacher training and/or as teachers in school' (Middleton 
1989, p53); and Colin Lacey reported that 'it is teachers that score high on lib~ralism who 
anticipate feeling blocked' (Lacey 1977, p 141 ). I wondered if these findings would reoccur 
with the Phase three teachers. (I note in passing that it has been suggested that both 
constructing one's own autobiography (Aspinwall 1985) and studying the autobiographies of 
others (Abbs 1974) encourage the reflection which is fundamental to effective development as 
a teacher and that 'discoveries made in this way leave teachers feeling empowered rather than 
threatened and more committed to future action' (Aspinwall 1986, p215).) 
Sandra Acker suggests that 'there is scope for further research to link the characteristics of 
past and present lives of both sexes to their beliefs and actions vis-a-vis gender' (Acker 1988, 
p314): I would invite the Phase three teachers to reflect on their autobiographies, both their 
private life histories and also their experience of their schooldays, and to explore whether or 
not these provided insight into why they were teachers working for change. For example, 
Michael Cole ( 1985) has found that the innovative new teachers he interviewed 'had entered 
training critical and sceptical about educational institutions and with a conditional commitment 
to teaching' (Cole 1985, p98) whereas the more conservative tended to have a highly positive 
identification with schooling based on both their own experience of it and also on significant 
family ties with the profession. Were the Phase three teachers following in family footsteps? 
Did the Phase three teachers identify positively with their own schooldays? Or were they 
entering teaching favouring discontinuity and looking for change towards other conceptions of 
schooling? Their reflections on their own schooldays might contribute to an understanding of 
the ways in which 
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well-worn and commonsensical imaaes of the teacher's work 
. . :::, ' ... 
m unintended ways, select the practices that are available in 
educational life. (Britzman 1991, p3) 
The third component, their professional experiences, which had been the focus for the second 
phase enquiry, would continue as a significant element in my interviews during Phase three. I 
intended that the current school experiences of the Phase three teachers contribute to our 
understanding of 
how our teaching selves are constituted in the context of 
learning to teach, and how the selves we produce constrain and 
open the possibilities of creative pedagogies. (Britzman 1991, 
p2) 
In addition, I was interested in the impact of teacher education. Butt et al found that 
'conventional teacher pre-service and in-service education seldom are mentioned as being 
formative when teachers talk and write about their careers' (Butt et al 1990, p261). Naturally, 
I could not test out in any real way whether or not my case study teachers would volunteer 
initial training as being a significant influence - they would, of course, suppose that my 
interests would lie here - but I wanted to find out what their perceptions of its importance 
were by recording how they talked about it. 
As well as my own reflections, the literature too had suggested that the hidden curriculum of 
initial teacher education might be significant in influencing whether or not students became 
teachers working for change. George Mardle and Michael Walker (1980), for example, write 
rather gloomily and deterministically, 
teachers do not become re-socialised during their course of 
trainino nor in the 'reality' of the classroom since in essence this 
is a re:iity which they never actually left ... from primary school, 
to secondary school to university lecture ... continued exposure 
to that [hidden] curriculum, its practices and the commonsense 
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assumptions by which it is rationalised, constitutes the core of 
teacher socialisation. (Mardle and Walker 1980, p 103) 
Diana Leonard (1989) suggests that initial teacher education has failed to work effectively on 
gender issues and that this is because content only is addressed: the processes remain 'higher 
education's fundamentally conservative teaching and learning practices - and it is these which 
are the main source of the generally elitist and male-dominated influence of universities and 
polytechnics' (Leonard 1989, p26). Kenneth Zeichner, Robert Tabachnick and Kathleen 
Densmore (1987) discuss the role of the hidden curriculum in teacher education and note that 
[s]tudies of the influence of the formal curriculum of programs 
suggest that pre-service programs are not very powerful 
interventions. On the other hand, studies of the influence of the 
hidden curriculum of programs suggest, without much empirical 
evidence, that the impact of pre-service training may be far 
greater than has been thought. (Zeichner, Tabachnick and 
Densmore 1987, p28) 
' 
I began to wonder specifically about the impact, on those students who had followed the two 
year route, of their first year of study. During this year they followed a curriculum largely 
concerned with mathematics but taught to them mostly by tutors who wanted lo challenge, to 
a greater or lesser extent, the prevailing hidden curriculum of mathematics classrooms. 
Several researchers had found sionificant differences between teachers of different school ;;;, 
subjects when considering other teacher characteristics (Lacey I 977, Sikes. Measor and 
Woods 1985, John 199 l ). It has been suggested that 
The subject sub-culture appears therefore to be a pervasive 
phenomenon, affecting a student-teacher's behaviour in school 
and university, as well as their choice of friends and their 
attitudes towards education. It would seem there is a case for 
considering the process of becoming a teacher as a multi-
stranded process ... (Lacey I 977, p63) 
Perhaps our two year students were significantly different from our one year s~udents even 
without the experience of that first year. Some had been highly successful in their school 
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mathematics but had not pursued these studies at university; thus they defined themselves 
elsewhere and their sense of identity would not have a major investment in the status quo of 
mathematical knowledge and mathematics education practices. 
Finally, my reading also built on and gave initial insight into my observation from Phase two 
that ways of knowing might be a significant part of becoming a teacher working for change. I 
wanted to find out where the Phase three teachers were on the map that William Perry (1970) 
devised to chart intellectual development (Appendix 20). Given the nature of the subject and 
its placing in contemporary culture. perhaps mathematicians might be the last to relinquish 
absolutist thinking. Did the Phase three teachers share epistemological perspectives that 
challenged absolutism? (Belenky et al (1986) had explored women's ways of knowing by 
using semi-structured interviews and the schedules for those interviews (included as Appendix 
21) proved useful in devising my own (see Appendix 10).) What were the connections here in 
terms of teaching and learning and becoming a teacher working for change? I was already 
making conjectures about this. 
I am now thinking that equal opportunities is part of a whole 
radical perspective. that that radical perspective may be linked 
to them as learners:. reproductive learners become reproductive 
teachers in school whereas learners who struggle to engage with 
the material and to make it their own ... become radical teachers 
who succeed in overcoming the dead hand of the reproductive 
environment they meet in schools. (personal notes, August 
1993) 
These three major influences. then, on my thinking between Phase two and Phase three -
analysing Phase two through constructing stories; reflecting on the hidden curriculum of the 
initial teacher education of the students-becoming-teachers; and reading about teacher 
socialisation_ caused me to shitl my research to building case studies of teachers working for 
change, people whom I called radical teachers. 
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Ways of knowing 
... entering some very slippery epistemological terrain ... 
(Jan.: K.:11w:1y. Su.: Willis. Jill Blackmore and Ltonie R,:nnie, 1994, p201) 
Frances had called into our Resources Centre to look for 
materials and stopped for a chat. She did not yet know that 
I thought epistemology was important and volunteered this 
comment. 'I've been teaching some science this year and 
doing it so badly. It shows that there really is something in 
teac;her training. With science all the knowledge is here 
[gestures] in my head and I haven't got a clue how to 
proceed. With maths, the maths is all out there in the 
classroom with them and I'm very happy with that.' 
(U..1s.:J on p.:r.;onal not~':I. I ?,.lay 1995) 
In this chapter I attempt to elaborate a model of 'ways of knowing' (Belenky et al 1986). 
The process of claiming to elaborate a model is not unaccompanied by dread. (See Figure 
10: 'This article has to be .. .'.) The task of creating a model is also fraught with 
contradiction when it is part of a project informed by deconstructivist sympathies. 
[E]ven so-called liberatory discourses contain elements of 
good and bad sense~ that is, constraining and enabling 
mo~ents ... Emancipatory strategies must not be blind to 
Figure 10 
(Canoon by Marian Lydbrovke. reproduc..-d in .-\dkr d al 1993) 
'This article has to he ... ' 
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their own dominating tendencies or to the b d . 1 . roa er soc1a 
forces which so frequently re-direct and undermine their 
agendas. (Kenway et al 1994, p 197) 
The model is intended to illuminate the thinkino of student and beo· · t h f 
.:, .:,mmng eac ers o 
mathematics. These ways of knowing relate to their understandings of the pedagogy of 
the mathematics classroom but will be seen also to encompass their ways of knowing 
mathematics. Setting out to do so, I have in mind, then, the need to search for an 
'emancipatory epistemic strategy' (Restivo 1983, p 129) but I do so with humility. I find, 
with Sal Restivo, that there are 
formidable problems that one encounters in trying to 
dev~lop a coherent integration of the aims and procedures 
of inquiry and the aims and procedures of a political agenda 
orientated to improving the conditions under which human 
beings live and carry out inquiry. Nonetheless, the effort 
must be made, just as the actions we undertake in everyday 
life must be carried out in the face of the ignorance, 
paradoxes, contradictions, and compromises that obscure, 
harass, and destroy emancipatory motives, aims, and ways 
oflife. (Restivo 1983, pl29) 
I shall use the model to try to draw out and offer some explanation for the differences in 
thinking and in action amongst the students-becoming-teachers who contributed to this 
study. The model will underwrite the claim that only if certain ways of knowing are 
characteristic of a teacher will she be able to promote equal opportunities in an 
unsympathetic climate, that is to be a motive force for change. This will be so not only in 
the context of working to provide equal opportunities with respect to gender but also with 
respect to other sites of systematic disadvantage, 'race', class, disability,.sexuality and so 
on. The model also indicates a fundamental and intrinsic link between characteristic ways 
of knowino and pedaoooy usinr, the terms 'school maths' and 'inquiry maths' as 
.:, .:, .:, ' .:, 
conceptualised by Cobb, Wood, Yackel and McNeal (1992). This will provide the basis 
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for a discussion of an emancipatory curriculum in general and such a curriculum within 
mathematics in particular in the chapters which follow. 
I am sharply aware, in constructing this model, that all the contributions to its 
development have been located in, at least, white and Western perspectives. In particular, 
the main participants and I have been similarly (though of course not identically) 
positioned by the primary discursive fields of'race', class, ethnicity, disability and 
sexuality. As such, unless it is continuously read as being narrowly perspectival, the work 
becomes guilty of the error of universalism. In this very important sense, the model needs 
to be read as local. Indeed, even within the teacher education groups of which the 
participants were members, there was more heterogeneity than has been reflected in this 
text. As with much other work for change, the model 'does not address the matter of 
difference in any adequate way at all' (Kenway 1994, p206). (I refer to this issue again in 
Chapter 12.) 
Personal history of the model 
The history of the development of the model is thus: the second phase of the study led me 
to suggest that the characteristic ways of knowing of the three students-becoming-
teachers were noticeably different in the ways in which they related their pedagogy to 
ideas and in the relationships which they set up between themselves and theoretical 
descriptions. Following on from this, I read William Perry's Fonns of Intellectual and 
Ethical Development in the College Years (1970) and Women's Ways of Knowing: the 
Development of Self, Voice and Mind (1986) by Mary Field Belenky, Blythe Mc Vicker 
Clinchy, Nancy Rule Goldberger and Jill Mattuck Tarule, both of which influenced my 
thinking and contributed to the development ofmy own model of the ways of knowing 
exemplified by beginning teachers of mathematics who are working for change. I 
subsequently extended my empirical study to include two such teachers (new to the 
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research) whom I studied in some depth and by revisiting the one teacher from the first 
cohort of three who had retained a commitment to working for change. This part of the 
research is described in Chapter 11. Listening to these three talk about their lives. their 
work and their understanding of mathematics was the grounding for the model of learning 
I offer here. 
Naturally. this linear sequence oversimplifies the process. Of course. I kept in mind my 
experience of visiting my first three students-becoming-teachers throughout all the later 
stages. Indeed. I returned to the interview and observation notes I had made many times 
for a variety of purposes and listened to the tapes again occasionally. Similarly. the 
experience of the third phase field work. the re-reading of Perry's accounts and of 
Women's Ways of Knowing. the analysis of the new interview data and the creation of my 
model of epistemological positions all interacted with one another. 
The second phase of the study and its results are described above in Chapters 4 and 7. I 
turn here to a consideration of Forms of /nte/lectual and Ethical Development in the 
College Years and Women's Ways of Knowing. Both books offer rich and complex ideas 
about intellectual. personal. ethical growth and both convey a deep sense of care. almost 
oflove. for the human beings who are the subjects of their study. Each is written with a 
passion for the learning process and would make fruitful reading for any teacher. I do not 
attempt to do justice to this richness in the sections below: rather I draw out from each the 
points salient to the construction of the model I later elaborate. 
\Villiam Perry's work on intellectunl and ethical growth 
The study on which Perry reported was based on 140 student volunteers from Harvard 
and Radcliffe enrolling during the years 1954 to 1963. Students were interviewed towards 
the end of each of their four years of study; the results included 84 complete four-year 
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sequences. The illustrations and validations in the study drew very largely on the reports 
from the men. Perhaps in recognition of this and certainly in the unexamined practice of 
the time, the student is referred to throughout as male. I have maintained this usage in this 
section as part of the attempt to convey to the reader the meaning of the original which, 
naturally, cannot be separated from the discourse of which it was/is a part. The interviews 
were all conducted around the question of whatever 'stood out' for the student about the 
year, leaving 'the student as free as possible to speak from his own ways of perceiving 
himself and his world ... [allowing] a candid exploration of what was important to them in 
their own experience' (Perry 1970, p 18). 
On the basis of an analysis of this interview data, the research team constructed a scheme 
of intellectual development detailing nine stages or positions from Basic duality through 
various forms of Multiplicity to Relativism and Commitmenl in relativism. The initial 
schematic representation and the full chart of this development are included in Appendix 
20. A later, modified map is shown in Figure 11: A map of intellectual development (1) 
(Perry 1981, p 79) and illustrated in Figure 12: A map of intellectual development (2) 
(Perry 1981, p80). Here we can see the essential elements of the overall structure: 
increasingly complex dualism is followed by a clear break into relativism which is then 
elaborated involvino increasino awareness and with increasing commitment. > 0 0 ~ 
All the initial positions ( I to 4) involve a dualistic way of knowing: Right/Wrong, 
good/bad, us/them and so on. Throughout these stages, 'meaning exists "out there", along 
with rightness, power. and sound advice' (Perry 1981, p90). Intellectual development 
moves the student from a position where there are right answers for everything which are 
known to the authorities whose job it is to teach them; through an understanding that it 
might be legitimate for learning to involve working out which is the right opinion rather 
than being told: through an awareness that there are some things that are not knownyet, 
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Fig11re I I 
Figure 2. A Map of Development 
------- Development--------.. 
R 
Dualism modified by j 
Multiplicity / 43 : Evolving Commitments 
Position 1--.-2~3........._and/~ ~-.-6-.. 7--..8-.-9--+. 
'4b ........ 1 . 
Retreat Escape 
v 
i 
s 
m 
Dualism. D.ivision of meaning int? two realms-Good versus Bad, Right versus Wrong, We 
versus They, All that is not Success is Failure, and the like. Right Answe,s exist 
somewhere for every problem, and authorities know them. Right Answers are to 
be memorized by hard work. Knowledge is quantitative. Agency is experienced as 
.. out there" in Authority, test scores, the Right job. 
Multiplicity. Diversity of opinion and values is recognized as legitimate in areas where 
right answers are not yet known. Opinions remain atomistic without pattern or 
system. No judgments can be made among them so .. everyone has a right to his 
own opinion; none can be called wrong." 
Relativism. Diversity of opinion, values, and judgment derive.d from coherent sources, evi-
dence, logics, systems, and patterns allowing for analysis and comparison. Some 
opinions may be found worthless, .while there will remain matters about which 
reasonable people will reasonably disagree. Knowledge is qualitative, dependent 
on contexts. 
Commitment (uppercase C). An affirmation, choice, or decision (career, values, politics, 
personal relationship) made in the awareness of Relativism (distinct from lower-
case c of commitments never questioned). Agency is experienced as within the 
individual. 
Temporizing. Postponement of movement for a year or more. 
Escape. Alienation, abandonment of responsibility. Exploitation of Multiplicity and Rela-
tivism for avoidance of CommitmenL 
Retreat. Avoidance of complexity and ambivalence by regression to Dualism colored by 
hatred of otherness. 
(From Pc:rry 1981. p791) 
A map o{intellect11al tle1 1elovment (I) 
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Figure 12 
Figure l. Scheme of Cognitive and Ethical Development 
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I Transition Position 9 
(From Peny 1981, p79) 
Authorities know, and if we work hard, read c.,·.:ry word, t.::d 
learn Right Answers, all will be well. · 
~ut what about th~~ Others I hear about? And different opin-
10;11s? And Uncertamties? Some of our own Authorities disagree 
with each other or don't seem to know and some give us prob-
lems instead of Answers. • 
True Authorities must be Right, the others are frauds. We remain 
Right. Others must be different and Wrong. Good Authorities give 
us problems so we can learn to fmd the Right Answer by our own 
independent thought. 
But even Good Authorities admit they don't know all the answers 
yet! 
Then some uncertainties and different opinions are real and legiti-
mate temporarily, even for Authorities. They're working on them 
to get to the Truth. 
But there are so many things they don't know the Answers to! 
And they won't for a long time. 
Where Authorities don't know the Right Answers, everyone has a 
right to his own opinion; no one is wrong! 
But some of my friends ask me to support my opinions with facts 
and reasons. 
Then what right have They to gra"e us? About what? 
In certain courses Authorities are not asking for the Right Answer; 
They want us to think about things in a certain way, supporting 
opinion with data. That's what they grade us on. 
But this "way" seems to work in most courses, and even outside 
them. 
Then all thinking must be like this, even for Them. Everything is 
relative but not equally valid. You have to understand how each 
context works. Theories are not Truth but metaphors to interpret 
data with. You have to think about your thinking. 
But if everything is relative, am I relative too? How can I know 
I'm making the Right Choice? 
I see I'm going to have to make. my own decisions in an uncertain 
world with no one to tell me I'm Right. 
I'm lost if I don't. When I decide on my career (or marriage or 
values) everything will straighten out . 
Well, I've made my first Commitment! 
Why didn't that settle everything? 
J'.ve made several commitments. I've got to balance tJ,iem-how 
many, how dee~? How cer!ain, how te~tative? . 
Things are gettmg contradictory. I cant make logical sense out of 
life's dilemmas. 
This is how life will be. I must be wholehearted while tentative, 
fight for my values yet respect others, believe my deepest values 
right yet be ready to learn. I see that I shall _be retracing this whole 
journey over and over-but, I hope, more wisely. 
A map of intellectual development (21 
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about which authorities may, for the time being, legitimately disagree; and on to a position 
where 'everyone has a right to his own opinion; no one is wrong' (Perry 1981 p79) and/or 
to the adoption of a relativist style, but only because that is 'the way They want you to 
think' (Perry 1970, PI 00). This last position is 'the structural foundation for Relativism' 
(Perry 1970, p 10 I) but diversity of opinion is seen as leading to personal 'Rightness' rather 
than calling forth 'Relativism's analysis, rules of evidence, disciplines ofinference, and 
concern for the integrity of interpretations and systems of thought' (Perry 1981, p85). The 
students are now at a critical point in their career: they may move into 'cynicism, anxiety, 
or a new sense of freedom' (Perry 1981, p88). 
If they continue to develop through Perry's positions to the beginnings of a relativist 
perspective, the students become aware that theories are not 'Truth' bur models or 
metaphors which we can use to try to make sense of experience and as such they explain 
the data more or less well, are more or less coherent, and so on. Relativism is defined as 
[ d]iversity of opinion, values and judgement derived from 
coherent sources, evidence, logics, systems, and patterns 
allowing for analysis and comparison. Some opinions may 
be found to be worthless, while there will remain matters 
about which reasonable people will reasonably disagree. 
Knowledge is qualitative, dependent on contexts. (Perry 
1981,pSO) 
Development continues with the realisation that 'I'm going to have to make my own 
decisions in an uncertain world with no one to tell me I'm Right' ( quoted in Perry 1981, 
p79). First commitments, decisions, affirmations, choices are made; an awareness grows 
of the tensions between uncertainty and commitment; finally the tensions between 
wholeheartedness and tentativeness are embraced. 
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[This last stage]. .. maintains its vision of meaning, 
~o_heren~e, a~1d_ value while being conscious of the fact that 
1t 1~ part•?'· lurnted, and contradicted by the visions and 
clauns ot others. It holds its vision with a kind of 
provisional ultimacy ... (Fowler 1978, p22, quoted in Perry 
1981, p96) 
The students now experience the origins of meanings as coming from within themselves, 
making the shift from an external to an internal locus of control and opening up the 
possibility of committed action. 
"I'd never believed I could do things, that I had any power, I 
mean power over myself, and over effecting any change that 
I thought was right." ( quoted in Perry 1981, p94) 
Throughout, the model is developmental: 'a "Pilgrim's Progress" of ways of knowing ... [a] 
map of sequential interpretations of meaning' (Perry 1981, p77f). Two justifications are 
offered for this. Firstly, the empirical: 'we considered the order of the appearance of these 
structures throughout the students' four year reports and found this order to be remarkably 
regular' (Perry 1970, p47). Secondly, it is argued that there is an essential logic of 
progression inherent in the positions because 'students thinking in the forms of advanced 
Positions can understand earlier meanings and procedures ... students thinking in earlier 
forms cannot understand the assumptions of advanced Positions' (Perry 1981, p I 05). A 
student whose way of knowing is based on relativist assumptions can make sense. for 
example, of information presented by a teacher who is working within a dualist 
perspective: '[the student] would have little difficulty in interpreting the experience 
accurately without revising his basic assumptions about the nature of knowledge. His 
assumptions logically extend to the possibility that a given lecturer might ''have the point 
of view that" there was but one correct answer' (Perry 1970, p2). This is not so if the 
perspectives are reversed. A student with a dualist perspective cannot f!lake sense of a 
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lecture offered from a relativist perspective (nor, although Perry does not note it, can a 
dualist lecturer make sense of a relativist student!): '[the student] must either revise his 
basic assumptions or interpret the experience in some such way as, "The lecturer is talking 
all over the place" 
1 (Perry 1970, p2). (This is further illustrated by student responses to 
each others' comments about courses (Perry 1981, p I 04f).) 
Although there is a small acknowledgement in the original study that individual students 
may express themselves in a range of positions, it is claimed that in each case they found a 
strong central tendency which justified placing the student at a particular stage (Perry 
1970, p49f). This position is developed a little in the later writing when it is 
acknowledged that 'individuals mature their cognitive structures at different rates in 
different areas of their lives' (Perry 1981, p89), that 'growth and discoveries are recursive' 
(Perry 1981, p97) and that development can be helical. Nevertheless, the sense conveyed 
of an individual as located in a certain position remains strong. 
1Vomen 's JVays of Knowing 
Women's Wuys <!f K110111i11g is based on a study of 135 women, including 'a number of 
[the] disadvantaged and forgotten' (Belenky et al 1986, pi I). The authors began from the 
observation that women are under-represented both as creators and subject~ of 
psychological theories of human development and in the belief that, if heard, women's 
voice would offer a different understanding of knowing from the male paradigm. Further, 
ways of knowing are of central significance in our lives because 'our basic assumptions 
about the nature of trnth and reality and the origins of knowledge shape the way we see 
the world and ourselves as participants in it' (Belenky et al 1986, p3). 
The interviews each of between two to five hours, all began with a similar starting point 
' 
to that adopted by Perry and proceeded 'gradually at the woman's own pace to questions 
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concerning self-image, relationships of importance, education and learning, real-life 
decision-making and moral dilemmas, accounts of personal growth, and visions of the 
future' (Belenky et al 1986, p 11 ). This agenda sprang from a conviction that many women 
valued lessons learned other than in formal educational settings. On the basis of the 
interviews, the researchers developed five major epistemological categories for women's 
perspectives on knowing. These were 
silence, a position in which women experience themselves 
as mindless and voiceless and subject to the whims of 
external authority; received knowledge, a perspective from 
which women conceive of themselves as capable of 
receiving, even reproducing knowledge from the all-
knowing external authorities but not capable of creating 
knowledge on their own; 511bjective knowledge, a 
perspective from which truth and knowledge are conceived 
of as personal, private, and subjectively known or intuited; 
procedural knowledge, a position in which women are 
invested in learning and applying objective procedures for 
obtaining and communicating knowledge; and constmcted 
knowledge, a position in which women view all knowledge 
as contextual, experience themselves as creators of 
knowledge, and value both subjective and objective 
strategies for knowing. (Belenky et al 1986, p 15) 
The authors note that Perry's dualist position can be likened to received knowledge but 
draw attention to the fact that for many of the women in their sample 
this world of II Authority-right-we" was quite alien ... [They] 
seemed to say II Authority-right-they". They were as awed 
by but identified less with authorities than did Perry's men. · 
(Belenky et al 1986, p44) 
They point out that since the received knower believes that all knowledge originates 
outside the self. she must look to others even for seJt:knowledge (Belenky et al 1986, 
p48): it is the liberation from this that comes through most strongly in their su~jective 
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/mowers. Unlike Perry's multiplicitists, who experience their position as giving them 'the 
right to their own opinion' and with whom they share their epistemological grounding, 
these subjective knowers feel, modestly, 'It's just my opinion' which is 'what works best for 
me' (Belenky et al 1986, p66 and p70). They distrust logic, analysis and abstraction, even 
rationalism itself. because they are emblematic of an authority which has failed them. 
They have learned to listen to an inward voice which they had previously denied. 
With the shift to procedural knowledge comes 
conscious, deliberate, systematic analysis ... The inner voice 
turns critical; it tells them their ideas may be stupid. 
Women at this position think before they speak; and 
because their ideas must measure up to certain objective 
standards. they speak in measured tones. Often they do not 
speak at all. But this is not a passive silence; on the other 
side of this silence, reason is stirring. (Belenky et al 1986, 
p93fi) 
Procedural knowing can be either connected or separate. Separate procedural knowers 
are like those of Perry's students who are able to utilise the voice of reason but do so only 
because they accept the practices and standards demanded by the authorities. They 
perceive objectivity as requiring the complete suppression of the set[ 'Feelings and 
personal beliefs are rigorously excluded' (Belenky et al 1986, p I 09). Connected 
procedural knowers, on the other hand, know that 'each of us looks through the world 
through a different lens, that each of us construes the world differently' (Belenky et al 
1986, p97). They learn through empathy; their premise of connection seems violated by 
the making of independent judgements and, consequently, '[ w ]ithin their own frameworks, 
these women said that they could make moral judgements. but they did not wish to impose 
their judgements on others' (Belenky et al 1986, p 117). They do not speak with the voice 
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of personal authority because they 'seek to understand other people's ideas in the other 
people's terms rather than in their own terms' (Belenky et al 1986, p l 23f). 
Fully reclaiming the selt: absent from both sorts of procedural knowing, provides the 
impetus.for developing the fifth epistemological position: constn,cted knowing. Objective 
and subjective knowing, rational and emotive thought, personal knowledge and what they 
have learnt from others are reintegrated by constructed knowers. They ' "jump outside" 
the frames and systems authorities provide and create their own frame' (Belenky et al 
1986, p 134 ). They acknowledge that all knowledge is constructed, that truth is a matter 
of context and that the knower is an intimate part of what is known. There are 
implications for how they learn. 
Once knowers assume the general relativity of knowledge, 
that their frame of reference matters and that they can 
constmct and reconstruct frames of reference, they feel 
responsible for examining, questioning, and developing the 
systems that they will use for constructing knowledge. 
Question posing and problem posing become prominent 
methods of inquiry ... (Belenky et al 1986, pl38f) 
They appreciate expertise, but the contribution of 'experts' is evaluated and not 
automatically accorded attention and respect. They are, presumably, no longer amongst 
those girls and women 'who have more ditliculty than boys and men in asserting their 
authority or considering themselves as authorities' (Belenky et al 1986, p4f). Finally, they 
are seriously preoccupied with moral commitments and strive to translate them into action 
(although the complexity they experience is likely to be different from that of Perry's 
young men and to entail performing a' "juggling act" with the pieces of their life' (Belenky 
et al 1986, p 15 l )). They have developed a personal, unique, authentic voice. 
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The authors note the clear seque~tial ordering of epistemological positions to be found in 
Perry's work. They conjecture that this is a result of the fact that the students were 
relatively homogeneous in terms of social background and educational profile and were 
subjected to similar educational and life experiences during their four years of study. They 
contrast this with their own study. 
When the context is allowed to vary, as it did in our study. 
because we included woi:nen of widely different ages, life 
circumstances, and backgrounds, universal developmental 
pathways are far less obvious. (Belenky et al I 986. p 15) 
They do not. then. claim a developmental hierarchy for their epistemological perspectives. 
Limits need to be set to this disclaimer. however. Their perspective of silence, for 
example. is seen as 'the simplest way [of knowing] we could discern' (Belenky et al 1986, 
p23). being a position experienced as mindless and voiceless and expressly excluding the 
silence that can come when confidence in received or procedural knowledge breaks down. 
Equally, the co11s1ruc1ed knower both has ways of understanding all the other positions (cf 
Perry 1970, p2) and also occupies the position esteemed. sought after. validated and 
desired by the authors. There is also a strong sense in their writing. not. I believe. denied, 
that individual women at particular times are located in a specific perspective. 
Outline of an autlwri~v model of ways of knowing 
In this section I outline a model of ways of knowing which is intended to illuminate the 
thinking of student and beginning teachers of mathematics. The underlying organisational 
principle behind the constniction of the model has been the sitting out of those aspects of 
teachers' epistemologies which make a difference to what. as teachers, they think, believe 
and do. I have sought to isolate and separate out those features which help us to 
understand these differences. maintaining distinctions where to do so is helpful in pursuit 
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of the stated goal, conflating distinctions where it is not. Consequently, the model is 
simpler than those offered by Perry and Belenky et al, both of which can be mapped on to 
it. The essential explanatory concept at the heart of the epistemological model that I 
construct in what follows is that of authority. The model is sketched out in the remainder 
of the chapter. 
The model is presented in diagrammatic form in Figure J 3: An 'authority' model of teacher 
epistemologies. Some distinguishing characteristics of each. perspective are outlined in 
Figure J 4: Features of the 'authority' model of teacher epistemologies and are discussed 
below. 
Silence 
The perspective of silence owes a great deal to the position of the same name outlined in 
Women's Ways of Knowing. It was hardly heard from Perry's elite, male u_ndergraduates 
(although see Perry I 988, pl49 and pl5 l for an illustration of the muteness and the 
terror) and is much more likely to be experienced by those who are not part of the 
hegemonic group. It cuts off the knower from all internal and external sources of 
intelligence~ the knower cannot see herself as developing, acting. learning, planning or 
choosing. She may have no vantage point from outside the self with which to view herself 
or she may see herself only as the object of such a gaze. She will feel 'deaf because she 
cannot learn from the words of others and 'dumb' because she has no voice. Where this 
position departs significantly from that described in Belenky et al ( 1986) is that it is not 
irrevocably left behind when other ways of knowing are available. By its very nature it is 
seldom heard in the context of teacher education, but it still can be experienced at 
moments of self doubt or as an underlying subtext in any of the other posi~ions. This 
perspective is significant in the context of working for change when, as ':ith most equal 
opportunities work, such change involves challenging dominant others: even though 
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usually transitory, the perspective of silenc:e is likely to be evoked when one is under 
threat. In addition, also significantly, it is immobilising. 
Because this voice is cliflicult to hear and, unsurprisingly, was not recorded in my 
interviews, I illustrate it from another context. Sometime after finishing the first draft of 
this section, a colleague who is a university tutor reported the following experience. He 
was chairing his first stan:student meeting during which he was asked a difficult question 
by a student committee member. He claimed that he lost all sense of what he himself 
believed and his response was driven by only two concerns: to echo to the student what 
the student wanted to hear and to do this in a way that would keep himself also 'looking 
good' in the eyes of his staff colleagues. His mind was blank and his own voice was 
silenced. 
It is everywhere acknowledged that beginning teaching is a deeply challenging experience. 
The new teacher is struggling to maintain and develop a sense of herself or himself as a 
legitimate member of the profession, very often in the face of (at least apparently) hostile 
pupils and with a felt need to become established in the eyes and under the judgement of 
significant others. The beginning teacher is likely sometimes to feel thoroughly threatened 
by such experiences. Both the critiques of others and also unpleasant classroom events 
are likely to provoke a perspective of silence, which perspective, of course, provides no 
defence against either. 
It seems at least plausible that beginning teachers of mathematics are particularly likely to 
be prone to experiencing the perspective of silence. Knowledge of mathematics itselfis 
commonly perceived as being based upon the authority of others, such a perception 
extending from those of our pupils who ask 'Is it an add, miss?' (Brown and Kuckemann 
1976) to University professors of mathematics. 
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A common cause for concern is that there is far too much 
emphasis on self-discovery rather than the presentation of 
material as a body of knowledge. Such knowledoe is the 
culminat.ion oft.he wor~ of very smart people ov:r a very 
long penod of time. It 1s laughable that pupils can achieve 
mastery (sic) of such work through self-discovery.' 
Professor Crighton, Head of the department of applied 
mathematics and theoretical physics at Cambridge 
University (Times Higher Education Supplement 1995, p6) 
It also seems reasonable to suppose, therefore, that those who are drawn to the subject 
may typically be more comfortable with an epistemology based on external 'guarantees' 
and that such an epistemology will form part of the pervasive subject sub-culture found 
amongst student teachers (Lacey 1977, p58f and 63f). This would be congruent, for 
example, with the finding that mathematics PGCE students had an external orientation to 
their own professional learning. 'choosing to model their planning upon the work of others' 
(John 1991, p316), in contrast to some other subject specialists who tended to have an 
internal orientation and 'to view planning as a process of self guided discovery' (John 
1991, p316). (See Burton I 992d for a discussion of subject culture within the secondary 
curriculum.) If these co1tjectures are correct, it would suggest that those entering 
mathematics teaching are also particularly prone to sile11ci11g, since a key feature in 
situations evoking this perspective is the presence of someone perceived as a significant 
authority figure who will make judgements about right and wrong. 
{A useful comparison can be made with the 'panic' so eloquently described by the 
participants in a study of adults' experience of mathematics (Buxton 1981, especially p 1-9) 
as a '[p ]ushing the button that cuts out logic ... "mind in chaos" ... nothing is stable, 
information "topples out of the mind" ' (Buxton 1981. p4f).) 
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External A 11/horily 
The perspective of extema/ A 11thorily includes Perry's ( 1970) pre-relativist positions and 
corresponds to received knowleJxe and procedural knowledge from Belenky et al ( 1986). 
Within this perspective, authority is external to the self and lies with 'experts'. The voice 
of external Authority is heard and is not subjected to independent critical judgement. 
Meaning is taken as given and knowledge is assumed to be fixed and absolute rather than 
contextual and changeable. There is no sense of an inner voice to which heed might be 
paid. This epistemological position offers no defence against the conceptions, critiques, 
ideas and practices of significant others: indeed beginning teachers experiencing this 
perspective can be expected to seek out just such manifestations in order to know what to 
think and how to behave. Such an epistemological perspective offers strong support to 
the status quo whatever that happens to be, whether the voice of the tutor or of the 
mentor during training or, subsequently, the established view prevailing in the employing 
school. This means that, by definition. it is antithetical to working for change. 
If we consider the mathematics classroom. the accepted practice is currently more likely to 
be 'school. maths' than 'inquiry maths' 
Learning as forced activity is found in 'standard' teaching. 
leaving no space or freedom open to the students ... A 
mathematical textbook is usually a carefully elaborated 
sequence of orders and commands. retlectin? the commands 
put forward in the curriculum and made audible by the · 
teacher. The classroom becomes a drill ground. The 
textbook may contain an attempt to motivate by giving 
fascinatinc, examples and exercises, but the students are not 
invited to ~ake any decisions concerning the direction of.the 
learning process. The students' intentions are not taken m 
to account. (Skovsmose 1994. pl85) 
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Therefore the exlemal A utlwrity perspective will tend to lead to the adoption of 'school 
maths' rather than 'inquiry maths'. In addition. there is a strong internal epistemological 
link between this perspective and 'school maths' since the way of knowing experienced by 
the teacher is the same as the epistemological position demanded from the pupil. An 
epistemology based on exlemal Authority does not preclude the possibility of. for 
example. 'doing investigations' where this is an accepted part of pedagogic practice; but it 
invites understanding such work as a new area of content to be 'mastered' (sic). a new set 
of rules to be learnt. a new set of (given) strategies to be acquired. (See Love 1988 for a 
critique.) The relationship between an exlemal Authority perspective and a particular 
view of mathematics teaching is elaborated further in Chapter 10. 
(It seems that this epistemological perspective may be widespread amongst teachers of 
mathematics. The second cohort represented in this study also contributed to a review of 
personal skills and qualities possessed and/or desired by them as relevant to the job of 
teaching. The only aspects of their ability to work with others that these post-graduates 
felt satisfied with when they began the course were 'co-operation with a boss. taking 
orders' and 'tact. diplomacy, politeness' (Payne 1991 ). Their education thus far had 
equipped them to submit to authority in ways of behaving: it seems not unreasonable to 
suppose that for many this would extend to ways of knowing.) 
Internal Aulhority 
The perspective of illlenwl Authorily is that held by Perry's ( 1970) young men who 
maintained, 'Everyone has a right to his own opinion' and it corresponds to the subjective 
knowledge of Belenky et al ( J 986 ). Here external authority is not accepted but the voice 
of Authority is still heard. This way of knowing is still bounded by Authority which 
provides Absolute right answers but now the Authority is the self. This internal authority 
is listened to but it is not subjected to independent critical judgement and the knower is 
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unwilling to submit to the analytical judgement of others. This perspective can make the 
knower impatient of dialogue. If ill!emal Authority vouches for the truth and the truth is 
known directly by the knower, what purpose is served by discussion, debate, analysis and 
the exchange of ideas? 
The strength of this perspective lies in its affirmation of the self but it provides little 
protection against unpleasant classroom events. This is because it does not support 
'seeing things from the other person's point of view'. There is no theoretical perspective 
from which to understand the apparently hostile behaviour of others which is therefore 
likely to be both personalised and misunderstood. Hurt and baftlement are likely to 
precipitate a retreat into the .watus quo, in this case 'school maths'. The perspective of 
internal Authority does not have a strong epistemological link with either 'school maths' or 
'inquiry maths' because it does not encourage the consideration of the epistemological 
claims of others. However, in its reluctance to engage in critical debate with others, it is 
unlikely to foster a critical stance in pupils, an essential goal for an 'inquiry maths' 
approach and, as I shall contend below, fundamental to an emancipatory curriculum. 
Authority of self and reason 
The perspective of authority ,fse!f and reason is that of Perry's (1970) relativist !mowers 
and of the co11stmc1ed k11owa of Belenky et al ( 1986). External sources of authority are 
listened to and evaluated as is the internal voice. Both external and internal authority are 
subjected to independent critical judgement. Knowledge is understood to be constructed 
and meaning to be negotiated; they are contingent and contextual and personal in the sense 
that they reflect the positionings of the knower. In this sense, reason itselfis not innocent. 
This epistemological perspective permits an understanding of how power relations shape 
what it is possible to think and to say. It is therefore able to comprehend a critique of 
contemporary gender relations in particular and unequal relations in general that the other 
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epistemological perspectives cannot. It is able to stand outside received frameworks and 
to acknowledge the existence of hegemonic discourse and justificatory myths (Powell and 
Solity 1990). It allows the recognition that, 
Some of the representations of dominant groups are likely 
to be labelled as self-evident, and put to use to enforce 
conformity, put a subject beyond dispute, and deal with 
ambiguous and anomalous events. These representations 
will be prime targets for those who want to criticise, change 
or demolish the reigning social order. (Restivo 1992, p 125) 
It is in this sense an emancipatory epistemology. 
In addition, there is a strong epistemological link between this perspective and that of 
'inquiry maths' because the way of knowing demanded in that context from the pupil is 
congruent with the way of knowing of the teacher. It does not preclude the teacher 
choosing to teach 'school maths'. It is not uncommon, for example, for teachers working 
within this perspective to see part of their task as being to ensure the best possible external 
certification for their pupils. There is no epistemological reason why they should not 
consider a 'school maths' approach most likely to yield results: the decision in this case 
would be a pragmatic one and it would make sense to share the decision and the grounds 
for taking it with the pupils. However, an 'inquiry maths' approach would be the natural 
outcome if the teacher was interested in developing the pupils' mathematical thinking. In 
this sense, such a perspective would currently imply working for change to prevailing 
practice. 
Lastly, this is the only one of the perspectives that provides a teacher with both an 
experiential and a logical impulse to respect the school students with whom they work. 
The students carry authority of a kind within them: the teacher and the student meet as 
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epistemological equals and therefore need to work together to comprehend the world and 
to forge more adequate representations of it. 
In all these ways. then. the knower whose epistemology is based on the authority of self 
and reason is encouraged to look for change to prevalent practices in contemporary 
schooling and to the taken-for-granted norms of many mathematics classrooms. to de-
nature the present and to re-vision and re-envisage the future (Kenway et al 1994. p202). 
Working for change is never easy (see. for example. Rudduck 1994. Weiner 1994) and 
will be particularly ditlicult for a beginning teacher: nevertheless. this epistemological 
perspective allows a critical distance to be maintained between the critiques of others and 
the painful experience of unpleasant classroom events. It therefore opens up the 
possibility of retaining an independent view of the nature and purposes of schooling in 
general and mathematics education in particular. 
Further characteristics of the model 
The model is not developmental for reasons outlined below but it is hierarchical. There 
are two reasons for this. First. the way of knowing that I have called the position of 
authorily ofse(f a11d reason allows the possibility that the knower can comprehend the 
other positions whereas this is not so in reverse (cf Perry's model). Second. there is a 
moral hierarchy involved. Silence does not allow the knower to be an actor in the sense 
of consciously choosing what to do and of investing her actions with meaning. essential to 
a moral act. Knowing based on extemal or internal Authority allows the possibility of 
action and moral choice but the moral framework within which such choices are made is 
perceived as given rather than constrncted. The position of authority of sttlf and reason 
allows independent critical judgement and grants and demands responsibility for the moral 
. framework as well as the individual choices and actions themselves. 
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The model is not intended to be developmental although there will be Jinks. transitions. 
interconnections between the epistemologies, and later chapters will explore the 
pedagogical implications of a commitment to inculcating the perspective of alllhority of 
self and reason. I embrace the view that an individual may have different ways of 
knowing about different aspects of their lives or have different ways of knowing about the 
same aspect of their lives at different times; that some movement back and forth between 
the perspectives is characteristic of human knowing~ and that, because our lives become 
fragmented by both the social institutions and the discourses with and within which we 
interact, we can and do hold different perspectives on the same things at the same time 
until an opportunity comes to reintegrate (temporarily) our knowing as we reconstruct 
ourselves. (I invite the reader to verify this through introspection but see also, for 
example. Weiler 1988, Norquay 1990, Walkerdine 1990, Foucault 1991 especially chapter 
3.3.) The more fragile our hold on the m,thurityof self and reason, the more likely is the 
retreat to Authority or silence. Advancement through the hierarchy is not once-and-for-
all, but it will be argued that different pedagogical practices promote or retard such 
movement. 
Finally it should be noted that the model is not intended only to present ways of knowing 
as abstract, cognitive stmctures. Attention has been drawn above to the moral dimension 
of each of the perspectives: here I want to underline that there are ajfective aspects to 
each perspective. Silence is accompanied by tear, loss of a sense of agency and feelings of 
powerlessness. Although ex1emal Authority allows the knower at a surface level to be the 
author of acts, it is a perspective which militates against feelings of autonomy and 
authorship. The knower is deeply dependent on others, especially authoritative others. It 
too can be a fearfol position because the knower, not having an internal authoritative 
· framework to underwrite and give meaning to her acts, has nothing to protect herself from 
the hostile criticism of 'experts' whose word she must accept. The perspective fosters the 
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desire for safety and caution and engenders feelings of constraint. The knower is not free. 
The perspective of internal A111hority allows the knower authorship and control and a 
sense of authority and personal validation. Because the knower is not concerned with the 
states of mind of others, however, it implies feelings of separation and isolation. Because 
she cannot readily understand the acts of others from their perspective, acts of hostility are 
particularly painful and the actions of others lead to feelings of confusion and vulnerability. 
The perspective of a111hority <if self and reason offers the possibility of combining 
authorship with empathy. Although such a knower may be lonely, she will not be isolated 
and may have the opportunity to experience 'the joy attendant upon intimacy with an idea' 
(Belenky et al 1986. p I 02). Such joy, when experienced, provides the teacher with the 
affective motivation to pursue engagement in emancipatory education. 
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The model explored 
In this chapter I shall explore further the theoretical links between an epistemology based 
on the authority of self and reason and an emancipatory curriculum. I consider the 
educational implications of the model of ways of knowing constructed in the previous 
chapter, noting that the ways of knowing available to pupils (in school) are constrained by 
the epistemological stance of their teachers and by the kinds of knowing that those 
teachers construct as feasible and possible. 
An emancipatory curriculum 
An emancipatory curriculum is one in which the teacher seeks to empower the learners 
with whom she works, both qua learners and also as critical citizens within a democracy, 
where empowerment is taken to mean developing democratic social forms that enlarge and 
enhance those individual capacities which lend themselves to individual autonomy and 
collective responsibility and freedom (Giroux and Freire, 1988, pxiv). It is a curriculum of 
which a fundamental purpose is the promoting of learners who are 'informed and critical 
readers of their life worlds and ... informed and visionary agents and advocates for a better 
world' (Kenway et al 1994, p201). A commitment to social justice in education is more 
than a question of equality of distribution (for example, universal secondary education or 
economic support for access to higher education); it involves a participatory and counter-
hegemonic curriculum and an awareness of the historical production of (in)equality 
(Connell 1992). In order to teach the acceptance of inequality, 'schools must be the sites 
of differentiation, of fragmentation, or of dominance' (Davies 1992, p 128); in order to 
teach its rejection, they must become sites of collaboration, dignity and respect. 
The notion of a teacher seeking to pursue an emancipatory curriculum, a radical teacher, 
embraces but extends beyond that of progressive educator, following here Paul Emest's 
use of the term (Ernest 1991, p 181 ff). Within a progressive ideology, the learner has 
responsibility for her own learning; the learning is involving and participatory; the teacher 
becomes a facilitator; the teaching is designed not only to enhance knowledge but also to 
change the learner; and affective as well as cognitive aspects ofleaming are respected 
(Brandes and Ginnis, 1986). The first cluster of attributes, then, that a radical teacher 
seeks to develop in her students are autonomy, independence, personal authority, choice, 
responsibility. For the progressive mathematics teacher, the aim of mathematical 
education is the development of the learners' creativity and their realization of self through 
autonomous enquiry within mathematics. Consequently, the emphasis is on the processes 
involved in the work that students do. Within the educational ideology of progressive 
mathematics educators, 
[t]he processes of mathematical problem solving and 
investigating, such as generalizing, conjecturing, 
abstractino symbolizing, structuring and justifying, figure 
.::,, . 
more prominently than the specification of mathematical 
content. (Ernest 1991, pl91) 
The radical teacher endeavours to create a context in which the learners feel a sense of 
authorship of and control over their mathematics; the mathematics is personal in the sense 
of being personally directed and chosen; and both thinking and feeling are recognised as 
contributing to ( or hindering) learning. 
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But the idea of the radical teacher includes more than this. It involves recognising and 
challenging the unequal power relationships behind · 
the_ "banking" concept of education, in which the scope of 
act1~n. allow~d to the students extends only as far as 
~ece1~mg, filmg and storing deposits ... [where] knowledge 
is a gift bestowed by those who consider themselves 
knowledgeable upon those whom they consider know 
nothing. (Freire 1972, p46) 
Because we live in an unequal world, unequal in terms of power, opportu~ities, access to 
resources and so on, a curriculum based on transmitting received knowledge is oppressive: 
it gives no opportunity for challenging the (unequal) status quo. 
The transmission model of teaching, in a traditional formal 
classroom ... is the opposite of what we need to produce 
learners who can think critically, synthesise and transform, 
experiment and create. We need a flexible curriculum, 
active co-operative forms ofleaming, opportunities for 
pupils to talk through the knowledge which they are 
incorporating. (Gipps 1993, p40) 
An emancipatory curriculum involves helping students become aware that who is 
considered knowledgeable and who is not reflect the social positions and power of the 
knower, that '[t]here are numerous hidden and uncritically accepted assumptions ... about 
human nature and the natural world ... [that] legitimate ways of experiencing and 
comprehending reality' (Restivo 1983, p130). This suggests a pedagogy which emphasises 
questionino decision makino neootiation, discussion, recognition of difference and 
.::,, .::,, .::, 
respect for multiple ways of knowing. All of these i~ply that the teacher is attempting to 
foster in herself and in her pupils an epistemology based on the authority of self and 
reason: self because the student is at the centre of the decision making process and reason 
because the decisions are made in a culture of questioning, discussing, analysing, 
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negotiating. Of course, neither of these terms can any longer be regarded as 
unproblematic. 
All human ideas are situated. Thus there is no neutral 
universal reason available as an arbiter of truth or ' 
kn?wledge. Similarly, there is no empirical, knowable 
obJect called the 'self waiting to be discovered or observed. 
(Griffiths 1995, p227) 
The reason of this epistemological position is not that of'westem rationality' (Walkerdine 
1994, p74) with its accompanying fantasy' "Reason's dream", a dream of an ordered 
universe where things once proved stay proved forever' (Walkerdine 1994, p74). It is a 
reason which permits, for example, metaphoric thinking, that acknowledges that 
knowledge is contextual and not universal (see Walkerdine 1988, especialiy p183-201, for 
a discussion of these attributes and 'western rationality'); a reason that is interwoven with 
emotive thought (Belenky et al 1986, p 134) rather than distanced from it; and, crucially, a 
reason that attempts to integrate personal knowledge with the knowledge of others. It 
recognises and embraces the need for negotiating shared meaning and for constructing 
'argument' in a multiplicity of ways, attempting to interrupt the objectification, the 
formality and the combativity of'Reason' and helping one remain 'paradoxically aware of 
one's complicity in that which one critiques' (Lather 1991, plO). 
The self is understood as constructed and reconstructed, not essentialised. It is 'best 
understood as a subjectivity produced within the discourses in which it is positioned and 
positions itself (Griffiths 1995, p227, my emphasis). Emancipatory thinking requires the 
retention of agency and the possibility of the individual as an active participant in the 
(social) construction of meaning. Thus the need for 
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[t]he active nature of students' participation in the learnino 
process ... This means that the transmission modes of O 
pedagogy must be replaced by classroom social 
relationships in wl:ich students are able to challenge, 
engage, and question the form and substance of the learning 
process. Hence, classroom relations must be structured to 
give students the opportunity to both produce as well as . 
criticise classroom meanings ... knowing must be seen as 
~ore than a matter of learning a given body of knowledge; 
1t must be seen as a critical engagement (Giroux 1983, 
p203) 
It requires the teacher to develop an epistemology that permits an understanding of how 
power relations shape what it is possible to say and think, since 'our basic assumptions 
about the nature of truth and reality and the origins of knowledge shape the way we see 
the world and ourselves as participants in if (Belenky et al 1986, p3, my emphasis). 
The authority of this epistemological perspective cannot be that of internal Authority 
where knowledge is only personal and not also social, where there is no need/reason to 
negotiate meaning with others nor to respect their knowledge and their way of knowing. 
In an emancipatory curriculum, the acquisition of knowledge is 
not limited pedagogically to students exercising self-
reflection but opened up as a race, gender and class specific 
construct to include the diverse ways in which students' 
experiences and identities have been constituted in different 
historical and social formations [ ... offering] students the 
opportunity to read the world differently, resist the abuse of 
power and privilege, and construct alternative democratic 
communities. (Giroux, 1992, p75) 
Teachers and students begin to understand themselves as located in and by a variety of 
positions, experiencing a pedagogy which develops the critical capacity to challenge, to 
find one's own voice, to take risks, which allows for the possibility of hop~. Each of these 
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encourages the capacity to see beyond the world as it is (an essential component in 
devising a plan for what the world might be) and to understand that knowledge is social as 
well as personal, that 'all knowledge claims are socially constructed and rooted in social 
interests' (Restivo 1983, pl47). Such a pedagogy will also encourage the students to 
respect the affective side of the learning process: they will be involved in the production of 
and have an investment in passion, will feel and come to respect joy, frustration and pain. 
(Although I write here about the irredeemably social nature of knowledge.and accept that 
concepts 'are not merely social products, they are constitutively social' (Restivo 1994, p2), 
I am not asking the reader to accept that 'it is social worlds or communities that think, not 
individuals ... individuals are vehicles for expressing the thoughts of communities or 
"thought collectives" ... minds are social stroctures (Restivo 1994, p2f). This is not 
because (thus far) I reject such a notion but rather because I do not (yet) comprehend it 
adequately; nor do I understand what the implications of such a view would be for human 
agency and thus for emancipatory action in the mathematics classroom.) 
An emancipatory pedagogy is also not compatible with external Authority, where there is 
a Right way of thinking and just one right way of thinking, an answer and just one right 
answer to every question. If they are to see beyond the taken-for-granted~ to see the 
possibility of themselves being transformative individuals, the learners need to understand 
the socially constructed and therefore unguaranteed nature of their knowledge. From this 
perspective, knowledge is held tentatively albeit with commitment. It is necessary to be 
able to sustain the paradox of understanding the constructed and contingent nature of 
knowledge on the one hand with the capacity to be committed on the other (Perry, 1970). 
Belenky et al (1986) in their study of women found a pattern of such development being 
dependent upon and flourishing as a result of sustained discussion over time with 
sympathetic peers. It seems likely that much of the same pattern of development will be 
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true of other learners who are not part of the hegemonic group and who have to struggle 
to find an authentic voice. Such a voice is not developed on the basis of external 
authority. An emancipatory curriculum, then, depends upon 'an epistemic strategy that 
recognises consciousness as a complex, multi-layered, multi-dimensional phenomenon ... 
[ a strategy] not based on any claims about ultimate truths ... not clothed in guarantees of 
any kind' (Restivo 1983, pl40f). 
Implications for the mathematics classroom 
The way of knowing that I have described as based on the authority of self and reason 
asserts that knowledge is constructed by the knower. Such a view of knowledge is 
widespread within the writings of the mathematics education community, ~lbeit not much 
exemplified in the learning of mathematics from nursery to university. There is 
considerable philosophical debate within the mathematics education literature about what 
a full statement of such a constructivist perspective might mean and I do not intend to 
review this discussion here. (For an argument for radical constructivism, see von 
Glasersfeld 1990; for a comparison between radical constructivism and 'moderate' 
constructivism, see Goldin 1990; for an elaboration of social constructivism, see Ernest 
1991. See Jaworski 1994, pl4-35 for a useful review and p206-213 for a discussion of 
contemporary issues. See Lerman 1994 for a recent critique.) Neither is my concern here 
to argue that mathematics classrooms where practice is based on such a perspective are 
more effective in p~omoting mathematical learning (although I do believe this and most of 
the authors quoted in this chapter believe so too). My concern is with the links between 
constructivism and an emancipatory epistemology. 
In this chapter I shall describe what I have called 'inquiry mathematics'. (following Cobb, 
Wood, Yackel and McNeal 1992), indicating how such practice is embedded in a 
constructivist epistemology. It is to be contrasted with 'school mathematics' which has an 
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entrenched position in mainstream contemporary Western culture. 'School mathematics' 
rests on a taken-for-granted understanding of the nature of mathematical knowledge 
which accords it the status of absolute truth. The truths of mathematics are certain and 
unchallengeable, are 'objective', given and unchangeable. Mathematics is free of moral and 
human values and its social and historical placings are irrelevant to its claim to truth. (For 
a fuller description and a philosophical critique of this position, see Ernest 1991, chapters 
I.I and 1.2.) In a classroom where the agenda is 'school maths', the teacher will 
'constitute mathematics as the activity of following procedural instructions' (Cobb et al 
1992, p573). These procedures are regarded as 'ahistorical, unalterable norms that [do] 
not have a specifiable source ... [they are] both fixed and self-evident' (Cobb et al 1992, 
p588f). 
'Inquiry maths', by contrast, is based on a view of mathematics as being 'co-constructed' 
(Cobb et al 1992, p573) by teachers and students, a product of the human mind and, 
consequently, historically located, influenced by the knower and mutabl~. 'I shall attempt 
to draw out those characteristics of a mathematics classroom where learning is predicated 
upon a constructivist perspective which link such a classroom to an emancipatory culture. 
Learners make the mathematics 
A teacher accepting a constructivist perspective will start from the premise that 'the 
learner is not given knowledge, but actively constructs it herself '(Jaworski 1988, p292). 
What is to be learned is not already pre-located in the teacher's head waiting (simply!) to 
be transferred to the learner's. Borrowing Seymour Papert's image, the task is not, as in a 
fantasy poetry lesson, to undertake an investigation to uncover that 'Mary had a little lamb' 
but to be involved in a personal and creative act (Papert 1972, p236). Leaming is the 
continuous process of making sense of experience rather than the absorption of pre-
determined mathematical knowledge and therefore 'teaching is seen as the provision of 
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opportunity to make sense and encounter constraints rather than to convey knowledge' 
(Jaworski 1988, p296). The notion of critique is fundamental to emancipatory 
mathematics education; to critique is to perform an act and the capacity to do so cannot be 
developed in school unless the learner takes some responsibility for the learning process. 
This is in contrast to the transmission model of learning which envisages items of content 
(or correct strategies reified as content), pre-defined and non-negotiable, ~eing 'delivered' 
to the head of the learner, reinforcing 'teachers' allegiance to limited bodies of content ... 
enshrined as ritual' (Noss and Dowling 1990, p2). In this 'banking' (Freire 1972, p46) 
mathematics, knowledge is seen as hierarchical, the teacher's mental models are superior 
to the learner's and education becomes the process of implanting those models in the mind 
of the learner. As Leone Burton has pointed out, such a view of mathematics is not 
emancipatory. Rather it makes the subject attractive to the hegemonic group. 
Ultimately, hierarchy is about the use and abuse of power so 
it is not surprising that the discipline of mathematics is more 
attractive to European, middle-class males, the dominant 
and powerful group in society. (Burton 1993a, p5) 
Because learner enquiry and the construction of meaning are valued rather than 
knowledge of theorems or the representation of formal proofs, teaching based on a 
constructivist perspective 'shifts the focus from teacher delivery of "knowns" to learner 
investigation of "unknowns" '(Burton I 992a, p2). The agenda for learning is changed, 
opening up the possibility of an emancipatory mathematics curriculum. I write 'opens up 
the possibility' rather than 'requires'. Although the epistemology that I have described as 
based on authority of self and reason is strongly linked theoretically to an emancipatory 
curriculum, it does not by any means guarantee it: an individual must still take 
responsibility for their own moral agency and accept or deny a commitment to working for 
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change. Similarly, some writers about constructivism in mathematics seem ambivalent 
about where the authority is located upon which knowledge is based: 
The traditional approach assumed that Iearnino facts and 
algorithms would lead more or less naturally t~ successful 
application in appropriate situations. We are now quite sure 
that this is untrue. Constructivism says that we must help 
students develop more powerful ways of thinking. We must 
give students "tools to think with" - and these are not merely 
formulas and algorithms. They include concepts and 
powerful metaphors and heuristic procedures and 
understanding, including even a deeper understanding of 
oneself and one's own modes of learning and thinking. 
(Dayis, Maher and Noddings 1990b, pl88, my italics) 
It is unclear whether or not for these writers the authority remains external to the learner, 
albeit that the teacher 'gives' mental constructs to the student rather than algorithms. 
Meaning is negotiated 
In classrooms organised from a perspective that mathematical knowledge is constructed 
by the knower, the negotiation of meaning is a central aspect of the learning process. 
Mathematical meaning varies from one individual to another 
and communication depends upon the ability to share each 
other's meanings ... Discussion and negotiation in the 
classroom are vital, not only in terms of the mathematics 
which is superficially being considered, but in terms of the 
deep-rooted expectations and conventions which influence 
the mathematical stories being considered. (Jaworski 1988, 
p29If) 
The process of constructing meaning for oneself is enabled and enhanced by trying to 
convey that meaning to others. 'When I was talking about the problem it explained itself 
to my head' (quoted in Splash 1992, p23). The mathematical language used in the 
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classroom is not 'pre-digested and non-negotiable' (Burton I 992b, p3) but, like 
mathematical knowledge, is conjectural. Although we construct our own meanings, '(w]e 
are not just solipsistic robots ... We are constantly seeking resonance with ourselves and 
with others by expressing our stories and seeing what others make of th.em' (Mason I 988, 
pl56). Teachers and learners together act as a 'community of validators' (Cobb et al 1992, 
p594). This talking is always potentially emancipatory. 
Constructivists make a distinction between "really talking" 
and what they consider to be didactic talk in which the 
speaker's intention is to hold forth rather than to share ideas. 
In didactic talk, each participant may report experience, but 
there is no attempt among participants to join together to 
arrive at some new understanding. "ReaUy talking" requires 
careful listening; it implies a mutuaUy shared agreement that 
together you are creating the optimum setting so that half-
baked or emergent ideas can grow. "Real talk" reaches 
deep into the experience of each participant~ it also draws 
on the analytical abilities of each. (Belenky et al 1986, 
pl44) 
Respect for such talk is incompatible with a view of knowledge assured by external 
authority, the basis of'school maths'. (It also questions validation lying only with the 
internal authority of self and not subjected to critical analysis, but such an epistemology of 
mathematics is rare.) Paul Cobb, Terry Wood, Ema.Yackel and Betsy McNeal point out 
that, typically, 'teachers do not initiate and guide the explicit negotiation of routines of 
interpretation' (Cobb et al 1992, p590) whereas they found, in a classroom characterized 
as one of'inquiry maths', that 'the classroom tradition was one in which the teacher and the 
children constituted mathematical truths in the course of their social interactions and that 
the acts of explaining and justifying were central to this process' (Cobb et al 1992, p592). 
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Because the emphasis is on the learners making meaning, it is counterproductive to break 
the subject down into 'easily digestible' bits or to break down general ideas into apparently 
unrelated stages. Techniques are learned in the context of solving problems and practised 
if they are found to be useful. Mathematical activities are sought which are rich in 
providing opportunities to speculate, to make and test hypotheses, to explain, reflect and 
interpret, to make decisions and to extend. (See Ahmed {1987), Trikett and Sulke (1988) 
for a discussion.) An atmosphere is generated within which problem posing is encouraged 
and problems can be re-posed, the linguistic assumptions hidden in their original 
fonnulation being questioned (Brown .1986). Such a problem posing pedagogy 
represents a powerful emancipatory teaching approach, and 
when successfully implemented, empowers learners 
epistemologically ... it encourages active knowing and the 
creation of knowledge by the learners, and it legitimates that 
knowledge as mathematics. (Ernest 1991, p291) 
Because meaning is actively constructed by the learner and because such meaning making 
is fostered by dialogue, emphasis is placed on collaboration and working in groups (with 
their emancipatory·potential) rather than on individual perfonnance and competition. 
Difference and the individual are respected 
If each ofus constructs our own meaning in mathematics, then each person's. meaning has 
a right to be heard, shared, considered. In the 'school maths' classroom analysed by Cobb 
et al, '[ e ]very challenge identified was made by the teacher, and, in this sense, she acted as 
the sole validator of what could count as legitimate mathematical activity' (Cobb et al 
1992, p587). They note that 'teaching as it is typically conceptualized does not 
acknowledge the plurality of possible interpretations that students might make' (Cobb et 
all 1992, p590}. 'Inquiry mathematics' implies recognition of difference and respect for 
multiple ways of experiencing mathematics and its interactions with the world of each 
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learner; the implications of social context for the knower are recognised. (For a 
challenging interpretation of what this means, see Fasheh 1991.) 
Where difference is respected, where the authors of knowledge are recognised as such, 
where each person's knowledge is valued, a climate exists within which the growth of 
confidence and self-esteem is encouraged. Where each person's learning is validated, this 
growth is also away from dependence and towards autonomy and self respect. 'School 
maths', with its content-driven, hierarchically organised agenda and frequently test-
dominated assessm_ent (Burton 1993a, p I 0), is antithetical to the development of self-
esteem in any but those whose thinking conforms to the hegemonic discourse and who are 
successful in closed and predictable outcomes. Where genuineness and ·respect inform 
classroom relationships, pupils sense of their self worth is enhanced (Charlton and Hunt 
1993); such a sense of self worth is fundamental to providing equal opportunities and in 
working towards the development of transformative individuals. 
This also raises for me the (unresearched) question of discipline and control. It seems a 
reasonable conjecture, and I had hints from my research that it was so, that the need/desire 
for a tightly controlled classroom militates against 'inquiry mathematics'. A teacher for 
whom orderliness, quiet and the outward signs of industry are of paramount importance is 
unlikely to allow effectively for either independence or difference. It may be that at times 
for some teachers the personal need for control and the personal threat from disorder and 
indiscipline are great enough to obliterate equal opportunities from their agenda. (See 
Breen (1990) for a discussion.) One of the most committed to and effective on gender 
issues of the teachers I have known told the class she was teaching that she was not going 
to deal with the bad behaviour of the boys; this would release time for constructive 
mathematical work with the girls. I do not know if this is a sensible strategy: what I do 
know is that most ofus would not have the courage to try it. 
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'Inquiry mathematics', then, is embedded in an epistemological perspective based on the 
authority of self and reason, one which can 'keep us alive to the possibility of something 
new under the sun' (Restivo 1992, p I 00). Such an epistemology is a logical prerequisite 
for emancipatory education although I wish neither to argue that it is a sine qua non for 
emancipatory commitment and practice nor that it guarantees, either logically or in 
actuality, such commitment and practice. As well as rational thought and intentions, 
myths and metaphors affect how we think and what we do, what we believe and how we 
act. However, an epistemology based on the authority of self and reason opens up the 
possibility of challenging the 'personal fatalism ... servility ... [ and] negative self-esteem' 
(Skovsmore 1994, p 189) engendered by 'school maths'. Both 'inquiry maths', then. and an 
epistemology based on the authority of self and reason are linked to an emancipatory 
mathematics curriculum; and this in tum is necessary ifwe are to provide equal 
opportunities with respect to gender in mathematics classrooms. 
I conclude with an illustration of this interconnectedness, referring to the literature on 
equal opportunities, gender and mathematics which is the issue with which this study 
began. Zelda Isaacson has given an account of working with women returning to 
mathematics. She lists the (successful) strategies thaf she used to promote their learning 
and draws some conclusions about the sorts of places mathematics classrooms need to be 
if the mathematical learning of girls is to be enhanced. 
[T]he key strategies ... were: to encourage group work and 
discussion; to provide structured investigative activities; to 
leoitimate the women's "common sense" knowledge and ;:;;, 
give them confidence in their ability to learn new 
mathematics ... Mathematics classrooms need to become 
places where originality, independent and creative thinking 
and imaoination are valued. Individual's contributions and 
;:;;, . 
ideas must be welcomed, not reJected. Common-sense 
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knowledge should be validated and built upon . .. [They] 
need to be places where talk is encouraged and where 
collaborative, co-operative work is the norm. (Isaacson 
1990, p2 l and 26) 
In such a mathematics classroom, critical education is a possibility. 
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The model exemplified: teachers 
. ,vorking for change 
I have outlined a model for understanding different ways of knowing which I claim are found 
amongst teacher education students and (new) teachers and I have argued that there are 
theoretical links connecting epistemology and emancipatory education which offer an 
explanatory rationale for the perpetuation of inequality in and by mathematics classrooms. I 
offer here data from Phase three which exemplify the model. 
In their development the data and the model influenced one another reciprocally, the model 
emerging from my experiencing and thinking about the data, both as they were collected and 
as they were re-read or listened to again and transcribed. After the model was constructed, I 
analysed the data in detail with the model in mind, looking for material which would illustrate 
it or challenge it. The data in this chapter are offered in this spirit. Because of the decision 
which I took to base Phase three data collection on teachers whom I anticipated would be 
attempting to offer equal opportunities in their classrooms (see Chapter 8), their perspectives 
figure largely in this chapter. It is their epistemologies, interpersonal frameworks, pedagogies 
and histories which form the narrative of the chapter. Glimpses of other teachers and other 
epistemological perspectives occurred and I have attempted to record these, either 
contemporaneously or retrospectively. However that process has been haphazard and 
unsystematic. I have therefore employed the device of introducing this subsidiary information 
as an aside when it contrasts with or in some other way offers a commentary on the main 
narrative: the main narrative can be read independently of these insertions. I have used a 
typographical device in order to keep the reader alert to the fact that these other data are 
insubstantial and sometimes accidental: these interventions are presented in italic script. In 
using this material, I have included not only those data which appear to be in tune with the 
model but also any evidence I found that might challenge it. In the latter case; I conjecture a 
resolution. These other students-becoming-teachers and the sources of the data are identified 
in Appendix I. 
Phase three data collection 
Phase three of the research involved collecting data from three teachers whom I perceived as 
working for change. My intention was to seek to understand what makes and sustains such a 
teacher, a radical teacher, and to try to show something of how such a working life is lived. I 
began the process by seeking out teachers who I believed might fit into this category. I 
contacted John and Wayne from Phase two. I also contacted two other teachers who were 
working locally who had seemed when in training to espouse the sort of views I was interested 
in exploring and who, I had heard informally, were still committed to change. ·1 visited each of 
the four in school (only seeing the two who were new to the study in their classrooms) and 
interviewed them there. I also tried to set up interviews which were extended, taking place in 
each case over a number of weeks and, where possible, at the teacher's home rather than in the 
school (see Cole 1985). At this stage, Wayne dropped out (although he agreed that the Phase 
two portrait was fair before doing so) and so does not feature as one of the case studies in this 
chapter. {I did, however, return to this curtailed data later after I had begun to elaborate a 
model of teachers' ways of knowing. It provided a (tentative) illustration of an epistemology 
that has only fragile connections with emancipatory practice.) The details ofmy contact 
varied between the remainino three and it is to these details that I now tum. 0 
John 
The first of my radical teachers was John whom I had visited during Phase two. It was now 
nearly two years later and John had fulfilled his intention of moving schools to one which had 
an overall philosophy closer to his own. I wrote to him there and asked if he would be willing 
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firstly to consider the po1irait I had drawn of him and to offer me some feedback on it and 
secondly to participate in some further, extended interviewing. He replied promptly and said 
that he would be happy to do so. 
I sent him the material that related to him from my initial analysis of Phase two, what I 
described as 'the "picture" that I made of you and your situation' (see Chapter 7), so that he 
would have a chance to read it before we met again. I told him that I wanted to know about 
the things that I had got just plain wrong but that I also wanted his response to the 
interpretation that I had put on things. There was only one small thing that needed clarifying 
(was I suggesting that he had joined in the sexist joking at the departmental meeting?). Apart 
from that, he had found the portrait fair and was only concerned that I understand that he 
might be mistaken about things. 
[ what I have to say], it depends on what sort of a day I've had, 
on how I'm feeling at the time so it's very difficult to be 
completely and utterly honest about things ... different people 
may give a completely different picture, just talking to one 
person you just get one person's opinion ... it does ring true, 
there's nothing there I wouldn't agree with or that I think's a 
surprise. (transcribed from the tape) 
I met John on six occasions, once very briefly in his new school and then five times at his 
home during the early evening. I used a semi-structured approach to the interviewing. The 
schedules I used are attached in Appendix I 0. In each case before we met I sent John a copy 
of the questions that I expected to guide us in our next discussion. We often did not cover all 
this material and I then included what remained in the next list. All our sessions were tape 
recorded. After I had finished all the data collection for Phase three, I listened to the tapes 
and then produced edited transcripts, including all material in the transcript that I thought 
might have any bearing on what had made John the teacher he was and on what sustained him 
(see Appendix 11). 
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Frances 
Frances was at the end of the second term in her first year of teaching when I contacted her. 
She was a two year PGCE student and I had worked with her during both her mathematics 
year and her professional year. I had seen her in the middle of the autumn term when she had 
called into the Mathematics Centre for a chat and had found me there so I knew that, at that 
stage, she was as committed as ever to change in mathematics classrooms. I wrote to her 
explaining that I was interested in finding out what beginning teaching had been like for her, 
both generally and with respect to equal opportunities issues; that I would like to spend a day 
with her in school seeing her teach and talking to her head of department and the senior 
member of staff responsible for new teachers; that I would like to interview her about this; and 
that I would like to do two or three follow-up interviews exploring her personal history and 
her ideas about knowing and about learning (Appendix 9). 
She, too, readily agreed, despite the fact that 'on a recent INSET day for NQTs ... we all 
unanimously agreed that the worst thing that could happen would be for a tutor to come into 
our classroom and see how badly we were doing'. She wrote. 'It will be really nice to ... talk 
about this strange and horribly difficult job' (personal correspondence). The visit to school 
went as planned and I saw her subsequently on three occasions, each time for an extended 
interview in her home during the middle evening. I followed the same procedures as I had 
with John. The schedules used are attached in Appendix 10 and the edited transcripts in 
Appendix 11. 
Matthew 
Matthew was at the end of his second year of teaching when I contacted him with a similar 
proposal to the one I had made to Frances. He too agreed and I visited his school and saw 
him teach. I interviewed the senior member of staff with responsibility for students but the 
head of department was absent. I was also able to interview Matthew during the school day. 
He made himself available at two different times, both sessions lasting over an hour. The first 
time I made notes of the interview and checked them and wrote them up that day. The second 
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time I was able to tape record what was said. I interviewed Matthew on one subsequent 
occasion, also in schoo_l, and again this was tape recorded. There were some practical 
difficulties and constraints in organising the interviews and he did not have the schedule of 
questions (Appendix 10) to read each time before we met. As with John and Frances, I made 
edited transcripts of the tapes after all the data collection for Phase three was complete and 
these edited transcripts are included as Appendix 11. 
These, then, were the three students-becoming-teachers with whom I had contact that I 
characterise as teachers working for change. Figure 15: Data analysis structure for Phase 
three sets out the way in which I have grouped the data relating to these three new teachers 
and shows how these aspects of the data are interconnected. This sets the agenda for the rest 
of this chapter in which the data is used to flesh out the theoretical structure, to illustrate 
through the voices of the research participants how it is experienced. Unless otherwise stated, 
the quotations from John, Frances and Matthew are from the edited transcripts. Sources of 
data for the other contributors are given in Appendix 1. 
Ways of knowing 
Before I begin to consider the epistemological perspectives of John, Frances and Matthew, I 
place an important caveat on what follows. As I have explained elsewhere (Chapter 9), I do 
not claim that any of us is fixed into only one outlook, one world view, one epistemological 
perspective. I believe that it is characteristically human for us to be contradictory in our 
approach to and interpretation of the world. Experience and our reading ofit are fragmentary. 
Nevertheless, certain activities (of which I believe long interviewing can be one) allow us 
temporarily to reintegrate those fragments and to offer our predominant view. 
I have the feelina that this exercise has helped me more than 
you (Frances, p~stcard received after the interviews) 
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(And see John in Phase two, Chapter 7). The generalizations that follow are intended to relate 
to that predominance offered under such reintegration rather than in some unproblematic 
sense taken to be always tn,e of any of the individuals involved in the research or other 
teachers anywhere. 
With each of the three teachers working for change, the voice of the authority of self and 
reason could be heard. Each of them was able to speak confidently about making decisions 
for themselves: consulting others, seeking advice, reasoning things through but happy to 
accept themselves as the final arbiter. They were not afraid to make their own decisions and 
to take the consequences. 
If it's something that's got a specific answer to, I just go and ask 
someone who I know's got the information that I want. For 
instance, am I supposed to be telling these kids that bar charts 
should have gaps or not? and then find out what other people 
are doing and then carry on doing what I was doing in the first 
place anyway [laughs] because it seems to me that that's much 
more sensible anyway (Matthew) 
I was responsible for Y7, I knew what I wanted to do but I 
didn't feel very confident about discussing it with the head of 
department because I thought he probably wouldn't agree with 
it, so I just said I'm in charge of Y7 and did it anyway, just 
keeping him informed (John) 
A lot of it's [laughs] making mistakes and thinking hell I'm 
going to have learn to do this better ... I've ?ot ~o find some 
better methods of recording what is happening m my les~ons. 
because there are instances when you get a really clear view that 
somebody's sorted something out . . . I've got to find a way 
(Frances) 
This authoritative voice was not experienced by other new teachers. 
Amy [wrote the exum that my year 9 had to take}. There were 
points J didll't agree 011 but I sort of backed down because I'm 
not ve,y good al asserting myself [laughs} (Beth) 
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The teachers working for change would seek information from others to help in the decision 
making process. 
I always ask someone [if it's about school]. I suppose I'd ask 
them and they'd give me their answer and I might discuss it a 
bit, and then I'd go away and think about it and then I might get 
back to them because I'd have to sort of yeah sort of assimilate 
it and compare it with all sorts of other ideas and thinos ::, 
(Frances) 
on points of information, what I call a technical question really, 
[I] look it up in a book or whatever, [and then use] somebody 
else, [like] how far on the national curriculum are they, the mark 
for a piece of coursework ... In terms of wider questions which 
aren't technical ... I wouldn't go and ask somebody ... I would 
have to think very carefully about what I thought about it in the 
first place, the issues, so with something like that I would be 
starting.from not having a particularly fixed position, and I'd 
want to hear what other people have to say (Matthew) 
With the other teachers there was less sense of them recognising that consulted sources might 
differ or that they themselves would necessarily be involved in judgement whether or not this 
happened 
Ask a colleague or several colleagues. Refer to the literature 
(Simon) 
Look it up in a book, or ask one of my colleagues. I would try 
the former first as pride stops me from showing weakness ... If 
sources disagree then I would weigh the evidence and try to 
make Gii informed decision as Gil i11tellige11t person (Kevin) 
The teachers workino for chanae valued the process of discussion and debate as one in which 
::, ::, 
they were able to shape their own perspective. They were not fearful or ashamed actively to 
search out others to consult, seeming to see themselves as being part of a meaning making 
community. 
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= 
Me .a~d Chloe talk a hell of a lot, we're not discussing some 
de~1s1on _we have to _make but we are discussing something 
we re doing, something we're in the middle of (John) 
I imagine I'd have lots of discussions with everybody in the 
department but particularly with people who I felt were closer 
to me in terms of the way that I'd be looking at it ... I would go 
and talk to people I knew politically who are nothing to do with 
teaching about what they think as well, and try and step outside 
it (Matthew) 
The LEA days were brilliant because I spent all the time talking 
to [people who had been on the course with me] ... There's no 
doubt that in the end that's where your support comes from 
(Frances) 
John illustrated the instability of authority of self and reason and the tendency to seek external 
Authority as a guarantee, either the external authority of other individuals: 
Well I sometimes find myself being fooled [laughs] by that kind 
of thing, where I would ask one person, I would be discussing 
something with one person and they'd put forward their view 
point and I think that sounds reasonable, and then I'd go and 
speak to somebody else and they'd say hmm I wouldn't do it like 
that and then I have difticulty in thinking, well, which one is · 
right. I agreed with that person and now I'm agreeing with this 
person, what do I believe? I sometimes have difficulty with that . 
as well, actually knowing which of those two people's advice I 
should follow ... (John) 
or the authority of a doctrine: 
... sometimes I feel to myself thinking which one should I agree 
with, I mean which one's the socialist and which one's ... (John) 
but he was able to return to his own authority and concluded: 
... but that's not always a good way to decide. Probab~y I'd . 
think about it myself and come up with a third alternative, and 1t 
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may be the alternative that I thought of in the first place if you 
know ~hat I mean. It might be that speaking to two people 
about 1t would, I'd probably end up adapting it a bit and getting 
a mixture of what I first thought and what the other two people 
said (John) 
Beth, on the other hand, seemed to require that external Authority define her task for her: 
she did not seem pleased with a freedom that the teachers1vorkingfor change might have 
enjoyed and she seemed to wish to believe that the constraint she sought (but did not find) 
was a given of schooling. 
the year 9 and year 10 top set work is purely in Amy and Dick's 
heads, it's not wrille11 down anywhere so I didn't have any 
overview of the year before the year started Like before my 
first term I sat down with Dick and he said here are some good 
topics you can start with, but I was working in terms of a month 
by month you know and so/ never actually knew what had to fit 
in in what time, and it seemed pretty haphazard I mean 
they've now put ii all together in a year 9 scheme of work but 
it's all very general ... And I think I was thrown in in the deep 
end I suppose this year the reason I haven't done many of the 
things that/ think are innovative or creative is because I've had 
to prepare eve,y single lesson for my year 9 and year JO top 
and that's like 8 lessons a week and that's like all Sunday gone 
... I think some time 011 the course could he spent on things like 
... how you can use [a .set text}, there was no guidance on 
following .schemes of work that were already written and to be 
honest that's what you get when you get into school really 
(Beth) 
Each of the teachers workina for chan<te was able to see developments in their own thinking 
.::, .::, 
over time and was not troubled by the fact that their opinions could change, that they lived in 
an intellectual world without absolutes. 
In contrast, when urged by her university tutor to keep au open mind about educational 
issues at the same time as being commilled to a provisional framework for action, Sara said 
How can I keep an open mind? I'll just be convinced by who 
ever .\]Joke to me last (Sara, reported to me shortly afterwards 
and noted down retrospectively) 
Indeed, they seemed to take pleasure in such changes in their own thinking and viewed them 
positively. When Matthew was asked what had stayed with him from the course, his 
immediate response was 'the stuff about reflecting on the learning experience'. Such 
development was well regarded by them and they felt confident that being wrong and 
changing one's mind were a fundamental part of the process. 
I might change my mind afterwards and change things but I 
don't worry about them, once I've made a decision I don't feel I 
have to stick to it, if it's wrong it's wrong (John) 
but then I've changed my mind about so many things to do with 
maths that maybe I'm going to change my mind about that one 
as well (Frances) 
I used to say very flippant things like teachers are agents of the 
state ... I had to think it through, it's not as simple as that 
(Matthew) 
going to university ... it probably made me a bit more open 
minded as well, it meant a lot to me, the discussions and the 
ideas from the Marxist lecturers. I really began to understand 
thinos discussino ideas with other people and so on, and then 
~· ~ 
being more open minded ... (John) · 
What I think today, and I might not think it tomorrow, is ... 
(Matthew) 
but I do change my ideas on things a lot (Frances) 
The multi-cultural elective and going to the non-attenders unit 
showed me different ways of looking at things (John) 
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All three of the new teachers thought it was important to try to see things from another's point 
of view and expected their own ideas to develop in consequence. 
interestingly t~ough !'m sta~ing to come to an alternative point, 
not an alternative pomt of view ... which is interesting because 
that's not what I expected in terms of equal opportunities and 
gender the issues to be (Matthew) 
Not to hold exactly the same point of view but to be able to 
have a good discussion about it ... (John) 
[The INSET day] was really interesting for insight into the 
classroom. \Ve were reasonably polite when [the tutor] was 
giving her spiel but then we just ignored the exercise and talked 
about what we wanted to talk about. And in YIO there's a 
group of girls who for the last month have been completely 
obsessed with one of their birthday parties and they have lists 
out and this is their agenda and they couldn't care what I say 
and it was interesting to behave in exactly the same way myself 
(Frances) 
Frances spoke of expe~imenting with alternative perspectives to see what they felt like, as it 
were, from the inside. 
Sometimes I'm listening to somebody else and they have a 
completely different view to me and I argue dramatically against 
them and think what they are saying is rubbish, and then I get 
myself into another situation where somebody holds my view 
and I argue the person's point of view that I originally had the 
argument with and see how it feels arguing it from their view 
and then I tend to sort of come to some kind of middle, not 
always a middle ground because sometimes it's not something 
you can have a middle ground on but I then sort of come to 
some kind of conclusion but I feel as though I have to hold, I 
have to try holding the different views before I can decide. But 
to be able to do that you need a group of friends who can cope 
with having different views, who can cope with a range of 
opinions and views ... to say something totally outrageous and 
see what it felt like, and that's what I kept wanting to do ... I 
wanted to kind of say things that were not the kinds of ideas we 
were supposed to have and see what it was in them that might 
be appealing or at the very least to rejec! th:m properly. I m:an 
that would be the nice thing about working m a school for quite 
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a long time, you might actually build up relationships with other 
members of staff that would enable you to do that (Frances) 
They were deeply aware of the contingency of their knowledge and understandings and that 
one's world view is in part dependent upon the vantage point from which one is doing the 
viewing. 
I can't imagine how I would have taught without the course. I 
can't imagine how I would have thought about things like, I 
don't know, mixed ability, or girls and boys, or anything really if 
I hadn't had the time to sit and think about it, particularly in the 
first year with that group of people ... who had a whole range of 
ideas and backgrounds which made it even better, our reactions 
to learning maths were very different so we were able to sort of 
talk about ... and I suppose ... well it did change my view of 
maths quite a lot (Frances) 
It's very strange being in school with 250 people watching you 
in a week because you suddenly start to think well I wonder 
what they think of me and it's very different to thinking what 
your peer group thinks of you because you have some idea what 
your peer group is likely to think of you because it's what you 
think of them (Frances) 
I think about people I know who have been brought up in a 
home where there's racism and sexism and they've kind of 
worked things out for themselves or at least from their later 
experiences that that's not right and I often wonder, would I 
have had the strength and the understanding and the knowledge 
to go against that. That's something I'll never know ... (John) . 
Way,ie had begun his teaching career committed to providing equal opportunities. However, 
as I have noted in Chapter 7, his view of and commitment to equal opportunities was 
fundamentally personal and emotional rather than analytical and related to policy. After 
visiting Wayne in Phase two, / ·wrote 
He appears not much in the habit of conceptualising and 
articulating theoretical descriptions al all. For example, 
general questions about equal opportunities/or girls in school 
lead at once to vivhl. localised descriptions of their likely 
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futures. He gives the i111pressio11 that his passion has been 
aroused and that he connects his feelings directly with his 
perceptions and his actions. 
Relating this now to the epistemological model developed in Chapter 9 I would characterise 
Wayne as relying for his knowing upon internal Authority. When I approached him for a 
second time to ask him to participate i11 Phase three, he said that he was thinking of leaving 
teaching because the students in his present school were 'awful' and that he was fed up with 
the way they treated him. Because he relied upon personal feeling rather than reason to 
vouch for knowledge, he had 110 protection against unpleasant classroom events and was 
rejecting the ·worth of others. 
I also heard from other teachers this reliance on the personal without seeking to subject that 
personal knowledge to validation by reason. It occurred when they volunteered thoughts 
about teaching style: the implication was that all teaching styles are equally valid and the 
choice rightly depends only upon the personal feelings of the teacher. I asked them what the 
purpose of initial teacher education is. External authority was rejected: I was left with the 
feeling that teaching style was considered to be only a matter of personal taste and not the 
subject of critique. 
to examine a range of teaching styles and approaches to see 
11'/Jat suits you (Simon) 
not to mould you to a particular style or way (Janet) 
(Concluding this section on ways of knowing, as an indication of how perspec~ives can change 
and because the voice of silence, by its very nature, is seldom heard, I include an extract from 
Frances's interviews in which she remembers this other perspective. She spoke of the terror 
and voicelessness she had experienced in the past. Unsurprisingly from a feminist perspective, 
this had been evoked in a context of contemporary, Western arrangements for domestic 
childcare. 
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It was very very very scary living in West Camford because all 
the women around with me had five bedrooms and a nanny and 
:were very very confi~e.nt and assertive about what they did and 
1t was a very undermmmg society to move in. The ones that 
were at home with their children had such strong ideas about 
what you should and shouldn't do with children ... I'd taken 
Grace round to play and endless awful things had happened. 
Grace had just done all the things that children shouldn't do 
including throwing a chair down the stairs on top of this 
woman's child [laughs]. I can remember very distinctly just how 
terrified I felt that afternoon and how unconfident and awful I , 
couldn't say anything, my sentences all came out wrong, it was 
pathetic (Frances)) 
The epistemological perspectives of John, Frances and Matthew naturally had implications for 
the way they viewed mathematics and mathematical knowledge and it is to the data relating to 
this that I now turn. 
The nature of mathematics :rnd mathematical knowledge 
Listening to Frances talk about what she believes mathematics to be, there is a very strong 
sense of someone intrigued by epistemological questions, enjoying the puzzle of how we know 
and what claims we can make for our knowledge. She escapes the contradictory position of 
being doctrinairely relativist! . 
Do triangles exist? [laughs] I started to think about the 
difference between maths and science ... You always hear it 
quoted that maths is a tool, maths is a tool ... and starting the 
course ... neatly disposed of that idea and the maths became 
somethino in itself but it wasn't science and it wasn't like science 
::::, 
so what was it? was it something that was objectively out there 
and you had to discover it which I suppose is more like science 
so do trianoles exist in the universe and human beings have got 
to find the1~ or is it just totally made up by people right from the 
start. And I think I'd been holding onto the idea that its totally 
made up by people right from the start for a very long.time ~n.til 
I came across, back to pi, and then I found myself saymg this 1s 
the only bit of maths that I think is like _science_ because pi is just 
there and people found it and I don't thmk I tlunk that pe?ple · 
made it up at all, it just seems to be there but that makes 1t stand 
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out from th: rest of maths. So maybe it isn't maths, maybe we 
should get nd of pi out of the maths curriculum, it's not allowed 
to count, so I still think about that because there are other 
things like pi really, geometric things and number patterns. But 
then I don't know about number patterns because you wouldn't 
have the number patterns if you hadn't decided on the numbers 
in the first place which is quite, if you could get people to sit 
down and think about it, is quite an exciting thing really because 
if you start off by saying that we're going to count because 
counting is useful and serves a lot of purposes so we devise a 
system of counting or tallying in some sense but you then 
discover that all these strange amazing things happen with these 
numbers that you've devised and where do the strange amazing 
things come from? (Frances) 
The philosophical problem of the relationship between mathematical structures and the real 
world is also unresolved for Matthew. He too rejects an absolutist perspective and recognises 
the existence of historical and cultural imprints on mathematics. 
What I think today, and I might not think it tomorrow, is: it's a 
game. You play your game with symbols and ideas by moving 
symbols and ideas around, so I suppose that's seeing it as 
something that's independent of us but dependent on us as well. 
So it's obviously got some independence, it's an objective 
description of something and helps to describe the world around 
us, a language that helps to describe the world around us and 
that's objective but at the same time that description has a 
particular bias and so on (Matthew) 
Matthew saw mathematics as being actively co-constructed within a community involving 
both teachers and learners ( cf Cobb et al 1992), not simply as an isolated, personal production. 
It's not like we have mathematics in there waiting for us to 
discover it, that isn't the way it works ... my ideal about learning 
is ... about kids or individuals building a mathematical structure 
around them which isn't one that's discovered and it isn't one 
that's either discovered in themselves or discovered out there 
but it's a structure which is developed. And within that 
conversation and talk are really important (Matthew) 
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John also said that he believed mathematics to be 'socially constructed' whilst laughingly 
acknowledging that his practice didn't always match this perspective. He added that he did 
not believe mathematics to be 
a 'set of truths and mles' because I don't think you can apply the 
word truth to mathematics, particularly as a lot of the axioms 
are being questioned so I don't think you can apply the word 
truth to any body of knowledge really (John) 
All of them, then, saw mathematics as something best described as a human product, either 
choosing to emphasise its personal construction or its social dimension. (See also Appendix 
12 which gives their individual responses to Figure 16: Views of mathematics and 
mathematics education.) 
Figure 16 
Social group Industrial Technological Old humanist Progressive Public educator 
trainer pragmatist educator 
View of Set of truths and Body of useful Body of Process view, Socially 
mathematics rules knowledge structured personalised constructed 
knowledge maths 
Mathematical Basics, Useful maths Transmit body Creativity, Critical 
aims numeracy to appropriate of mathematical self-realization, awareness and 
level and knowledge through democratic 
certification mathematics citizenship via 
mathematics 
Theory of Hard work, Skill acquisition, Understanding Activity, play, Questioning, 
Learning effort, practice practical and application exploration decision making, 
experience negotiation 
Theory of Transmission Skill instruction, Explain, Facilitate Discussion, 
Teaching motivate motivate, personal conflict, 
Mathematics through work pass on exploration, questionning 
relevance structure prevent of content 
failure and pedagogy 
(Based on Emest 1991, pl381) 
Views ofmnt!te111atics and 111atl,emntics education 
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Students-becoming-teachers whom I have not characterised as working/or change thought 
differently. When asked about the views of mathematics listed in Figure J 6: Views of 
mathematics and mathematics ed11cation the only response Janet made was emphatically to 
deny that mathematics.is socially constructed Simon too rejected 'socially constructed': he 
considered mathematics to be a body of structured knowledge. He added 
I would once have argued more for the social construction of 
mathematics. ! 110 longer believe this, it seems too wishy-washy . 
(Simon) 
For Kevin too mathematics was a body of useful !mow/edge, a body of structural knowledge 
and meant 'numbers and their ma11ip11latio11, both in concrete and abstract terms'. 
Interpersonal frameworks conducive to the promotion of equal opportunities 
The epistemological perspective of the authority of self and reason also offers an intellectual 
apprehension of other human beings, an interpersonal framework, which is conducive to the 
promotion of equal opportunities. There are a number of elements in this equation: the sense 
of personal authority of the teacher which allows her to believe that she is an actor in the arena 
of schooling; an awareness of the contingency of things which allows her to challenge the 
taken-for-granted and to see that things might be otherwise; and a respect for all human beings 
since they are the originators and final arbiters of knowledge. These elements interconnect 
across various themes that emerc,ed from the teacher interviews: the themes I identified are 0 
not 'blaming the kids'· understandina thinos from the students' points of view; being confident 
• 0 0 
about oneself as a moral agent; and not imposing labels on the students. 
These teachers who are working for change do not blame their students for failure (cfLacey 
1977). They do not attach fixed labels to their students which suggest that the problems of 
schooling are outside ti1e teachers' ability to influence such as the intellectual shortcomings of 
their students, their moral turpitude and so on. 
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Jn this respect, perhaps more tha11 any other, they seem profoundly unlike their colleagues 
who are not working/or change. 
[Children/ail because} they give up. Attendance [is} a major 
problem. Teachers can't teach if children don't attend [There 
is} lack of parental support and role models (Janet) 
[Children fail} for any number of reasons: bad teaching, lack 
of motivation, social problems, expectations of parents (both 
too high and too low), lack of relevancy of courses. More 
importantly lack of ability- some children will never succeed in 
academic life 110 matler how much support and help they 
receive (Kevin) 
Beth felt critical towards many of her students. 
Some of the kids here are really horrible and they get away 
with it (Beth) 
Her response to disagreeable classroom events, 
You get a lot of abuse being a teacher (Beth) 
was to blame the students and to atlribute to them moral deficiency. 
I think the kids are quite lazy, quite laid back, don't do 
home1vork. I think they're a bit arrogant and lazy and I don't 
think the Jystem deals with them well. Like ... everthing's by 
like appealing to their beller nature. But kids just, like.Just 
haven't got a bet/er nature you know (Beth) 
John specifically linked a vision of a school having 'strong equal opportunities policies' with 
'there wouldn't be any talking about the kids'. All three teachers working for change 
understood that there are strnctural reasons for failure: 
2"? .>-
we make it so hard for them to succeed. There's about 55 
million ways they can fail, and it's an eye of the needle to 
succeed, it really is (Frances) 
We live in a crap society basically. They come into an 
institution which has as its primary goal reproducing the 
atti\udes which are s~itable for good workers, doing what you 
don t want to do, domg what you're told to do, working to bells. 
As teachers you're in a hierarchical institution with kids at the 
bottom of the heap so again they fail because it ain't set up for 
them to succeed, that isn't the objective of school. I mean it is 
in one sense, it isn't in the sense of really wanting them to 
achieve because if it was then it would have to be a very 
different sort of place (Matthew) 
and they considered it to be their responsibility to help their students overcome the effects of 
those structures. For example, Frances said 
One of the issues I've got more and more certain about is that 
thing of children not being able to learn if they feel very very 
insecure for one reason or another, that you've got to bend over 
backwards for them not to feel worried or frightened or 
undermined (Frances) 
Some thought there were structural reasons/or failure but distanced themselves from them, 
refusing to implicate themselves or to see themselves as agents who might achieve change. 
Some children are labelled asfailures early 011 and never 
recover from this. Some children react to all offers of 
assistance with hostility and cul themselves off from ~1-1ccess. 
Poverty reduces chances of success as do the educational 
weaknesses <if parents and poor or abusive parenting (Simon) 
The three teachers workino for chanoe have a vision that things might be different which 
.::, .::, 
precisely connects with their ability to work for change. They are able to see things from their 
students' points of view. 
This week I had two classrooms that were so alive with anger 
and fury because I was told to set a test with my YI O sets and it 
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was GCSE questions on topics that they hadn't necessarily 
covered, mayb~ not even this year let alone recently, and it was 
real, photocopied GCSE papers which is quite threatening and it 
was the same test for [all the] sets and the same amount of time 
and they did appalling badly ... and each time when I gave the 
papers back it was just awful and it was even more awful 
because I was on their side and I understood entirely why they 
felt the way they did, I totally sympathise and yet from their . 
point of view they just got at me with fury for the whole lesson. 
And I just felt very sad and thought why on earth are we doing 
this ... I wonder that any of them get anywhere (Frances) 
there are some extremely bright lads who are very poorly 
motivated for year 7 kids ... there's all sorts of cultural issues ... 
they don't correspond to how teachers want children to behave 
(Matthew) 
we ask so much from them that's unfamiliar ... there's very few 
good reasons provided for doing what they have to do if any 
reasons at all ... what are you going to offer them that's going to 
make them think it's worth while being in school (Frances) 
I understand a bit about how they feel when someone says do 
this. I try to avoid making the kids feel like that there's no 
justification for them being there (John) 
there's 30 people who are feeling unconfident about their 
learning and, you know, fairly vulnerable about you sort of 
getting at them and them being shown up or whatever (Frances) 
I don't very often let anything go by, like a sexist comment, 
certainly not in the classroom. I try not to give the kids too 
hard of a time about holding these views that come from their 
parents (John) 
As well as beinc, confident of their own abilities to construct knowledge and make decisions 
:;, 
about areas of knowledge as seen above, these teachers were confident about setting their 
own (moral) standards: 
John Major wants to push back to a traditional approach so I , 
want to resist this and so I think: that must be wrong, so what s 
right? (Matthew) 
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[.~.m I making progress?] it would be nice to have some time to 
think ab_out that properly, to actually take some time out ... the 
trouble 1s that as soon as one problem is solved you know my 
sights just go higher and I become more aware ~f what I V:ant 
to do, the~e's. never _a sense in whicl_1 I think oh yes I've got that 
cracked, Im immediately then looking at the next thing I want 
to do. It just carries on and on and on and I don't know when 
that process stops really ... Around you you can see a lot of 
people [laughs] where the process stopped when the classes 
would shut up. It must be tempting to just relax at that point ... 
but I don't think that'll happen, I think I'm going to be hell to 
live with forever as long as I'm teaching [laughs] (Frances) 
[How do I decide?] it's what promotes certain sorts of values 
(Matthew) 
/11 contrast, Beth. well into her second year of teaching, seemed all at sea in tem1s of setting 
her own goals, making decisions about her teaching andfolluwing such decisions through. 
There's 110 critical eye un my lessons, I need someone to scry 
1'1111101 that bad. I keep making the same mistakes. I've started 
an appraisal book but I only kepi ii for two days ... The trouble 
is because there's 110 probatio11a1y year, I'm not assessed I'll 
set targets/or next year but I've 110-one to talk to about them 
because there's 110 time (Beth) 
The course sets you up forfailure ... It sets standards very 
high. I set myself high standards but it sets such a high marker 
to keep up with (Beth) 
Specifically on the issues of how students are grouped and organised within a school the three 
teachers voiced a commitment to not imposing groupings on students according to their 
attainment, this on the grounds of human dignity, linked to the idea that such groupings reflect 
feudal (Tahta I 994, p25) notions of inherent ability. Nothing in the interview schedule 
referred to the issue of mixed ability teaching and I asked no questions about their views. All, 
however, volunteered reflections which challenged, at times, the notion of inherent ability and, 
consistently, their schools' practice of setting the students in mathematics. 
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One of my occasional fierce lectures, when I get fed up with my 
years 10 and 11_ [lower sets], is telling them there'll be nothing 
worse than finding themselves in a job where they're far cleverer 
than the person who's in charge of them, and they'll be very 
frustrated (Frances) 
I want to teach in a school which in mathematics is much nearer 
to a mixed ability school (Matthew) 
... all this sets rubbish (John) 
Certain principles I keep coming back to and that I think are 
worth defending, principles of fairness and equality, that every 
person's worthy of respect, those sort of ideas, then they really 
inform my motivation to carry on saying I don't want to see 
streaming and I don't want to see setting (Matthew) 
Explicit links between epistemology and pedagogy 
All of the three talked at some length about teaching and learning mathematics. In their talk 
they illustrated both the connections with 'inquiry maths' (Cobb et al 1992) indicated in the 
epistemological model outlined in Chapter 9 and also aspects of educational practice that 
contribute towards an emancipatory pedagogy. They themselves saw their understanding of 
the nature of mathematics as inextricably linked to their aims, motivations and practice. I 
asked them to consider 'one person's way of characterising different outlooks on maths and 
maths education' based on Paul Emest's classification (Ernest 1991, pl38t) and reproduced in 
Figure 16: Views of mathematics and mathematics education. 
If you take this as being one extreme [points to column I], 
you've got a set of truths and rules which you then transmit to a 
student which involves some kind of one-sided activity where 
the teacher's doino all the talking or writing and the kids are just 
doing the exampl;s, so though I'm sure we all use that te~hnique 
from time to time. But this idea of socially constructed, it's, I 
would say there would be more discussion goi~g on in my 
classroom than there would be in a classroom hke that 
[gesturing towards column 1] and there would be more freedom 
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for the kids to pursue something they were interested in than 
there would be in a classroom like that (John) 
I don't think mathematics is a body of knowledge so I can't 
transmit it (Frances) 
Matthew volunteered some reflections about the nature of mathematical knowledge when 
reflecting on a lesson o_f his that I had observed. 
For me, teaching traditionally is I'd started like that [like I ended 
the lesson today] and I'd said, Right what we're going to do 
now is a whole series of questions where you have to add a 
percentage to something and then you've got to take that 
percentage off, something like that ... they'd have ended up 
getting a method or a process, a series of steps to go through ... 
[but the exposition from the board today] was generated by 
their own activity .. . which is the way my ideal about learning is 
moving which is much more about kids or individuals building a 
mathematical structure around them (Matthew) 
Matthew recognised that his view of mathematics as both socially constructed and also as 'a 
language that helps to describe the world around us' affected what he did in the classroom. 
It must do and it does at all sorts oflevels. It affects it in tenns 
of trying, where possible, giving problem solving tasks, goal 
orientated so you've got some problem to solve and you get the 
maths along the way in the process of solving the goal so in that 
sense the kids are constructing the mathematics. But at the 
same time it's to do with describing or trying to solve a problem 
in the world, the outside world. That's on a very deep level. On 
a more basic level, I try and get them to puzzle, to think, 
answering questions with questions and so on (Matthew) 
He was also aware that alternative perspectives amongst his colleagues were in tum related to 
their classroom practice and that changes in the former were necessary if one wanted to 
achieve change in the latter. 
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... actually in terms of changing people's deep perceptions 
about, about mathematics, and so on, and about what we should 
be doing ... (Matthew) 
Pedagogical practice 
Features which were found in Chapter I O to be characteristic of a classroom where the work 
is predicated on 'inquiry maths', as in one where the teacher is striving to create an 
emancipatory curriculum, were consistently endorsed during the interviews with John, Frances 
and Matthew. 
They all spoke of the need for their students to work in a way which permitted the 
construction of meaning ( cf Jaworski 1994 ), of not having the curriculum broken down into 
predigested bits. 
an approach where you start the kids off with some ideas and let 
them run with it for two weeks and see where they get to, 
obviously more structured than that but that's generally the way 
I think we should be working with them (John) 
I've tried to hold on to not to spoonfeed, not give things 
piecemeal in tiny pieces (i\fatthew) 
I gave them a problem to do with fractions ... and I gave them . 
two weeks to do and they kept coming and talking to me about 
it and that was a massive change, you know that was really nice, 
really nice ... One of the things I want to encourage is for them 
to do longer term pieces of work, I've started doing that with 
my top set for homework saying they have two weeks to work 
on it and I want them to keep coming and talking to me about it 
as and when. A lot of what they do is disjointed and quick and 
doesn't come together (Frances) 
There are certain thinos I can't do because the classes are not 
structured in such a :ay, the course is not structured in such a 
way. So I can't for instance start with the topi~ of say, su_ppose 
we're doino some work on circles and I start with the topic of 
that and h;ve some doino some work on, you know, just 
;:, 1 • drawing circles, circle patterns, others finding out somet 1111? 
about pi, others finding out something about the area of a circle, 
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~nd have th~t 
1
full r_ange _and start with a topic and just go with · 
1t. Because tt s split up mto small chunks in each year and 
there's ce1iain things you can do but there are limits whereas if 
you say had half a term you could really do something with it 
(Matthew) 
John also described a classroom where different students could be doing different things and 
related this to letting the students develop ideas, of allowing the students to have some control 
over the agenda (cf Skovsmose 1994). 
sometimes I have about 6 or 7 activities going at the same time 
because somebody's finished something and I'm chatting to them 
and as the result of talking to them they set off onto something 
else and there's another group who're working together and I'll 
really enjoy that when they're all working away ... those are the 
best lessons. They try some of their own, they sometimes say . 
can we try some of our own. I try to encourage that, for them 
to set their own problems (John) 
sometimes something will happen that will change the whole 
purpose of the lesson (John) 
Kevin too spoke positively of a willingness to abandon the plan/or the lesson but I wonder if 
here the intent is different. He does not give a sense of responding to the possible agendas of 
the students. 
I am always quite willing to stop what I had planned and go off 
to explore a ta11ge11J Jhat catches my, or the classes, attention. 
I think ii gives classroom discussion more room/or manoeuvr~ 
as I am not always looking to lead it. I am quite happy to let 11 
wonder m·01111d a subject as I think this increases 
11ndersla11di11g (Kevin) 
Flexibility and responsiveness to the students are valued and there is an openness to 
negotiation. 
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I think in terms of what I do in the classroom at best there's 
discussion with them to try and motivate, discussion of targets 
and goals (Matthew) 
This was linked with the rejection by these teachers of a transmission model o(teaching and 
learning ( cf Burton l 992a, Skovsmose 1994). 
there would be more freedom for the kids to pursue something · 
they were interested in [in my classroom] than there would be in 
a classroom [based on transmission] ... do you have a computer 
at the back for the kids to work on if they want to or not? I 
would have a computer at the back for them to work on and I 
' mean do you allow them to explore something that they'~e 
found that might not even have anything to do with the lesson, 
that other model of teaching wouldn't fit in with that (John) 
I've had confirmed that standing up at the front of the classroom 
really doesn't do anybody any good whatsoever, [laughs] that 
it's a fairly useless teaching method to be honest and that I'm not 
sure that anybody really gets taught anything (Frances) 
Yesterday we were going over the exam paper so it was 
necessarily didactic. Though, no, that's not true, there are a lot 
of different ways I could have done it. Anyway, it contrasts 
with today which is a much more fluid lesson so the lesson this 
morning was much more like I'd like to be (Matthew) 
After the election I decided to do a lesson on it, on majorities 
and so on and the other teacher who teachers them humanities , 
said why don't we team teach so about half way through the 
lesson we were talking about percentages because someone had 
7% of the vote and one lad at the back said so how do we do 
that then. And I was just about to launch into well let's have a 
think about this, how could we do it when Norah says oh what 
you do is divide this number by this one and times it by a 
hundred. Afterwards I said that's not how I would have done 
that, I don't think they learnt that ... I said next time we team 
teach we'd better discuss it a bit beforehand [laughs] because I 
try to get them to think about it a bit and not just tell them ho': 
to do it (John) 
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Janet too claimed to reject a transmission theOJy of teaching but chose in its stead 'explain, 
motivate, pass 011 structure'. Kevin also felt happiest with this theory of teaching. 
Interestingly, he coupled this with a statement about 'discovery learning', showing clearly 
how this concept can be linked low, external Authority epistemology. 
!feel that, where possible, children should discover 
mathematicsfor themselves. Having discovered it for 
themsefi,es, I then explain that actually someone else 
discovered this before and here is the appropriate way to write 
it down (Kevin) · 
There is no sense here of a personal and creative act (see Paper/ 1972, p236), nor of 
developing the capacity to criticise and produce classroom meanings. He claimed that 
'investigational method~·' were 'one <?{ his preferred 1vays of working' but added 1 also like 
"chalk and talk" a lot'. His overall view might be encap!mlated in the following remark. 
I enjoy starting with a blank class and making it understand 
(Kevin) 
Although Simon also 5poke <?! discove1y rather than co11structio11, his view of himself was 
somewhat different. (.S'ee the co11cludi11g words of this chapter.) 
I would describe myself as a facilitator rather than a teacher. I 
aim to guide and shape the students' discove1y rather than 
acting as a fount of all wisdom (Simon) 
Central to Beth's pedagogy, however, was the 11otio11 of explaining. 
[My top year 9 J have ... covered a lot of topics but never really 
had any problems explained because they've been taught by 
supply teachers (Beth) 
There could he something 011 the course about [set text5} ... like 
J don't know how to teach 011/ of a book, I don't know what to 
go over 011 the /}()an/, / don't /...1101v h<?w to bring it together you 
know ... · J feel like I've got 110 control ... 'Cos, I don't know, you 
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don't have as much teacher input ... You don't know the best 
way to explain things (Beth) 
All of the teachers working for change placed emphasis on and valued student discussion and 
sought to develop it within their classrooms. 
within that, conversation and talk are really important 
(Matthew) 
I would say there would be more discussion going on in my 
classroom ... (John) 
In terms of teaching and how you actually teach in the 
classroom you might have what is a textbook exercise and you 
can turn that into a discussion exercise ... quite simply 
(Matthew) 
Student talk was not valued by all the students-becoming-teachers: 
[Group building? J I don't build any of my groups ... like I 
don't do much group work al all, the kids talk too much (Beth) 
and discussion and questioning were marked by Simon as being definitely not representative 
of his outlook. 
The quest for a curriculum which encourages critical thinking is linked by Matthew to a 
problem based approach to mathematics ( cf Giroux 1983): 
[I try], where possible, giving problem solving tasks, goal 
orientated so you've got some problem to solve and you get the 
maths along the way in the process of solving the goal ... I try 
and get them to puzzle, to think, answering questions with 
questions and so on (Matthew) 
the sort of task-orientated, what-do-you-need-to-know-in-
order-to-get-to-a-particular-goal which is the way my ideal 
about learning is moving (Matthew) 
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and also by Frances who places emphasis on the work being such as to challenge the students 
and is aware that this is often lacking. 
It seems to me that for a lot of them what happens, what their 
experience of maths is in secondary schools is that they get 
given things they can already do essentially because they get the 
satisfaction of doing it right and your classroom control is far 
far easier, and that for a lot of them they get a diet all the way 
through of things they can already do, to the extent that the 
worksheets in year I I are the worksheets in a sense of year 7 
really (Frances) 
They want to foster in their students the same confidence and personal authority that they 
themselves feel where one grapples with difficulties, comes to conclusions which later have to 
be revised, where getting things wrong and changing one's mind are fundamental to the 
process. 
Some of the things I want to get across to them will be 
unsettling to them, that writing neatly isn't what it's all about, 
that I want to see their working, that I don't want it to be 
hidden, or just the idea that when they actually get things wrong 
that that process of getting things wrong and then sorting it out 
is actually when they're learning [laughs] that they're learning by 
oettino thinus wrono and it's not something that they should tear :::, :::, :::, .:::, -
the page out of their book and try to pretend it never happened 
(Frances) 
[One thing I got from the course] that has personal implications 
about infallibility ... [was] a very strong message "It's OK to be 
wrong" [in mathematics] (Matthew) 
I often say in the classroom when I'm presented with beautifully 
neat books usually the girls' with beautifully neat answers 
written and there's a pile of stuff in the bin, that the stuff in the 
bin is their maths and I don't want to see the beautifully neat 
answers so then they get cross with me. Because all the 
scribblinos and the crossings out and the getting it wrong and 
doing it ;gain is their maths, it's the process of thinking it 
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through and starting on a track and giving it up and going down 
a different track (Frances) 
Not all teachers thought so positively about wrong answers even when seeing the need for a 
secure environment where error would not have to be a source of embarrassment. 
I fly to create a working environment ... a pleasant 
enviro11i11e11t where, you know, kid\· can put their hands up to 
questions even if they know they're going to be wrong. I think 
my year 9 second set are my best and I try really hard with . · 
them 'cos you /mow they're 110/ very bright but I think they're 
really enthusiastic ahout maths ... but like they're bursting out 
of their seats some of the time and they're the kids that can't do 
it, and I hate it (Beth) 
Because they wished to foster autonomy and personal authority in their students, their attitude 
to classroom management was not disciplinarian. 
I think I ... as far as possible I try to get the kids to be working 
in an atmosphere where they actually are wanting to do the 
work and try to get a nice atmosphere in the classroom. When 
they come in they should expect to put something in as well, I 
tend not to be strict in the sense of having their heads down, I'll 
have a little chat (John) 
I'm thinking that as this pressure [of larger classes] increases, 
you can retreat but it isn't a solution, a more discursive style is 
needed more or else you just get into a battle trying to get the 
kids to do things they don't want to do, you end up rowing and 
shouting (Matthew) 
I value the pastoral side of things and the way students are 
looked atler and considered and the support from management 
in terms of discipline. I value that quite highly. There are other 
things I appreciate but, the overall way tha~ the majority of st~ff 
behave towards the kids. There's a lot of kids at the school with 
a lot of problems and the school has a way of dealing with that 
that shows a caring attitude (John) 
I've learnt to avoid confrontation whenever possible, if there's a 
way to sort things out without confrontation (Frances) 
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This perspective was not shared by others. 
there's the problem of being a new, green teacher who cannot 
yet anticipate all the .fiendish ways students will find to 
1111dermi~1e you ... It has made me into a much more suspicious 
and cymcal person than I used to be and I now understand why 
'real' teachers 011 t.p. used lo demonise children (Simon) 
I am more of a disciplinarian than perhaps I thought J might be 
(Kevin) · 
I think I am quite an authoritarian person to be honest. I mean 
I keep saying please and thank you [to the kids] and it really 
bugs me. I think, I mean [I want to say] 'just do it' you know. · 
Like I'm really nice, I used to be really cold in the classroom 
011 71', I was told don't tell the kids off so harshly. Like in a 
school like this, yo1111eed positive discipline, but what's positive 
discipline or is it just weak discipline? (Beth) 
I didn't expect to become quite the authoritarian I am now. It 
became obvious to me though after a Jew months of teaching 
that I needed to feel in control (Simon) 
There's 110 school rules, the staff and the pupils agree, you 
know, agreement that they've come up with, that they shouldn't 
chew in class, and they shouldn't hit people in class and they 
shouldn't he offensive to other pupil\· or staff But you know 
there's 110 real school rules and in terms of sanctions there's 110 
sanctions apart from your own sanctions that you impose. [It's 
1101 enough.] ... I don't think the system deals with [the kids] 
well. Like 110-one here will have a confrontation here, there's. 
real avoidance of confro11/alio11 in the school, like everything 
tries to be smoothed over (Beth) 
Generally, then, the pedagogy which these three teachers working for change espoused had 
the characteristics associated with 'inquiry maths' and had the hallmarks of an emancipatory 
curriculum. Interestingly, however, they were divided in their response to aspects of the 
'public educator' (Ernest I 991, p I 38t) philosophy and practice (Figure 16: Views of 
mathematics and mathematics education). Matthew strongly endorsed critical awareness and 
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democratic citizenship via mathematics as a goal (see Appendix 12) but John ~nd Frances 
found the notion problematic. Both felt the need for further thought. 
And this one, 'critical awareness and democratic citizenship via 
mathematics', although it sounds quite a ... a ... a positive 
statement to make I would agree with the first bit critical 
awareness, I'm not sure about democratic citizenship through 
teaching maths. I mean it may come as part of something else 
but it's not, it may come about through something else, in the 
method of teaching it but I don't think you can, I don't know, I'll 
have to think a bit more about that actually (John) 
We had an interesting debate over the weekend about this 
because I thought you would have an axe to grind but Alex 
didn't agree ... 'Critical awareness and democratic citizenship via 
mathematics', I must say I find very difficult to think about. 
Because I know the idea of fostering critical awareness hasn't . 
really dawned on me in terms of my maths teaching and I can't 
decide whether it should have done or not [laughs] because its 
something that I associated so strongly with other areas of the 
curriculum that I find ... but then I've changed my mind about 
so many things to do with maths that maybe I'm going to 
change my mind about that one as well (Frances) 
Frances's misgivings, however, precisely grow out of her commitment to inculcating in her 
students that epistemological authority of self and reason which I have claimed is at the heart 
of an emancipatory pedagogy. 
but 'democratic citizenship' annoyed me, I don't know why ... in 
fact in this [column 5] you're not any different from [column I] 
except that what you're trying to squeeze the worms towards is 
something that in theory, that sounds rather nice and good but . 
I'm not convinced, I think it's fishy, fishy (Frances) 
\Vorking for change 
All three teachers saw themselves as working for change and as not sharing the taken-for-
granted outlook on schools. John referred to 'all this trauma of people like me going into 
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school' holding different views from the prevailing ones and both Matthew and Frances were 
committed to not following the common-sense of schooling. 
The chances are you will work in an institution which is 
hierarchical to a greater or lesser extent and that raises 
questions, how do you cope with that hierarchy, how do you 
get change and create change (Matthew) 
I want to do it the way I want to do it [laughs] (Frances) 
They felt that they had achieved some changes in their schools, had ach_ieved some successful 
'strategic redefinition' (Lacey 1977). 
I'm quite argumentative and I argue my comer but there's 
definitely been a process where I feel I've had some sort of 
effect, I've mentioned the banding [where I had some success] 
(Matthew) 
I think I've been surprised how much influence you can actually 
have when you keep at it, and you are consistent and 
determined with people that you do get through sometimes or 
even that quite ot1en you do get through (Frances) 
They saw themselves as untypical of the profession. 
Yes I did [anticipate being blocked] I don't think I thought it 
would be the case in most jobs but that was a bit silly really 
because given the departments I've seen it would make more 
sense to assume that yes most places it would be difficult 
(Frances) 
It seems to be if you try to talk about something, people just 
haven't oot that breadth of vision ... I thought GNVQ, it was an 
oppo11u~ity to rethink everything to do with the scho_o
1
l but 
other people couldn't cope with the concept because 1t s too far 
away from what they're used to (John) 
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Wl!ere are all the peop~e that think like us? All the people who 
wnte all those articles m magazines? [laughs] (Frances) 
In particular they all had things to say about working for change on gender issues. I did not 
particularly emphasise matters overtly related to gender in the interviews as can be seen from 
the schedules (see Appendix 10) but all of them spoke about it at some length. 
John, for example, mentioned his use oflanguage and the time he spent with boys and girls. 
He was hesitant about defining girls' and boys' behaviour but summarised his views as 'the 
major thrust of EO work is trying to deal with the problem and the problem is boys'. He was 
aware of the need for both the department and the school to take up and wor~ on the issue, 
was involved in policy making on equal opportunities issues and was focusing on his own 
classroom as well. As well as talking to me during the interviews, Frances also wrote to me 
subsequently about two issues, one of which was gender. She was struggling to make sense 
of her theoretical understanding of the issues based on reading research findings, her lived 
day-to-day experience in school and her wider understandings of society. She was committed 
to enhancing achievement of both boys and girls and knew that understanding the gender 
dynamic was central to this, both the ways in which girls lose out in schooling and the 
hopelessness of the current social positioning of working class boys. Matthew too was 
concerned about the absence of motivation amongst the boys both for its own sake and 
because of the way it contributes to holding back the attainment of girls. In his own 
classroom he was concerned to encourage the contribution of girls, to promot~ positive 
images and to challenge the sexism of the boys. He was involved in school wide policy 
making about equal oppo1iunities issues. 
The other teachers represented a variety <?fposilions. /11 res7Jo11se to a very broad and 
encompassing question about gender issues, mathematics and schooling, Janet commented 
Department 3 females, J male, next year 4 females. Less of a 
problem in this school than other is.mes (Janet) 
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Simon and Kevin both .responded more fully. Simon mentioned avoiding 'the slightly creepy 
flirting that some straight male teachers engage in' and checking materials for sexist images 
but said 
[I] confess to not having thought a great deal about the subject 
while teaching, though maybe that's not entirely true. It's a 
c/iche to say "I treat boys and girls the same" hut J do attempt 
to ... My views have not really permeated beyond my classroom 
(Simon) 
Kevin was concerned about the boys hut whereas Frances and Matthew's concerns about 
their underachievement seemed intermeshed with and supportive of a concern for girls, 
Kevin's tone was different. 
I feel that loo much posith•e discrimination has gone on 
towards girls and that it is time to redress the balance. 
Eve1yo11e seems to have spent so much time 011 the girls ... My 
views are slowly starting to be thought about in the department 
although ii is hard 110110 upset the 'feminists' (Kevin) 
Biographical influences 
The final aspect of the data analysed in this chapter is that of the historical influences on these 
three teachers. They spoke of their personal histories, the influence of their teacher education 
course and their initial socialization into teaching. I attempt here briefly to draw out aspects 
of each of these, not with any claim that there are here to be found causes of their being 
teachers working for change. Rather I simply refer to patterns which can be detected or not 
to test out ideas offered in the literature. (See Chapter 6, the last section of Chapter 7 and 
Chapter 8 for the relevant discussions.) 
None of the teachers had a strong vocational commitment when they began their training (cf 
Cole 1985). John's comment that he was thinking about trying to obtain some further 
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qualification when the leaflet about the course came throuph the door, that he did not have 'a 
vocation or anything' and that it was fairly arbitrary was typical. 
I had in the back of my mind that I might do a PGCE and I was 
really tempted by the first year of the course which wasn't going 
to have much to do with teaching and I suppose I thought that 
during that year I would decide ifl definitely wanted to carry on 
in teaching, so in many ways in was just lots of things falling 
together (Frances) 
Jn a similar fashion most of the others also drifted into teaching. 
1'111 1101 sure why I decided to become a teacher ... perhaps I 
have take11 the emy, sc(!e a11d familiar option of staying in 
school rather them groll'ing up and going out into the real 
world (Kevi11) 
None of the teachers working for change had strong family links with school teaching 
although Matthew's mother worked in adult education ( cf Cole 1985). 
Beth, who was often umympathetic lo equal opportunities issues a11d was not involved in 
working/or change, had substantial family con11eclio11s with teaching. 
Oh, eve1yo11e [in the family) is a teacher [laughs). That's why 
I didn't come into teaching [laugh~}. This is going to sound 
awfully conceited hut l lmew I'd be quite good al it, like I k11ew 
I could do thejoh, I knew I mean like just from hereditary input 
/laugh\}. Both my parents are teachers, my sister's a teacher 
you /mow I kind of knew that I could do it, it was somethi11g 
that I would succeed al if I did ii (Beth) 
Although Janet and Si111011 had 110 family connections with school leaching, Kevin too came 
from a family that included teachers. 
/ was happy most <f the lime al school. / ·we111 tu a Grammar 
school i11 Sevenoaks. It had traditional values and generally 
good teachers and certainly tended to put us 0111 with good 
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q11aNficatio11s ... both my parents are former primary school 
teachers. My.father is currently heavily involved in GNVOs 
(Kevin) -
Janet also described herself as having been 've,y happy' at school but Simon was not, 
although for ve,y particular reasons. (See the co11cluding words of this chapter.) 
I was not happy at school. The main reasons ·were the 
difficulty of being gay and having to act straight and the terror 
of the consequences of being found out (.'iimon) 
The experience of their own schooling recorded by the teachers working for change also 
varied. John had been unsuccesstlil at his local boys' grammar school: he did not apply himself 
to the work, mostly 'dropped out' and eventually left at the end of the fifth year with one pass 
at 'O' level in the General Ce11ificate of Education. Matthew, on the other hand, had had a 
successful career at the local comprehensive although he had taken an oppositional stance to 
much that occurred there. 
I always attained well at school. Secondary school I went to a 
boys' comprehensive school which had a girls' school next door, 
which, yes, it was not bad. It was a setted school, l to 7, and 
invariably I was in set I but my friends were drawn much wider 
than that. I mean I say I was happy at school and I enjoyed 
school but I truanted quite a bit, more than the odd day ... It 
was a school that had very strong uniform. There were times 
when te.achers and senior teachers tried to actively discourage 
me from keeping the friends I did ... I made very political . 
statements about not accepting the regimentation, not accepting 
those sorts of strict strnctures but at the same time it wasn't 
conflicts with teachers personally (Matthew) 
Frances, in contrast again, was not only a highly successful student but also conformed to the 
school's expectations and norms ( contra Mardle and Walker 1980 and cf Sikes, Measor and 
Woods 1985, Calderhead I 992a). 
I went straight through the grammar school ... school was quite 
a nice place to be with lots of opportunities to succeed and we 
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did lots of nice interesting things ... and the work wasn't a 
problem .. · for 13 weeks before the Oxbridoe exam I hardly left 
my room and just slogged and slogged (Fr:nces) 
However, by accident, she fell foul of everyone's expectations immediately after her university 
finals by becoming pregnant and thus was forced to stand back from those taken-for-granted 
norms, to reassess and to form an independent perspective. 
being single, pregnant and unemployed in Deptford delivering 
leaflets and cleaning posh people's houses is more than an eye 
opener (Frances) 
It also put her in a position where she understood herself to be oppressed (cfMiddleton 
1989). 
I read Germaine Greer and she made the point that we have 
made it as awful as we possibly can for women to bring up 
children, we've isolated women, we've put them down, we've 
made it seem as though it's the most pathetic and belittling thing 
you can do to go off and have babies and that there's no value at 
all in being at home with children (Frances) 
This made her unlike John and Matthew who did not tell of any experiences in which they had 
themselves been the objects of discrimination. 
On the other hand, Beth had experienced sexism and Simon had been subjected to 
homophobia. (.\'ee the co11c/11di11g 11.·ord\· <f this chapter.) 
[The appre11tice.\j u·ere ve,y prejudiced but they changed their 
ideas about women by the end of the week [when I was doing 
outdoor ed11catio11 wit/, them}. It was ve,y good for me (Beth) 
I dislike the wide.vJread homophobia of the students and the 
lack of serio11snes.\· with which it is tackled I take it very 
per.,·o;,ally, ii is sometimes directed al me and I won't be sad to 
leave heca11se ,4" this (.\'i111011) 
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All of the teachers working for change still seemed to find their initial course of teacher 
education both relevant and moulding of their views (contra McNamara 1976). 
This included Simon bu I whereas the teachers working for change seemed to expect to 
continue indefinitely developing their views, Simon did not give this impression. (See the 
concluding words of this chapter.) 
I think I decided OJI a great number of my core values at the 
[Uni}. After q11estio11i11g then, and adapting them to the 
realities of classroom life they are still with me and I'm . 
eternally grateful for having had the opportunity to sort them 
out early 011 ••• 71,e [Uni} experience allowed me to create an 
'ideal teacher/teaching model' -1 don't live up to it but at least 
I know what I'm aiming/or {,Simon) 
Unsurprisingly, not all the students-becomi11g-teachersfelt that the course was relevant or 
important i11 shaping them as teachers. 
A real scliool has made me into a good teacher ... The [Uni] 
gave you the mental means to be a good teacher in an ideal 
well-resourced school. 1l1e crunch was how you adapt this 
approach to a real-life school ... ii opened my eyes to 
i11vestigatio11al work, but it is still not the perfect answer to 
maths in the cla.s:\'J'oom which is how it appeared at the [Uni) 
... [!11itial teacher education} should give you the basics 
(Janel) 
Naturally, it is difficult to assess this in comparison with other research findings since I was 
the interviewer. Matthew felt that the course had equipped him to resist some of the pressures 
attendant upon work in school. 
the path of least resistance is to revert to tried and tested, how 
you were taught, all that sort of stuff. I sup?ose_ in terms of the 
course the course has given me a lot of options in terms of 
going back and saying hold on a minute this isn't necessarily the 
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best idea in the long run or even in the shorter for that matter 
(Matthew) 
Messages from the hidden curriculum were acknowledged as being central. 
if you see people and listen to them who are doing something 
very well and give it a lot of credibility then for me anyway I 
instantly think that there's something worth doing and I'd like to 
try and do it so I suppose really that a collection of staff in the 
Maths Ed Depa11ment that really convinced me that [teaching 
mathematics] was something worth doing and that there was a 
lot more to it than I'd anticipated so... It would be difficult in 
interesting ways and that really tempted me I suppose (Frances) 
[The message from the course was] mathematics is something 
enjoyable, that it should be displayed ... You get a sense of there 
being some democracy in terms of the way things are decided 
within the [Maths Education] Centre. I think within that, in 
terms of relationships, with students there was efforts made to 
give a sense of equality, equal status. [As a teacher] it was 
motivating and still is in the sense, in the sense that it's 
important to know that there are, that it's possib~e to work in 
that way ... and that general message of valuing mathematics 
(Matthew) 
They talked about the course as though what they most felt they had gained from it was that it 
had opened doors into a new vision for them, pai1icularly a new vision of mathematics. I 
asked them to look back at the course and review it in the light of their experience now as 
practising teachers. These three teachers all immediately spoke about ways it had made them 
see things differently. John's first response to the question of how the course had connected 
with his teaching was 
The multicultural elective and going to the non-attenders unit 
showed me different ways of looking at things (John) 
Frances and Matthew both.spoke about the nature of mathematics. 
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[The cour_se made me see things differently] certainly in terms of 
mathematics. A very different way of learning maths. For 
example the ti~ing activity we did right at the beginning ... lots 
of othe~ oc:~s1ons. You can't rely on that intellectual approach, 
a more mtu1t1ve approach has value. That has personal 
implications about infallibility and about valuing intuitions and 
so on. A very strong message "It's OK to be wrong". This did 
come from the course (Matthew) 
I suppose there are times when with particular issues you 
remember a conversation or whatever ... (but] it's more an 
opportunity to learn maths and to talk about learning maths with 
the group of people that I was with who were, in a way, who 
had a whole range of ideas and backgrounds which made it even 
better, our reactions to learning maths were very different so we 
were able to sort of talk about ... and I suppose ... well it did 
change my view of maths quite a lot and I'm sure that must and 
definitely does influence what I'm like in the classroom 
(Frances) 
Beth however said 
[the course i~J great for motivation but when you start teaching 
you can't be exciting and innovative all the time ... I think we 
were ve1y well prepared and came out with a tremendous lot of 
resources. /11 this way, it's a lot helter than other courses. 
Students come in here and expect you to provide them with 
ideas (Beth) 
All of them adopted a fairly robust and realistic attitude to the impact of their initial 
socialization into teaching ( cf Lacey 1977, Sikes, Measor and Woods 1985, Zeichner and 
Tabachnick 1985). 
the first term here, it was just like being dropped and I didn't . 
know Mark [a supportive colleague] that well to start with and I 
found it quite hard to get to know him and I just thought aaargh 
[lauohs] and you know here I am you know just to survive 
real; with no support. [I wasn't obsessed with survival.] No, 
it's the opposite. I am a perfectionist, I don't want just to 
survive, I want to do it the way I want to do it [laughs] which is 
probably why the first term was so awful. I mean a lot of the 
more experienced staff say just survive, just survive, all the first 
term is is survival. if you can get through without having three 
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weeks off being ill you'll have done well. But to me that's like 
you've done crap, that's nothing like good enough (Frances) 
your issues for the first couple of years, in the first year it's 
surviving and it's classroom management and you learn to take 
everything off the department you can in terms oflearning how 
to, classroom management. This year I've been seeing how the 
actual mathematics and the way activities are structured 
mathematically are essential to classroom management and that 
has been the strong learning point. And now I suppose I'm 
starting to look at the wider structure and it's becoming more 
important now (Matthew) 
I don't think, I really don't think that I've had any large changes 
in direction really. I think it's just evolved really that I started 
off with a certain view that I wasn't always able to put into 
practice in the early part of my teaching and it's become easier 
and easier to put it into practice, it's developed and changed and 
probably my thinking's changed a bit but it's not been sort of 
chopping and changing it's just been a gradual evolution (John) 
Most of the other teachers were also sanguine about their experience of their first year. 
Survival for the first year then you can develop and grow 
(Janet) 
I always enjoyed teaching, right from the start ... I don't think I 
was obsessed with surviving, perhaps more mildly an.'Cious 
about it (Kevin) 
Although deeply committed to teaching, the pressure to be a 'proper teacher', suggested as an 
important aspect of teacher socialization, seemed to be one which it was possible for the 
teachers workino· for chan<re to resist (cf Sikes, Measor and Woods 1985). 
::, ::, 
I think my gut reaction would be just to be myself I find it a bit 
odd sometimes, assuming a role. I think I want to be able to be 
myself in the classroom and I don't think it's right right now and 
I don't know whether that's because I'm not confident enough 
about teachinv or I don't rate myself as experienced enough or. 
::, . . . 
whether I'm still conscious that there are too many s1tuat1ons m 
which I don't know quite what to do and perhaps I have some 
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sort of default mode which is to be, to act a teacher in those 
situations or how I think a teacher should act ... since [ we 
talked about Heather being herself in the classroom] I've seen 
another person in the classroom, and she was even more herself, 
she was totally, she was so relaxed, she had exactly the same 
style of humour as she has in the staffroom (Frances) 
Beth on the other hand was ambivalent about the need to be a 'proper teacher'. She felt that 
this was an important part of what the job was about although she found it uncongenial. She 
was critical of her school because relationships between staff and students were informal and 
relaxed even though in some ways this suited her better personally. 
I find the role hard I don't think I fit easily into the role, you 
know, I think I can get 011 really well with teenagers but to gei 
them to work you have to be different, you have to be strict and 
be hard and, you don't so much in this school, well I think you 
do, I think people aren't and I think kids don't work in this 
school ... I think this school is ve,y slack in ways like that and I 
think the kids take advantage. It's a like non-uniform school, 
the kids wear what they want, Jhe staff wear what they want, 
Ii ke you can come to school in jeans and nobody blinks an eye 
and I really like that [laugh~} so I can be me in this school. Jn 
this school, I don't have to put on a pe1forma11ce (Beth) 
Concluding word 
The evidence offered in this chapter has been used to illustrate the theoretical model linking an 
epistemology of the authority of self and reason with emancipato1y education. It is not 
intended to prove such a theo1y but to offer some accounts of how the epistemology and the 
pedagogy are 'lived' by the research participants. The model is not intended to be 
deterministic but to offer an interpretation of experience which can help to guide our practice 
with students in initial teacher education. Patterns of response have been offered linking their 
ways of knowing with their understanding and practice of the teaching and learning of 
mathematics; and a narrative has been constructed connecting these together and to their view 
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of mathematics, their interpersonal frameworks, their willingness and capacity"to work for 
change and their personal histories. 
Most of the tentative and cmrjectural evidence from other teachers has flowed alongside the 
main narrative and has/alien into place beside it. However, there is something more to be 
said about Simon. During his time at the University, Simon expressed and sought to put into 
practice a commitment to equal opportunities. He is the one research participant whose 
perspectives and practice as a teacher (the latter by hearsay and by his own account) mark a 
discontinuity between being a student and becoming a teacher. He is also the one 
participant whose evidence is noticeably not in conformity with the model I have offered He 
was no longer working for change but some of his perspectives were in tune with those of the 
teachers who were continuing to do so. For example, his time at the University enabled him 
to see things differently from how he had seen them before and he wanted to explore these 
ideas in theo,y and practice through the equal opportunities group and he did not see himself 
as 'a fount of all wisdom' in the classroom. At other times his perJpective conforms to that of 
the other teachers. For example, he has abandoned w11111dersta11ding of mathematical 
knowledge as constructed by the knower and has become cynical about pupils. 
Why does he stand outside the pallem? I make a conjecture that the homophobia which he 
has experienced and which he reports as being deeply and painfully felt has, understandably, 
reduced his capacity to be open minded and to re.\pect others as each being the source of 
knowledge. I write tentatively. striving not to assume familiarity (cf hooks 1991) and aware 
that this work is produced in a co11texl of heterosexist supremacy. I asJ11me, since he offered 
it, that he wished this co11trmy voice to be heard. He has now lejt school teaching and this 
country. I write of him with re.vJect and I hope that new experiences will reawaken those 
capacities in him. 
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12 
Conclusion 
People making history but not in circumstances of their own 
choosing ... 
(From Matthcw's discussion ofth.: th~~is) after Marx 
... dreams and anguish bring us together. 
(Quoted in Rudduck 1988, p213) Ionesco 
Overheard in a northern University 
I told them that they had to use my lesson plan proforma for 
their assignment - I have failed all the ones who didn't. 
Unless we tell them what to do and tell them that that is the 
right way to do it. they'll just do what the school tells them. 
Perhaps we just haven't got time on the BEd to let them learn in 
the way that we'd like. 
It's a luxury which only the more able can afford. The rest we 
have to tell them. 
I'm happy to report results as pass/fail to the exam board but I 
still want to give them a mark - and we're not going to tell the 
students it's just pass/fail, are we? 
( Remarks overh.:ard from staff working with stud~nts in initial teacher education. 1992-199 5) 
Because we are unable to make predictions ... taking any action 
means nmning a risk. That is the condition for ethical 
commitment and for every form of critique ... Utopia is Jost, but 
now even minor changes make sense. 
(Olc: Skovsmos..:. Tow(lrJs a l'hilosophy of Critical Mathematics EJ11catior1, pi 911) 
In this last chapter, I review the claims of this thesis and attempt to look forward from them to 
action. 
I set out to investigate the implementation of a gender component within the PGCE course at 
a northern university and the consequences of that intervention upon the working practices of 
a sample of the students-becoming-teachers involved. The implementation of the component 
was the subject of Phase one of the study. In Phase two, I began the follow-up work by 
visiting three of the new teachers in school, observing them at work and interviewing them. I 
had intended that these interviews and visits would be the first of a number but, as I reflected 
on these early results, the focus of my enquiry changed. I had not detected, at this first stage 
in their careers, significant differences in the practices of the three new teachers with respect 
to acting successfully to combat gender inequalities in their schools and classrooms. In 
addition, I could detect no way in which the differences between the three teachers with 
respect to equal opportunities were in tum differentiated with respect to sites of disadvantage. 
However, I did perceive differences in their level of commitment to and in the nature of their 
understanding of equal opportunities: some perceptions and intentions, voiced at the end of 
training, about implementing equality in their classrooms had proved more robust than others. 
I also gained a sense that the ways in which these three teachers related to theoretical 
descriptions of the world were very different, both in what they held knowledge to be and how 
they saw themselves as knowers. These results of my analysis of the Phase two data led, then, 
to a re-focusing of the research in Phase three. I decided to try to characterize teachers 
working for change and to understand what makes and sustains them. Through the dialectical 
interplay of reading, writing, data collection and data analysis, I became convinced that 
teacher epistemo/ogies matter in understanding how it is possible to become and to remain a 
teacher working for change. This is the central theme of the thesis and is elaborated through a 
model of the epistemological perspectives of(beginning and new) mathematics teachers. The 
model describes and explores the consequences of four such perspectives. 
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My conclusion is not that each ofus can be reliably located as having one epistemological 
framework nor that the four perspectives described off er a complete characterization of all 
possible ways of knowing. Rather my claim is that filtering experience through the lens ofthis 
model helps us understand more about becoming/remaining a critical teacher within the given 
locality. Indeed, the research derives whatever catalytic validity (Lather 1986) it has from the 
extent to which each of us who is similarly positioned and who teaches is able to use the 
model to help to resist dominant discourses, to retain a capacity to act and to sustain a vision 
of ourselves as agents of change. 
I use the rest of this chapter to explore some implications of the research for initial teacher 
education, to give a brief summary of the areas I have noted as needing further research and to 
discuss the possibility of change. 
Implications for initial teacher education 
It would be the task of a different work to attempt to lay out in detail what an initial teacher 
education programme might look like that took seriously the conclusion of this thesis: that 
teachers' ways of knowing matter and that they are significant in enabling or working against 
teachers' capacity to promote an emancipatory mathematics curriculum in their schools. Any 
such programme would need to take note that, like us all, the students will be · 
located within a complex web of discourses ... offered many 
ways of seeing and being themselves; many positions to occupy 
... They will draw consciously, or, more likely, unconsciously, 
on the discursive repertoire which resides within them and in 
different degrees and ways either take up or reject the positions 
offered. (Kenway et al 1994, pl92) 
They will be active readers of, and always re-writing, the offered pedagogies of teacher 
education. Critical teacher education, like gender work in schools, in as much as it involves 
trying to make available resistant discourses and to destabilise hegemonic ones, will therefore 
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be 'predicated upon an expectation of tension, ambiguity, instability, contestation and 
resistance' (Kenway et al 1994, p 197). I wish in this chapter to try to elaborate what some of 
the guiding principles might be in devising a critical teacher education programme. In 
particular, I consider the challenge to an apprenticeship model of teacher education, both the 
technicism of the approach and its commitment to being wholly school-based; I note the 
requirement for self-reflexivity and dialogue; and I discuss the role of subject studies. 
Critique of the apprenticeship model of initial teacher education 
The model of ways of knowing constrncted in Chapter 9 identified an epistemology based on 
the authority of self and reason as having strong links with 'inquiry maths' and, through this 
and also independently, with an emancipatory curriculum. The local validity of both links was 
claimed: whether or not those links survive translation into other localities, for students and 
beginning teachers positioned otherwise, is an open question that this research does not 
address. Fostering such an epistemology therefore becomes central to any similarly positioned 
teacher education curriculum which is to be critical and liberatory. 
The key features of the epistemology based on the authority of self and reason are 
- external authority is consulted and subjected to independent critical judgement 
- internal authority is also consulted and subjected to independent critical 
judgement 
- meaning is acknowledged as constructed by the knower 
- knowledcre is understood as contextual and mutable. ;:;;, 
A teacher education curriculum based on these assumptions cannot therefore be one in which 
the neophyte is apprenticed to the expert upon whose knowledge and judgement she or he 
uncritically relies (Rudduck and Wellington 1989). This is a challenge to much of the rhetoric 
(and probably much of the practice) of school-based initial teacher education. Deborah 
Britzman underlines the connection between the apprenticeship model and the maintenance of 
the status quo drawinv out the link with an epistemological perspective based on external 
' ;:;;, 
authority. 
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The myth that experience makes the teacher, and hence that 
experience is telling in and of itself, valorizes student teaching 
as the authentic moment in teacher education and the real 
ground of knowledge production ... In this discourse 
everything is already organized and complete; all tha~ is left to · 
do is to follow preordained paths. The problem is that when 
experience is perceived as map, it is taken to order perceptions 
an~ guarantee essential truths ... what is expressed in actuality is 
a discourse of common sense. (Britzman 1991, p7) 
Within this view, becoming an effective classroom practitioner who is working for change 
cannot be separated from one's development as a 'critical reflective transformative 
[intellectual]' (Hill 1991, p 121 ). someone who is able to look behind the taken-for-granted. 
This is not to deny that practical craft knowledgejs important (see Brown and Mcintyre 1993 
for a useful contextualising of 'craft') but is rather to understand that all educational practices 
are suffused with theory; and therefore need to be a subject of critique. Each practice is part 
of a discourse, perhaps resistant, perhaps hegemonic, which needs to be deconstructed. It 
thus becomes impossible to detach the educational practices of the classroom from a 
theoretical analysis of their meanings. 
People use theory all the time; and it is their personal theories 
which determine how they interpret the world and their 
encounters with people and situations within it. (Eraut 1989, 
pl84) 
It is the job of a critical teacher education curriculum to enable practitioners, student or 
otherwise, to make explicit their own theories and those of others and to subject them to 
independent analysis and judgement. Leaving theory and practice and theory-in-practice 
unexamined cannot but, in general, support the hegemonic discourse of education. As Martin 
Puwell and Jonathan Solity point out, the influences on teachers are not generally 'open, 
understandable and non-manipulative' (Powell and Solity 1990, p6). It is only as personal and 
public theories are elucidated and praxis is developed in the light of experience, evidence and 
the viewpoints of others that we stand a chance of offering some resistance to 'the 
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"normalizing" and "regulative" aspects of dominant discourses [which) operate to subvert 
attempts at fundamental change' (Weiner 1994, p98). 
Developing a theoretical understanding about, and informed by, one's own practice will 
therefore be central to teacher education for change: and, pragmatically, it is not a logical or 
psychological necessity 'that to improve practice we must initially and immediately focus on 
practice' (Goodson 1991, p38). On this basis, the understanding of teaching as an intellectual 
activity needs to be reasserted. Those engaged in initial teacher education who wish to foster 
the development of a teaching force which reflects in a critical 
manner on taken-for-granted assumptions, which can articulate 
reasons for contesting some of the conventional wisdoms about 
pupils, their interests and abilities ... [should] be encouraging 
students to be 'intellectual about being practical'. (Troyna and 
Sikes 1989, p25) 
Also on this basis, it is no longer possible to subscribe to a model of student teacher 
development which deals.firs/ with practical skills and later with reflection on the nature, use, 
embedded ethics and so on of those skills. Since all practice is imbued with moral meaning 
and is the explicit exemplification of (someone's) implicit intentions, such a separation must of 
necessity be incoherent or, if intended, not honest. Teaching is not simply the.aggregation of 
effective techniques: it is a moral activity which integrates practical, cognitive, interpersonal, 
affective and intellectual aspects of the teacher and requires recognising those aspects of the 
learner too. 
It is not a consequence of chance that the apprenticeship model of initial teacher education has 
gained in prominence during a period of governance under the New Conservatism (see Wilkin 
1990). If theory is characterised as separate from practice then practice becomes either the 
acquisition of skills by following the experts (practice validated by external authority) or 'what 
feels right to you' (practice validated by internal authority). Practice becomes atheoretical and 
therefore not subject to independent critical judgement by the student or the practitioner 
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(practice interrogated by the authority of self and reason). Margaret Wilkin has directed 
attention to the rhetorical results of the philosophy of the current government. 
That skills are stressed and theory is either marginalised or 
discredited echoes the belief that theory is empty argument and 
that common sense and getting on with the job are what 
matters. (Wilkin 1990, p20) 
In other words, the elimination of intellectual engagement with practice works to leave 
unchallenged and thus to preserve the status quo. In this discourse, 'common sense' and 
rhetoric replace rational argument from evidence (see, for example, Gipps 1993 and 
Swanwick 1990 for a discussion). Members of the Centre for Policy Studies advocate that 
training should be reduced to 'learning "the tricks of the trade" - the tips that make for 
successful teaching' (Lawlor 1990, p 12) and are deeply critical of PGCE courses which, 
typically, 'expressly state that there is, and should be, a link between theory and practice' 
(Lawlor 1990, p 18), which 'theo1y' includes methods of teaching, the planning ofleaming 
experiences, classroom management, the use of educational aids, evaluation and assessment! 
(See Lawlor 1990, pl6.) Discussion of the notion of'competency' echoes these concerns. 
Essentially it is critical reflexivity which is at issue. The 
competency approach legitimates itself by asserting its self-
evidence rather than by claiming superior reason. Its concern 
with 'transparency' ... presents its own models as simple 
reflections of the real rather than constrncts. (Jones and 
Moore 1993, p395, my emphasis) 
At an epistemological level, then, the technicist, apprenticeship approach to teacher education 
stands opposed to the authority of self and reason and, thus. opposed to a potentially 
liberatory and critical curriculum. 
A key element in the production of the desire for change is the experience of dissonance 
between what we want to do and what we are doing, between the values that we hold and 
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those which are embedded in our current ways of working, between our epistemology and the 
way of knowing that is the taken-for-granted basis for our classroom practice . 
... in order to commit themselves to change teachers must 
reflect on their own experience of schooling, higher education . 
and teaching, and on the view of knowledge that these 
experiences have yielded. The teachers who can claim to 'own 
the problem of change' are those who recognise a potentially 
creative dissonance that they are prepared to confront and deal 
with. (Rudduck 1988, p205) 
This is as relevant to student teachers as it is to established practitioners. Gill Crozier and Ian 
Menter (1993) found that it was very unlikely that such dissonance would be a focal point of 
attention in the school-based element of initial teacher education. Looking at issues of racism 
and sexism, they found rather that, within the school context, both mentors in school and 
university tutors colluded in ignoring and attempting to render invisible matters of potential 
controversy. Critical reflection is less likely to occur when teacher education (initial or in-
service) is wholly based in school. All the students-becoming-teachers whom I visited in 
school, whether teachers working for change or not, welcomed my visits because of the 
opportunity the visits provided to stand back from day-to-day practice of schooling and to 
reflect consciously on their practice. When investigating 'gender leaders', Jean Rudduck 
noticed 
[ o ]ne distinctive feature ... was that they had read about and 
debated these issues - but not, generally, with their own 
colleaoues in their own schools ... Given the pressures on 
.:::, 
teachers during the school day it is not surprising that the school 
is not a site for reflective discourse about fundamental 
educational issues. (Rudduck 1994, p 123) 
It seems equally likely that the school alone will not easily be a site for critical reflection for 
student teachers. (However, see Jaworski and Watson (1994) for a sensitive contribution on 
how to promote student teacher reflection through the mentoring role.) 
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Offering a model of self-re.flexivity 
Teacher education for change seeks to preserve the sense of agency and of ourselves as 
actors. It includes in its definition of the interaction between theory and practice the notion of 
situational understanding (Elliott 1991, p6). 
Situational understanding and the decisions derived from it are 
grounded in an awareness of the self as an active agent in the 
situations to be understood, and therefore as one who is capable 
of influencing the lives of others. (Elliott I 99 I, p 18) · 
Equally with any other teacher. teacher educators are such active agents. Inasmuch as those 
of us who are involved in teacher education are able to draw attention to the dissonance and 
conflicts between our own rhetoric and practice and to offer a model of a way of knowing that 
we bring to bear on our own dilemmas, so far do we contribute towards the possibility of an 
emancipatory curriculum. 
[C]ritical teaching in dominant institutions means that teachers 
are constantly living a contradiction. But possibilities for 
critical work exist within that very contradiction. It is vital that 
teachers recognise not only the structural constraints under 
which they work. but also the potential inherent in teaching for 
transformative and political work. (Weiler 1988, p52) 
I have no reason to suppose that making explicit our own situational understandings, analysis 
of constraints, intentions, decisions, actions and so on - deconstructing the discourse in which 
we are participating and coming to 'understand the assumptions in which we are drenched' 
(Rich 1980, p35) - is easy. On the contrary, my experience is that far from successfully 
disclosing what and how and why I am doing what I do in the classroom, such messages 
mostly remain part of the hidden curriculum despite my intentions to the contrary. However, I 
conjecture that achieving such explicit self-reflexivity, albeit in minor and incomplete ways, 
will contribute to students' capacity, in turn, to critique their own teaching selves, to have 
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some knowledge of how such selves are constructed in the context oflearning to teach and 
'how the selves we produce constrain and open the possibilities of creative pedagogies' 
(Britzman 1991, p2). Magda Lewis notes that 
The challenge of feminist teaching lies for me in the specifics of 
how I approach the classroom. By reflecting on my own 
teaching, I fuse content and practice, politicising them both 
through feminist theory and living them both concretely rather 
than treating them abstractly. (Lewis 1990, p485) 
She offers some examples of strategies she has adopted in the (women's studies) classroom, 
the explicit articulation of which would be part of a self-reflexive critique. Writing in a 
different context, Jane Kenway, Sue Willis, Jill Blackmore and Leonie Rennie have suggested 
that 'a performance metaphor' (Kenway et al 1994. p205) may be useful in de-naturing the 
results of genealogy. in assisting the process of deconstruction. Perhaps it might be possible 
for teacher educators and students in training alike to 
feel a sense of control over difference performance genres, to 
pick up. discard, play and take risks with them, and even to go 
beyond them through improvisation, collage and carnival. 
(Kenway et al 1994, p205) 
Not least such an approach might allow for explicit reflection on the affective consequences of 
the selves we produce,. the pleasure and the pain of different subject positions. So to challenge 
and subvert 'normal' classroom practices is threatening for teacher and student alike and, to 
complete the circle, will only be considered possible by a teacher educator who herself is able 
to assert her world view with the authority of self and reason. Moreover, her epistemological 
perspective will entail a constant demand upon herself to regard as fixed neither that world 
view nor her own identity but to be continuously involved in deconstructing her own practice 
and the discourse(s) of which it is a part. 
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A curriculum based 011 dialogue 
I have claimed in Chapter I O that dialogue is an essential component of an emancipatory 
mathematics classroom. It is also an essential component of a teacher education classroom 
predicated on a critical epistemology. Dialogue, conversation, articulated reflection allow the 
reconstruction of the self. They militate against fragmentation and, by allowing reintegration 
and the ownership of ideas, reinforce the sense of oneself as actor, agent and constructor and 
therefore are potentially liberatory. As well as validating personal authority, talking also helps 
in the process of jumping outside given frameworks, including our own. We rationalize by 
compartmentalizing experience and our understandings of our own behaviour and values; one 
result of talking to one another is to help break down those compartments because the 
boundaries we have thus created are not necessarily recognised by others (Marston 1993). It 
is important that learner teachers have the opportunity to 'face their own practices and other 
people's reactions to them through Lheir 011111 thought framewor!d (Busher et al 1988, p95, my 
emphasis) but also that, through 'real talk' (Belenky et al 1986, pl44), they have the 
opportunity to critique those same frameworks. It is worth repeating here the difference 
between 'real talk' and didactic talk. 
In didactic talk, each participant may report experience, but 
there is no attempt among participants to join together to arrive 
at some new understanding. "Really talking" requires careful 
listening; it implies a mutually shared agreement that together 
you are creating the optimum setting so that half-baked or 
emergent ideas can grow. "Real talk" reaches deep into the 
experience of each participant; it also draws on the analytical 
abilities of each. (Belenky et al 1986, p I 44) 
Such open and collegial talk also helps in understanding ourselves as located in and by a 
variety of positions. Students who are to become teachers working for chang~ must be able to 
s1..stain the paradox of understanding the constructed and contingent nature of knowledge on 
the one hand with the capacity to be committed on the other (Perry, 1970). Belenky et aJ 
(1986) in their study of women found a pattern of such development being dependent upon 
and flourishing as a result of sustained discussion over time with sympathetic peers. I suggest 
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that much of the same pattern of development will be true of other learners who are not part 
of the hegemonic group and who have had to struggle to find an authentic voice. Such 
students are well represented on courses of initial teacher education, which recruit large 
numbers of women and students from families with a working class background. Fostering 
their sense of themselves as being a learning group where the development of the individual 
enhances the development of the group, where ideas are exchanged and respected, where 
expertise is gradually developed and experienced as a group attribute, will contribute to their 
capacity to become authoritative knowers. It is my thesis that this in turn allows their 
development as critical, democratic teachers. (In teacher education, there is also the task of 
helping the development of such a way of talking, listening and knowing in the hegemonic 
group if its members too are to become teachers working.for change.) 
The role of subject studies 
I have raised, in Chapter 9, the question of distinct subject sub-cultures within initial teacher 
education and questioned whether or not we have given them due significance. Here I offer 
some speculation about the two year PGCE route to qualified teacher status. I conjecture that 
it is not chance that the three teachers working for change were each members of a (different) 
two year cohort. 
The two year route at the northern University they attended is structured in the following way. 
The first year is largely devoted to subject studies (although there is a small school experience 
component which allows them twenty days in school during which time they observe teachers 
and individual school students, work with small groups and, if they wish, have an opportunity 
to work with a whole class). Most of these subject study units are taught by tutors who are 
mathematics teacher educators, almost all of whom would espouse 'progressive educator' 
(Ernest 1991) values and some of whom. myself included. would also be striving to attain an 
emancipatory mathematics curriculum. (For a discussion of some of our practices within 
mathematics units, see Povey J 995, reproduced in Appendix 22, and Povey in press, 
reproduced in Appendix 23.) I have claimed elsewhere (Povey in press, see Appendix 23) that 
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some of our students have some of the time been successful in meeting our aims for them -
being in control of their own learning, taking risks, negotiating with other learners, 
acknowledging the personal, 'discovering' the rest of the class, acknowledging passion (cf 
Giroux 1992, especially chapter 3). Some of them have challenged their existing 
understanding of the nature of mathematics and mathematical knowledge. 
I was very sceptical ... but the amazement and sense of 
satisfaction I got ... quite astounded me ... motivation can stem 
from being an active learner. (James, mathematics diary) 
My attitude to mathematics is showing itself I have not 
thought very deeply about the way I think about maths. That is, 
one ofmy misconceptions was that if you can't do maths you 
can look it up in a book and see how someone else has done it. 
They will have been examining the problem from exactly the 
same perspective but they are cleverer and have managed to 
work out the solution. I think that this point of view is 
attributable to my mathematics background where most of my 
experience of maths is algorithmic 'quick fix' solutions to 
standard problems. For some reason, I had disassociated 
mathematical thought from eg sociological thought. I had 
assumed that for maths problems there is one way of solving 
problems leading to correct answers. By doing this course I 
have discovered the obvious. That is, problems can be 
approached in many different ways and conclusions can be 
challenged. This is the first time I have concentrated on 
problems in maths for so long and I have learned that maths 
problems are like other problems - sometimes the solution might 
be a new set of questions and the reward isn't necessarily in the 
solution - but in finding out the way(s) that a problem can be 
tackled. (Michael, mathematics diary) 
one thino seems to lead to another ... Each problem solved ~ . 
raises new questions whose answers raise even m~re questions 
... no matter how fast or slow you are ... there are always new 
questions arising. (Seema, matj1ematics diary) 
When I embarked upon the PGCE I imagined that the first year 
would be a straiohtfonvard revision of maths; a subject which I ~ . 
considered to be elegant, objective and 'issue free' ... It 1s 
impossible to exaggerate the revolution that.occurred. in m7 
thinkino and outlook as a result of the teaching I received m the 
Maths Education Depanment ... it was particularly fascinating 
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... t? debate whcth~r maths can be said to have any objective 
reality_ ... I now believe that the neglect of the history of ideas is 
one of the greatest downfalls of current teaching. Children are 
too often ~resented with a/ail accompli such as Pythagoras• 
theor~m.w1thout_ any mention being made of its development 
and significance ma variety of cultures ... Having discovered 
that maths was more than just elegant I was then to discover 
that it is far from 'issue free• ... the way we were taught, the 
resources we used, and the reading/reflecting we were 
encouraged to do all stimulated thought and I now see how 
many questions were planted during the first year which I have 
never stopped considering. (Frances, final Education 
assignment of PGCE, sent to me after the interviews) 
There are strong suggestions here, then, that the influence on the students of themselves 
pursuing subject studies under the tutelage of a staff group many of whom espouse an 'inquiry 
maths' perspective is significant. 
There are other possible explanations for the willingness of students on this particular course 
to rethink their understanding of the nature of mathematics and mathematics learning. For 
example, it may be that mathematicians are particularly likely to have an absolutist view of 
knowledge and that mathematics convertees, because of their previous subject allegiances; 
enter the university already predisposed to less absolutist ways of thinking; or it may be that 
convertees have a personal history of comparative failure in mathematics and therefore are 
more able to distance themselves from the prevailing, subject-based ways of thinking; or it 
may be that that distance is a fimction of having previously had a different subject allegiance. 
Any or all of these might, if researched, prove valid. Nevertheless, the perception of at least 
some of the students is that studying mathematics within the teacher education context. rather 
than outside it, has been significant in shaping their understandings of the nature of 
mathematics and of teaching and learning. 
If these perceptions were to inform our practice in teacher education, we would no longer be 
happy with the mode of preparing to teach, prevalent in the United Kingdom, of subject 
studies of an appropriate length and to an appropriate standard being undertaken before 
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embarking on professional training. Such a model of initial teacher education is favoured not 
only by, for example, the Centre for Policy Studies which advocates separating training from 
academic study. 
Wherea~ the individual subjects which teachers will teach 
requi~e academic study, the skills of teach~ng are essentially 
practical ones. (Lawlor 1990, p8) 
Such a view is also espoused by, for example, the National Commission on Education. 
Once trainees have become secure in their subjects as we 
recommend, classroom skills are at the heart of teacher training. 
(National Commission on Education 1993, p214) 
Within courses of initial teacher education which already include a subject studies element 
(two year PGCE, two, three and four year undergraduate courses), present national structures 
allow, although they do not require, the integration of professional and subject studies. This 
can be used to provide rich opportunities for students to rethink their understanding of the 
nature of mathematical knowledge and their ways of knowing related to teaching and learning 
based on their own practices as learners. Students can also be encouraged, of course, to mine 
the practices of their tutors for the practical help (see Sikes 1993) essential in implementing a 
liberatory mathematics curriculum; but my thesis is that unless such practice takes as 
fundamental the fostering of an epistemology based on the authority of self and reason it wiJI 
not support the development of teachers working for change. 
No such opportunities exist on the one year training route which takes 'subject knowledge' as 
a prerequisite. The single year is already too full adequately to allow students the opportunity 
to stand back from their practice and as such seems to discourage student reflection: there is 
simply no room to expand this curriculum to include a significant element of subject studies. I 
did not set out to research the issue of subject studies in initial teacher education and further 
work needs to be done. However, on the data presented, the hypothesis that re-viewing 
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subject studies as important to the epistemological perspective of the becoming teacher seems 
plausible. If these observations are sound, then it will not be surprising ifinitial teacher 
education through the one year route does not have much success in enabling students to 
become teachers working for change. It also implies, unsurprisingly, that an emancipatory 
mathematics education as described for school classrooms in Chapter I O must become a 
reality for mathematics classrooms in teacher education too. 
Further research 
I have at various points in this thesis suggested areas in which further research is required and 
have embedded those comments in the context to which they are relevant. I attempt here to 
draw some of those threads together. The first three areas of further research all relate to 
pedagogical theory and practice, the first two of these to the teacher education curriculum and 
the last of these to the school classroom. I also consider the need for further research into 
emancipatory research praxis - what methods and methodologies support critical research? -
in each case pointing to two particular examples. Finally, I indicate the need to deconstruct 
the work of this thesis itself. 
Action research on the professional teacher ed11catio11 curriculum 
The epistemological model I have elaborated may contribute to a framework for developing a 
critical teacher education curriculum. However, as with gender work in schools, the need 
remains to refine both thinking and practice by considering 
the ways in which our work is received and rearticulated by our 
students and our colleagues. Trying to understand why they 
respond in the ways that they do and connecting this to what we 
do as well as to their discursive histories is essential. (Kenway 
' 
et al 1995, p25) 
How does our students' response relate to what we do in the professional teacher education 
classroom? For example, how does our current hidden curriculum support, in unintended 
ways, 'higher education's fundamentally conservative teaching and learning practices' (Leonard 
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1989, p26)? Does 'negotiating the curriculum' (Povey 1992) help develop personal 
epistemological authority? Can students be encouraged to re-interpret pupil behaviour in 
potentially emancipatory ways along the lines, for example, suggested by Sikes, Measor and 
Woods? 
Pupils are part of society, and attitudes change as the social 
climate changes. Some current deviant behaviour may simply 
be an expression of their impacting against an outmoded role -
that of the 'proper teacher' - founded on a system of honour and 
allegiance to inhuman structures and traditions. (Sikes, Measor 
and Woods 1985, p242f) 
(See, also, Mac an Ghaill 1994, p78ffor the challenge offered by middle class mothers to a 
school's dominant, unchanged gender practices.) Would sharing Lacey's analysis of teacher 
socialization strategies (Lacey 1970), by helping students see behind teacher practices, support 
their ability at least to comply only strategically with aspects of schooling they wish to 
oppose? Would our best efforts be most productively employed in enabling students who 
already want to work for change rather than attempting to move those who do not (yet) wish 
to do so? How can we use autobiography (see Abbs 1974, Aspinwall and Drummond .1989, 
Norquay 1990) to enhance liberatory potential? 
Autobiographical method shows the author of the piece the way 
in which he has construed his experience and reveals the ways in 
which curriculum has invaded his own perceptual lens. It 
reveals that this apparent subjectivity is a highly socialized one, 
and carefully tailored to the assumptions about time and space. 
community. knowledge, and power that are the dominant 
ideologies of our society. (Grumet 1981, p 128) 
Has role play a useful place, especially in the exploration of conflict? Can video recordings be 
usd to unsettle/upset 'metaphoric images' of teaching? In what ways might innovative 
curriculum practices - collaborative assessment, peer teaching, learning logs and so on (Dart 
and Clarke 1991) - support emancipatory teacher education? How might such practices be re-
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written by our students? How do we in our pedagogy adequately take note of 'such concepts 
as pleasure, nurturance, pain, blame, shame. risk, investment, fantasy and positionality 
(Kenway et al 1995, p24)? Lastly, and very importantly given current arrangements for 
teacher education in the United Kingdom, is it possible to reconceptualize the partnership 
between the University and schools to their mutual and emancipatory benefit? (See Jaworski 
and Watson 1994 for a thoughtful contribution.) 
Subject studies 
The second area of further research in the teacher education curriculum concerns the role of 
subject studies (as discussed earlier in this chapter). Does pursuing subject studies with 
teacher educators who are committed to an epistemology based on the authority of self and 
reason support the development of students becoming teachers working for change? Does 
previous personal success as a learner in didactic encounters with mathematics make it more 
difficult to challenge those practices? As Leone Burton has noted, if prospective teachers 
come from successful experience of didactic learning, very likely 
for example in the case of the Postgraduate Certificate of 
Education (PGCE) student who has already gained a degree in 
mathematics, and their teaching practices are within the same 
mode, any questioning ofits efficacy by the teacher education 
institution is more likely to fall on deaf ears. (Burton l 992c, 
p380) 
What practices in the mathematics classroom encourage the development of an emancipatory 
epistemology in student teachers? What devices are there for articulating such practices and 
making them explicit objects for reflection? (See Povey in press. Appendix 23, for a 
contribution to this research.) How do our students rewrite those practices and how does this 
relate to the discourses within which they are positioned and within which they position 
themselves? 
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'Control' in the classroom 
The third area of further pedagogical research concerns 'control' in the classroom. Jn this 
research I came across hints that the issue of classroom control may be significant in 
understanding the ditliculties that (many) teachers experience in implementing an 
emancipatory curriculum. For example, consider Simon who seemed to have redefined 
himself as now being not a teacher working for change. (See Chapter 11.) He wrote 
I didn't expect to become quite the authoritarian I am now. It 
became.obvious to me though after a few months of teaching 
that I needed to feel in control. It makes me feel better when I 
know that my classroom is a safe place ... (Simon) 
There is a need to ask 
... what [is it] about control which makes us so scared oflosing 
it. Who really needs the control - is it the teachers or the 
learners? Children seem to live comfortably in confused chaos 
from an early age. They cope with multiple disordered stimuli 
by ignoring most of the chaos and stressing only a small section 
which they then choose to work on ... If we accept that tightly 
controlled classrooms have been inhibiting learning, should we 
not also consider the possibility that learning cannot take place 
unless there is confusion and conflict? (Breen 1990, p39) 
How do teachers conceptualise 'control'? What does 'control' have to do with learning? What 
has teachers' control to do with students 'being in control of their own learning'? Is being out 
of control the opposite of being in control? What is the relationship between (good) order and 
control? What are the various discourses of which 'control' is apart? How should these be 
deconstructed? My conjecture is that working on these questions will tell us more about 
emancipatory education. 
Methodology and methods 
It has been my intention in this thesis also to contribute to the development of critical research 
methodology and associated research methods. There is much scope for further research: I 
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draw attention here to two issues amongst many. One of the areas which needs considerable 
further work (and which is contemporarily an on-going theoretical concern for feminists) is 
that of difference, an issue which has not been addressed within this research. Part of the 
tangle here is to value diversity and to understand that the construction of a false homogeneity 
contributes to the production of hegemonic discourse whilst at the same time allowing for the 
possibility of inter-subjectivity and non-oppressive dialogue. 
The occasional experience of radical incommensurability shoul~ 
not obscure the much more important point that, despite 
enormous diversity, our ways of thinking and speaking about 
our world also exhibit striking commonalities. (Burbles and 
Rice I 99 I, p408) 
I have acknowledged within the research the limitations of its scope with respect to locality 
but I have not, in any satisfactory way, positioned myself and the model I have developed in 
its wider historical and cultural location. To do so would increase the possibility of'dialogue 
across differences' (Burbles and Rice 1991, p393) and would contribute to the task of 
developing an emancipatory politics of location. What is needed is a two-sided strategy which 
allows for the use of the constrnct of, for example, 'emancipatory practice' without 
essentializing particular actions, which avoids 'cultural relativism, liberal pluralism and 
anything goes-ism' (Kenway et al 1994, p206) whilst at the same time not constructing a false 
universalism that fails to recognise difference in positionality. We need an understanding of 
difference which permits also of a shared vision and some common foundations for action 
while at the same time avoiding a fiction of unity. (See Kenway et al 1994, especially p206-
207, and Lennon I 995 for two recent contributions to the debate.) 
There is also a need for fu,1her work in exploring how it is possible both to continue 'to 
wrestle with the postmodern questioning of the Just for authoritative accounts' {Lather 1991, 
p85) whilst at the same time also interrupting this with emancipatory thought and action. Is 
research possible which does not entail the production of'authoritative accounts'? How, if at 
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all, is it possible for me to speak out without being authoritarian? Is this the same question or 
a different one? In turn, is emancipato1y research possible? It would seem to demand 
dialectical practices [ which] require an interactive approach to 
res~arch that inv!tes reciprocal reflexivity and critique, both of 
which guard against the central dangers to praxis-oriented 
empirical work: imposition and reification on the part of the. 
researcher. (Lather 1991, p59) 
Does this mean that the scope of emancipatory research is limited to those arena in which all 
the participants have the resources and the inclination to engage in 'reflexivity and critique'? 
Does all other research necessarily involve us as 'the intellectual who both objectifies and 
speaks for others' (Lather 1991, p 15) and leave us charged with political vanguardism? 
It is also the case that much further work is needed in developing the methods of democratic 
research. Such work will not be separate from the theoretical considerations above (and 
others) but will involve the development of praxis. Again, briefly, I offer two examples. First, 
as I discussed in Chapter 2, I found comparatively little guidance on using gro~p participation 
within research. For convenience, I repeat here some of the questions I asked there. What is 
the significance of the other roles the group participants play for each other? Is it particularly 
significant if those other roles are part of a hierarchical structure? Is it possible to bring to the 
group setting any sense at all of equality if, outside the group, relations of dominance exist 
between the members? What is the impact of a perceived difference in knowledge base 
between the participants, and especially between the researcher(s) and the rest? How is 
interviewing a group different from a group conversation? How else might the group task be 
described/analysed? If the researcher(s) have an agenda of enquiry, in what sense, ifat all, can 
the agenda be understood as democratically negotiated if not every member of the group sees 
themselves as a researcher? What is the significance of how and by whom the group is 
instigated? Do the feelings of the researcher(s) offer any information? Does~ group setting 
offer any protection against over disclosure? Or, conversely, does the group setting put 
pressure on the members to disclose more than they otherwise would? Is this pressure 
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illegitimate? Who decides? What methods of recording are legitimate or helpful or 
appropriate? In the Afterword and comme11ta1y, I experimented both by introducing the 
participants to each other and also by invoking their critique of the (almost) final research 
'product', not with a view to i11cmporati11g their reflections but endeavouring to have their 
critique stand alongside my work. Does either aspect of this experiment offer any insights into 
working with research participants as a group? 
Second, I have also experimented modestly with aspects of form in the writing of and in this 
thesis with various intentions, including that of destabilising the academic reader/writer couple 
and of making explicit some self-reflexivity. What ways of reporting on and writing about 
research might contribute to a critical purpose? Has any of the devices I have employed 
effectively addressed either of these aims? How, if at all. can such academic writing defend 
itself against the charge of being simply a mannered conceit, part of the 'dangerous game' (Hill 
and Cole 1993) of a (decadent) postmodernism? How, ifat all, can I use text, contrariwise, to 
mitigate 'my own inescapable complicity in practices of cultural production' (Lather 1991, 
p85)? 
Deco11st111clio11 
Last, but not least, there is the need to deconstruct the model I have produced, to understand 
how I have been seduced into participating in patterns of dominance, how I have conspired 
with the technologies of power despite {partially) critical intentions. The model I have created 
like 
... each new theory produced has to be subject to a 
deconstructivist critique from its own marginalities, in a process 
without closure or finitude. (Lennon 1995, p 141) 
Such a deconstruction will help alert us to emancipatory discourses' own 'particular 
dominating tendencies; to their potential dangerousness' (Kenway et al 1995, p 1, after 
Foucault). 
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\Vorking for change in teacher education 
There is no reason to suppose that current policy makers will have any sympathy with the 
thrust of this research. We know little as yet of the philosophy of teacher education held by 
the current Secretary of State for Education and Employment nor that which will underpin the 
Teacher Training Agency; but it seems reasonable to assume that they will not deviate 
significantly from that previously adopted by the current _administration as expressed by the 
Prime Minister, 
I also want reform of teacher education. Let us return to basic 
subject teaching, not courses in the theory of education. 
Primary teachers should learn how to teach children to read, not 
waste their time on the politics of gender, race and class. 
(Major 1992) 
and echoed by his then Secretary of State for Education. 
Just as we need to ensure that our children are well taught, so 
we need to be certain that our teachers are practically trained -
not with the discredited theories of the 1960s, but as much as 
possible at the chalkface, in the classroom. (Patten 1992) 
Discussing the work ofBourdieu, Giroux describes the view that 
Education is seen as an important social and political force in 
the process of class reproduction ... it is precisely the relative 
autonomy of the educational system that ... [ enables it] to 
conceal the social function it performs ... (Giroux 1983, p88) 
However, it is also this relative autonomy that allows for the possibility of change. Moreover, 
although the dominant discourse is always likely to be antithetical to destabilising the status 
quo, the notion of hegemony 
does not entail that the ensemble of descriptions that circulate in 
society comprise a monolithic or seamless web, nor that 
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domi~ant groups exercise an absolute top-down control of 
meam~g. On the contrary, 'hegemony' designates a process 
wherem cultural authority is negotiated and contested. It pre-
supposes that societies contain a plurality of discourse and 
discursive sights, a plurality of positions and perspectives from 
which to speak ... conflict and contestation are part of the story. 
(Fraser 1992, p 179, quoted in Ken way et al 1994, p 190) 
Returning to where this thesis began, there is no reason to suppose that change in educational 
practice is easy. Not least should we heed the warnings given by Madeleine Grumet who 
advocates rooting out optimism, resisting integration and being suspicious of solutions and of 
'our most cherished and most comfortable ideologies' (Grumet 1981, p 122). She continues 
The problem of studying the curriculum is that we are the 
curriculum. It is we who have raised our hands before 
speaking, who have learned to hear only one voice at a time, 
and to look past the backs of the heads of our peers to the eyes 
of the adult in authority. It is we who have learned to offer 
answers rather than to ask questions, not to make people feel 
uncomfortable, to tailor enquiry to bells [and] buzzers ... 
(Grumet 1981, pl22) 
Nevertheless, it seems that we can do something, albeit in contradictory and limited ways, in 
striving to challenge the dominant discourse of education, to wrest some discursive authority -
that is, to ask who controls the agenda (Weiner 1994, plOO} - from the supporters of the 
status quo, to constmct, in part, a counter-hegemony (Weiler 1988). Gaby Weiner has 
pointed out that 
belief in state policy as a means of addressing equality (let alone 
feminist) issues is at an all time low. What is, nevertheless, 
important to remember is that alongside current official 
curriculum discourse which cannot be viewed as other than 
regressive, interest and commitment to eradicating inequalities 
in education goes on ... (Weiner 1994, p48} 
It is, of course, necessary to be realistic about how much impact an initial teacher education 
course can have on behaviour in classrooms. It is bound to provide, at best, only the first 
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steps on a pathway. (To continue the analogy, if that pathway later peters out, it does not 
mean that the first steps should not have been taken. Rather it means that bulldozers need to 
be employed to take it further!) Nevertheless, for me it is the site in which I find myself and 
thus becomes the arena in which I attempt to express my 'faith in the necessity of struggling to 
create a better world' (Giroux I 983, p242). I know that the work of this thesis has been a 
catalyst (Lather 1986) for the development of my praxis: I hope too that it has made a 
contribution to the working lives of those who have participated in it with me. Perhaps it may 
also make a small contribution to the community of those who embrace a commitment to 
. 
social justice, who have a belief that things might be other than as they are and who nourish a 
hope that they will be so. 
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Afterword and commentary 
The Aflenvord and Comme11ta1y is intended as an attempt to subvert 'the researcher's ability to 
police knowledge' (Lather 1991, p 100). A good indication of my intentions is given by a letter 
I wrote to my supervisor after I had finished the draft of Chapters 9, 10 and 11. 
I am thinking about going back to my three teachers working 
· for change and asking them to read [these three chapters] and 
then to meet together as a group with me and discuss it. This 
would not be in the spirit of a 'member check' and would not be 
intended to cause me to rewrite (though of course this will be · 
bound to happen to a greater or lesser extent). Rather it would 
be an attempt to engage with issues of honesty, to mitigate in 
some small way the objectification of the research participants 
that I have failed to avoid and to raise, again in some small way, 
some issues about narrative, text and the construction of 
meaning. It would be offered in the spirit of a postscript; coda, 
comment on the research. (personal communication, May 
1995) 
To my delight and terror the participants all agreed and met at my house one summer evening. 
The record of the conversation between myself and the participants is based on audio and 
video tapes and is a transcription constructed by me: it contains minor editing of repetitions, 
grammatical slips and so on; occasional editing for brevity; and some loss of dialogue due to 
poor recording. Other.vise, the text is an attempt to re-present to you the conversation as I 
heard it when I replayed the tapes. 
Hilary The reason I wrote to each of you and asked you if you would be prepared to 
meet each other and also to talk about what I'd written was because I found it 
ve1y ve1y strange to go and meet people and talk to them and talk to them for a 
John 
Matthew 
John 
Matthew 
Frances 
John 
Hilary 
Frances 
John 
Frances 
l~ng time ~nd then to .go a~ay a~d write about them. It just felt a very 
distorted kmd of relat1onsh1p ... 1t feels like making people into objects when 
you go ~nd talk to them and talk to them for a long time and then you go away 
~nd y~u re the only person, you make this thing up about them ... I'm not 
mtendmg · .. to really rework what I've written. I intend to leave that to stand 
and then to say yes but look here, there's this other point of view ... 
[It was very strange reading the transcripts.] It just seemed like a jumble of 
stuff that didn't seem to make a great deal of sense at all, that's not what I 
thought I was saying at the time, I think the essence of it is there but it seems 
strange. 
But your two were a lot less jumbled than mine. That might be a subjective ... 
I think it probably is .. What I thought was there was more of you two [in the 
chapter] than there was of me so that yours made more sense than mine but I 
thought yours two looked quite unjumbled so maybe it is purely subjective, you 
like to come across as more sophisticated or whatever ... but it seems alright to 
me, the quotes ... 
Unless the bits quoted are the best bits. 
There's an awful lot between the quotes, that's what I was thinking, there's all 
the other stuff that you said in between the little bits that've been picked out. 
But even those bits ... don't seem to make sense. They obviously made sense 
to you otherwise you wouldn't have put them in, would you? 
No 
Its very strange to hear yourself speak which is sort of what you do when you 
read through the transcript and think 'Is that what I sound like?' and 'Do I really 
think that?' 
I went through paranoid episodes when I thought 'I used to sound more 
eloquent than that, I must have done myself some damage, lost a few brain 
cells. But perhaps not, if everyone else feels the same. That was the main 
thing I found with it. It seemed quite jumbled ... it didn't seem to portray 
exactly what I was trying to say, although I think that the quotes that you've 
chosen are very relevant and I would say them again ... 
When I read the chapter, I felt quite pleased, I thought I'm happy to be slotted 
into that model (laughs). I'm not sure that's really what I live _up to at all ~ut it 
definitely appealed. But I feel quite pleased about the transcnpt now, havmg 
all that written down, because when I read it again I thought 'Hmmm I'm n~t 
sure what I think about some of these things now'. It was just nice to have 1t as 
a record really of where I was at at that time, like finding old letters and 
thinking 'Hmm how have I moved on or changed or what were_ the things that 
were significant then?' 
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Yes, th~t's true · ·: and it depends what sort of day you've had, what mood 
yo~ re m at the _tune, the~e's a lot of things - maybe it doesn't change your 
beliefs o~ your ideas ~ut 1t may change the emphasis you put on things. Some 
of the things that I said perhaps I would have said differently had it been a 
different time. 
I thought that as well. When I was reading it I felt 'I remember what I was 
thinking and feeling in that week' and some of the things that had happened 
t:,,vo and three weeks previously, particularly things at that particular point in 
time - a~d
1 
although, u~derlying it, yes, I think it's what I believe in, and still do, 
perhaps tt II change a bit, the emphasis ... 
Yes but one of the characteristics might be that you might be the sort of person 
who does change their underlying theories -
- yes that's true -
- that experience affects you. 
Did you have any sense about this thing of being kind of objectified? Or did it 
not feel like that when you read about it? ... 
I didn't think it was a problem at all. I didn't feel (like that]. I think probably I 
felt flattered that I was one of the three teachers - particularly when you read 
what we said in contrast to the other people. 
It's interesting, though, because you wonder if someone else had had all the 
transcripts and some different ideas that they wanted to express about teachers 
whether I could have been in a group with two completely different teachers 
and you could have been in another group with some other teachers and they 
would have sort of set up a model and used our quotes, just completely 
different quotes but to fit it with a different sort of structure. 
Yes I know what you mean. 
So to a certain extent it's picking things to fit an argument or a way oflooking 
at something. It just happened to be a way of looking at things that I feel quite 
comfortable about (laughs). 
Yes that's true, you obviously looked for quotes which backed up what you 
wanted, you used the quotes to inform what you wrote ... 
I found it very flattering, and in fact it's probably had quite a positive effect, in 
fact I can feel it's having a positive effect at the minute already in a couple of 
ways. When I read it, I felt 'Hey there are people !~inking ~imilarly to m;' and 
that was very positive and really good and then - 1t s tlattenng and there s a 
sense of me thinking 'This is like [there's something of] the emperor's new 
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clo~hes about it, like 'This is the sort of teacher I am' and someone else will be 
saymg 'You're naked!' -
(all laugh) 
- be:ause its not like that really at all. But there's things in there to aspire to 
~nd m. that sense, when you said 'Do I feel like an object?', you came to 
mterv1ew me and that was nice and at the time I found it useful to have an 
oppo~unity to think about what I was doing and then I forgot completely 
about_ it. And then, when you said 'Can I send you the transcript?', that was the 
first time. I thought about it ... It's not been a one way process, I've benefited 
~rom ~avmg a look at those [things]. It's changed me, it's altered me, being 
mterv1~wed by you changed my practice - I think - and then reading the 
trans~npt has changed my practice, looking at [the chapters] has changed my 
practice, so that's not a person who's just being an object, is it? 
No, I agree ... 
It also makes you wonder to what extent the staffroom is a safe environment 
for talking, because you think 'Why haven't I had some of these conversations 
in the staffroom?' ... 
What do you think about what I claim? Do you think it makes·any difference 
at all what people think truth claims are based on? Because i am suggesting it 
matters. 
Yes I think it matters. 
Yes I think it matters as well ... 
It's quite unusual even to think about it. If you actually consider the question 
'Does it make a difference?' then that automatically means you are thinking 
about it in a certain sort of way anyhow ... 
I think it definitely, definitely must affect how you teach. I suspect that a lot of 
teachers fall into the category of never [being aware that they] think that you 
know things because someone else has told you them, because it seems that 
[ would be] such a fundamental threat to our education system. Probably if 
you're the sort of person who thinks that you know things because that's how 
you feel, I suspect quite a lot of those people become casualties of the 
teachino profession and give up because it must just be so desperately upsetting 
all the time that the feelings of the people in front of you just will not conform 
to how you think it should be. 
We're bound to think it matters, aren't we, if we're this sort of teacher? 
I wonder what sort of difference it makes. I mean I'm not actually sure that I 
do ... that I necessarily actually think like that ... It's a lot more unconscious 
than that and just trying to let things happen really and see what happens. [It's] 
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more relaxed than that and more unconscious. But in terms of'How does it 
make a difference?', it's quite hard to see really because on one level you can 
l~ok at perhaps two cla
1
sses and their teachers are working in very very 
different ways and they re getting the same results ... 
What do you call a result? 
Academically. It feels like it ought to make a difference, it feels like it ought to 
be a better way to teach and that ought to lead to greater motivation and that 
ought to lead to other things, but I don't know. On an individual level, I can 
see that it does make a difference, there was a girl this week who was very 
upset about her SATS result ... but I'm not sure what I do in the classroom all 
the time makes a difference. I don't know, is that too negative? 
If the whole of your attitude is along those lines then presumably it's possible it 
might make a difference, if you've got that approach all the time, that it'll make 
a difference, that something will stick. But you can't guarantee it, you see them 
for an hour and a half a week or whatever, but I don't think it's a reason for 
giving up because if you only just change her opinion of herself, the way she 
views things -
I think that as they go around the day, trolling from one part of the school to 
another, I think the kids are really aware of how the different classrooms with 
different teachers have a completely different feel to them, different things are 
expected, you feel differently, you behave differently, the whole set up in 
different teachers' classrooms is different. I think they're acutely aware of that. 
Yes I think they are as well. 
I'm convinced of it ... 
How you're teaching and how you think they're learning does just affect 
dramatically what happens in the classroom and what they think about it. 
May I ask you a bit about how I tried to describe what I called the way of 
knowing that I thought linked to 'inquiry maths' and which I thought were 
sometimes your ways of knowing ... I'm describing you very much as 
individual, as though there's no - reducing the kind of social context ... it's very 
kind of like personal, individual. 
There's like this sense that you go along this path and you go through these 
stages of different, inferior ways of knowing and
1 
then _e
1
ve?tually you ge~ this 
revelation called the 'authority of self and reason and 1t s hke - I feel a bit 
sceptical really, I'm not sure it quite works that way. And als? there's this little 
suspicion - is that being held up as being the best way of looking at the world 
because that's the way that most academics look at the world (laughs). 
I liked the idea that in different areas of your life or possibly even in one area of 
your life you could know different things in different ways, that you could 
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actually be all ~our of those things simultaneously or go in and out of them and 
that there are times when you might, in one area of your life, you might be able 
to take things from outside and take things from inside and do all kinds of 
juggling with them and feel very at peace and comfortable and in another area 
of your life feel completely silent and as though you don't know anything ... 
If there's something in common between the four ofus then maybe there's a 
commonness in having a curiosity about wanting to know about why things 
happen rather than just simply accepting them, and that's not necessarily true 
for everybody and I'm not sure - and I know that you say it's a model of 
knowledge and so in that sense that's fine - but I'm not sure that it's generally 
true for everybody ... for them to actually express themselves, the question of 
knowing about things isn't necessarily the most important thing ... and the thing 
about it not being an endpoint, about changing and about different parts being 
in different ways - is that, maybe, it's very natural for people who - that 
restlessness. 
I'm not sure that everybody puts themselves in positions that are going to 
challenge themselves. I think some people run a mile. But everybody ornearly 
everybody has to make decisions, and to make decisions you have to decide 
that you know what the best thing is to do in that situation, whether that's in the 
classroom or in some other part of your life. Therefore you have to have some 
way of saying 'This is how I know this is what I should do' even if all that way 
is that I don't know. 
That depends on whether you believe in determinism or free will ... 
Do you believe that? 
Determinism? No I'm not a determinist but I don't believe entirely in free will 
either ... 
But you still think you're making the decision. 
You have the illusion that you're making the decision. 
People makina history but not in circumstances of their own choosing ... 
People do make choices but, as you say, it's within constraints ... the idea of 
what you should be doing and actually what you can. do because - and.that I 
thought was missing -you have to be aware of the c1r~umstances an~ 1t alm~st 
was like there was this model of this wonderful emancipatory educat10n and its 
like 'What?' (laughs). End of the 20th century, end of 16 years ofToryism. 
I thouoht maybe the model was too limited because I heard ... that, for 
instan;e, in Thailand they never, ever make d~cisions based on lo~ic, th~y 
always base it on feeling ... so what you've said _may be t~e f~r this particular 
culture but there's more to it than the western vtew ofthmgs, 1t may be [some 
people] have a different way of reaching decisions. 
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Th~re's an implication that it's not just a description of us ... its also meant to 
pomt to a way forward, this is perhaps how teachers should be classed in terms 
oft earners ... I'm not sure - this relates back to what I said before about the 
c~assroom, how much difference does it make? I'm wondering how much 
d1ff erence the w~y that a course is structured makes anyway, maybe it's a much 
~o.re personal thmg. Reading some of those things there, it almost seems 
mc1dental that we're teachers and maybe ifwe were all doing something else 
we'd all have similar attitudes about that. I'm less dogmatic than I have been in 
the past, even the recent past ... but that isn't anything to do with - I wonder 
how much that has to do with - say, a teacher training course. 
I think it's true that some people will enter something like a training course 
with ears to hear and some people less so. But even so I would have thought 
you could structure the course to encourage people to question what they're 
going to be doing just as you can in the classroom or you can structure it to say 
'This is what maths teaching needs to be like so we'll give it you on day one and 
see if you can be like that by the time you leave'. 
If we all change a bit, or ifit only affects four people out of the whole course 
[it's still worthwhile]. 
There are also points at which it seems change is more possible, although it's 
not necessarily predictable although certain environments, certain situations 
help it. Maybe it's worth thinking about how you create opportunities for 
those sort of changes to occur, they're not going to happen all the time, but 
those opportunities for people to say 'Hey'. 
And you have to accept that there are going to be some people who are going 
to resist that. There was even one person on that course who, with quite a 
startling degree of self knowledge in a sense, would say 'I would like to think 
like that I would like to have those kind of ideas and views and try to do those 
' kinds of things, but I just don't think I can'. 
Both Frances and Matthew have asked to read the whole of the thesis (perhaps John felt less 
the need to do this having participated in Phase one and Phase two as well as in Phase three) 
and have expressed interest in and a commitment to themselves researching their praxis and 
the nature of schooling. (Matthew has also written to me about his response to Chapters 9, 10 
and 11. Extracts from these form Appendix 15 and see below.) 
I have tried to stay faithful to my intention to allow the Afterword and Commentary to stand 
alongside the rest of my text, to still the dialectical, reflexive process. There are two 
exceptions to this. I made changes to the introductory section of Chapter 9 and, most of 
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Chapter 12 being written after the conversation took place although before this coda was 
constructed, the conclusion to the thesis has inevitably been influenced by their reflections. It 
seems appropriate to finish with a further comment from Matthew. 
A methodological puzzle for you:- being interviewed by you 
and now reading the interviews undoubtedly has led me to 
refl:ct more on th~ issues you are concerned with and so change 
my ideas and practice (and vice versa?). If it doesn't sound too 
pretentious I would say that it's a wonderful example of the 
dialectical relationship between observer and observed/ 
objective and subjective. 
A solution? I came across the following quote ( or rediscovered 
it) through interest in other matters and it made me think of 
conversations I have with K __ and also of my feelings about 
being an 'object' of research. 
Objectivity does not mean detachment, it means respect; 
['to be able to see it as it exists according to its own 
nature'] that is, the ability not to distort and to falsify 
things, persons and oneself. But does not the subjective 
factor in the observer, his [sic] interests, tend to distort 
his thinking for the sake of arriving at desired results? Is 
not the lack of personal interest the condition of 
scientific inquiry? The idea that lack of interest is a 
condition for recognising the truth is fallacious ... What 
matters is not whether or not there is an interest but 
what kind of interest there is and what its relation to the 
truth will be. (Erich Fromm, Man for Himself) 
I began this research thinking within an action research paradigm and about my own practice 
and that of my colleagues as teacher educators. Working with John, Frances and Matthew; 
discussing the thesis with a past teacher education student now research colleague and friend; 
noting ( small) changes in the self I construct; and this Afterword and Commentary give me 
courage to believe that the work has had, at least, catalytic validity {Lather 1986), both for me 
and also for them as teachers and as (practitioner) researchers. I hope that it will have such 
validity for you, the reader, and perhaps (who knows?) also some members of the wider 
community. 
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Appendices 
Appendix 1 
Research participants and nature of participation 
Individual~ mentioned ~11 t~e en!pirical research by pseudonym, giving nature, of 
participat1011. Cohort is given 111 brackets: 11989-90, 2 1990-91, 3 1991-1992, 4 1993-94. 
Phase one 
Sandra (1) 
Pete (1) 
John (1) 
Mick (1) 
Andy (1) 
Richard (1) 
Mary (1) 
Carol (1) 
Joanna (1) 
Kevin (1) 
Wayne (1) 
Bob (1) 
Carrie (1) 
(Mavis) (1) 
Phase two 
John (1) 
Joanna (1) 
Wayne (I) 
Phase three 
John (I) 
Kevin (1) 
Wayne {I) 
Janet (2) 
Beth (2) 
Simon {2) 
Sara (2) 
Matthew (3) 
Frances (4) 
Seema (4) 
James (4) 
Michael (4) 
TP questionnaire Interview 
* * 
* 
* * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* * 
* 
* 
* 
* * 
school visits and interview 
school visits and interview 
school visits and interview 
interviews, video taped discussion 
questionnaire 
TP file 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
telephone conversation and brief interview 
questionnaire 
school visit and brief interview 
questionnaire 
conversation during training 
school visits and interviews, correspondence 
school visit and interviews, university coursework, video taped discussion 
mathematics diary 
mathematics diary 
mathematics diary 
Appendix 2 
Jntervie,v schedule for Phase one 
SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 
Ask permission for the interview to be taped. If the interviewee declines 
be prepared to take notes and tor these to be validated at the end by the 
interviewee. (l t will be much better it the person can be persuaded to be 
taped! ) · 
Before the first question check that the tape recorder is working correctly 
and that the recording level is good quality. This will depend on the 
position of the tape recorder and how loud the voices are. Your voice needs 
to be heard as much as the interviewees. Please don't forget that the 
recording has to be transcribed by·a secretary who has io have the clearest 
possible recording to hear properly. 
I.What subject/age phase are you taking on the PGCE? 
2, What did you do before you came on this course'! 
3.Were you one of the leaders of the student led seminars on gender. 
4.How would you rate your awareness of gender issues in education before 
the beginning of the course. 
very high'? high'? quite good? medium'! low? 
5.Do you think the amount of time spent on the course was 
Far too much Too much About right Too little Far too little 
F'rompr.: Any distinction between parr.s 01 the course eg App.£0?, ~·uoject? 
In what ways was there <too much/too little etc.):' 
b. What specific input have you had on gender aJ in Applied Education 
b} in the rest ot the course 
/,What factual information a.bout gender issues have you learned during the 
course. 
·s.Compared with all other influences how much do you think a person•s 
gender determines their achievement in school':' 
a great deal/ quite a lot/ as much as anything else/ not much/ not at all 
Prompt: Once they have chosen asK tor clariii.cation. 
9.Are there any aspects of this issue that the course ignored or failed to 
cover adequately? 
Prompt: Why do you think they should be included? 
10.Are there any aspects that you have been involved in that you would 
recommend to be used with other students in the future':' 
Prompt: Be precise. Why would you recommena it'? 
11,Are there any aspects of the course that you think should be 
discontinued':' 
Prompt: Be precise. Why would you ctiscon tinue it? 
12. What does Equal Opportunities mean to you':' 
13.Have you changed your ideas as to what Equal Opportunities means? 
Prompt: Do you behave/respond differently in any way now? 
14.What has most affected your thinking concerning gender since September?. 
Prompts: a) specific iormal inputs within the course? 
b) other experiences related to the course? 
c) experiences unrelated to the course? 
15.What do you understand by positive action concerning gender in schools? 
16.Will you take any steps to reduce gender bias when in your job next 
September? 
Prompt: What steps exactly? uwn classes only/ In the rest oi the school? 
17.Do you think that sexism affects or has affected you1 
Prompt: lls a woman? As a man? 
18.Is there anything that you would like to say that you have not had a 
chance to say so far·:' 
Thank you tor takinf; po,·t; .111 this .inle1·v1ew. 
Appendix 3 
Teaching practice questionnaire from Phase one 
, .. 
,.:,GCE LATER YEARS MATHEMATICS 
During the holidays we would be grateful if you would complete the 
de ta i l s be 1 ow • 
Name: • • ••••••••••••• • • ••••••••• • •••• 
1, List the criteria you yourself used to evaluate your performance 
during TP with repect to Equal Opportunities (Section 12 on the 
proforma) • 
"' i. • Write down your evaluation of your performance in this ca1egory 
with repect to the criteria you have identified in Qu.l. 
l. Give specific examples, if you can, of observations you made 
while on TP of sexist behaviour and/or materials in use in 
mathematics lessons. 
·4, Give specific examples, if you can, of actions you took while on 
TP to mitigate against sexism in mathematics lessons . 
.. 
l 
I 
I 
I 
f 
t 
s. Give, if you can, specific examples of how in retrospect you 
could have modified something you did whilst on TP to reduce the 
effects of gender bias in mathematics teaching. 
6. Which, if any, issues relating to gender and mathematics do you 
feel more conscious of now that you have been an TP. Why? 
7. Before TP we asked you to complete a sheet about your- own 
mathematical expertise/qualities. Did you try to use l!us w; :..:1 
children during TP? 
3. Hilary set up a classroom monitoring activity with you. Did you 
participate in this during TP? 
If so, 
(a) What did you monitor? 
(b) What were the outcomes? 
(c) How, if at all, would you modify such an excercise in 
? 
future 
q, 
10. 
What further input on Gender issues would you like to see in 
Maths? 
Next term ~e would like to address other Equal Opportunities 
issues with you in respect of mathematics teaching and learning. 
(a) What other EO issues do you feel should be addressed? 
(b) What sorts of inputs would you like to see? 
(c) What can you offer? 
If you feel there are other comments you would like to make about 
the EO component of the Course, your own feelings /attitudes etc 
please add them below. 
Many thanks 
Appendix 4 
Responses to teaching practice questionnaire from Phase one, 
section 9 
Replies to teaching practice q11estio1111aire, section 9 
in relation to girls needing more of a discussion approach - I feel I could benefit from more 
work on how to promote mathematical discussion (Sandra) 
resources without gender bias (Mavis) 
more hard facts where they exist and something on the hidden curriculum and teacher 
behaviour (Pete) 
suggestions for lessons and sessions confronting the issues enabling attitudes to be expressed, 
discussed etc. (John) 
any - possibly how to tackle sexism with colleagues coupled with sexism in the institution of 
the school (Mick) 
advice on ways to encourage girls to have greater confidence on computers (Carol) 
any further means of reawakening the interest of girls who have switched off (Joanna) 
how to encourage girls who only have a very narrow view of their future and think 
mathematics is only for boys (Wayne) 
more practical help. I feel I am fairly aware of the problems girls face with maths but find it 
difficult to counter these (Bob) 
need to read up myself really - not sure how profitable work in the group would be. although 
might be interesting to get other perceptions now we've all had some experience (Carrie) 
' 
Appendix 5 
Draft timetables from Phase one 
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Appendix 6 
Self assessment in mathematics questionnaire from Phase one 
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Appendix 7 
Letter to headteachers in Phase two 
i 
I 
I 
f 
i 
Dear·-· 25 April 1992 
I am employed as a lecturer at the Mathematics Education Centre at and am the Subject 
Leader for the mathematics component of the PCGE Later Years course. I am currently undertaking a 
research study designed to enable us to have a better understanding of how to make our course of long 
tenn relevance to our students. We are very concerned to address not just their short term needs but 
also to provide a basis in their initial training for the many years of school teaching which we hope lie 
ahead. 
With this in mind I am presently following up those PGCE students who were studying at-
-during the year 1989-90. One of these ex-students, , is a member of your 
staff and I would very much like to visit him in school. I have written to I and he is happy for me to 
do so. Would you be willing for me to visit 1111n school and perhaps to observe one or two of his 
classes (simply as a 'friend' in the classroom)? If you are willing for me to do so, I shall contact the 
Head of Mathematics and, assuming there are no problems, arrange a suitable time with him and .. 
In addition, I am hoping very much that either you or your deputy with responsibility for probationers 
or both might be able to find the time to talk to me briefly about the school (its ethos, aims etc.) and 
about how new teachers are inducted. 
I should like to emphasise that any material collected, whether thr9ugh interview or observation or by 
any other means, will be treated in the strictest confidence and, should any such material feature in the 
final report, it will do so completely anonymously. 
I shall be in touch by telephone within the next few days when I hope we will be able to discuss this 
further. I should like to thank you in advance for your consideration - I know that schools are 
increasingly busy places and that any intrusion such as this creates extra pressure. 
Yours sincerely 
Hilary Povey 
Appendix 8 
Intervie,v schedules for Phase two 
Head of department interview Summer 1992 
• What do you look for in new appointments? 
) What are the aspects of schooling that you encourage probationers to work on? 
r 
.· How would you describe the overall approach of the department? 
. How do you support probationers and induct them into the ways of the department, how 
· things are done? 
; How do you convey to probationers the values of the department? Equal opportunities? 
Deputy/head interview / Summer 1992 
How would you describe the ethos of the school? 
What about equal opportunities here? 
What are the aspects of schooling that you encourage probationers to work on? 
How do you induct new teachers? 
' 
. ! 
I 
student interview Summer 1992 
What do you think maths education is about now? 
How much is this view shared by the department? What is the departmental view? 
What have been the most significant learning experiences here? 
; How does the department fit in with the school? How much do you share this? 
f 
t 
; How did you find out "what was done" here? 
:, If, when, you haven't agreed what have you done? 
i How have you changed? expectations, views, attitudes, outlook, (skills?) 
I. 
f 
f 
I 
Appendix 9 
Letter to ne,v participants in Phase three 
Deait1•• 24 March 1994 
I am currently engaged in some research which involves me in following up a sample of 
PGCE students into their work as school teachers and I am writing to ask if you would be 
willing to be one of the sample. 
I am interested in finding out what beginning teaching is like for you. I want to find out 
what connections exist or do not exist for you between the work we did together in college 
and life for you in school. I am interested in general issues; in issues specifically to do with 
mathematics teaching; and in the equal opportunities aspects of either of these. 
This is an outline of what would be involved if you agreed. Firstly I should like to visit you 
in school for a day, for most of it accompanying you as you went about your business. If 
possible, I should also like to talk to the head of department and someone from the senior 
management team, preferably the person with responsibility for new teachers. I should also 
like to interview you about your perceptions. Secondly I should like to do two or three 
follow up interviews of about an hour each during which I would explore your personal 
history and your ideas about knowledge, teaching and learning. 
I do hope you will say yes. I am very keen to include someone like you in the sample. If 
you are willing to participate. I will approach the school and the department to seek 
permission for the visit. 
I am going on holiday tomorrow for two weeks (lucky me). I'll give you a ring when I get 
back to see what you think. 
Best wishes 
Hilary 
Appendix 10 
Intervie,v schedules for Phase three 
Follow up 1 Review portrait Summer 1994 
. Rl After I spent two d_ays in your school, observing and talking to you and other people, 
I went away and tned to draw a portrait in words of you and your school. What do 
you think about what I wrote? 
Which bits rang true? 
Which bits were false? 
Which bits of my interpretations were suspect? 
Were any of them insightful? 
Go through any bits of my description that haven't been covered. 
What would your description of your school be? 
R2 I have written that there was/was not a strong concensus in the maths department you 
were in. Is that true? 
Do you think that it's a good thing when that happens? 
How do you feel at school when someone disagrees with you? 
What happens when people in a school disagree with one another? 
, R3 I wrote that your professional development was effective in terms of some routine 
skills but generally poor. Do you think your professional development was poor? 
What was good about it? 
What would have made it better? 
What involvement have you had with outside groups? 
· R4 I tried to describe how you relate to theoretical frameworks and descriptions. How 
would you describe how you relate to theoretical descriptions and frameworks? 
What inspires you to change and improve your practice in teaching? 
What sort of things excite you? 
Do you get excited by ideas? Tell me about an idea that has excited you. 
'R5 It has been suggested that it is the teacher's role to be a 'pupil-mincer', adapting pupils 
for their role in capitalist society. It is also suggested that the pupils don't submit 
lightly and that the result of their resistance is the they become, in tum, 'teacher 
mincers'. Have you been 'minced'? 
What's your view of the continuity/change I claimed to find? 
People say that beginning teachers are obsessed with survival. Do you agree? 
Were you? Describe what it was like. 
I wrote that I didn't think you'd lost your vision, although you might be more realistic 
about what you were actually going to achieve. Do you think your vision of teaching 
has changed? In what way? 
l 
1 
R6 I have u~ed a quote to the effect that I found teachers who were able to resist at the 
level of ideas but not at the level of action. What do you think about this? 
Extra questions 
! El Have you been blocked since you entered teaching? Did you anticipate being 
r blocked when you entered teaching? 
f E2 How would you describe the way we worked at maths ed? 
What do you think we expected from the students? 
How do, you think we worked together? 
What impact do you think this had on you? 
What was the most interesting thing you did with us at the Poly? 
Tell me about something you did in maths ed. 
Get full details of the incident. 
What were the feelings that you experienced at the time? 
Does this mean that you are most comfortable/excited/ ... when ... , that 
you learn best when ... 
1 E3 What do you think the point of initial teacher education is? 
What do you think it should be? 
, E4 It has been suggested that new teachers adopt social stategies of three different types 
when they start teaching. These are 
(i) strategic compliance in which individuals comply with the authority 
figures' definition of the situation and of the constraints, but retain 
private reservations about them, adapting themselves to the demands 
placed upon them but without accepting the values and norms that they 
represent 
(ii) internalized adjustment in which the individual complies with the 
constraints and believes that the constraints of the situation are for the 
best, willingly adapting to the demands made and accommodating them 
both in their behaviour and also in their attitudes and values 
(iii) strategic redefinition of the situation in which the demands and 
constraints are (partially) redefined by those who do not have the formal 
power to do so, in this case new teachers. 'They achieve change by 
causing or enabling those with formal power to change their 
interpretation of what is happening in the situation. 
Do you think that you have used any or all of these social strategies? 
Give details of examples of each used. 
Why did you adopt this strategy? 
How do you feel about this incident/issue? 
. 
I 
Bl 
B3 
B4 
B6 
B7 
Follow up 2 Personal biography Summer 1994 
Can you tell me something of your own personal history, take me through your life 
prompts childhood 
schooling 
family life 
family occupations 
family politics 
experience of discrimination 
What stands out for you in your life over the past few years? 
What kinds of things have been important? 
What stays with you? 
Tell me something about what your life is like right now. 
How would you describe yourself to yourself? 
story? 
If you were to tell me who you really are how would you do that? 
Is the way you see yourself different now from the way you saw yourself in the past? 
What led to the changes? 
Have there been any other turning points? 
What do you care about, think about? 
What matters most to you? Why? 
Why did you decide to become a teacher? 
Tell me about one thing that happened that was really important in 
making you decide. 
Do you think you have been fairly treated at work? 
Do you know anyone who hasn't been? Why do you think that was? 
What would count as being unfairly treated? 
Where do you expect to be in ten years time? What do you think you will be like 
then? 
Kl 
K2 
' 
I 
Follow up 3 Educational philosophy/Philosophy of mathematics/ 
Ways of knowing 
What sort of teacher are you? 
Summer 1994 
What has made you into that kind of teacher? 
What sort of teacher did you expect to be before you started teaching? 
Are you that sort of teacher? 
How would you describe a 'proper' teacher? Are you like that? 
I'm going to show you and read out some things that have been written about 
mathematics. 
Mathematics consists primarily of human mathematical problem posing 
and solving, an activity which is accessible to all. 
Do you agree? What do you think this means for the classroom? 
Mathematics is part of human culture, and the mathematics of each 
culture serves its own unique purposes, and is equally valuable. 
Do you agree? What do you think this means for the classroom? 
Mathematics is not neutral but laden with the values of its makers and 
their cultural contexts, and users and creators of mathematics have a 
responsibiltiy to consider its effects on the social and natural worlds. 
Do you agree? What do you think this means for the classroom? 
' K3 Everyone has the experience of being in situations in school where they had to make 
a decision but weren't sure what was the right thing to do. Can you describe a 
situation where you weren't sure what was the right thing to do? 
What was the situation? 
What was the conflict for you in the situation? 
In thinking what to do, what did you consider? Why? 
How did you weigh each alternative? 
What did you decide to do? Why? What happened? 
Looking back on it now, did you make the best choice? Why /why not? 
Thinking back over the whole thing, what did you learn from it? 
K4 I'm going to give you one person's way of characterising different outlooks on maths 
and maths teaching. I'd like you to mark in green any of the sections that you think 
fits you well and to mark in red any of the sections that you think is definitely not 
you. 
Social group Industrial Technological Old humanist Progressive Public educator trainer pragmatist educator 
View of Set of truths and Body of useful Body of Process view, Socially 
mathematics rules knowledge structured personalised constructed 
knowledge maths 
Mathematical Basics, Useful maths Transmit body Oeativity, Critical 
aims numeracy to appropriate of mathematical self-realization, awareness and 
level and knowledge through democratic 
certification mathematics citizenship via 
mathematics 
Theory of Hard work, Skill acquisition, Understanding Activity, play, Questioning, 
Learning effort, practice practical and application exploration decision making, 
experience negotiation 
Theory of Transmission Skill instruction, Explain, Facilitate Discussion, 
Teaching motivate motivate, personal conflict, 
Mathematics through work pass on exploration, questionning 
relevance structure prevent of content 
failure and pedagogy 
Which was the bit you felt happiest with? Why? How does this connect with your 
classroom? 
Choose one bit where the decision wasn't obvious. Why was it difficult to decide? 
K5 Tell me about something that was a critical incident in framing your views about 
schooling. 
What do you value about your present school? If relevant, your past school? 
What do you dislike about your present school? Your past school? 
What have you tried to change? Why? What success and failures have you had? 
Why? 
• K6 Why do children fail? 
i K7 When learning about something you want to know, do you rely on experts? 
If not, who or what do you rely on? 
If so, what do you do if the experts disagree? 
What do you do if you want to know something about mathematics? 
What do you do if you want to know something about teaching? 
What did you learn in your first year at the Poly? 
What did you learn about maths? 
Was it skills and knowledge? 
Did your vision change? 
KS 
I 
f 
f 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
t 
Looking back over your whole life, can you tell me about a really powerful 
mathematical learning experience that you've had, in or out of school? Good or bad. 
schooling? 
Tell me about it in detail. 
What was special about it? 
What were your feelings about it? 
Do you think it has any general implications for learning? For 
l 
I 
I 
' 
F2 
F3 
First interview Summer 1994 
How would you describe yourself to yourself as a teacher? 
What sort of teacher are you? 
What has made you into that kind of teacher? 
What sort of teacher did you expect to be before you started teaching? 
Are you that sort of teacher? 
How would you describe a 'proper' teacher? 
Are you like that? 
Did you change during the course? 
If so, what changes has that made to your classroom practice? 
How would you describe the way we worked at maths ed? 
What do you think we expected from the students? 
How do you think we worked together? 
What impact do you think this had on you? 
What was the most interesting thing you did with us at the Poly? 
Tell me about something you did in maths ed. 
Get full details of the incident. 
What were the feelings that you experienced at the time? 
What does this mean about you as a person? 
What do you think has stayed with about your experiences at the Poly? 
Did being there change the way you think about yourself or about the 
· world? 
In your learning there did you come across any ideas that made you see 
things differently or think about things differently? 
What was most helpful to you about the place? 
Are there things that weren't provided that are important to you? 
Are there things that you would like to have learnt about that you didn't 
learn there? 
What do you think the point of initial teacher education is? 
What do you think it should be? 
People say that beginning teachers are obsessed with survival. Do you agree? 
Were you? Describe what it's like. 
What are the implications of this? 
Do you think your vision of teaching has changed? In what way? 
What are your feelings about this? 
Are you being 'minced' by the pupils? 
F4 Have you been blocked since you entered teaching? Did you anticipate being 
blocked when you entered teaching? 
'. F6 
, F8 
I 
! 
l F9 
I 
' 
When you have encountered things that were different from what you thought you 
wanted, what has happened? 
strategic compliance? 
internalized adjustment? 
strategic redefinition? (achieve change by causing those with formal 
power to change their interpretation of what is happening in the 
situation) 
Do you think that you have used any or all of these social strategies? 
Give details of examples of each used. 
Why did you adopt this strategy? 
How do you feel about this incident/issue? 
How have you developed professionally since leaving the Poly? 
What has been good about it? What has helped your professional 
development? 
What has been bad? What has hindered it? 
What would have made it better? 
What involvement have you had with outside groups? 
Tell me something important you have learnt. 
What inspires you to change and improve your practice in teaching? 
What sort of things excite you? 
Do you get excited by ideas? Tell me about an idea that has excited you. 
What seem to you now to be the central issues about gender, maths and schooling? 
What are the implications for the school? 
The maths department? 
Your classroom? 
How much are your views overall shared by the departinent? What are the 
departmental policies, attitudes, values? 
How did you find out "what was done" here? 
How does the department fit in with the school? How much do you share this? 
Is there a strong concensus or a lot of disagreement in the maths department? 
Which is better? Why? 
How do you feel at school when someone disagrees with you? 
What happens when people in a school disagree with one another? 
If, when, you haven't agreed what have you done? 
Fl l What have been the most significant learning experiences here? 
Fl2 How have you changed? expectations, views, attitudes, outlook, (skills?) 
--r 
I Second Personal biography Summer 1994 
l 
: 
l Bl 
I 
Can you tell me something of your own personal history, take me through your life 
story? 
prompts childhood 
schooling 
family life 
family occupations 
family politics 
experience of discrimination 
B2 What stands out for you in your life over the past few years? 
What kinds of things have been important? 
What stays with you? 
: B3 Tell me something about what your life is like right now. 
1 
How would you describe yourself to yourself? 
If you were to tell me who you really are how would you do that? 
Is the way you see yourself different now from the way you saw yourself in the past? 
What led to the changes? 
Have there been any other turning points? 
What do you care about, think about? 
What matters most to you? Why? 
.. BS Why did you decide to become a teacher? 
Tell me about one thing that happened that was really important in 
making you decide. 
i B6 Do you think you have been fairly treated at work? 
' 
" I 
Do you know anyone who hasn't been? Why do you think that was? 
What would count as being unfairly treated? 
B7 Where do you expect to be in ten years time? What do you think you will be like 
then? 
I 
I 
,. 
r 
I 
l Kl I 
f 
l 
,. 
I 
I 
t 
I 
K2 
I K3 f 
Third Educ. philosophy/Phil. of mathsJWays of knowing Summer 1994 
I'd like you to tell me something about the nature of mathematics. 
human? 
problem posing and solving? 
accessible to all? 
part of human culture? 
each culture serves its own unique purposes, and is equally valuable? 
laden with the values of its makers? 
What do you think your view means for the classroom? 
I'm going to give you one person's way of characterising different outlooks on maths 
and maths teaching. I'd like you to mark in green any of the sections that you think 
fits you well and to mark in red any of the sections that you think is definitely not 
you. 
1 2 3 4 5 
View of Set of truths and Body of useful Body of Process view, Socially 
mathematics rules knowledge structured personalised constructed 
knowledge maths 
Mathematical Basics, Useful maths Transmit body Creativity, Critical 
aims numeracy to appropriate of mathematical self-realization, awareness and 
level and knowledge through democratic 
certification mathematics citizenship via 
mathematics 
Theory of Hard work. Skill acquisition, Understanding Activity, play, Questioning, 
Learning effort, practice practical and application exploration decision making, 
experience negotiation 
Theory of Transmission Skill instruction, Explain, Facilitate Discussion, 
Teaching motivate motivate, personal conflict, 
Mathematics through work pass on exploration, q uestionning 
relevance structure prevent of content 
failure and pedagogy 
Which was the bit you felt happiest with? Why? How does this connect with your 
classroom? 
Choose one bit where the decision wasn't obvious. Why was it difficult to decide? 
Everyone has the experience of being in situations in school where they had to make 
a decision but weren't sure what was the right thing to do. Can you describe a 
situation where you weren't sure what was the right thing to do? 
What was the situation? 
What was the conflict for you· in the situation? 
In thinking what to do, what did you consider? Why? 
How did you weigh each alternative? 
What ~id you decide to do? ~y? What happened? 
Looking back on it now, did you make the best choice? Why /why not? 
Thinking back over the whole thing, what did you learn from it? 
K4 Tell me about something that was a critical incident in framing your views about 
schooling. 
What do you value about your present school? 
What do you dislike about your present school? 
What have you tried to change? Why? What success and failures have you had? 
KS Why do children fail? 
' K6 What do you do if you want to know something about mathematics? 
What do you do if you want to know something about teaching? 
When learning about something you want to know, do you rely on experts? 
If not, who or what do you rely on? 
If so, what do you do if the experts disagree? 
K7 Looking back over your whole life, can you tell me about a really powerful 
mathematical learning experience that you've had, in or out of school? Good or bad. 
Tell me about it in detail. 
What was special about it? 
What were your feelings about it? 
Do you think it has any general implications for learning? For 
schooling? 
.. Head of department interview Summer 1994 
) What do you look for in new appointments? 
. What are the aspects of schooling that you encourage probationers to work on? 
,. 
I How would you describe the <:>verall approach of the department? 
'. How do you support probationers and induct them into the ways of the department, how 
; things are done? 
How do you convey to probationers the values of the department? 
Equal opportunities? 
What does equal opportunities mean to you? 
Does the department provide equal opportunities? How? 
What work has the department done on equal opportunities? 
r 
t 
I Deputy/head interview I 
I 
\ 
; How would you describe the ethos of the school? 
t What about equal opportunities here? 
Summer 1994 
l What are the aspects of schooling that you encourage probationers to work on? 
j' 
: How do you induct new teachers? 
What work do you do with them on equal opportunities? 
Appendix 11 
Edited transcripts from Phase three: John, Frances and Matthe,v 
Edited transcripts of i11tervieM1s with .John in Phase three 
11.4.94 
(transcribed from the tape) 
What comments have you got 011 the earlier portrait? 
~at I ~ave to say], it depends on what sort a day I've had, on how I'm feeling at the time so 
its very difficult to be completely and utterly honest about things. 
Different people m~y.give a completely different picture, just talking to one person you just 
get one person's opinion. 
It does ring true, there's nothing there that I wouldn't agree with or that I think's a surprise. 
[I contribute a summary of received wisdom about teacher socialisation, including my claim 
that it doesn't happen to al/ teachers.] 
It'd be a bit hard to be general if you're talking about me specifically because I've got lots of 
ideas, developed ideas before I started on the course and so it wasn't for me finding out for the 
first time ... I feel for a lot of people particularly younger middle class kids ... 
I have a theoretical framework on which to base it on whereas the impression I get from 
talking to other people is that they haven't got that, they haven't got any historical 
understanding so their understanding is pragmatic. It must be hard for the people who don't 
have that understanding to be consistent ... It would be easy for them to forget about it, to act 
in the same way as they did before they went to the Poly. Presumably some people take away 
those ideas and work on them. If teacher training did open up teachers' eyes to these issues 
then schools wouldn't be like they are, would they? There'd be strong equal opportunities 
policies, there wouldn't be any talking about the kids, everybody would be batting on the same 
side, we wouldn't have all this trauma of people like me going into school, because all those 
people have been through training presumably. The influx of new teachers would not only 
keep that ball rolling but would make it more so. 
I find whenever people get together in school to talk about a large issue it always comes down 
to talking about little details. When we're trying to deal with a global issue we end up talking 
about the minutiae .. . It seems to be if you try to talk about something, people just haven't got 
that breadth of vision, or if they have it's easier to home in on something you can manage, so I 
don't know how these big issues do get addressed. I thought GNVQ it w~s an opportunity to 
rethink everything to do with the school but other people couldn't cope wtth the concept 
because it's too far away from what they're used to. 
[I'm going on a course for people responsible for Y7 maths, I'm looking for ideas, for advice 
in sympathy with] an approach where you start the kids off with some ideas and let them run 
with it for two weeks and see where they get to, obviously more structured than that but that's 
generally the way I think we should be working with them. 
We are interested in using a spreadsheet as a tool, not just now we'll do spreadsheets. 
25.4.94 
I think _in terms of the globa~ issues of equal opportunities I haven't done anything. I wrote a 
Y7 pohcy statement for the inspectors I mentioned it but I didn't say how we'd go about it, but 
personally I always make sure that my worksheets have a variety of names and I make sure I 
always use the word person and I've been thinking about the time I spend with girls and boys. 
Why did the girls do better than the boys at your last school? 
Well it's hard to say isn't it? There's all the research that's been done showing that girls do 
achieve better than boys at that age, that girls are better at learning 4+4=8 but when 
conceptual things come up the boys start to take over ... I think a lot of it's to do with 
behaviour, it tends to be girls who sit down to their work. work all lesson and then say can I 
take it home. The boys tend to get there on being good at maths and having a good maths 
background so you can just tell whereas with girls you sometimes find out at the end of year 
test... The girls tend to stay on course better than the boys, generalising massively. 
I think we could solve all our problems if we went in for a properly differentiated curriculum. 
The whole ethos of the school has got to be EO minded and the department's got to be. I 
don't know what else you do . .. I spend a lot of time time picking up boys on things they say 
to girls and how they treat girls. The major thrust of EO work is trying to deal with the 
problem and the problem is boys ... or men, again I don't know what you could do on a big 
scale, I don't know if management could have an initiative. Staff training would be a good 
start to get them aware of the issues. Girls feel comfortable about discussing things to do with 
peer relationships, once they are enabled they have a very strong opinions about... I don't 
know if it changes their view of things but they can talk about it but an unfortunate bi-product 
is that you tend to be putting the boys down all the time, which may be hardening their resolve 
to be masculine, don't let them get away with this, kind of thing. The girls understand what's 
happening. 
You do get very bogged down with the day-to-day doing of the job. The meeting tonight was 
supposed to be about us standing back and deciding what we really do want, but we end up 
discussing minutiae ... People get together and it's far easier to talk about [minutiae] because 
you focus on some small thing you can do but then you never go on. The major thrust of any 
day is how do I get from 9 o'clock to 3 o'clock without having too stressful .a time. 
I was responsible for Y7, I knew what I wanted to do but I didn't feel very confident abou_t 
discussing it with the head of department because I thought he probably wouldn't agree with 
it, so I just said I'm in charge of Y7 and did it anyway, just keeping him informed. 
If you haven't go/ authority, do you just go along with whatever is said? 
No I get frustrated and probably do my own thing anyway but say like Ralph de~ided to put all 
the boys in the top set, then I would argue against that at the departmental meeting and pu~ 
forward ways and reasons for not doing that and if it didn't change then I'd go to someone m 
management. 
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You have described being blocked. Did you think that's what school was going to be like? 
No I didn't at all. I naively believed we'd all be pulling in the same direction. 
What do you think now of your training? 
The multi-cultural elective and going to the non-attenders unit showed me different ways of 
looking at things. 
How would you describe the way we worked at the Maths Education Centre? 
I found it quite a comfortable place to be because I could talk about things that were 
important to me. Because of the way the staff conducted themselves. I felt the majority 
would be sympathetic to how my way of looking at things, like Marilyn talking about EO or 
Colin or Pat talking about multiculturalism. The general way that Pat conducts herself Not 
to hold exactly the same point of view but to be able to have a good discussion about it. 
Some people were letting us down by their way of teaching or imparting information, others 
by their practice were giving you some idea about how you might do things in the classroom. 
I'm just wondering how someone would feel who was in conflict with those views, how 
comfortable they would feel. But someone kept coming out with controversial views to the 
end. 
Can you tell me something about your own personal history? 
[Aspiring middle class, local boys grammar school, my parents left all the decisions to me, as I 
got older and as work got harder I just stopped working and eventually left with one GCE. I 
had a few jobs, there wasn't pressure then, unskilled labour from '69 to '72. Two years as a 
store-keeper. I got an A level in accounts and some other accountancy qualifications. Then I 
decided to go University, then the Lantern project, then there was nowhere to go in 
community work so I decided to go back and get some more academic qualifications. Then 
the information about the [course] came through the door so I did it, not a vocation or 
anything, fairly arbitrary but it had been a sort of an option. I'm glad it was a two year course 
because I wouldn't have had the confidence to teach after a one year one.] 
[] 
Why did you leave the lantern? 
[I started] to tell them where they were going wrong or rather to tell them where I thought 
they were goino wrono. [Their attitude had become] we've got some good ideas, and we're 
going to impos; those ideas on you and when you tell us that it doe~n't fit i~ wi!h your. that 
you don't want it, we'll do one of two things. We'll force you to do 1t or well ~1ve you the 
sack. 
9.5.94 
(transcribed from the tape) 
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You told me something about your schooling. Can you tell me something about the rest of 
your life? 
[] 
I think about people I know who have been brought up in a home where there's racism and 
sexism and they've kind of worked things out for themselves or at least from their later 
experiences that that's not right and I often wonder, would I have had the strength and the 
understanding and the knowledge to go against that. That's something I'll never know, so my 
ideas originally came from listening to me mum and dad and other people who came to the 
house. But I don't think at that stage I had any sort of theoretical foundation so I had ideas 
but I didn't have a framework within which I could justify, no explain those ·ideas. And then 
later going round to festivals and meeting peoples and discussing ideas. And really it was 
going to University that made me understand why I believed what I believed and it probably 
made me a bit more open minded as well, it meant a lot to me, the discussions and the ideas 
from the Marxist lecturers. I really began to understand things, discussing ideas with other 
people and so on, and then being more open minded ... I find it far easier to understand things 
and at least satisfy myself that I understand the reason for things and, of course, out of that 
comes the ideas of EO, multicultural, anti racism and trying to give kids a bit of... not to make 
generalisations about people. 
Where I've reached now, although things may come along to undermine this, I've grown out of 
the need to be dependent on anyone else for physical and spiritual welfare. I think I'm quite an 
insecure person who needs a lot of reassurance. I feel a lot more confident than I used to be. 
I don't very often let anything go by, like a sexist comment, certainly not in the classroom. I 
try not to give the kids too much of a hard time about holding these views that come from 
their parents. 
6.6.94 
(transcribed from the tape) 
What sort of teacher are you'! 
I think I ... as far as possible I try to get the kids to be working in an atmosphere where they 
actually are wanting to do the work and try to get a nice atmosphere in the clas~ro~m. When 
they come in they should expect to put something in as well, I tend no_t to b~ stnct m the se~se 
of having their heads down, I'll have a little chat or sometimes somethmg will happen that will 
change the whole purpose of the lesson. 
After the election I decided to do a lesson on it, on majorities and so on, and the other teacher 
who teachers them humanities said why don't we team teach so about halfway through the 
lesson we were talking about percentages because someone had 7% of th~ vote and o~e lad at 
the back said so how do we do that then. And I was just about to Iaun~h 1~t~ wel! lets have a 
think about this how could we do it when Norah says oh what you do 1s d1v1de this number by 
this one and tim,es it by a hundred. Afterwards I said that's not how I would have done that, I 
don't think they learnt that. I thought then that I didn't realise that there were other teachers 
who did that sort of thin, particularly because she doesn't come across as the sort of person 
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who would do that. I said next time we team teach we'd better discuss it a bit beforehand 
[laughs] because I try to get them to think about it a bit and not just tell them how to do it. 
I was the rebel at school,! was the disruptive pupil so I understand a bit about how they feel 
when someone says do this. I try to avoid making the kids feel like that there's no justification 
for them being there. 
That's something else I try to do in lessons, sometimes I have about 6 or 7 activities going at 
the same time because somebody's finished something and I'm chatting to them and as the 
result ohalking to them they set off onto something else and there's another group who're 
working together and I'll really enjoy that when they're all working away on something that's 
been set up by me and by the kids and they're all working away on something, those are the 
best lessons. They try some of their own, they sometimes say can we try some of our own. I 
try to encourage that, for them to set their own problems. 
I try to set their work in context. Like when their working on circles I try and say that like ten 
thousand years ago people were doing what you're doing now and they didn't have half the 
ideas that you're got about it or half the knowledge or understanding. And try and make it 
more human because you can see maths or you can teach it so like it's just learn this theorem 
and then this one and, apart from the few women that we know who have been credited with 
some mathematics mostly it's men, so there's bound to be a gender issue. 
[] 
I don't know why I have this reluctance to take people to .the duty officer, to send kids to the 
duty officer but I do. I think it's because, what is the point a lot of the kids who go to see the 
duty officer see the duty officer everyday for months on end so it doesn't do anything, they get 
excluded and so on and have their parents up and then nothing's changed. 
[] 
... all this sets rubbish 
Can you teli me how you decide what to do? 
I don't agonise over making decisions, I sometimes I put them off but when the time co~es I 
don't find it hard to make a decision I mioht change my mind afterwards and change things 
but I don't worry about them, once i•ve m~de a decision I don't feel I have to stick to it, ifit's 
wrong it's wrong. 
Me and Chloe talk a hell of a lot, we're not discussing some decision we have to make but we 
are discussing something we're doing, something we're in the middle of. 
20.6.94 
Which things that you've marked with Kree11 do you think straightaway, yes, that's me? 
s 
'Questio~i~~' decision-making, ne~otiation' ... and this 'creativity, self realization', though I'm 
not-sure_it S
1
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mathematics ... 'activity, play, exploration' ... 'facilitate personal 
exploration . . . motivate. 
What are the implications of you making those choices for your classroom? 
If you take this as being one extreme [points to column I], you've got a set of truths and rules 
which you then transmit to a student which involves some kind of one-sided activity where the 
teachers doing all the talking or writing and the kids are just doing the examples, so though 
I'm sure we all use that technique from time to time. But this idea of socially constructed, it's, 
I would say there would be more discussion going on in my classroom than there would be in 
a classroom like that [gesturing towards column I] and there would be more freedom for the 
kids to pursue something they were interested in than there would be in a classroom like that. 
Also implications for resources, do you have a computer at the back for the kids to work on if 
they want to or not? I would have a computer at the back for them to work on, and I mean 
do you allow them to explore somet~ing that they've found that might not even have anything 
to do with the lesson, that other model of teaching wouldn't fit in with that. 
'Mathematical aims, basics and numeracy'. Well, I found that a bit difficult to decide on 
because some kids, well not some kids, in a lot of cases kids do need to have some sort of 
basic understanding ofcertain mathematical, socially constructed [laughs] ideas before they 
can say go on to something else. But I mean that's not all ofit, is it, that would be a starting 
point perhaps but not even that's necessary. There's some kids who are very low ability who 
haven't got some of the basics but who are able to work at quite a high level ifit's a self 
contained piece of work. 
'Useful maths to appropriate level and certification'. Well, that's what we do, I mean that's 
part of the job isn't it to get kids to an appropriate level and to get them a certificate but I 
wouldn't like to underline that in green because I don't think that it's the be all and end all of 
teaching maths, perhaps it's part ofit and you have to bear that in mind when your teaching or 
you're not being fair to the kids. 
'Hard work, effort and practice'. Well I would agree if the kids are going to do well at 
anythino, or if anyone's going to do well at anything, hard work and effort are two of the sort 
of the :ainstays of doing well at anything but as a theory ofleaming it's a bit dodgy I think. 
'Body of structured knowledge'. I've left out because I don't think I really k~o~ what that 
means. 'View of mathematics ... a body of structured knowledge'. I suppose 1t 1s really. 
I know why I left that one out, a 'set of tniths and rules' bec~use I don't _think yo~ can apply 
the word truth to mathematics, particularly as a Jot of the axioms are bemg questioned so I 
don't think you can apply the word tmth to any body of knowledge really. · 
And this one, 'critical awareness and democratic citizenship via m~thematics', ~ltho.u~h it 
sounds quite a .. a ... a positive statement to make I would agree wit? the first bit cnt1c~I 
awareness, I'm not sure about democratic citizenship through teaching maths .. r mean 1~ may 
come as part of something else but it's not, it may come about through som.ethmg .else, m the 
method of teaching it but I don't think you can, I don't know, I'll have to thmk a bit more 
about that actually. 
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I think sometimes kids can surprise you with the dedication they put into someth" d II 
· I · mg an a that it does 1s en 1ance my view that it's the right way to go. 
I don't think, I really don't think that I've had any large changes in direction really. I think it's 
just e_vol~ed really that I started off ~ith a ce.~ain view that I wasn't always able to put into 
pract~ce 1~ 
1
the early part of my teaching and 1t s become easier and easier to put it into 
practice, 1t s developed and changed and probably my thinking's chanoed a bit but it's not been 
sort of chopping and changing it's just been a gradual evolution. .:, 
What do you value about your present school? 
I value the pastoral side of things and the way students are looked after and considered and 
the support from management in terms of discipline. I value that quite highly. There are other 
things I appreciate but, the overall way that the majority of staff behave towards the kids. 
There's a lot of kids at the school with a lot of problems and the school has a way of dealing 
with that that shows a caring attitude. 
Your past school? 
At the school before I valued the expectations and the head of department but the school 
pastorally was no good at all. I don't see why the two things can't go together. 
[] 
What if you ask two people about something and they disagree? 
Well I sometimes find meselfbeing fooled [laughs] by that kind of thing, where I would ask 
one person, I would be discussing something with one person and they'd put forward their 
view point and I think that sounds reasonable and then I'd go and speak to somebody else and 
they'd say hmm I wouldn't do it like that and then I have difficulty in thinking well which one 
is right I agreed with that person and now I'm agreeing with this person. what do I believe? I 
sometimes have difiiculty with that as well, actually knowing which of those two people's 
advice I should follow. I sometimes think that's because I'm not entirely sure about what it is 
that I want. I mean sometimes I feel to myself thinking which one should I agree with. I mean 
which one's the socialist and which one's, but that's not always a good way to decide. 
Probably I'd think about it myself and come up with a third alternative, and it may be the 
alternative that I thought of in the first place if you know what I mean. It might be that 
speaking to two people about it would, I'd probably end up adapting it a bit and getting a 
mixture of what I first thought and what the other two people said. 
Can you tell me about a powe~ful mathematical learning experience you have had? 
[Learning calculus.] Well I suppose the other thing is computers because I worked out that 
Pascal's triangle using a spreadsheet and it was easy to do, because it was just a matter of 
changing the formula to see what happened, just to see what happens. And the computer 
allows you, you might even think of the question but if you've got to work it. all out by hand . 
then you probably don't bother. I probably would have bothered in that particular case. But it 
is a handy tool. This fellow Barney whatever his name is started off by saying one of the 
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things we've got to do is to integrate the computer into your schemes of work but I said I 
don't think that's really what we're aiming at, what we're aiming at is getting the kids to use the 
computer in the same way that they use the calculator. It comes back to that list there doesn't 
it with basics and you know numeracy. [He was saying] you've got to teach someone to use 
the computer before they can [do anything with it]. 
[intermption} 
I mean some kids have got, some kids buy a basic calculator and some kids parent's buy them 
scientific calculators and I don't very often show kids as a lesson what a scientific calculator 
can do, I wait until they ask me what are all these buttons for, and they I say well press that 
button and see what happens, the best way to do that is with the factorial because they can 
sometimes work out what's happening, because they put in I and press the factorial button and 
I comes up. So then I _say what do you think will happen if you put 2 in and they say 2 and it 
does of course [laughs] so then we say we'll put 3 in and I mean that leads to sequences and 
all sorts of things but. It could be the same with the computer I think it's because it's the new 
technology most people feel uncomfortable with it. I think in spite of what I've said when I 
take the kids in the computer room I say this is a spreadsheet, this is how you use it, that is my 
mode of teaching but maybe if every kid had access to a laptop ... 
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Edited transcripts of inteniews with Frances 
5.5.94 
(transcribed from the tape) 
What sort of teacher are you? 
Disorganised ... over friendly ... nothing like what I want to be like [laughs] that's what I'm 
most aware of at the moment. 
I'd like to have time to think about everything I do properly before I do it so that I am 
convinced that how I am doing it is how I want to do it. And that means time to think about 
the topics properly then trying to prepare the resources I'm going to use. And the sense of 
time in the classroom which I think if you are totally relaxed about the resources and what 
you're teaching and totally relaxed about knowing the students you're teaching then so that 
there's less of a sense of panic and dealing with things that you weren't expecting to happen 
and you can think about how they're actually learning. Most of what I've done so far really 
comes under the heading of pastoral things and that aren't not necessarily to do with maths but 
general learning things and that can be as banal as trying to persuade kids that coming with a 
pencil saves everybody a lot of bother or it might be slightly more involved than that, actually 
helping people to learn to listen and to get the information they need from what you're saying. 
But it's only really with one group, my top set, that I actually have a sense of who they are and 
where they're going and actually when I'm planning the work I'm actually thinking about 
individuals and I'm thinking about how they'll respond to things and what I can and can't do in 
lessons and that's the only group where that happens. And I'm sure that's because with all the 
other groups I'm just panicking all the time either because I know they're not going to be 
quiet, I've got to try and organise for them to learn without having to listen to me at all 
[laughs] or I know they're not going to have any equipment or any books and I've got to think 
how can I start the lesson so that it doesn't matter that they haven't got their books. Or just 
because of the groups. like my year 7 I know them so little and it's just a sort of blanket 
splodge out and it's difficult to know who on earth ... There's a woman who teaches history 
who's new to the school this year and who's been a sort of unofficial mentor and I get the 
impression, I mean I haven't sat in on any of her lessons, but I get the impression that 
everybody's calm in her lessons and that there's a sense of sort of space and time to think 
about what they're doing and to get the best out of the students that are there,·and that's what 
I feel I haven't got at the moment. 
I feel as though I haven't thought about the maths at all, there just hasn't been time, it's just 
been survival. But I suppose because when you are fresh from college you're more aware than 
at any other time of what you want to be like, I found that incredibly dispiriting becaus~ you 
know I'm always always aware that I'm not doing what I want to do [laughs]. n~t teaching the 
way I want to teach. I'm not presenting the subject they way I want them to see it. 
How do you want to present the subject? 
I want them to feel it's worth doing. that it's worth their while trying to sort things out because 
they get a sense of satisfaction and confidence from it. Whereas it seems to me that they 
come, that a lot of them come with a sort oflegacy of failure and fear of failure and that so 
easily ju~t perpetuates. They write themselves off very quickly as you say ... and it's ... some 
of the_ t
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hmgs I want to get across to the~ will b~ unsettling to them. that writing neatly isn't 
wh~t 1t s all about, that I want to see t~eir workmg, that I don't want it to be hidden, or just 
the idea :hat _when _they actually get thmgs wrong that that process of getting things wrong and 
th~n sorting 1t out .1~ actually wh~n they're learning [laughs] that they're learning by getting 
things ~rong and 1t s not something that they should tear the page out of their book and try to 
preten? 1t never hap~ened. But unless yo~'re calm confident organised and in control they're 
not gomg to be trusting enough to cope with those things. It seems to me that for a lot of 
them what happens, what their experience of maths is in secondary schools is that they get 
given things they can already do essentially because they get the satisfaction of doing it right 
and your classroom control is far far easier, and that for a lot of them they get a diet all the 
way through of things they can already do, to the extent that the worksheets in year 11 are the 
worksheets in a sense of year 7 really. 
Looking back 011 the course, what do you think was helpful for the first year of teaching? 
... crumbs ... It's hard to make it specific really because I can't imagine how I would have 
taught without the course. I can't imagine how I would have thought about things like, I don't 
know, mixed ability, or girls and boys. or anything really ifl hadn't had the time to sit and 
think about it, particularly in the first year with that group of people. Occasionally there are 
really specific things even down to things that people have said or said on the course that I do 
actually remember that are really valuable. I suppose there are times when with particular 
issues you remember a conversation or whatever. 
It's more an opportunity to learn maths and to talk about learning maths with the group of 
people that I was with who were, in a way, who had a whole range of ideas and backgrounds 
which made it even better, our reactions to learning maths were very different so we were able 
to sort of talk about ... and I suppose ... well it did change my view of maths quite a lot and 
I'm sure that must and definitely does influence what I'm like in the classroom although I still 
feel I've got an awful long way to go on that really. 
Thinking about it now the biggest problem was that the time in the Maths Education Centre 
and the time out in schools are so completely segregated that they might as well have been in 
another year, they're irrelevant because there was never anybody with me on teaching practice 
who knew what was happening in the Maths Education Centre so there was nobody who 
knew what I was trying to do on teaching practice, because they didn't know the sorts of 
things we'd discussed, the sorts of approaches we'd taken and so therefore on teaching 
practice there was the sense that you're just, you're just stuck out by yourself and you do the 
best you can. Which was a huge lost opportunity really because in that time what you really 
want to do is to say well we talked about this last term and now I'm trying to do it and these 
are the problems I'm having and what do you suggest. But if you've got someone supervising 
you who (a) you hardly ever see them anyway but when you do see them they-don't know 
what you talked about and if they haven't taught for a while, well ... you need the people that 
you've been working with while you've been in college. 
Teaching practice is such an intense experience, you go from one intense experience t
1
0 t_he 
next and you can't remember the one three experiences back. and you probably haven t_ time to 
write it down so that you can properly think about it afterwards. And that was really hk: the 
first term here, it was just like being dropped and I didn't know Mark that well to start with 
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and I found it quite hard to get to know him and I just thought aaargh [laughs] and you know 
here I am you know just to survive really with no support. 
People say new teachers are ohse.5:s·ed with survival. Would you agree with that? 
No it's the opposite. I am a perfectionist. I don't want just to survive, I want to do it the way I 
want to do it [laughs] which is probably why the first term was so awful. I mean a lot of the 
more experien_ced sta~ s~y just survive, just su~ive, all the first term is is survival, if you can 
get through without havmg three weeks offbemg ill you'll have done well. But to me that's 
like you've done crap, that's nothing like good enough and I think that's the hardest thing, 
having to go home every night thinking that was useless absolutely useless that was even 
worse than teaching practice that was terrible and to somehow pick yourself up enough to go 
in the next day. 
Do you think you are making progress'! 
I never have time to think about it ... it would be nice to have some time to think about that 
properly, to actually take some time out, but ifl did think about it honestly and specifically 
enough then probably I could say then yes things have got loads better. But the trouble is that 
as soon as one problem is solved. you know. my sights just go higher and I become more 
aware of what I want to do, there's never a sense in which I think oh yes I've got that cracked, 
I'm immeqiately then looking at the next thing I want to do. It just carries on and on and on 
and I don't know when that process stops really. 
Around you you can see a lot of people (laughs] where the process stopped when the classes 
would shut up. It must be tempting to just relax at that point ... but I don't think that'll 
happen, I think I'm going to be hell to live with forever as long as I'm teaching [laughs]. 
At the moment I can't do it. I feel it's too hard and I can't do it so it automatically becomes 
something I want to try to do [laughs] which is why I feel it's really hard when people say to 
me oh is that all you're doing, you're just a teacher, you just teach then. It's very strange I don't 
really know how to react at all, there's quite a lot of that among people I know, oh she's 
decided not to be a high flier. she's decided to be a teacher [laughs]. The other thing I've been 
thinking about this week is that all the things I should be associating with the people in my 
classes like feeling unconfident and vulnerable and et cetera are all things that I'm experiencing 
[laughs]. I feel it's really strange this double system whereby there's 30 people who are feeling 
unconfident about their learning and, you know. fairly vulnerable about you sort of getting at 
them and them beina shown up or whatever and yet for me at the front of the class that's 
precisely how I fee(incredibly unconfident about what I'm doing and incredibly vulnerable to 
whatever they're going to say or do, that's probably why I have trouble with my YIO. they 
sense I'm not sure enough or confident. 
I went to watch, there's a woman who teaches languages ... and one of the things that struc_k 
me most was how similar she was in the classroom to how she is in the staffroom, she was Just 
herself in the classroom I mean it wasn't identical obviously but it was very much Heather, 
there, the way she is in ~he staffroom and that really struck a cord that seemed right, that 
seemed good somehow. 
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It's been j1tggested that l~hen pupils resist teachers (who are supposed to be pupil mincers) 
that they are actually bemg teacher mincers. Have you been 'minced'? 
I don't know about that, I mean yes they do stop what I want to do because if none of them 
turn up with a pencil and if they refuse to sit down it's very hard to do what you want to do. 
But I'm not sure because I still think that they would rather be with a teacher who they feel is 
taking them somewhere interesting and is obviously in control and knows where they want to 
go... I mean is does feel as though they're mincing you [laughs] there's no doubt about it but 
[laughs]. 
I think the thing which in a sense is a sort of freedom and an opportunity although in another 
way it's rather scary is that I don't think the kids here don't really have much of sense of their 
place at all. Perhaps the girls do more than the boys, have more of a sense of their future roles 
but the boys don't at all and I think that's why partly why they perhaps are scared because they 
don't know where they're going. I mean, I don't know, the attainment in boys is supposed to 
be dropping nationally and there are arguments that they should be better looked after in 
schools and given more a sense of something to aspire to, when there isn't really anything for 
them to aspire to at all, certainly in Northam. There's certainly resistance to that idea in this 
school because it's felt that the girls have lost out for so long that we should continue to 
concentrate... when we had the take your daughters into work day I would like to have done 
a little survey because I suspect because more of the mothers work than the fathers here, try a 
take your sons into work day. A lot of the girls just, just?, went with their aunty who's a 
cleaning lady at Brook College or something which wasn't really as far as I could understand it 
the point ofit. 
One of my occasional fierce lectures when I get fed up with my yearslO and 11, is telling them 
there'll be nothing worse than finding themselves in a job where they're far cleverer than the 
person who's in charge of them, and they'll be very frustrated. 
Perhaps we have very different expectations about the world of work, that it will be 
interesting, that we will have the chance to grow. 
It's funny I've got this cartoon my sister sent me on the front of my file, it's got this disgruntled 
woman saying I'm fed up with my job perhaps I should have baby and there a pushchair going 
past with a baby going W AAAAA. and my year I Os are looking at this and saying I don't get 
this Miss or whatever and I say well what would you rather do, spend the day at work or 
spend the day at home with a screaming baby and they sort of look and say spend the day at 
home with my baby, you know sort of how could there be any question [laughs]. 
Did you anticipate being blocked'! 
Yes I did, yeah, I don't think I thought it would be the case in most jobs but that was a bit silly 
really because given the departments I've seen it would make more sense to assume that yes 
most places it would be difiicult. 
It's been suggested that new teachers adopt three different types of social ~trategies: internal 
adjustmem, s/ralegic compliam.:e alld slralegic redefinition. How does thrs relate to you? 
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Some things I have adjusted on, because I suppose you don't get to see the other things you 
don't know if it will ever work in practice. ' 
What? 
(long pause] 
I think I'm less certain about doing all your own resources now. 
Have you tried any strategic redefinition? 
Whether we should buy pritt sticks [laughs] that was a good row for a month. That was just 
that we can't afford them and that, that they shouldn't be allowed to use them in (maths] 
lessons and oh I don't know a whole great thing and then it turned out that there had been 
some money to spend and that Roger had spent it buying inflatable globes which we've never 
ever used and how many pritt sticks make up an inflatable globe? 
The grading on reviews, the setting. 
Have you had any success? 
One fortnight pack that I managed to get scrapped which was basically just dr~wing pretty 
patterns and I expect I only got it scrapped on the understanding that I rewrite it, there's a few 
things like I've said look, at the end of each topic we ought to be getting the students to look 
back over the topic and do some self assessment and that's been a case of well if you want to 
do it then you do it. 
Didn't you say something about the micros? 
We just kept on about it and one just appeared, I don't understand how decisions are made 
[laughs]. 
And where are you Just holding back? 
Well there's big areas that I think are very worrying like.algebra which I haven't dared mention 
to him yet, I think we need to review the whole thing. There's things like reviewing the ways 
girls and boys are doing in tests and even testing, when we test and how we test and how 
often ... 
How have you develop~d since leaving the Poly? 
A lot of it's [laughs] making mistakes and thinking h~II I~m going to have !earn to .do this. 
better. My actual written evidence of what's happening m the classroom 1s appallmg ... I ve 
got to find some better methods of recording what is happening in my lessons because there 
are instances when you get a really clear view that somebody's sorted something out ... I've 
got to find a way. I've recognised a need for it. 
I've learnt to avoid confrontation whenever possible, if there's a way to sort things out without 
confrontation. 
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The L~A day~ were ?ri~liant. because I spent all the time talking to Sam and Helen. That was 
really .m.terestmg :or ms1ght mto ~he ~lassroom. We were reasonably polite when [the tutor] 
was g1vmg her spiel but then we Just ignored the exercise and talked about what we wanted to 
talk about. . And in Y l O ~he~e's a group .or girls who for the last month have been completely 
obsessed with one of their birthday parties and they have lists out and this is their agenda and 
they couldn't care what I ~ay and it was interesting to behave in exactly the same way myself. 
[It was great] actually seeing people and you know Helen teasing Mary because she had a year 
7 class she couldn't control or whatever. It was all really light hearted and nice but it was 
really good to talk about the things that we couldn't do and that chasing up ho"mework 
dominated your life and I think we all had an overwhelming sense that we weren't doing what 
we wanted to do and it was nice to know that everybody else felt the same way. 
There's no doubt that in the end that's where your support comes from. 
What impires you, excites you? 
I've been excited with my top set, seeing them change, seeing them change their views, seeing 
them occasionally say something or produce a piece of work that I'm sure they wouldn't have 
done at the beginning of the year. I gave them, the first thing I gave them practically was an 
investigation and almost none of them wrote anything, they just handed me back the books 
and didn't know what on earth they were supposed to do and then at some point last half term 
I gave them a problem to do with fractions and chocolate on tables and so on and they did 
some brilliant work on it and I gave them two weeks to do and they kept coming and talking 
to me about it and that was a massive change, you know that was really nice, really nice. 
Where do your ideas come from"! 
[Some from college, even from TP] not so much, I don't have access to resources in school in 
the same way as at college, there are not many resources in school. Partly through talking to 
Mark, he's quite a good source of ideas, um I used to be able to dream up ideas really easily all 
the time [laughs] it used to be no problem but now I'm too tired, I don't dream them up. 
26.5.94 
What seem to you now to be the central issues about gender, maths and schooling? 
There's some thinos that I've heard about before and read about that I think I would agree 
with to an extent tl1at I have actually now experienced, such as a lot of girls assume they'll not 
be able to do things .. . There's always a kind of assumption that they ~ave that they didn't 
expect to be able to do it in the first place, they expect to be stuck. With some of them I sort 
of feel I've almost been able to almost tease them out ofit, and their confidence has grown, 
but it's hard to do that on a grand scale or at least I haven't quite w~rked out ho~ to do it on a 
grand scale. There are definitely boys who always assume that they II always do 1t and always 
get it right, who are over confident and when they can't do things they ~re [laughs] horrendous 
because they want to cover up and they want to do all sorts of awful ~hmg to cov~r up. But 
all those thinos I've read about before and have definitely see those thmgs happening. But 
equally I sup;ose I still feel more strongly that there are personalities in the room rather than 
that there are boys and girls. 
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There seem t? be huge differences in motivation. in years 7 and 8 the girls take everything 
very very senously, they don't want to stand out for anything, good or bad. The ones who do 
stick out s~~m to me to get quite a hard time at school, but in year I O and 11 it almost seems 
as though 1t s gone the other the way and the girls don't even seem to take themselves 
seri?usly an~ more, 
1
they see':1 to have given up in some way in some sense. I suppose I think, 
~'d h_ke to thmk tha! s something we ~o to them, I don't want to think it's something that 
mev1t~~1r happens :n some sense. _Its _a fact that the girls at our school are very very 
~nam1b1t1ous, t~ere ~ a couple of girls m Y7 that have actually said to their parents that they'd 
hke to go to university but you wouldn't know that really from the way they behave in class. 
And it will be interesting to see if they still think that when they're in YIO, but then there's very 
much a culture of 'swots' and the last thing you want to be is a swot so whether the girls just 
decide that it's not in their interest to work hard at school. 
Do you think coursework assessment potentially makes a difference? 
They're concerned about presentation, they're concerned about finishing things, they have 
some sort of concern about the totality of the piece of work which boys just don't seem to 
have at all. The girls will often ask me what we are going to do today ... The statistics show 
that they are better at coursework and I can believe that, that they are willing to take 
something on and see it through. 
One of the things I want to encourage is for them to do longer term pieces of work, I've 
started doing that with my top set for homework saying they have two weeks to work on it 
and I want them to keep coming and talking to me about it as and when. A lot of what they 
do is disjointed and quick and doesn't come together. 
One of the issues I've got more and more certain about is that thing of children not being able 
to learn if they feel very very insecure for one reason or another, that you've got to bend over 
backwards for them not to feel worried or frightened or undermined. I mean this week I had 
two classrooms that were so alive with anger and fury because I was told to set a test with my 
YIO sets and it was GCSE questions on topics that they hadn't necessarily covered, maybe not 
even this year let alone recently, and it was real photocopied GCSE papers which is quite 
threatenino and it was the same test for [all the] sets and the same amount of time and they did 0 . 
appalling badly (] and each time when I gave the papers back it was just awful and it was even 
more awful because I was on their side and I understood entirely why they felt the way they 
did, I totally sympathise and yet from their point of view they just got at me with fury for the 
whole lesson. And I just felt very sad and thought why on earth are we doing this and I worry 
that there is, even if it's not intentional, there just seems to be so much that sets them back all 
the time and I wonder that any of them get anywhere. And you have to work so hard to 
counteract that. And we've been talking in the staffroom quite a lot about where the school is 
going. The school is very good at its pastoral side, at making the students realise t?at th_ey 
matter that we're concerned about their attendance and we•re concerned about their social 
skills ;nd how they are part of their form or their year but we're not very good at having any 
sort of academic aspirations for them at all. 
(] 
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It's all too much t_o take in. that's the trouble. You can't think about it all enough. I mean I 
did a !esson a while back, a week or so ago when I had three different activities happening and 
I got mto the staffroom after and I was exhausted and I said to the head of Y7 I've had the 
sort of lesson that I used to have all the time on teaching practice and I realised that I just 
never do that anymore. And he just said 'and no doubt you realise why' and when I think 
about how much thought on teaching practice you put into everything you do and there 
afterwards how much time you spend ruminating over it and now its just a whirl. 
What else have you had confirmed? 
I suppose I've had confirmed that standing up at the front of the classroom really doesn't do 
anybody any good whatsoever, [laughs] that it's a fairly useless teaching method to be honest 
and that I'm not sure that anybody really gets taught anything and that the things that are the 
most valuable are the hardest to manage and time consuming to prepare [laughs]. 
I think I've been surprised how much influence you can actually have when you keep at it, and 
you are consistent and determined with people that you do get through sometimes or even that 
quite often you do get through. 
I knew on teaching practice and it's confirmed that I'm desperately bad, desperately bad at 
starting things calmly, in an ordered way and that's made this year quite hard and quite a lot of 
the kids I teach this year can't cope with that. I think I probably praise my students more than 
a lot of other people and that just seems to happen which is nice. 
(notes made after tape switched offi 
Shall I stay or shall I go? I don't see why I should be pushed out - the longer I stay the more 
loyalty I develop towards the kids. Where are all the people that think like us? All the people 
who write all those articles in magazines? [laughs] 
16.6.95 
(transcribed from the tape) 
Can you tell me something abouJ your own personal background? 
I don't know where to begin. my dreadful parents I think. Neither ofmy parents went to 
University and I think that's been an incredibly significant thing in my childhood ... It was 
something that had to happen to us at all costs. [] I went straight through the grammar sc~ool 
and it wasn't till the second year that I found my firm friend and it was al right after that, thmgs 
went from bad to worse at home and school was quite a nice place to be with lots of 
opportunities to succeed and we did lots of nice interesting things[] and the work wasn't a 
problem [] I had this idea that if only I could just get in~o Ox~ridge then_ m~ parents would be 
so happy that suddenly everything would be alright agam, which was naive _m the extreme 
really [] for 13 weeks before the Oxbridge exam I hardly left my roo~ a~d Just slogged ~d 
slogged [] the A level time was horrible because my mother would hve m the house dunng 
the week with her boyfriend and then on Friday she would make sure there was absolutely no 
food in the house and no money anywhere and then she would go off for the weekend and dad 
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woul? arrive and spend the weekend with us and make sure on Sunday night there was no 
food m the house []. 
Finals was a really horrible time l mea_n about as extreme as you could possibly get in terms of 
how ~ot to assess people really, morning and afternoon six days a week, its crazy and in the 
end I Just totally flipped really and _lost confidence and was really scared, terrible. And poor 
old Grace often gets blamed for this. After one particular paper ... more than a surprise when 
I found out I was pregnant and I suppose that that was when my whole world fell down 
because up un
1
til the~ it seei:ne~ as though I w~s doing the right sorts ofthings·and even if my 
parent~ weren t keeping their side of the bargain [laughs] I was keeping my side of the bargain 
and domg what was expected and I suppose that was more like changing than ever anything 
had been and having to face. having to face the barrage of people who the only thing they 
could say was don't throw your life away don't throw your life away have an abortion don't 
throw your life away and because my parents had got married when she was pregnant and that 
had ended so badly I suppose for them it was freaky, it was like horrible this is all happening 
again and so they were absolutely vile to me, totally unsupportive, they were horrible, really 
horrible [] being single. pregnant and unemployed in Deptford delivering leaflets and cleaning 
posh people's houses is more than an eye opener and we went to see a woman who was a 
Christian marriage guidance counsellor and it was very interesting. [] I did a course in 
contemporary Christianity paid for by a friend's mother who was worried about me. I read 
Germaine Greer and she made the point that we have made it as awful as we possibly can for 
women to bring up children. we've isolated women, we've put them down, we've made it seem 
as though it's the most pathetic and belittling thing you can do to go off and have babies and 
that there's no value at all in being at home with children and I suppose that awakened a whole 
bloody minded counter-suggestive thing in me or put into words things that I'd been aware 
off. So we decided we'd go ahead and get married with six weeks left to prepare. My mother 
was very upset. 
It was very very very scary living in West Camford because all the women around with me had 
five bedrooms and a nanny and were very very confident and assertive about what they did 
and it was a very undermining society to move in. The ones that were at home with their 
children had such strong ideas about what you should and shouldn't do with children. a bit 
scary in fact this last Saturday, I saw a woman who I hadn't seen for years. [] I'd taken Grace 
round to play and endless awful things had happened. Grace had just done all the things that 
children shouldn't do includino throwino a chair down the stairs on top of this woman's child ;:;, .:, 
[laughs]. I can remember very distinctly just how terrified I felt that afternoon and how 
unconfident and awful, I couldn't say anything, my sentences all came out wrong, it was 
pathetic and seeing her last Saturday I realised just how much I'd changed but... I started, I 
attempted to write an article for that column [] because it seemed that for some reason 
suddenly a lot of people were writing about abortion [] it seemed to be that all I read for a 
week anywhere that in fact a lot of women graduates had had abortions in the few years after 
graduating and there were a lot of quotes along the lines: 'I was just setting out on my career .. 
'I was just about to do this', 'it would have ruined my life' and I mean I'd intend~d to go to 
Africa, that had been my plan to go and work in Africa, and reading all those thm~s very 
much, it really really stings and I still feel very ... very much like the person who d1~ ~he wrong 
thing the person who loused it up, the person who made a mess of all the opportunities they 
had ... and that this isn't just second best it's supposed to be a hundredth ~est · ·· and wh~n I 
started work at Mount Sylvan the first week I literally just want~d t~ go mto ~ortham city 
centre every night and just stand there yelling 'I work', I really did, I Just felt like for the first 
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time since leaving university that I was doin° somethino valuable and it'sJ·ust so sad "t' 
fi .h d" .::, .::, ,ISSO sa~. It n~ t:ns ,me an it angers ~,e because when I can be logical and rational about it I 
thmk that it d1dn t re_allJ mat~er a bit t~at I was pregnant after university. Yes financially it was 
a real hassle and l~g1st1cally 1t was a bit daft but there wasn't anything so pressing that it could 
never be done agam. And I suppose I hate my parents for making me feel so bad about it, so 
bad and I'm sure that affected my relationship with Grace in that it's always been very very 
hard and ... It seems very strange t? have been a freak for so long. Someone rang me up 
from school out of the blue [] she discovered that I was ~ust a teacher' and she was very 
surprise~ because she'd expected me to be prime minister at least by now and so I didn't go to 
the reumon because I thought I would be trying to justify myself to strangers, and I think Alex 
feels the same in many ways, perhaps even more so in a way because it was an even bigger 
deal for him to go to university. 
27.6.94 
How would you describe yourself to yourself! 
I suppose I always describe myself to myself as not what I want to be really. 
It's very strange being in school with 250 people watching you in a week because you 
suddenly start to think well I wonder what they think of me and it's very different to thinking 
what your peer group thinks of you because you have some idea what your peer group is 
likely to think of you because it's what you think of them, you know vaguely how they're likely 
to judge you, and it's easier to come to terms with that. But I don't really know how the kids 
in school judge me, what they think of me except that I think its probably quite important to 
them what their teachers are like. maybe even more so because they perhaps don't think of 
school in the way that I thought of school which was mainly in terms of what I was going to 
get out ofit and... Am I too inconsistent and am I too soft. It's one thing coming to terms 
with the fact that I don't have a great deal of respect for me as a parent but I can live with that 
and no-one's paying me to do that anyway [laughs] but it's different in a sense of school 
because I feel much much much more conscious of the fact that I am something at school, that 
I am a teacher much more than I feel I am a mother~ there's something much more to look up 
too. [] I think my gut reaction would be just to be myself [] I find it a bit odd sometimes, 
assuming a role. 
[] 
I think I want to be able to be myself in the classroom and I don't think it's right right now and 
I don't know whether that's because I'm not confident enough about teaching or I don't rate 
myself as experienced enough or whether I'm still conscious that there are too many situa:io~s 
in which I don't know quite what to do and perhaps I have some sort of default mode :Which is 
to be, to act a teacher in those situations or how I think a teacher should act. [] Yes smce [we 
talked about Heather] I've seen another person in the classroom. and she was even more 
herself she was totally, she was so relaxed, she had exactly the same style of humour as she 
has in the staffroom. 
Why did you decide to become a teacher'! 
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I had in the back. of my m}nd t_hat I might do a PGCE and I was really tempted by the first year 
of the c?urse which wasn t gomg_ to ~ave much to do with teaching and I suppose I thought 
that dunng that year I would decide 1f I definitely wanted to carry on in teaching so in 
ways in was just lots of things falling together. ' many 
What made you decide to carry on? 
It's a!ways people that convin~e me of th!ngs [] it's very rarely events [] but if you see people 
and hsten to t_hem who a_re domg something very well and give it a lot of credibility then for 
me anyway I instantly tlunk that there's something worth c:loing and I'd like to try and do it so I 
supp_ose really tha~ a collection _of staff in the Maths Ed Department that really convinced me 
that 1t was something worth domg and that there was a lot more to it than I'd anticipated so ... 
It would be difficult in interesting ways and that really tempted me I suppose. 
Where do you expect lo be i11 le11 years lime? 
I'm anticipating that I'll still be in teaching though I can see that it's actually quite hard to plot 
out some career path now [] obviously it would be nice to have some responsibility [] so 
wouldn't it be nice to be head of maths somewhere but I don't know how realistic that is. 
Tell me something about the nature of mathematics. 
Do triangles exist? (laughs] I started to think about the difference between maths and science. 
[] You always hear it quoted that maths is a tool, maths is a tool [] and starting the course at 
the Poly neatly disposed of that idea and the maths became something in itself but it wasn't 
science and it wasn't like science so what was it? was it something that was objectively out 
there and you had to discover it which I suppose is more like science so do triangles exist in 
the universe and human beings have got to find them or is it just totally made up by people 
right from the start. And I think I'd been holding onto the idea that its totally made up by 
people right from the start for a very long time until I came across, back to pi, and then I 
found myself saying this is the only bit of maths that I think is like science because pi is just 
there and people found it and I don't think I think that people made it up at all, it just seems to 
be there but that makes it stand out from the rest of maths. So maybe it isn't maths, maybe we 
should get rid of pi out of the maths curriculum, it's not allowed to count, so I still think about 
that because there are other things like pi really, geometric things and number patterns. But 
then I don't know about number patterns because you wouldn't have the number patterns if 
you hadn't decided on the numbers in the first place which is quite a, if you could get people to 
sit down and think about it, is quite an exciting thing really because if you start off by saying 
that we're going to count because counting is useful and serves a lot of purposes so we devise 
a system of counting or tallying in some sense but you then discover that all these strange 
amazing things happen with these numbers that you've devised and where do the strange 
amazing things come from. And that's a lot of why small children like maths, I think, are 
intrigued by maths because all these funny things turn up and it can be, it can be like a 
different world really that you can mess around with. 
I often say in the classroom when I'm presented with beautifully neat books usually the girls' 
with beautifully neat answers written and there's a pile of stuff in the bin, that the stuff in the 
bin is their maths and I don't want to see the beautifully neat answers so then they get cross 
with me. Because all the scribblings and the crossings out and the getting it wrong and doing 
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it again is th~ir maths, it's. the process of thinking it through and starting on a track and ivin 
it up and gomg down a different track. g g 
Here's one person's way of characterising different outlooks on maths and maths educat· 
'·1 /"k t k · ion. I u 1 e you o mar m green any of the sections that you agree with and in red any that are 
definitely not you. 
Very into preventing failure at the moment [underlines 4d]. We had an intere~ting debate over 
the weekend about this [points to column 5] because I thought you would have an axe to 
grind but Alex didn't agree. I have a soft spot for useful maths [ underlines 2b ], sometimes 
useful maths is a good thing. I don't think that maths is a body of knowledge [underlines 2a] 
so I can't transmit it [underlines 3b], set of truths and rules well .. no I'm not even sure about 
that [underlines la], I have problems with motivation but I'm going to underline it anyway 
[underlines Jd, laughs] I can't seem to motivate anyone. That's Mr Gradgrind isn't it hard 
work effort and practice [ underlines I c]. 
Choose one thing that was difficult lo decide about. Why was it difficult? 
Well [column five] is the hardest. 'Critical awareness and democratic citizenship via 
mathematics', I must say I find very difficult to think about. Because I know the idea of 
fostering critical awareness hasn't really dawned on me in terms of my maths teaching and I 
can't decide whether it should have done or not [laughs] because its something that I 
associated so strongly with other areas of the curriculum that I find ... but then I've changed 
my mind about so many things to do with maths that maybe I'm going to change my mind 
about that one as well but 'democratic citizenship' annoyed me, I don't know why ... in fact in 
[ column five] you're not any different from [ column one] except that what you trying to 
squeeze the worms towards is something that in theory, that sounds rather nice and good but 
I'm not convinced, I think it's fishy, fishy. 
I share with somebody else [] an incredibly difficult year 8 bottom set which is packed full of 
students with real problems, problems with having to sit on a chair [laughs] things like this 
and Mark and I have struggled with this group all year and in many ways we've actually made 
quite a lot of progress. Anyway it fell to me to teach this group on Friday afternoon after 
dinner and they're always difficult in the afternoons especially on Fridays. But to make it even 
more exciting at registration, in the mere 5 minutes of registration, they had just received a slip 
on which was a timetable for their activities week. Now unlike year 7 where the activities 
week has been entirely run and dictated by the students, nice contrast (!), in year 8 the 
activities week has been entirely run and dictated by the staff who've said exactly what they 
want to do, how long they'll do it for and who with and therefore a timetable has been p~t . 
together by the staff and was given out to the kids at registration on Friday. So they amved m 
my maths lesson clutchina slips of paper, they were appallingly badly informed so they didn't 
know for example who :ould be in the group they'd be working with, which is a fundamental 
thing who am I goina to be with all next week. Also on the timetable a lot of the, a lot of the 
activities had no explanation so for example one afternoon just said 'cathedral' or one whole 
day for some poor souls gave the name of an extremely u~popular scienc~ teach:r. Th? ~!so 
managed to suss out fairly quickly that they weren't all doing ~he same thmgs so 1t wasn t hke a 
round robin where everybody would have had the same expen:nce by the end of ~he week. 
There was some good oettino information from tables there, with the speed at which they 
::, ::, 
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managed to do it, and they also realised that the girls went horse riding and the boys didn't, so 
the first part of my lesson was wrecked by the fact that there was a mass amount of 
information having to be exchanged and this was crucial and every new person who arrived 
late in the room had _to go through you know this great long questioning who they were et 
cetera, etcetera but 1t was then followed up by a real underswell of growing resentment 
because they all felt that. I think mostly because they didn't really know what was going to 
happen, I think that was main, really if they could have been honest that would have been their 
main beef that they didn't actually know what was going to happen next week and that 
unsettled them. But they chose to express it as it's not fair because we're not getting the same 
experience, what does this mean et cetera, et cetera. Now because I'm not based with year 8 
this week, I'm with year 7, I couldn't supply the information they wanted, I didn't know what 
this science teacher was going to do with them all day [laughs] or indeed any of the activities 
at all and so I was faced with this decision. It was the last day before project week so 
therefore there was a feeling of end of termishness about it. we'd been struggl_ing through 2 
dimensional representation of 3 dimensional shapes and Mark had had two really good lessons 
with them in which he had pursued a particular thing, but Mark. oh. I don't know, it's very 
difficult to communicate exactly what you've done in a lesson and we don't have a lot ohime 
to do it and he usually gives me a general gist of what they've done and I almost always do 
something akin but not following on because it's very difficult to follow on because unless you 
were in the lesson you don't really know who's got where, but stupidly perhaps because I'd 
been very busy with the year 7 projects I decided I would try to follow on from his lesson 
setting of on a slightly different tack, which was in many ways a major, major mistake because 
they were halfway through doing something with him and they didn't see why they should 
abandon that to do something which was almost the same but just slightly different right from 
scratch with me so it was an incredibly badly planned lesson ... 
[] 
Why do childrenfai/'! 
Because we make it so hard for them to succeed. There's about 55 million ways they can fail, 
and it's an eye of the needle to succeed, it really is. In my, I don't know, my little philosophy I 
suppose, is that they have to be aware that there is somebody somewhere w~o wants them to 
succeed and it could be all sorts of people. it could somebody from home or 1t could be 
someone from school. 
[] 
Probably because we ask so much from them that's unfamiliar [] there's very few good reasons 
provided for doing what they have to do if any reasons at all. 
[] 
People are startino to address [the issue] [] because we're trying to bring bac~ into school kids 
who truant an en;rmous amount and we're asking ourselves what are you gomg to offer them 
that's going to make them think it's worth while being in school. 
What do you do if you ll'lllll lo know ahoul so1111.!lhi11g, i11111athe!matics or teaching or 
anything? 
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I always ask someone [if it's about school]. I suppose I'd ask them and they'd give me their 
answer and I might discuss it a bit, and then I'd go away and think about it and then I might 
get back to them because I'd have to sort of yeah sort· of assimilate it and compare it with all 
sorts of other ideas and things but I do change my ideas on things a lot. Sometimes I'm 
listening to somebody else and they have a completely different view to me and I argue 
dramatically against them and think what they are saying is rubbish, and then I get myselfinto 
another situation where somebody holds my view and I argue the person's point of view that I 
originally had the argument with and see how it feels arguing it from their view and then I tend 
to sort of come to some kind of middle, not always a middle ground because sometimes it's 
not something you can have a middle ground on but I then sort of come to some kind of 
conclusion but I feel as though I have to hold, I have to try holding the different views before I 
can decide. But to be able to do that you need a group of friends who can cope with having 
different views, who can cope with a range of opinions and views ... to say something totally 
outrageous and see what it felt like, and that's what I kept wanting to do ... I wanted to kind 
of say things that were not the kinds of ideas we were supposed to have and see what it was in 
them that might be appealing or at the very least to reject them properly. I mean that would 
be the nice thing about working in a school for quite a long time, you might actually build up 
relationships with other members of staff that would enable you to do that. 
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Edited transcripts of interviews with Matthew 
28.6.94 
Interview 1 {transcribed from notes made at the time) 
How would you describe yourself as a teacher? What sort of teacher are you? 
It varies. Competent, good, lousy sometimes. 
Are you the sort of teacher you expected to be? 
Not yet. For example, compare today and yesterday with that YIO group. Yesterday we 
were going over the exam paper so it was necessarily didactic. Though, no, that's not 
true, there are a lot of different ways I could have done it. Anyway, it contrasts with 
today which is a much more fluid lesson so the lesson this morning was much more like I'd 
like to be. I'm achieving this say 50% of the time 
I intended to be a student-centred teacher always so I thought you just threw activities at 
the children and that was enough. Now I realise structure is needed. The role I am 
playing is different too, not just beforehand in preparing the materials but during the lesson 
too. I find it frustrating, the actual constraints - my time, ifl don't like a class I don't 
prepare such interesting things, resources, class size. Plenty of kids in quite a few classes 
who can't cope with this open way of working given the class size, they require more 
attention. But now I'm thinking that as this pressure increases, you can retreat but it isn't a 
solution, a more discursive style is needed more or else you just get into a battle trying to 
get the kids to do things they don't want to do, you end up rowing and shouting. 
Where did your ideas about how you wanted to teach come from? 
In terms of a general outlook on life, in terms of the way things currently are, things are 
centred on things not people, not human. I reacted against school in quite a political way 
and it comes partly from a labelling from the other side, for example John Major wants to 
push back to a traditional approach so I want to resist this and so I think: that must be 
wrong, so what's right? 
What has stayed 1-vith you from your experiences of the course? 
I feel I sound pompous but the stuff about reflecting on the learning experience. I've tried 
to hold on to not to spoonfeed, not give things piecemeal in tiny pieces, what makes good 
activities, enjoyment, entertainment. 
Did you come across any ideas there Jhat made you see things differently? 
Yes. Certainlt in ter~1~ of mat~em_atics. A very different way of learning maths. For 
~xample the t1lm? act1v1ty ~e did nght at the beginning that very much went against [the 
idea that] maths 1s to do with algebra. Lots of other occasions. You can't rel O th t 
· 11 1 h · ·· yna mte ectua approac , a more mtu1tive approach has value. That has personal · 1· t" 
b · c-. ll'b"I" d b imp 1ca ions a out m1a 1
11
1 1ty ~n .a out valuing intuitions and so on. A very strong message "It's OK 
to be wrong . Tlus dtd come from the course. 
Interview 2 (transcribed from the tape) 
What should there be more of 011 the course? 
Opportunities to see good teachers teaching. That's similar to the weakness of what I 
ended up with in terms of my own teaching was a bit like well ifl've got the a~tivity I can 
just throw it at the kids and the learning will somehow naturally arise. 
What makes good teaching? 
I was actually thinking more in terms of pacing lessons and structuring lessons so that 
learners are able to get involved in the activity and know what to do. 
It's not like we have mathematics in there waiting for us to discover it, that isn't the way it 
works. 
For me, teaching traditionally is I'd started like that [like I ended the lesson] and I'd said, 
Right what we're going to do now is a whole series of questions where you have to add a 
percentage to something and then you've got to take that percentage off something like 
tha~. it's very difficult to explain it. I'd have gone through some explanation, some of them 
might have understood it but they'd have ended up getting a method or a process, a series 
of steps to go through and now right do 40 of these. Now that to me is a traditional 
lesson, I think doing that [ exposition from the board today] was generated by their own 
activity. The expected outcomes [for different pupils] were different but in a sense that 
typifies the sort of task-orientated, what-do-you-need-to-know-in-order-to-get-to-a-
particular-goal which is the way my ideal about learning is moving which is much more 
about kids or individuals building a mathematical structure around them which isn't one 
that's discovered and it isn't one that's either discovered in themselves or discovered out 
there but it's a structure which is developed. And within that conversation and talk are 
really important. 
[The message from the course was] mathematics is something enjoyable, that it should be 
displayed, that children's mathematics is enjoyable and should be displayed. You get a 
sense of there beino some democracy in terms of the way things are decided within the 
[Maths Education{Centre. I think within that, in terms of relationships, with students 
there was efforts made to give a sense of equality, equal status. 
What impact did this have 011 you as a teacher? 
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It was m~~ivatin~ and still is i~ the sense, in the sense that it's important to know that there 
are, that 1t s possible to work m that way. It's a big improvement to the relationship 
between !he teachers an~ learners that you get in an average school and the relationship of 
workers m th~t workers place, and that general message of valuing mathematics which 
can be very ~1ffic~lt to _do when you're, you're not forced to but you end up finding 
yourself saymg tlungs like, when they say this is boring, you say I know but I'm afraid I'm 
go.ing to hav~
1
to make ~ou do it, which, yo~ know, is a terrible thing to be saying to 
children but 1t s something that I find I've said. The chances are you will work in an 
institution which is hierarchical to a greater or lesser extent and that raises questions, how 
do you cope with that hierarchy, how do you get change and create change. 
[] 
I'm quite argumentative and I argue my corner but there's definitely been a process where I 
feel I've had some sort of effect, I've mentioned the banding. But then realising that 
actually in terms of changing people's deep perceptions about, about mathematics, and so 
on, and about what we should be doing. hasn't really happened. At the moment I feel like 
what I'm going to be doing next year is working on what I'm doing and forget it you 
know. It's frustrating, I don't know if it's the course or whatever, why, but I feel I've got a 
very good understanding of some of the issues around assessment and around what a 
curriculum should be and in fact those curriculum issues and I feel frustrated that they're 
not necessarily valued because I'm the junior member of the department and it can't 
possibly be the case that I might know something more about assessment you know and 
those sorts of issues and for sometime I would argue my case and get some sort of change 
but I am frustrated about it and I think it goes beyond one particular department to the 
particular institution. So I've come much more to looking at finding an institution that 
would allow me to, a bit of scope to develop in the way that I want to. 
[Changes in GCSE coursework requirements] coupled with the league tables means that 
you get a pressure right down through the years and I find if I'm pushing something 
forward in terms of what kids should be doing in year 8 in terms of the setting 
arrangements or the curriculum they should be following I know my arguments are more 
powerful if I can put them in terms of what will their GCSE success be. Some people 
might say that's right, that's the way it should be, that's what you're here to do, you're here 
to gain them GCSE grades but it ce11ainly feels, I feel the pressure in terms of my teaching 
to do that. And again the path of least resistance is to revert to tried and tested, ho~ you 
were tauoht all that sort of stuff. I suppose in terms of the course, the course has given 
me a lot ~f ~ptions in terms of going back and saying hold on a minute this isn't necessarily 
the best idea in the long run or even in the shorter for that matter. 
Did you anticipate these blocks'! 
I thouoht that the depat1ment I was coming to work in was more, was nearer to what I 
thougl~t, I believed. And that was largely because they didn't do SMP and I equated SMP 
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with a certain sty!~ of teaching. The fact that this department isn't does mean that there 
are all sorts of options for. ~ithin one activity, to change things. So in terms of teaching 
and actually how you teach m the classroom you might have what is a textbook exercise 
and you can turn that into a dis~~ssion. exerci~e, into an investigative, into them finding 
out f~r themselves o~ those pos1t1ve thmgs qmte simply. And in terms of teaching 
techniques and teaching styles there is some value placed on that don't get me wrong. I 
don't.want ~o put the department down but it's about, you get to a point and there's a 
certain tension there. And I want to teach in a school which in mathematics is much 
nearer to a mixed ability school and it seems to me it's going to get worse rather than 
better and that's what I dislike. You have to teach classes which aren't motivated and 
you're pushing them and pushing them and pushing them with that sort of philosophy or 
you get the classes which are completely demotivated and you end up being a policeman 
so [laughs] sorry I'm just getting that off my chest. 
But in terms of expecting the blocks. I didn't. I didn't think it would perhaps be as 
important as it is. And it hasn't been because your issues for the first couple of years, in 
the first year it's surviving and it's classroom management and you learn to take everything 
off the department you can in terms of learning how to. classroom management. This year 
I've been seeing how the actual mathematics and the way activities are structured 
mathematically are essential to classroom management and that has been the strong 
learning point. And now I suppose I'm starting to look at the wider structure and it's 
becoming more important now. There are certain things I can't do because the classes are 
not structured in such a way. the course is not structured in such a way. So I can't for 
instance start with the topic of say. suppose we're doing some work on circles and I start 
with the topic of that and have some doing some work on. you know.just drawing circles, 
circle patterns. others finding out something about pi, others finding out something about 
the area of a circle, and have that full range and start with a topic and just go with it. 
Because it's split up into small chunks in each year and there's certain things you can do 
but there are limits whereas if you say had half a term you could really do something with 
it, you could. 
Certain principles I keep coming back to and that I think are worth defending, principles 
of fairness and equality, that every person's worthy of respect, those sort of ideas, then 
they really inform my motivation to carry on saying I don't want to see streaming and. I 
don't want to see setting. I'm considered in the department to be well read on educational 
matters [laughs] 
What seem to you 110111 to he the central iss11es ahout S;ender, maths and schooling? 
I think that I was reasonable at thinkino about how to encourage girls in terms of 
.::, . . 
contributing or asking questions or whatever on a very sort of simple,. questt?~m~ 
techniques and trying to be aware of what I was doing and of promot1?g pos1~1ve images 
as far as I could. J don't think it's been a central strand by any means, m!erestmgly th~ugh 
I'm startino to come to an alternative point, not an alternative point of view. but equality 
of opportt;nity here in this pat1icular school means addressing the motivation of boys. 
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And that will have an effect on the way they hold back the attainment of girls a b 
h , 1 · b b nyway, ut t ere s a rea issue a out ~ys who just give up, they don't want to work and the reasons 
~or. that. And the_ problem 1s sometl:ing that's identified by a whole number of people 
ms1de the school m a whole lot of different ways, I don't think we've even started to 
addre~s it. It's something we've talked about in the equal opportunities group but it's also 
there m terms of the maths department, so I suppose that's the issue that I'm thinking 
about at the moment. 
Is that across whole attainment .\pectrum? 
What tend~ to happen is tl:at children conform to a number of stereotypes and the girls' 
stereotype is to produce nicely presented work which might be involving high level of 
mathematics or it might be nicely presented work that doesn't involve a great 
understanding of mathematics or easy mathematics if you like. Whereas the boys would 
not present the work at all well at any of the sort oflevels, with exceptions obviously 
that's the trouble with generalisations, but the motivation, but that seems to be a symptom 
of a poor motivation which means that there are a whole number ofindividuals who are 
underachieving. Now that's generally tme inside the school but it feels more like there are 
more boys who are underachieving than there are girls. 
Is that t111e in the top set? 
Not as much as in other classes, there's certainly a number of boys in the class who if they 
worked as hard as the girls, if they put the effort in and they got involved in the activity 
and so on who's attainment would be just as good and it's not. There are certainly some 
issues like that, [but] in terms of the top end it's not so much of a problem. The ones who 
are going to get As and Bs, there'll be very few of them, I'd expect them to be evenly 
spread and that is generally true if you go back over the last few years then that's been true 
as well. But there's a significant problem with kids who are capable of getting grade Cs. I 
mean they might very well be capable of getting more than that but in terms ofwe can 
identify them in year 8, year 9 to be potentially getting grade Cs and there's a big mismatch 
between boys and girls, there's a mismatch in every subject in the school and that incl~des 
maths. 
Effectively what's happening is that the girls are responding to changes in the curriculum. 
Insofar as changes are being made, they are responding to those and going with them, the 
boys aren't. You can see it, you get to about year 8, year 9 and the motivation goes. But 
even younger than that, the year 7 class, there are some extremely bright lads who are very 
poorly motivated for year 7 kids. I mean if they were year 9 then that happens, you 
encourage them, you push them up a bit but in year 7. Now that's true, undoubtedly it's 
true but I mean there's all so11s of cultural issues as well in terms of the boys because the 
girls correspond more to the expectation of producing work in a certain sort ~fway, 
whereas the boys are rowdier, they don't correspond to ho\~ tea~hers _want children to 
behave. But it's enormous cultural influences. I was on res1dent1al with some of the 
brightest lads in year 8, tremendous potential academically and in other ways as well, very 
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caring and supportive of girls in the class and other children as well so it's not unthinking. 
And you speak to them about what they want to be and 'I'm going to be a joiner' and I'm 
not saying there's anything wrong with that. But their horizons are not academic and 
there's certainly an issue there which the boys are doing which is holding them back 
[which] is also having a negative effect on the girls as well because they don't get time to 
say what they want, the teacher's spending a lot of time dealing with naughty boys so they 
don't have time for the girls et cetera, which is interesting because that's not what I 
expected in terms of equal opportunities and gender the issues to be. 
What did you expect the issues to be? 
Rein back the boys, encouraging the girls and girl friendly mathematics and that sort of 
thing, in terms of as a school we are not good by any means at addressing equality of 
opportunities issues. It's only just starting to happen. There isn't a culture which very 
easily, it's developing. So challenging sexism, they tend to be more those sorts of things. 
Individuals within that, others will let things go by. Interestingly this year I've heard less 
comments like 'you stupid woman' since we have started to address the issues properly and 
so on and discuss them with kids. There's less of those comments made which that was a 
very common one with year 7 and year 8. That was the way to put down one of the other 
boys to call him [ a woman]. 
18.7.94 
(transcribed from the tape) 
Tell me about your own schooling. 
Primary school I enjoyed. I always attained well at school. Secondary school I went to a 
boys' comprehensive school which had a girls' school next door, which, yes, it was not 
bad. It was a setted school, 1 to 7, and invariably I was in set I but my friends were 
drawn much wider than that. I mean I say I was happy at school and I enjoyed school but 
I truanted quite a bit, more than the odd day. 
Why? 
It's very difficult to look back at it now through teacher's eyes and say the explanations we 
had. It wasn't that I was bored at school but I could get away with it, I think if I 
couldn't've got away with it like in terms of keeping up with the work [I wouldn'! have]. I 
often truanted because of homework, because of not having done homework so 1t was 
easier not to go in. 
Did you accept the 110r111s of the school hy and large? 
No, no. It was a school that had very strong uniform. There _were tim~s when !eacher~ 
and senior teachers tried to actively discourage me from keeping the fnends I did both m 
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terms of friends I had in other years who were older than me but also in terms of h "t 
· I d"d • w en I 
came t_o options . 1 n t ~ant to do French ... I made very political statements about not 
accepting the reg1mentatton, not accepting those sorts of strict structures but at the same 
time it wasn't conflicts with teachers personally. 
Did you feel critical of what other kidr got out of schooling or did it not occur to you 
that sort of way? 
Oh yeah, yeah it did occur. I was precocious politically, it seemed like a· very political 
ti_me .. I ~ean _there. were people in. the British movement. [It was] the late seventies, early 
e1ght1es m Leicester, there was quite a lot of conflict in the playground and also in terms of 
youth culture. There were all the ideas of anarchism and so on floating arpund so things 
like regimentation at school, a sense that things didn't have to be like that. We had a 
school strike and things like that. 
But that didn't put you off becoming a teacher? 
No, I suppose for a long while even after it I used to say very flippant things like teachers 
are agents of the state and that, basically just social control, soft cop. And I suppose 
there's an element where I still see that. I had to think it through, it's not as simple as that. 
Are there any teachers in your family? 
Me mum was an adult education teacher. 
What do you think mathematics is? 
What I think today, and I might not think it tomorrow, is: it's a game. You play your 
game with symbols and ideas by moving symbols and ideas around, so I suppose that's 
seeing it as something that's independent of us but dependent on us as well. So it1s 
obviously got some independence, it's an objective description of something and helps to 
describe the world around us, a language that helps to describe the world around us and 
that's objective but at the same time that description has a particular bias and so on. 
Does your view of mathematics affect what you do in the classroom? 
It must do and it does at all sorts of levels. It affects it in terms of trying, where possible, 
giving problem solving tasks, goal orientated so you've got some problem to solve and 
you get the maths along the way in the process of solving the goal ~o in that_ s~nse the 1?ds 
are constructing the mathematics. But at the same time it's to do with descnbmg or trymg 
to solve a problem in the world, the outside world. That's on ~ very de~p !eve!. On a 
more basic level, I try and get them to puzzle, to think, answering questions with 
questions and so on. 
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Here's one person's way of characterising different outlooks on maths and maths 
education. I'd like you to mark i11 green any of the sections that you agree with and in 
red any that are definitely 1101 you. 
[points !o I_b] 'Basics,. numeracy', well you don't get a certificate if you don't get GCSE. 
My feeling is that [pomts to column 5] if that's true, then working class kids, all kids, all 
people ha~e got to ha~e a certain level of skills and knowledge, it makes that [points to 
Sb] more likely to realise that people need at least to understand what's going on around 
them. If we want to empower individual children then getting certificates is quite a good 
idea for them. In terms of life skills I think that's a right [points to I b] people have a right 
to learn skills that they'll use in everyday life. I wouldn't say it was a good thing, a 
mathematical aim, I'd say that every person is entitled to that, that's what I'm being paid to 
do. [crosses out Id, laughs] But that's not what I want to do, but often if, when they ask 
me why do I have to learn this I'm quite honest with them and say it's because there's 
something called the government and the government has got something called the 
national curriculum and so you've got to learn it, if you've got any complaints you have to 
write to John Major [laughs]. I think in terms of what I do in the classroom at best there's 
discussion with them to try and motivate, discussion of targets and goals [underlines 3d, 
4d and 5d] but that's a goal [ circles 5c ]. I wouldn't say that's what I do at present. 
Why do childre11fi1il? 
We live in a crap society basically. They come into an institution which has as its primary 
goal reproducing the attitudes which are suitable for good workers, doing what you don't 
want to do, doing what you're told to do, working to bells. As teachers you're in a 
hierarchical institution with kids at the bottom of the heap so again they fail because it ain't 
set up for them to succeed, that isn't the objective of school. I mean it is in one sense, it 
isn't in the sense of really wanting them to achieve because if it was then it would have to 
be a very different sort of place. And also the consequences wouldn't be liked. I mean 
there was an education official back in I 986, 87 something like that when they were first 
starting to introduce the national curriculum, chief principle officer in the Department of 
Education and Science and no doubt he was saying what the thinking of the government 
was, and he said, he said this at a conference 'the thing is nowadays the people have to be 
educated to know their places'. Well that says it all really. I think if you compare the 
curriculum and the sort of education that's offered to working class children, and middle 
class children come to that, to children in private schools there's a big difference. I'm not 
saying that that's a perfect model by any means obviously but 'co~ 
1
that's trying to train 
them to do certain soi1s of jobs and be a boss and whatever, but 1t s small classes and they 
have all sorts of interesting subjects on the curriculum, archaeology I mean where's 
archaeology on our curriculum. 
How do you find out about somethi11K you do11't know aboul, about how to teach 
fractious, say? 
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If it's so!11ething _that's got a specific answer to, I just go and ask someone who I know's 
got the mformat1on that I want. For instance, am I supposed to be telling these kids that 
bar charts shoul~ h_ave gaps or not? and then find out what other people are doing and 
then carry on domg what I was doing in the first place anyway [lauohs] because it seems 
to me that that's much more sensible anyway. 0 
I suppose that going and asking somebody and then, and then, but there are plenty of 
other instances anyway where on points of information, what I call a technical question 
really, or look it up in a book or whatever, [and then use] somebody else, (like for] how 
far on the national curriculum are they, the mark for a piece of coursework. 
What do you do ({two people d(ffer? 
Probably ask a third person. Or if I've gone to that trouble and I don't like the response of 
one because if I'd liked that response I probably would just accept that first person anyway 
and why ask a second person ifl think that it's right. In terms of wider questions which 
aren't technical I suppose it's, in that sense, I wouldn't go and ask somebody how to teach 
fractions. More the sort of question I might ask is, have you done this yet and how did 
you do it and then pick ideas from them. 
Suppose you were asked about, say, selling up single sex maths groups in year 9, how 
would you decide about your response? 
I would have to think very carefully about what I thought about it in the fi_rst place, the 
issues, so with something like that I would be starting from not having a particularly fixed 
position, and I'd want to hear what other people have to say. I think I'd probably come 
down to the point of view that it wasn't a good idea on an ongoing basis, but I imagine I'd 
have lots of discussions with everybody in the department but particularly with people 
who I felt were closer to me in terms of the way that I'd be looking at it. [Ifit was 
something that I didn't agree with] I'd canvass for a position, think about what position 
could I actually win, be political about it I suppose. 
Wo_uld you do any reading'! 
I might do, well yes, yes, yes in order to like get the arguments. 
How would you decide? 
It's what promotes ce11ain sorts of values or certain sorts of outcomes. I mean certain 
· issues like ones to do with crender are very political issues and therefore I would go and 
talk to people I knew politi~ally who are nothing to do ":'ith teach.ing about what they 
think as well, and try and step outside it and not look at m educational terms but actually 
think about what the context is. 
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Theory of 
Teaching 
Mathematics 
~-~-- · \..expenence_..,/~ .... , negotiation 
-...;.__,.,... -~ 
T~n · ton Skill instruction, Explain, Facilitate Discus~on, 
motivate motivate, personal conflict, 
Jhioug6 ~ pass on exploration, questionning 
relevance structure prevent of content 
--= failure and pedagogy 
Appendix 13 
Questionnaire for Phase three 
1 
PGCE Follow up Questionnaire 
July 1994 
How would you describe yourself to yourself as a teacher? 
What sort of teacher are you? 
What has made you into that kind of teacher? 
What sort of teacher did you expect to be before you started teaching? 
Are you that sort of teacher? Why or why not? 
2 What do you think has stayed with about your experiences at the Poly? Did being there change the way you think about yourself? 
In your learning there did you come across any ideas that made you see 
the classroom or pupils differently? 
If so, what changes do you think that has made to your classroom practice? 
How would you describe the way we worked at maths ed? 
What impact, if any, do you think this way of working had on you? 
3 you have now been through a course of initial teacher education and had some 
experience in school. What would you now say is the purpose of initial teacher 
education? 
4 People say that beginning teachers are obsessed with survival. Do you agree? 
Were you? Describe what it's like. 
What are the implications of this for teacher's development? 
Do you think your vision of teaching has changed? In what way? 
What are your feelings about this? 
5 Has anything blocked you since you started teaching? Did this surprise you? 
6 
7 
.8 
What do you value about your present school? 
What do you dislike about your present school? 
What have you tried to change? Why? What success and failures have you had? 
What have been the most significant learning experiences in your school(s )? 
In what ways have you developed professionally since leaving the Poly? Has anyone 
in particular contributed to that? 
What, if anything, inspires you to chang~ and impr?ve your practice ~ te;ching? 
Can you think of something that has excited you with respect to teaching. 
If so, please describe what that was. 
Do you now think that gender, maths and schooling are related? Why do you think 
this? In what ways do your views on this affect your classroom, your department, 
your school? 
i ( 
10 
t 11 
I would like to ask you one or two things about your biography and schooling. 
Were you yourself happy at school? Why or why not? 
Is anyone else in your family in teaching? 
Why did you decide to become a teacher? Tell me about one thing that happened 
that was really important in making you decide. 
What does mathematics mean to you? 
What do you think mathematics is? 
How does this affect your classroom? 
12 Below is one person's way of characterising different outlooks on maths and maths 
teaching. I'd like you to mark in green any of the sections that you think fits you well 
and to mark in red any of the sections that you think is definitely not you. 
1 2 3 4 5 
View of Set of truths and Body of useful Body of Process view, Socially 
mathematics rules knowledge structured personalised constructed 
knowledge maths 
Mathematical Basics, Useful maths Transmit body Creativity, Critical 
aims numeracy to appropriate of mathematical self-realization, awareness and 
level and knowledge through democratic 
certification mathematics citizenship via 
mathematics 
Theory of Hard work, Skill acquisition, Understanding Activity, play, Questioning, 
Learning effort, practice practical and application exploration decision making, 
experience negotiation 
Theory of Transmission Skill instruction. Ex.plain, Facilitate Discussion, 
Teaching motivate motivate, personal conflict, 
Mathematics through work pass on exploration, questionning 
relevance structure prevent of content 
failure and pedagogy 
Which was the bit you felt happiest with? Why? How does this connect with your 
classroom? 
Choose one bit where the decision wasn't obvious. Why was it difficult to decide? 
13 Why do children fail? 
14 What do you do if you want to know something about mathematics? 
What do you do if you want to know something about teaching? 
Who or what do you rely on? 
What do you do if those sources disagree? 
Thank you very much for taking the time and trouble to reply. Please include 
anything else that you think would be relevant. 
Appendix 14 
Letter to John, Frances and Matthew after Phase three 
16May 1995 
Dear 
I am writing to you again to ask if you would participate a little further in my research. There 
are several things I want to ask you to do and I am aware that each of them will take up some of 
your time. I should be very grateful if you were willing to participate but, naturally. will 
understand if you haven't the time (or the inclination). 
(i) I have produced an edited transcript of the interviews we made last summer. Would you 
read this and let me know if I have made any errors, as you remember things? Have I your 
permission to quote (anonymously) from these transcripts? Have you any other comments you 
would like to make on the transcripts? 
(ii) As a result of all the experiences I have had whilst engaged in this research. I have 
produced a model of teachers' ways of knowing. I have then used the material from the 
transcripts to illuminate that model. Would you be willing to read these chapters of my thesis? 
Would you be willing for the other two major contributors to read these chapters too. even if it 
meant that they could/might be able to identify you? And, finally, would you be willing to meet 
the other two and spend some time together discussing the model and the illustration ofit? I am 
imagining an hour or two, probably at my house, and perhaps video recording the discussion. 
I know that this is asking a lot and I shall quite understand if you don't want to be bothered. I 
have enclosed the edited transcripts in the hope that you are willing to OK them. 
Best wishes 
Hilary 
Appendix 15 
Extracts from Matthew's letters after Phase three 
I have transcribed Mall~ew's le tiers ·with ve,y minor editing of practical details and some 
changes to the p1111ctuat1011. 
25June 1995 
Dear Hilary 
Thanks for t~e letter and transcripts. I found reading the transcripts initially shocking_ do I 
really speak like that? I t~lked to K _ about this and she assures me that I am not the only 
one whose speech transcribes as gobbledegook. It's caused me to think a Jot about the nature 
of meaning in spoken and written form. 
Of course I will be willing to continue to be 'researched'. It's a two way process and I found 
the transcripts very useful and challenging so I am sure I will get a lot out of reading your 
thoughts on the issues you refer to. 
As to the other questions you ask:-
I include some reactions to the transcripts. 
Are there any errors? -.I do not know. I can see in the text what I wanted to say but I am not 
sure that is how someone else would interpret it. 
A methodological puzzle for you:- being interviewed by you and now reading the interviews 
undoubtedly has led me to reflect more on the issues you are concerned with and so change 
my ideas and practice (and vice versa?). If it doesn't sound too pretentious I would say that 
it's a wonderful example of the dialectical relationship between observer and observed/ 
objective and subjective. 
A solution? I came across the following quote (or rediscovered it) through interest in other 
matters and it made me think of conversations I have with K __ and also ofmy feelings 
about being an 'object' of research. 
"Objectivity does not mean detachment, it means respect; ['to be able to see it as it exists 
according to its own nature'] that is, the ability not to distort and to falsify things, pers?ns and 
oneself. But does not the subjective factor in the observer, his [sic] interests, tent.to distort 
his thinkino for the sake of arrivino at desired results? Is not the lack of personal interest the 
condition ;f scientific inquiry? The idea that lack of interest is a condition for recognising the 
truth is fallacious ... What matters is not whether or not there is an interest but what kind of 
interest there is and what its relation to the truth will be." 
Erich Fromm 
Man for Himself 
Cheers 
[Matthew] 
25June 1995 
General thoughts 
The interviews are a snapshot. One year on my concerns/interests have developed and 
changed although I recognise a continuity. 
Would I have answered the same way if you had interviewed me I week or 1 month before or 
after? 
If answering many of the questions today I would point more to externalities - class size 
· national curriculum, testing, league tables. These have had a marked effect on my teaching. 
For example in spite of all my efforts I have taught one class this year who I have failed with 
... (I do not use the word failure lightly.) 
Structure 
In responding to the question about 'good teaching' I talked a lot about structure and the need 
to ensure the learner knows what to do. I think I have moved on. or would modify my 
response now. The teacher cannot provide the structure each individual needs. The issue of 
choice is now I feel more important. Allowing children to choose. No matter how bad things 
get, can I give one child an opportunity to make a choice in each lesson - this is now my 
measure of success. The Carl Rogers 'sound bite' about not teaching but providing a learning 
environment comes to mind. 
Gender 
I didn't think I connected the question of gender with what mathematics is enough. 
What is mathematics? 
It's not what I teach. 
Does my view of mathematics affect what [I] do in the classroom? 
I think my answer to that question contained more bullshit than any others. I feel hypocritical. 
In the classroom I am pragmatic mostly - I want to survive the week. 
Why do children fail? . 
This is my most coherent answer. It is the one which suffers less from the 'problem ~f 
transcription'. Why? Because it is a political statement and not spoken for the first time. 
If you had asked me "How do teachers fail children?" I would have been stuttering and my 
thoughts would have been jumping about all over the place - a much less comfortable 
question. 
28 June 1995 
Dear Hilary 
I enclose a response(s) or thoughts that have arisen whilst/after reading the chapters that you 
sent me. 
I would like to read the rest if possible as it is a bit strange being part of 'phase 3' without 
knowing what phase I .and 2 were. (I feel that I'm getting more out of this than you are 
getting from me!) 
Best wishes 
[Matthew] 
28 June 1995 
Some (disjointed) thoughts on 'teachers working for change' 
Personal: A lovely feeling of not being alone. 
Your model of what a mathe~atics teacher could do is inspiring/ and frightening. Funnily 
enough some of my first reactions would be characterised by your model as a 'silent' way of 
knowing - or put more simply 'wow'! · 
I don't feel deservi~g of the title a 'teacher working for change' as I'm not sure I am doing that 
much to change thmgs ( on a class level, I hope the way I speak to children individually is 
different ---- it is!) 
I'm not so much a teacher working for change as a teacher trying to be who I am. 
When you interviewed _me (us?) perhaps you missed the most important question - who are 
you trying to be or what do you think is a good way to live. (It struck me that for all 3 of us 
teaching was fairly incidental. we stumbled on it almost by accident - so is your model 
generally applicable?) 
I recently told you I wanted to teach something else - a different subject. I said that partly for 
'shock value' but also I think I was expressing my pain and frustration at the gap between what 
I want to do and what lbelieve I actually am doing. This frustration has been increased by 
recent pastoral work with my form. For example, sexed and residential experience where 
what I have done is much closer to what you call emancipatory education. 
Last week my form had a taste of equality and freedom on residential. Teachers have been 
complaining to me of how 'rude and 'cheeky' some of them have been. I've had to be 
pragmatic and have tried to explain/discuss the school as an institution with my form. 
Conclusion structure is very important. 
Change is collective (implies dialectically that change is individual too). 
Teaching another subject? 
But reading the chapters you sent ... reminded me that during the PGCE course I found 
mathematics uniquely self developing. 
Why? (I) Maths is at the sharp edge. it has been a symbol of an oppressive curriculum. a 
bastion of male 'educated' middle class understanding. 
(2) Process and skills needed to do inquiry maths is useful for selfi?qu_i~ as w~II. 
(3) At the end _ or at points during _ of being engag_ed in mathematics 1t 1s poss~ble to 
ask what have I learnt in a way it may not be with other subJects - encoura~es self en~uiry. 
(4) Mathematics empowers: you can know that you are correct by mtrosp~ction. 
(5) Mathematics is democratic to an extent (less reliance on standard English). 
* Thank you for the distinction between school maths and inquiry maths. 
Constructivism, relativism and post modernism 
You seem to imply tha~ [I] hold a view
1 
of maths that is social constructivism and that my view 
ofth~ nature of mat_hs 1s unres?lved .. I ve always had an opinion even ifit has changed. My 
view ~s ~ore co1!1phcated as I unp_ly m the quote you use. There is an underlying structure to 
an ob1ect1ve reality that mathematics helps to describe/is related to. Our knowledge is socially 
constructed but in relation to a objective reality. 
(Do you see my marxism as being the views of a 'dogmatic rebel' - I wouldn't be offended _ 
aha!) 
This relates to my general response to your model. What you ref er to as the authority of self 
and reason seems to imply relativism especially picking and choosing models as appropriate. 
[I know that is a crude interpretation but I'm being polemical.] But for me overcoming 
dualism is not simply a matter of seeing both sides but is integrating them into a larger whole 
and appreciating the interrelatedness of opposites - this is very hard. (Incidentally this is not 
some dogma about 'big events' but for me a practical guide to day to day living.) 
I believe that there is an objective underlying structure to reality which is dialectical (the 
dialectic 'is in nature' not just in our knowledge of it). 
eg Mathematics is not simply constructed. It must be tested against experience ( empirical or 
intellectual). This implies a philosophy of praxis (crucially testing with other people). 
Objective reality is historical and so our knowledge must take this into account. 
Is your model a little ahistorical? How does our society effect (sic) these ways of knowing? 
{The authority of self and reason is set up as one end point - a best way of knowing - is this 
intellectual prejudice? (I don't believe this but it needs justifying.)) 
I think the links/support networks we have need exploring. Authority of self and reason yes 
but a social self and a social reason. reasoning in a social language. 
Contradictorily/dialectically the individual is very important. Can the model be fine tuned to 
take account [ of] our predisposition to express our 'inner self? 
Sorry if this is very confused but I am trying to grasp at half thoughts. 
Appendix.16 
Resolution of the European Council (85/C 166/01) 
ResoluCion 
or Che Council and or Che Ministers for Education 
meeting wiehln the Council or J June 19SS 
containing the acCion programme on equal opportunities ror girls and boys In education 
(85/C 166/01) 
THE COUNCIL AND THE MINISTERS FOR EDUCATION MEETING WITHIN THE 
COUNCIL, • 
Having regard to the Treaties establishing the European communities; 
H~v!ng regard to. the resolution of the Coun~i~ and of the Ministers for Education, meeting 
w11hm the Council, of 9 February 1976 comprmng an action programme in the field of educa-
tion,' 
Having regard to Council Directive 76/207 /EEC of 9 February 1976 on the implementation of 
the principle of equal treatment for men and women• and in particular Article 2 (4) and Artic-
les 3 and 4 thereof, 
Having regard to the Council resolutions and those of the Council and of the Ministers for 
Education, meeting within the Council, dealing with equal opportunities for women,'•'•' 
Having regard to the Council recommendation of 13 December 1984 on the promotion of 
positive action for women,• 
Having regard to the various European Parliament resolutions in favour of women,' and in 
particular the resolution of 17 January 1984'° on the situation of women in Europe, 
Bearing in mind that educational establishments arc a particularly suitable forum for effective 
action to achieve equal opportunities for girls and boys; 
Whereas education and vocational training are among the prerequisites for achieving equal op-
portunities for men and women in working life and whereas education should therefore contri-
bute to eradicating stereotypes, encourage acceptance of the principles of fair shari~g o~ fam-
ily and occupational responsibilities and prepare young people adequately for working hf e; 
Bearing in mind the importance of involving all partic!~ant~ in the educati~nal process in im-
plementation of any policy to foster equal opportumues m order to achieve the necessary 
change in mentalities and attitudes: 
Whereas the decisive influence of parents is widely recognized in connection with stereo-
type-formation, the perception of social roles of m~n and women and also as regards the 
duration of schooling and educational and career choices: 
'OJ C )8, 19.2.1976. 
:01 l 39~ 14.2.1976. . . C 186 21.7.1982), 
Resolution on the promotion or equal opportumucs for women (OJ ' . h 1 . (OJ c l66 2S 6 1913) • R I · ·nrormat1on tee no og1cs , · · · 
ciolution concerning vocational training measures re aung to new 1 . . h 1980s (OJ c 193 20 7 1983) 
' R I · · · · · · · h E ro""an Community 1n c e , · · · 
, eso ut~on concerning vocational trainin~ pohc1cs_in C c u '.'~ . on technology in education (OJ C 2S6, 
Resolution on measures relating 10 the introducuon of new informauon 
. 24.9.1983). J. articular section II (b) thereof (01 C 161, 
Resolution in ac1ion 10 combat unemployment among,t women. an ,n P 
21.6.1984). 
'OJ l 331, 19.12.1984 
'OJ C SO, 9.l.1984 and OJ C.: 149, 1<4.6.19R2 
OJ C SO, 9.3.1984. 
Bearing i~ !11ind th~ commitment.of teachers and their associations to the achievement of equal 
opportumues for gsrls and boys 10 the school system; 
Whereas, in ad~ition t'! poHcie~ co!1cerning equal access for girls and boys to all forms and 
levels of educauon, posmve acuon as necessary to bring about equality in practice; 
Taking. note of the report of the Conference on Equality of Opportunity for Girls and Boys in 
E~ucataon (Bru~sc}s, 27 and 28 November 1984), organized by the Presidency in conjunction 
with the Comm1ss1on, · 
HEREBY ADOPT THIS RESOLUTION: 
I. The Council and Jhe Ministers for Education, meeting within the Council, give their ag-
reement to an action programme which will be implemented within the scope of constitu-
tional possibilities and having regard to the economic, social and cultural context of each 
Member State, to the funds available and to their respective educational systems. The 
measures envisaged under this programme are necessary in order to: 
(i) ensure equal opportunities for girls and boys for access to all forms of education and 
all types of training in order to enable each individual to develop his or her own apti-
tudes to the full; 
(ii) enable girls and boys to make eduational and career choices, in full knowledge of the 
facts and in good time, affording them the same possibilities as regards employment 
and economic independence; 
(iii) motivate girls and boys to make non-traditional choices and to follow courses leading 
to qualifications so that they may have access to a far more diversified range of jobs; 
(iv) encourage girls to participate as much as boys in new and expanding sectors, within 
both education and vocational training, such as the new information technologies and 
biotechnology. 
The Council and the Ministers for Education, meeting within the Council, accordingly ag-
ree that these objectives can be attained if the educational and career choices of girls and 
boys are made without any restriction as to sex. 
The action programme is as follows: 
J. Promoting awareness among all the participants in the educational process' of the need 
to achieve equal opportunities for girls and boys 
(a) Encouraging the eradica~ion of s_ex stercot~ping thr~ugh coordinated action t~ 
raise awareness such as mformauon campaigns, seminars, lectures, debates an 
discussions; 
(b) encouraging exchanges of inform~tion on innoyatory projects in this field and 
ensuring that it is as widely disseminated as possible; 
(c) preparing and distributing at national level texts bringing toget.he~ resuhs rf expe-
rience. recommendations and practical guidance aimed at ach1evmg equa oppor-
tunities. 
· · · to all pupils to encourage girls and 2. Educational and vocational guidance as a service 
boys to diversify their career choices 
, 1 . . . h ds or educational establishments, tc:acher-arainina starr, teachers, n pamcular, children. parents. inspectors, ea .. 
educational c:ounscllon. auidam:e officers, local authonues. 
(a)Ensuring that information is given as early as possible on wo k' rr 
introduction of options, since premature specialization leadr mtg t e anfd delay the 
d. · I · d . . s o a pre erence for tra 1t1ona course options an mamtams segregation; 
ens~ring that inform~tion, counselling and guidance services are available to all 
pupils thr~ughout the1~ school career and in particular at all the key po' t t h. h 
course options are decided; m s a w 1c 
m~ki~g it possible to S\vitch courses during the school career, e.g. by means of 
bndgmg classes; 
(b)encouraging diversification of girls' and boys' educational and career choices, parti· 
cularly by: 
(i) introducing both girls and boys to new technology from the end of primary 
school in all educational establishments, 
(ii) training guidance officers in the specific aspects of educational and career 
guidance relating to girls (encouraging diversity of choice, in particular new ca-
reers connected with new technologies, and providing follow-up and support 
for girls who lake non-traditional options, etc.), 
(iii) ensuring effective cooperation between school guidance services and parents 
and reacheu as well as between school and vocational guidance, training and 
job-vacancy services. 
3. Opening up schools to working life and the outside world, in particular by organizing, 
at all levels, pupil contacr with working life, especially where non-traditional work for 
women is being promoted, and with the outside world in general (associations of young 
people, occupational bodies, etc.). 
4. Extending the possibilities for effective access by both girls and boys to all vocational 
training options and supporting, through suitable measures, girls and boys who have 
chosen non-traditional openings. 
S. Including the question and pedagogics of equal opportunity in teachers' initial and in-
servicc training. Teachers' courses could for instance include th.e· compo~ents nee.ded to 
encourage girls to take up the natural sciences and mathematics, and mformauon on 
the vocational opportunities offered by these disciplines. 
6. Reinforcing coeducational practices in mixed educational establishments 
In mixed educational establishments encouraging all pupils t~ participate _in sc~ool and 
extra-mural activities, including activities traditionally cons!~ere~ as be1~g either for 
the male or f cm ale sex and stimulate in particular equal paruc1pat1on by girls and boys 
in technical and scientific options. 
7. Developing a balance between men and women holding positions of responsibility in 
education 
· · · of equality of the sexes by pro-Encouraging children to develop a pos1t1vc perception k. . the educational sector 
moting a balanced distribution of men and w~men wor mg ~: terms of postings pro: 
lo this end, encourage action aimed at improving ;~e balan~~t~ the subjects taugh0t and 
motion and training. This improved balance shou cover 
the levels of the po~ts occupied. 
I tb ks teaching material in general, 8. Eradicating persistent stereotypes from s~hoo tex 00 • 
assessment materials and guidance material 
(a)Crealing structures or using existing structures for eq al · · fi · 
boys with a view lo establishing criteria and drawing ~p r~~~or:;m~1es. or g!rls :nd 
elimi~ating. ste~eotypes from school books and all other lca~i:; a~~o~~::fon:~ 
mathen~l! With mvol,vemen~ o_r all the parties concerned (publishers teachers public 
aut onues, parents assoc1auons); ' ' 
(b)':::t~~[:i~ing gradual replacement of material containing stereotypes by non-sexist 
9. Special measures helping _the un_d~rprivileged, particularly girls who receive very little 
e~cour;gcm~nl f(rom lh~tr far~tl!cs 10 pursue school activities and the children of 
m1gran_ wor crs prevention o 1lhteracy, language training). These measures arc aimed 
al pupils, teachers and parents. They are particularly concerned with informi ·-
grant workers of the educational options available in the host country. ng mi 
10.lntroduci~~ specifi~ measures lo encourage the promotion of programmes for equal 
opportunmes for girls and boys, with a view to: 
(i) ~ncouraging the if!1plementation in s~hools of specific measures based on guide-
lmes agreed at national level; 
(ii) drawing up annual reports on action taken; 
(iii) encouraging the training of school advisers specifically appointed to make recom-
mendations, give advice, suggest initiatives and assess measures taken; 
(iv) reviewing the text of regulations tsuch as circulars) with a view to eradicating dis-
crimination and stereotypes from them; 
(v) encouraging lhc use of existing agencies with expertise in matters concerning equal 
opportunities for girls and boys in monitoring progress in this area. 
II. The Commission of the European Communities will take the necessary measures to: 
(i) promote the principle of equality between girls and boys in all Community action 
and policies connected with education, training and employment policy, and in 
particular promote a spirit of enterprise among girls as well as boys in order to fa-
cilitate their transition from school to working life, 
(ii} extend the programme of study visits lo include teacher training staff, guidance of-
ficers, inspectors and administrators with particular responsibility for equal op-
portunities for girls and boys at school, in order to broaden their practical and vo-
cational experience, 
(iii) provide supplementary data, particularly through studies on equal opportunities 
for girls and boys in education, circulate the results and improve the exchange of 
information on positive action by using the Eurydice network, 
(iv) ensure close cooperation with teachers' associations organi~e~ at Eur?pean level in 
implementing and promoting measures for equal opportumt1es for girls and boys, 
(v) in collaboration with parents' associations organized at Europe.a? ~eveJ, launch in-
formation campaigns on the choice of school courses and the d1vmon of tasks bet-
ween girls and boys and aimed at eliminating stereotypes, 
(vi) set up a Working Party composed of t_h~se havi~g responsibil.ity at nat.ional level 
for matters concerning equal opportumues for girls and boys m e~~cauon and of 
representatives of the competent bodies (experts, equal oppor~umt1es boar_ds) to 
pool Member States' experience and follow up and assess the 1m~lementat1~n of 
the acrion programme; this Working Party to report to the Education Committee. 
(vii) support, on _the b_asis of specific criteria (e.g. transferability to other Member 
~tates), certam action undertak~n by Membe~ States, particularly the launching of 
mnovatory programmes of proJects, and actions which foster exchanges between 
Member States, 
(viii) support Member States in drawing up and circulating practical recommendations 
aimed at achieving equal opportunities, particularly by preparing Community 
g~idclines. 
111. The Council and the Ministers for Education, meeting within the Council, call upon the 
Commission to give careful consideration, in the framework of the rules governing the 
Social Fund, to applications relating to the training of instructors and guidance counsel-
lors undertaken in the context of positive action to ensure equal opportunities for girls 
and boys in education. 
IV. The Council and the Ministers for Education, meeting within the Council, call upon the 
Education Committee to submit, in two years' time, a first progress report on action 
taken by the Member States and the Community to foster equal opportunities for girls 
and boys in education. 
v. Community funding of the action outlined in section II and the extent thereof will be de-
cided in accordance with the Community's budgetary rules and procedures. 
VI. This Resolution will be forwarded to the European Parliament and to the Economic and 
Social Committee. 
Appendix 17 
Invitation to join the equal opportunities support group in Phase 
two 
Equal Opportunities Support Seminar 
Proposal 
During last year on the PGCE course, a number of us were involved in a 
project which focusled on the need to provide equal educational 
opportunities for boys and girls. Undoubtedly this will continue to be 
a central theme in the course this year. We sought to provide research 
findings and information, opportunties to explore our own attitudes and 
perspectives, and practical advice and suggestions about how to 
implement equal opportunties in school. I became very interested in the 
issue of why we sometimes find it difficult to match our attitudes and 
perspectives to what actually happens in our classrooms and I would like 
very much to spend time this year exploring that further. 
With this in mind, I decided to offer an additional element in the 
course this year: an equal opportunities support seminar, meeting 
approximately once a fortnight during the course. You are free to 
choose whether or not you wish to join the group. If you do decide to 
attend, then a regular commitment would be appreciated to ensure the 
coherence and continuity of the work. The focus of the group will be to 
explore some of the specific difficulties we face and to try to offer 
each other practical and personal support in overcoming them. 
In addition, I should like to collect data from and about the group and 
its workings and also, from time to time, from everyone on the PGCE 
mathematics course. This would, of course, be ~nly with rour.~onsent 
and all the information would be treated as strictly confidential •. My 
current intention is that the material should form part of the bas7s for 
a research degree From a methodological point of view, I am committed 
to research that does not treat the researched as objects but inc~udes 
and awards status to their perspectives and that also seeks t~ gain 
access to understandings through interaction and shared.experience. I 
shall myself be fully participant in the group and not in any sense an 
outside observer. 
Hilary Povey 
September 1990 
Appendix 18 
Conclusion to mathematics report on action research project 
(Phase one) 
What did we learn about and through the . 
process? 
We have already said elsewhere that we believe that involvement of all staff 
in the planning of their own equal opportunities work is a vital part of 
successful practice. Our experience confirmed this. 
The ped~~ogi.c style we adopted with its emphasis on personal involvement 
and part1c1pat1on was central to our work. We believe that some ways of 
working are more conducive than others to giving the participants a sense 
of ownership and that this sense of ownership brings a deeper commitment 
and a willingness to ask and answer challenging questions. 
The students' participation in planning their own curriculum entailed their 
taking responsibility for it. 
For equal opportunities work to be successful, it needs to permeate the 
curriculum. We discovered that when it does, and is perceived to do so by 
the students, then the legitimacy of the issue seems to be endorsed by 
them rather than, as might have been expected, a sense of "overkill" being 
evoked. 
The students commented on the fact that an atmosphere of support and 
trust enabled them to explore issues which otherwise might have been left 
unexamined. They valued the opportunity which the emphasis on small 
group work gave for extended and frequent discussion with their peers. 
The students took very seriously the need to addr~~s pra~tical ~lassroom 
issues. Within this context, however, they were wllhng to investigate · 
relevant research material and to recognise that their own perso~~I 
attitudes and values were a significant part of the equal opportunities 
agenda. 
Appendix 19 
Definitions of attitude measures from Lacey 1977 
Definitions of attitude measures 
Naturalism Naturalism presumes the existence of natural standards that reside within the child 
and emerge in a relationship with the child. It is therefore opposed to the imposition of 
external (absolute) standards in the moral. cultural or academic sphere (Lacey 1977, p59). 
Radicalism Radicalism is concerned with the allocation of resources to and the distribution 
and availability of education. In general, more education, more equally distributed is at the 
centre of the concept (Lacey 1977. p59). 
Te11dermi11ded11ess Tendermindedness is against narrowly conceived vocationalism and 
instrumentalism in education and is against efficiency in fitting children into the 'system'. It is 
therefore a very negative concept and can only be conceived of as protecting ~hildren from 
demands of the future and the 'system' (Lacey 1977, p60). 
" 
Liberalism Liberalism is for pupil participation, against competition and for the unequal 
division of resources in favour of poorer areas (Lacey 1977, pl I). 
Progressivism Progressivism stresses good relationships more than academic results and does 
not accept that distance or hostility are inevitable in the relationship with children (Lacey 
1977, pi If). 
Appendix 20 
Chart of intellectual development from Perry 1970 
-------=--c.~··--------
GLOSSARY 
The following glossary is reproduced from th1Juc1~·, M•nu•I. It provides• rtftrtnee 
for certain terms appearing in the text, •nd on the Chart, to which I porticular meoning 111sslgned. 
A!nolult 
Thi f'ltlblilhed Ordtt: The Truth. concewtd to be 
tht et111ion and OOSlfl•ion of the Deity, Of sitnply to 
oin. as in a P1uonte wo"d of in own; The Ultim111 
Ct1teuon, in t"'PfCt lO whtch 111 propositions end Kll 
.,, tithe, '""'' Of Wf'Gn9. 
Ac.commod1tion 
T~ r,oclific,lton or reo,,pniiation of• 1t,ue1urt 
in tHpon11 to incongruilift p,oduced by 8Mlm1l111on1. 
Adherence CNrt code: A Ccont111t ()pp,o,tjdonl 
1) Ahgnment of ttlf with Authcwity kl I Oualithc 
1ttve1uring ol tht ¥rOtld; or 
21 In Nttnthtws: (Al. a "conllf'V•tiwt"" prtflf', 
tnce in I rtll11Ytltic 1trvctvrinrg of tht world. 
Aulmllllion Chat1 code: pa,onlNles I I 
The connecdon of• ntw PtrC:tPt IO.,. ntant Hruc· 
turt. Thsl rNy require nriou1 Clf91'HS of 1Ubofdil'\l:t1on 
ot the Implication, of the new percept to the demMd1 
of an otant sm,ctute, Ind/or vlflOVI 0.,,HS of IC· 
commoc,11ion of tht 11rueturt. 
On the Chttt, lht Quantl1y within 1tw ,,.,.,.thf.tos ts 
to ~ rod M 1Ktmilattd to the 11,ucture 1Wrccd1ng the 
pe,en1hft11: for t•emplt, •~lM1 rt-11 -Mult.plic1ty 
fflimi11ted to Adherencr In 1ttue1urt of 'osition 4." 
A.utt.otity luPPlf-ate Al 
Thi OOHtHOrl of the ri9h1 ~I in the Absotutt, 
°' tht fMdi110,1 of """ 111 wleWed in Adheronce•: o, 
U\t bltt o, untatt ortt~ to the ,9" ...,._,, in t,.... AttSOlute 111 wtlwt'd in 0PC)O'li&ionJ. 
1v1h0tity IIOlwtr·cnt 11 
An 1\PC'C1 of SOC ... Off91\tl•IIOI\ .,-, lflle,a,cltnn Ml 
a 1t111 .. 1 world, w,1h mll\y d1tl1rent .. 11ona t1.9., power, 
l&Ptf\lM,ILC.I. 
Commitment ChMI COCII: C 
A.ft 1Utrm,oon of pettoNI v11uet o, choice in Act, 
at.tw,vn A c:ontclOul IC1 o, ruliution ol idmlily 9fld 
,nc,on1,1>o&..1y, A proc111 of orttnUliOn of tell '" a 
r1IHrtl WOIICI, 
The word Convnit"*II Cc,,p.t .. Ct ii rltitfVld to, 
1h,1 ""lf9'1lhot. atftrnwitwe h,nc:11011. "dllllllC'I t,om 
11 c.on,m,tffllnt to 111 unovt11tonld Of vn,olffittlltd 
blh1t. Olan. or ••kl•. OI' 2t commilmenl \0 ~hv111ic 
a1-.n11,on or d•HOC.aoon 
dlftnM•• Cldi~liwl dtKriotwe of Adtwtence or 
C)ppos,1i0nl Chari code: Ad Gr ()d 
AoNttrice Ot Oooositt0n lvnc1tonil'lf in intetn1I 
IUVClufft ot etnOttONII co,urol lO .. to produce"'""' 
,1111tMC11 to euahfteauon, 9ffibtfl.uly, or d\1"91, 
OualltM or Owelity (WOOl'·a .. Ot 
A 111,turalld ttruc:tur6nt of lhl' world tMtWNft 
G- llld Bod, R.,,,, end w,...._ Wt end 01htr1. 
Coffiotrt• 01.,M""' - 1 Oullfll'I '"~ one .... 
"""' ....... , Oulhlt1C111¥ """'"'" 
__ ... _ ·--a,edl 
Alty t.lt\lt¥ fV'ICltOII lft I ,et.I .... wo,ld, t t , Shi 
''fl"II/M'IJl'litl Qull1ly .. I ,,opotltteft ift I eoec-ftld 
CO"Wsl 
E ... po 
The denMOI of the ifflpllcot- for •owth In Posl, 
lions 4 Ind 5 by Oruotiltk>n or Enc.apsulatlon in the 
siructurt of IMII Positions, 
Oi1toel1tl0ft Chltt code: D 
Sutuined oPt)OttunlsOc denlal of resc,onsibiHUts 
implied for the NII In Multiplldty or Atllllvitm. 
£napsulltlon Chott eode: I 
Cont01id1ttd auimit.tion of MulUpllcitv or 
Atl1tlvlsm to I Ou.llsUc structure, proj1C1int,.. 
sponslblllty on Authority. 
Growth 
Propnsion ftom one structure IO a hlthM' nruo, 
turt II dtfiMd in lht scheme. 
Muh;p11c11y Chari eode: M 
A plutality of "1n1Wets." poinll of view, or ..-,,..,.. 
liont. *Ith reference 10 llmll• topics Of p,ohlenll, 
This ph,r11i1y ii perceived .. an eva,egate ot ditcr1tt1 
without ffltern,I nructut1 or 1xllfn1I relallon, In tht 
tlftlt, "'A"YOftl hat a rith,t to hi• own oplntOft." with 
IN J,npllc:ltion that no tudgments arnone opinlOM 
can bt INde. Ceompe,t At\lUvlsmJ 
Opposi1ion Chltl eode: 0 (contr.,t Adhtr..,..I 
11 Alionment vs. Authority In a Ou11i11lc sttuc· 
hHint ol lht world; Of 
2) In puenlhewtt: COi, • preferfflCI lo, CNfltl 
and 1•perlmen11don, H c,ppowd 10 con, 
11t¥1tlsm, In 1 ,,i.Uvillk: 11rUC1ur6ng of the 
-Id. 
PositiDft f 1 to 9 ttc. on the Chlrtt 
TNt 1trvctut1 reprnentlnt the mode, Ot centt1I 
ltndency, emont the forms ttvouQh which 1n lndM, 
dual conatrue1 rht world of know'edgt and valVft •• 
I fl¥en time in hil Hit. 
R•tivlaM CNN c:ode: A 
A pk.,r1lltv of ooin11 of view, ln111prt111ions. fratnet 
of ,,terenc:e. valut 1ynems Ind contlnvenc .. , kl wh'ch 
IN 1ttuc\uret proPlf"li .. of cont111111 and forms alkwf 
ot v•iovl tottt of 1Nly1l1, comp,1tlson Ind ev1fu10on 
ii\ MullipHclty. 
A11r111 
An ac1W.11i9ctlon of the lmpllca1lonl for Orowlh by 
enlrencfwnent HI I dtltnWe Vlf'ilftl of ,osition 2 or 3. 
lncw,t 
Thi ttlltioNI properties of I wo,ld view, with 
tp11ei .. ttftrenct 10 tht l0tms In whid\ the n•IYl't of 
.. nowhtdtt end value ere constrt.ltd. 
Te,nporl,l"t 
A IUIIJtftllOfl of Growth lfo, I .,...., without r• 
GOufN 10 IM 11ructwi"91 Of Eeac,e. 
GROWTH RE LAT 
COMPLEX DUALISM t,. 
.. _ 
--------SIMPLE DUALISM----------------------
POSITION 1 
BASIC DUALITY 
Aaum 'on of dutlistic 11ruc-
E turt of w taken for grented, 
M un1x1mined, ight YL wrong. 
B WI YL othtrs, YL IMd, 
E whit They w1nt YL t They 
D don't w1nt. Ail problems 
D solublt by Adheronc,: o!Mdi· 
E ence, conlormity to the right 
D 1nd whit Thty w1nt. Will 
N l)C)Wlr 1nd work should bring 
E congruence of octlon Ind ,. 
S word. Multiplicity not pe,. 
S ceived, Self defined primorilv 
by m1m1Mrship In th1 right 1nd 
tr1dltion1I. 
Htrt Authority 1nd Absolutes 
undlfl1ronti11ed. Question of 
whtrl Authority gets rightness 
not 11ised. 
Form 2: 
Absoluttt 
I 
Authority 
I 
rirt I ""ing 
WI others 
Hort Authority -n II 
dorivlng rightnas, from 
Absolutes. 
POSITION2 
MULTIPLICITY 
PRE-LEGITIMATE 
Multiplicity perceived, but only 
111iien or unrt1I. As 1li1n it 
essimi11t11 e11ily to error 1nd 
otherness: "0.then lrt wrong 
1nd confused IM)." Assimiloted 
to Authority, It lllds to Oppos;. 
tion: "! 1m r~ht; They !Author· 
ore needlessly confused IM)." 
Is I mer1 1pp11ronce, 
1.g.: "They , to work on 
thts1 things (Ml to how to 
find I!!! 1n1W1r," Here Op on 
11es Authority not II wrong but 
simply II filling In its mediation1I 
toll. 
In either C111 M 11 perceived but 
not 11 1 1ign1I of legitim1to, 
1pistemologic1I uncen1inty. 
Alita 
In Adherence 
Authority 
I 
M 
wrong 
M 
w,rng I rlrt 
oth1rs -
~ 
Absolut11 
I 
Authority 
I 
right 
.t. M /I'\ 
H1rt Authority knows re1I 
1n1W1r behind M. 
POSITION3 
MULTIPLICITY SUBORDINATE 
Multiplicity perceived with some 
of Its lmplicotionL Authority may 
not hlv1 the 1n1WtrS VII on som, 
of it, perhaps becouse the relevant 
Absolutes or1 not VII in view. But 
trust in Authority, 1t least in the 
lde1I, Is not thrt1tened. Exe,cises 
in M m1v be enjoyed (Al or dis, 
llked (Ad); Authority is presumed 
to ev1lu111 thlm on Ill< ill of pres, 
entltion I not on 11ructu11I prop, 
tf'tits). Ad m1v feor thrv ore 
judged on glibness, influence, or 
pull, 
Opposition h1rt: "'Thty judge 111 
" Soll defined over against 
Authority similor structural 
terms. 
Absolutes 
l..i.o,_.: 
F ,I 
Au~or,ty I 
rl~ht M 
WI J/ 1''::.l 
wrong 
I 
others 
"'r'':l.l Mt es In Position 2: M, not 
PrtttntlV rtduclblt by Authorilv 
but 1n1W1r does 1xist. 
In Opposition 
Absolutes 
I 
right 
I 
we 
,/ 
z 
/' 
RETREAT 
Active Deni1I of ,otonti1I of Log;tifflac 
inOtMtness 
lfo, VINfttl, - boo I 
COMMITMENT IN RELATIVISM • - .... 
..... 
--- .... ......... ,, 
:ITION4 POSITIONS POSITION I POSITION7 l'OSITION 8 POSITION I 
~ TIPLICITY CORRE LATE COMMITMENT FORESEEN INITIAL COMMITMENT ORIENTATION IN IMPLICATIONS 
OR 
.ATIVISM SUBORDINATE 
lily romuctured In complex 
,s: right·wrong YL M. Abso-
s m1y be doubted in M 1r11 
:,nsidtred so intcceS1ible II 
I imp011ible to bring to beer 
um1n affairs In 1ny reason-
foreseeeble future. In M, 
1fore, "1nyon1 hu I right 
RELATIVISM CORRELATE, 
COMPETING, OR DIFFUSE 
Relativism perceived n way of 
perceiving. 1nelyzing and evalu· 
ating. not because "They want 
us to think this wey.'' but ln-
trinslcelly. Authority pereaived 
n !.Uthorlty in R. In R Corr• 
late, world divided Into those 
ereu whtr9 Authority has tht 
answen (e.g. physics or morals) 
and thole In which R must bt 
used (e.g. English papers). In R 
Competing. R perealved II ap-
plying to whole world (with 
R eccepted for 111 aecular pur, 
pOtel including binary )udgmtnl 
end ectlon. Commltmtnt may 
bt perceived II I logical ntcfl-
slty for tctlon In an R world 
and/or "felt" 11 needed (with or 
without explicit stattment of I 
logical nacenlty). Thi re,li,._ 
tlon mey bring various reectlons: 
eagem111, ernbivaltnct, dismey, 
sturdln..., turmoil, simple ec-
ceptance. 
First Commltmtnt(s) or 1ffirmttion(,I. 
Acceptance of their origin, in self"s 
experience and choicet, some Intima-
tions of lmpllcationL 
OF COMMITMENT 
Soma implications of Commitment •• 
allzed: tensions bttwean fHlings of 
tantativaness and finality, expansion 
DEVELOPING COMMITMENT($) 
~~nlmitment.1.t~ded or remade 
'It, new terms II gro,tth. Balances art 
• I 
developing In th!Esions of quail· 
tativt p0larities o style, 11peei1lly A 
1lttrn1tion of ref tion and ection. C 
Acceptance of c an~ of mood and T 
outl~lt,.>xithln i/ontinuity of Ide~ U 
tlty. jfn-.,.of til,1ng "in" one's life. A 
s own opinions." M 11 tc• 
Niedged II relev1nt to stlf, 
1ing confusing, liberating, 
!IUing. etc. Commitment Fortaeen: 
lnltltl Commltmtnt(s): 
R world 
(authlority) 
I 
ell of us 
I 
valuu In degrte1 end Ira 
or binery answers• a,t,.cl111), but 
this world view 1tternate1 with I R world 
tivism perealved In M and previous one. In R Dlffuae, the I 
I 
ill1t1d to Authority: ACRI. moat fullydwtloped of thtae (authlorlty) 
: la: Authority cen make ltnlCtur91, R is accepted -· 
mtnts In M on discernible ally but without lmpllc1tlon1 • 11 011 us 
• itlons to etch for CommitmtoL Nott on religion: In Commitment 
Involving• religious faith In en at,. 
solute, the seme distinctions re 
Commitment apply (cl. theologl· 
cel distinction betwnn belief and 
faith). Tha muctural solutlona for 
relating an absolute and relativism 
are varied and not outlined here 
r lcoher1nc1 o Aelattvism Correlete~ values In deg n 
grutnce). However, this It 
··11ow they wont 111 to think," Absolutn [no lblolutu) IC) 
" thin I consequence of the I 
rt ol 111 knowledge. Authority 
Multiplicity Correl1te: rl+t I wrjg R I (authority) 
,lult'I I we others I 111 Of Ut 
I ·r~ 
~;I~\ M I 
-
structures the effort is to 
nd M lrH, In which They 
no right to make us fnl 
y. 
·eiativism Subordinated: 
v1lun In 
degren 
1nd frames 
Relativism Competing: 
Any }~ 
Previous • 
Structure ~ 
[no 1bsolut11) 
R 
I (authority) 
I 
all of us 
I 
- (d9ubted or lnac:ce. I I I ----;;;;,... 
.,.~ siblt In R cue1I and fr11mn 
I 
-ority 
iht 
-r 
worse 
,. 
Relativism Diffuse: 
(no abtolutn) 
R 
I (authority) 
I 
all of us 
I 
v1lu11 In dtgrHS and fram11 
(Cl edded when • Commitment 
sensed II near. 
In all of them the crucltl cr ,on 
for the Integrity of the ritnt• 
tlon Is the 11titude 1rd people 
7" 
VARIANTS OF RETREAT 
"R1tctlon": High anxiety, complelnt. 
rtaentment vs. M. 
"Dedlceted R11ctlon1ry": R lghtnus. 
hall of Otliem111, no OYtrt anxiety. 
H11111 enswen for M. 
"Ne;atfvlsm": Ptulve reslst1nce YL 
Authority. but no 0 cau•0 of on1'1 
own. 
"Dogm1tlc Rebel": Identity In "c1u•" 
without contingent )udgmant. "Cause" 
d1t1rrnlned by wh1tever Authority 
does to bt agaln1L 
ngtd pau11 (full yar) within any of the ,out evldtnct of entrenchment through atructurn of Escepe. 
ESCAPE 
A ttttling for Positions 4, S, or I by denying or rejecting their 
lmplica1lons for growth. 
(for verients, - box) 
Nott: Chart Is abbreviated from th1 form used In Judges' exptrlmentL 
Its main outlines will provide tha reader with tha shape of the 
IChtmt. Its dettll, dlacuntd or1lly with the Judgn, con bt most 
rttdily approoched vii the t""I of Chapter 5. 
and narrowing. freedom and con nt. 
tctlon and refltetion. Pros (or 
even experience oil mtm ship with 
1uthorlty In artas of mmltmtnt 
(valuu, address thtrs, occupation, 
ttc.) Iden · sensed In both conttnt 
of Co tment and In personal style 
drtso to Commitment. 
tgrees 1nd frames 
1,.2 ... 
Identity In Commitments and 
atylt of eddreso to them 
Nott: (D) may bi edded to any forms 
of 7, 8, (or concolvobly even 9), if while 
advancing In most 1spec:11 of his life the 
student has kept soma 1spte1(s) disso-
ciated from the gene,1l ldv1nce without 
appearing to have Invalidated his central 
growth. 
VARIANTS OF ESCAPE 
R world 
authority Jnd all of us 
I 
values In degrffl and frames 
J,. 2. , ••••• 
I 
Developing balance of style 
Multlpllclty 
Enetptuletlon of M (Identity limited): 
Relativism 
Enceptulatlon of R !Identity limited): 
Loo• "tolerance" of M for Others Rtlattvlsm Jn M exploited for A 
so long H It - A purposes or purp0- but - turned on A 
-·t upset own A mucturtL atructure. 
[ 
(Dependent) • Identity In cerrylng out 111lgnment1 of external 111-J 
thorlty by~-
(Outer dlrtettdl • Identity In carrying out 111lgnment1 of external 
authority (or pnnl by performance. 
(lnne, directed) • Identity In autocracy. Moral problems 1ll 1tttled. 
M1y 1lso find Identity In performance. 
Loo• cynicism: usu M to deftat R1tlon1ll1tlc cynicism: uses R to 
111 value statements (except affirm- defeat 111 value stlttments (except 
atlon of •If II nlhlllst). affirmation of 1111 •• nihilist). 
Olssoclotlon In M (Identity dissolved): 
u- M to - out self, no lnttllec-
tual ex-I• In process. Anythlnt 
goes. 
Dissociation In R (Identity dissolved): 
u .. R to wosh out 1111. The lntt~ 
lectual 91me, Commftfflfflt 1woided. 
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Appendix 21 
Jntervie,v schedule from Belenky et al 1986 
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Appendix A 
Interview Schedule 
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Appendix 22· 
Text of Povey 1995 
'The Big, Bad World of 
Computers': Gender, Micros and 
Mathematics in Initial Teacher 
Education 
 
Hilary Povey begins her article with a brief discussion of some of 
the equal opportunities issues with respect to gender surroundino 
the teaching and learning of mathematics. The author then ° 
describes some of the work she and her colleagues have undertaken 
in mathematics classes with a particular group of students in initial 
teacher education at Sheffield Hallam University. When they 
introduced the Logo programming language into the mathematics 
curriculum of their students, they asked them to initiate their own 
projects, to work in pairs and to keep a diary of the work they did. 
The evaluation of this work, done by interpreting the diaries, is 
described in detail. The results were positive: learning styles often 
favoured by women were validated and the women students were 
empowered in their relationship with the new technology. The 
article concludes with some thoughts about the implications for 
future practice, both for the students as learners themselves and 
also for the students as teachers in training. 
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Appendix 23· 
Text of Povey in press 
,. 
Working for Change in 
Teacher Education 
Some First Steps for Monday Momingl 
Hilary Povey 
Logo has been found to be a powerful tool for prompting 
teachers of school mathematics to experiment with new ways of 
teaching and learning. This chapter is concerned with initial 
teacher education and looks at the ways in which the students' 
learning of Logo may help them lo rethink their understanding 
of the nature of mathematics and to develop a criti.ca/, 
emancipatory pedagogy. 
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